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Abstract 

The urgent and rapidly changing sustainability challenges facing society today require people to 

possess the competences necessary to deal with knowledge uncertainty. This inquiry examined 

teaching strategies for enhancing the development of uncertainty competences, which are defined 

as the knowledge, skills, strategies, dispositions, and values, as well as the ability to effectively 

mobilise these attributes to manage knowledge uncertainty. The study’s rationale stems from the 

dearth of research specifically addressing teaching uncertainty competences in primary education, 

and the existence of even fewer studies that provide teachers with clear guidelines regarding how 

such competences can be developed by their students. The principal aim of the study was to more 

deeply understand the strategies and practices of educators who were teaching children about 

complex and uncertain topics.  

This interpretive, multiple case study focused on Scottish children in the final two years of primary 

school, since these children are increasingly confronted with complex environmental issues, both 

inside and outside the classroom. Principal data collection involved one observation in each of four 

classrooms and three observations in one classroom during lessons about complex environmental 

topics. In total 133 children and five teachers participated. The classroom interactions between 

teachers and children were captured using audio recordings and field notes, and complemented by 

focus-group interviews with children and interviews with teachers. Secondary data were derived 

from children’s assignments and teaching resources.  

The findings indicate that a combination of complex and controversial topics, specific learning 

activities, teaching resources, and the employment of ‘language of conditionality’ – all purposely 

designed to welcome uncertainty into the classroom – may improve the development of uncertainty 

competences. Language of conditionality consists of vocabulary, grammar and questions of 

conditionality. The first two concepts refer to the words, grammatical rules and linguistic devices 

that allow clear and nuanced communication about the uncertainty and complexity inherent to 

sustainability challenges. The third refers to a variety of questions that invite uncertainty into the 

learning process. Teaching the language of conditionality lays a constructive groundwork for 

learning how to manage sustainability challenges. The study found that the classroom teacher 

who primarily used language of conditionality created space for the children to explore multiple 

perspectives, come with creative answers, question the certainty of knowledge, and practice dealing 

with uncertainty. The Teachers were often not aware of the ways in which their use of language of 

conditionality influenced learning. The research suggests there is value in incorporating this aspect 

of language choice and the discussion of uncertainty competences in teacher education.  
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Preface 

Sometimes I ask myself how I ended up amidst all of this uncertainty stuff. I grew up in the 

Netherlands as the youngest child of American immigrants, moving back and forth between 

cultures and languages. The love for animals and nature that I developed as a child ignited what 

later would become my passion for environmental education. The many teachers and 

academics in my family, who encouraged me to learn and ask questions, were another 

contributing factor. It was stressed that finding the right answer is important and that you 

should not give up until you find it. Little did I know then about asking the question: How do 

I actually know there is a right answer to be found? 

After obtaining my Master’s degree in Communication Science and Environmental Education, 

I worked for five years developing environmental communication projects and teaching 

materials for primary schools. I also volunteered at the local environmental education centre 

developing projects for primary school children and helping out when classes visited the centre. 

Ever since I entered the environmental education field I had heard the people around me talk 

about the need for moving towards a more sustainable world and how this requires people who 

are capable of handling complexity and uncertainty. Any time this came up, everyone, whether 

they were teachers, environmental educators, policy makers or academics, would nod in 

agreement. I nodded too, but then I would ask: How do you teach someone how to manage 

knowledge uncertainty? No-one could answer. This question pursued me.  

I remember as a child feeling confused when I noticed inconsistencies between textbooks, for 

example, regarding the average length of a wallaby’s tail. How could that be? Surely, there 

should be one right answer!  Almost thirty years later, I can recall the feeling of uncertainty 

and uneasiness when I didn’t know which book to believe.  As an adult I was again confronted 

with the complexities and inconsistencies of the scientific world when one doctor’s diagnosis 

and treatment plan disagreed entirely from another’s. Again, I was confronted by the need to 

decide which knowledge authority to trust. My childhood feeling of uneasiness returned in full 

force. I often wondered over the years if, and how, I could have been better prepared for dealing 

with contradictory knowledge. But I also questioned if today’s children growing up with an 

overwhelming amount of information and disinformation at their fingertips would experience 

knowledge uncertainty in the same way. Would they be similarly distressed when confronted 

with contradictory information? 
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Growing up bilingual (English and Dutch) in a family with a love for words and language has 

influenced my research in many ways. For one thing, it ensured that I would be able to 

communicate easily with the Scottish children and teachers. Even more importantly, this 

alertness to how language is used sparked my interest in the meanings and motivations behind 

the use of particular words and forms of speech employed by the teachers and children in my 

study employed, especially when they were talking about complex sustainability challenges. 

My affinity with teachers and at the same time my lack of a teaching degree were paradoxically 

both of value to me. The former meant that I came to this research with an appreciation for 

teachers’ enthusiasm and creativity and the latter that, never having stood in front of a 

classroom, I was an outsider to the group I was studying, not limited by the common sense of 

what is familiar in a particular setting, and therefore more open to the power of surprise. This 

resulted in the teacher interviews becoming conversations in which we explored together what 

had taken place during the observed lesson and what we could learn from it 

I started to search for more information and write research proposals about ten years ago. It is 

incredible how mainstream the topic of ‘learning how to manage uncertainty and complexity’ 

has since become. In addition to staggering numbers of scientific publications, I now frequently 

come across newspaper articles, education blogs, podcasts, webinars, as well as spiritual and 

self-help books about learning to deal with uncertainty. In 2014, I finally began my PhD 

journey at the University of Edinburgh; I was eager to learn more… but prepared to accept that 

there would be no single right answer.  
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Chapter 1 Research context: Preparing for an unknown 

future 

When you become comfortable with uncertainty, infinite possibilities 

open up in your life. It means fear is no longer a dominant factor in 

what you do and no longer prevents you from taking action to initiate 

change. 

… If uncertainty is unacceptable to you, it turns into fear. If it is 

perfectly acceptable, it turns into increased aliveness, alertness, and 

creativity.  

Eckhart Tolle (2016, p. 274)  

 

1.1 Introduction 

My thesis is based upon the premise that formal education plays a pivotal role in 

preparing children for tomorrow’s world. A world we can almost see and touch, but 

that will always be just out of our reach, and, in that sense, will remain unknowable - 

until tomorrow has become today. Although the future has always been unknowable, 

the rapid speed at which things are changing is often astounding. The education field 

acknowledges this challenge and searches for ways to best prepare our children for 

this never entirely knowable future (see Section 1.3). I started developing my ideas 

about uncertainty competences as vital tools for living in an uncertain world in 2009. 

It seems evident from the pervasive nature of the discussion about preparing for an 

unknown future that the importance societies around the globe attribute to this topic 

has increased considerably. However, there are still more questions than answers as to 

how to incorporate developing uncertainty competences in education systems. This 

study aims to contribute to finding these important answers (see Section 1.4) and has 

focussed in particular on the Scottish context.  

In this first chapter I illustrate some of the sustainability challenges humanity is facing 

at present and will face in the foreseeable future. I argue that there is a need for 

developing skills and dispositions that specifically help us deal with these challenges. 

I examine what 21st century skills and critical thinking theory have to offer in preparing 

children for an uncertain future. I then discuss why I believe these do not suffice and 

suggest why uncertainty competences could be the way forward (see Section 1.2). 
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1.2 The 21st Century: Age of Complexity and Uncertainty 

In Section 1.2.1 I describe what characterises the societal landscape of the 21st Century, 

how it differs from what came before, and which challenges humanity may face in the 

future. Next I discuss how the field of education offers concepts such as 21st Century 

skills (see Section 1.2.2) and critical thinking (see Section 1.2.3) as potential solutions 

for managing the uncertainty challenges we face. I will discuss some of their 

limitations and in Section 1.2.4 suggest how uncertainty competences could contribute 

to the efforts to prepare children for an unknown future. 

1.2.1 Life in the Anthropocene: complexity, uncertainty and contradiction 

Anthropocene 

A general consensus among scientists views Earth’s history as beginning with its 

formation approximately 4.5 billion years ago (Ozima, Korenaga & Yin, 2012). 

Although our own species, Homo sapiens, appeared on the planet about 200.000 years 

ago, it wasn’t until much more recently that we entered the period often referred to as 

the Anthropocene. Nobel laureate Paul Crutzen (2002) popularised the term 

Anthropocene with which he describes a new geological epoch during which 

humanity—through rapid population growth, urbanisation, deforestation, farming, 

industrialisation and burning fossil fuel— is profoundly and permanently changing 

Earth systems. This has led to large scale environmental degradation, depletion of 

resources, pollution of oceans, mass extinction of plant and animal species, and 

escalating levels of greenhouse gasses, ultimately modifying and impacting every 

ecosystem on the planet (Malone, Truong & Gray, 2017). While geologists continue 

to debate when this geological age began (Malhi, 2017; Zalasiewicz, Williams, Steffen 

& Crutzen, 2010), the broad impact of humans on our planet seems unequivocally 

accepted. 

Sustainability 

Not only do these massive environmental changes threaten life on Earth. As Paul 

(1995) states:  

The world is swiftly changing and with each day the pace quickens. The pressure 

to respond intensifies. New global realities are rapidly working their way into 
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the deepest structures of our lives: economic, social, environmental realities – 

realities with profound implications for teaching and learning, for business and 

politics, for human rights and human conflicts. These realities are becoming 

increasingly complex; and they all turn on the powerful dynamic of accelerating 

change. (p. 1) 

Today’s society faces many urgent challenges to its continued existence. These 

challenges are often summed up in terms of sustainability. It is important therefore to 

clarify what is meant by the concept of sustainability. Molnar, Morgan and Bell (2001) 

note that the idea of sustainability as a responsible use of the environment, so as to 

ensure the well-being and survival of existing human populations, as well as that of 

future generations, is found in many indigenous belief systems. During the 20th century 

this idea was increasingly incorporated in decision-making and more explicitly 

defined, although generally using other words. However, it was not until thirty years 

ago, when the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED, 1987) 

released the report Our Common Future, that the concept of sustainability became a 

principle component of many national and international policy agendas. In this 

publication Brundtland - coined the concept sustainable development as development 

that “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” (p. 43). Kajika (2008) notes that this concept 

incorporates the idea that “responsible development requires consideration of natural, 

human, and economic capital”, sometimes referred to as the three pillars of sustainable 

development. The underlying message, that humanity needs to live within our 

planetary means, has been widely acknowledged. However, the definition itself, and 

the practical implementation of the concept, have been at the centre of fierce debates 

for decades.  

This concept has been criticised, according to Harding (2006), on the grounds that it 

is unclear whose present needs should be considered and that it is impossible to know 

exactly what the needs of future generations will be. In theory it can be said that all of 

humanity’s needs should be considered. In practice, when decisions need to be made 

it can be quite a challenge to respond equitably. A fourth pillar, culture, has been 

suggested by authors such as Nurse (2006) and Redclift (2005). They caution that it is 
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important to include the role of culture in any definition of sustainable development, 

as culture shapes assumptions, perspectives, epistemologies and human interaction 

with the environment. Seghezzo (2009) adds that the WCED definition has also been 

challenged as being anthropocentric, in other words focusing on the needs and welfare 

of humans, instead of acknowledging the intrinsic value of nature and other species. 

However, this criticism is only partially appropriate as the report finishes with the 

message that “the strategy for sustainable development aims to promote harmony 

among human beings and between humanity and nature” (WCED, 1987, p. 73). 

Jabardeen (2008) points to the paradoxical tension between sustainable, pertaining to 

the protection of the biosphere, and development, pertaining to the stimulation of 

economic development. The latter is problematic as the current consumption rates of 

wealthy nations already place demands on natural resources well beyond the planet’s 

long-term carrying capacity. Ramsey (2015) stresses that sustainability and 

sustainable development are highly contested terms and that the hundreds of 

definitions are only meaningful in relation to specific contexts. This becomes evident 

when Basiago (1995) describes the different perspectives regarding sustainability held 

by biologists, economists, sociologists, urban planners and environmental ethicists. 

For example, biologists may emphasise “the need to save … the genetic diversity 

contained in plant and animal species” (p. 111), economists the need to prevent 

exhausting the natural resources on which modern production systems are dependent, 

and sociologists the need for equity regarding the availability and use of natural 

resources among different interest groups. The concept of sustainability should 

therefore include perspectives of the different stakeholders involved in any particular 

sustainability challenge. While each perspective may be valid, the priority given to 

solving any particular problem will vary per stakeholder. 

After considering the shortcomings of the WCED definition cited above and reading 

the literature closely, it seems near impossible to come up with a neatly phrased 

definition that covers all bases. Perhaps one could say that as sustainability is a 

dynamic and holistic concept, it is only possible to offer a provisional description 

appropriate in a particular context. In other words, sustainability is an ill-defined 

concept which is continuously redefined (Wals & Lenglet, 2016). For my purposes I 
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consider sustainability1 to be an on-going learning process in which people guided by 

cultural values, ethical principles and available knowledge make decisions and take 

actions in order to achieve an evolving future vision for our planet. This vision 

encompasses a lifestyle designed to meet humanity’s current needs without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet theirs. To achieve this, the 

integrity of biological systems needs to be maintained (Basiago, 1995) and the intrinsic 

value of the more-than-human-world recognised (Malone, Truong & Gray, 2017). 

Sustainability is not about perpetuating a static equilibrium, but rather cultivating the 

resilience of individuals and communities, as well as environmental and economic 

systems, to respond effectively and equitably to ever-changing and therefore 

inherently uncertain conditions. 

In this study I frequently use the term sustainability challenges. Examples are the 

plastic pollution of our oceans, climate change, refugee crises resulting from regional 

conflicts and our growing energy consumption. As I pointed out earlier in this section, 

humanity finds itself confronted with increasing numbers of serious sustainability 

challenges, especially as our awareness grows concerning “the complexity and 

interconnectedness of all systems – human, social, economic and ecological – and that 

the survival of any one system is interdependent on the health of the others” (Molnar, 

Morgan & Bell, 2001, p. 32). These problems are so complex and interconnected that 

there are no obvious right solutions. Tauritz (2016) proposes that “education should 

foster the development of humans who when faced with uncertainty do not become 

paralysed, but on the contrary, can act responsibly and constructively” (p. 91). Wals 

(2012) points out that Education for Sustainability focuses on enabling “citizens 

around the globe to deal with the complexities, controversies and inequities rising out 

of issues relevant to environment, natural heritage, culture, society and economy” (p. 

10). His description illustrates the opportunities that Education for Sustainability could 

provide in developing resilient individuals and communities who can manage 

sustainability challenges. 

 

                                                 
1 In this study I use the words sustainability and sustainable development interchangeably. 
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Learning for Sustainability 

The term Learning for Sustainability (LfS) is employed in this study. First, because 

my research focuses on the Scottish educational context (see Section 2.6 and 3.3) it 

seems self-evident that the term for Education for Sustainability as it is used in Scottish 

schools should be employed. Second, because LfS is a broad term encompassing 

important developments and insights in three equally important educational domains. 

Although earlier employed by Sinclair (2008), the term became more firmly 

established due to the efforts of the Scottish One Planet Schools Working Group in 

2012. During the government consultation, this ministerial advisory group discussed 

how at that time there was a noticeable dominance of Global Citizenship in schools in 

Scotland, as well as increasingly elsewhere in the world. The concept of global 

citizenship places little emphasis on the natural (rather than the human) dimensions of 

sustainability. The working group decided instead to bring the domains of Education 

for Sustainable Development and Global Citizenship together, whilst at the same time 

emphasizing our relationship to the natural world through direct experience by uniting 

them with Outdoor Learning (the third domain).  

According to Higgins and Christie (2018), the aim of this newly established model was 

to develop “a whole school approach that enables the school and its wider community 

to build the values, attitudes, knowledge, skills and confidence needed to develop 

practices and take decisions which are compatible with a sustainable and more 

equitable future” (p. 557). The term LfS has gained traction and is increasingly utilised 

throughout Scotland. It is, for example, included in the General Teaching Council for 

Scotland (GTCS, 2012) Professional Standards. The latter requires Scottish teacher’s 

commitment to LfS as an essential aspect of their professional teaching practice. LfS 

is also incorporated in How Good is Our School? Version 4 (HGIOS4; see Education 

Scotland, n.d.; 2015). This policy framework supports self-evaluation by practioners 

and school leaders and has further established the high priority of LfS in Scottish 

education. 
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Knowledge uncertainty 

Taking decisions that try to solve complex sustainability challenges is exacerbated by 

the need to address the ubiquitous nature, as well as the sheer amount, of uncertain and 

ambiguous information about the environment. Environmental information is 

frequently fragmentary, incongruous and contradictory. For example, though 

knowledge authorities such as the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of 

Nature) and IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) disseminate 

comprehensive publications about the urgency and consequences of habitat destruction 

(Baillie & Butcher, 2012) and the harmful effects of global warming (IPPC, 2015, 

2018), based on the work of leading scientists, there are still numerous unanswered 

questions regarding these complex processes. In addition, despite the weight of 

evidence being strong and counter opinions few, it can be quite challenging for those 

who have not studied the scientific language of probabilities to comprehend the 

sometimes contradictory scientific messages offered by experts2. Funtowicz and 

Ravetz (1993) speak of post-normal times filled with uncertainty, contested (scientific) 

knowledge, overwhelming complexity, and the need for re-assessment of our values. 

Being capable of managing knowledge uncertainty regarding sustainability challenges 

and having the ability to make value-based decisions are more important than ever 

(Goverse, 2013). In accordance with Barnett (2012) and Polasky, Carpenter, Folke and 

Keeler (2011), I suggest that learners should be equipped with the competences needed 

to make decisions that are sometimes based on fragmentary knowledge, whether 

resulting from a shortage of time or because insufficient evidence is available to justify 

a specific decision. 

1.2.2 Are 21st Century learning skills the solution? 

In addition to the sustainability challenges discussed earlier, there is also another 

important change discernible in the societal landscape, namely the ongoing 

transformation from an industrial society to a knowledge society (Voogt & Pareja 

                                                 
2 The focus within this study has been on the confrontation with uncertain, complex and 

contradictory information provided by experts who disagree on theories and facts or possess 

incomplete information, as well as uncertainty that stems from values held by the involved 

actors making decisions. I did not focus on the uncertainty that results from purposeful 

misinformation. The latter concerns (dis)honesty, blurring borders between truth and lies, and 

deliberate deception. 
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Roblin, 2010). This transformation is inextricably related to the development of 

information and communication technologies (ICT) which have drastically changed 

our perception of knowledge authorities and the possibilities of gathering knowledge 

as well as communicating and collaborating with others. It has also confronted us with 

the need for new ways to assess the credibility and cognitive authority of knowledge 

sources. Voogt and Pareja Roblin (2012) reflect on the implications of ICT for our 

knowledge society in which there is less need for routine production workers and an 

increased need for workers who are good at communicating, problem-solving and 

mediating information. The competences—knowledge, skills and dispositions— 

needed to effectively participate in the knowledge society are often referred to by 

scholars and educators as 21st century skills3 (Griffin, McGaw & Care, 2012; Thijs, 

Fisser & Van der Hoeven, 2014; Trilling & Fadel, 2009; Voogt & Pareja Roblin, 

2012). Even though some authors such as Barnett (2012) have questioned how anyone 

can know which competences to teach for an unknown future, others such as Thijs et 

al. (2014) note that there is not much discussion among scholars, educators and 

policymakers about the necessity for these competences. There continues to be little 

agreement regarding the specific competences that should be taught. Although the 

terms competences and skills are often used interchangeably, they are in fact not the 

same. Competences is a broader concept which refers to “the ability to use knowledge 

– understood broadly as encompassing information, understanding, skills, values, and 

attitudes – in specific contexts and to meet demands” (UNESCO, 2015, p. 40). 

Various 21st century skills frameworks have been developed over the years, such as 

P214, enGauge 5, SLO/Kennisnet Model voor 21e eeuwse vaardigheden6, OECD 21st 

Century Skills and Competences for New Millennium Learners7, Key competences for 

lifelong learning: A European Reference Framework8, and KSAVE/ATC21S9. Studies 

                                                 
3 These 21st century skills are also sometimes referred to as advanced skills (Ledoux et al., 

2013), and key competences or key competences for lifelong learning (European Commission, 

2006). 
4 Partnership For 21st century skills (2009) 
5 Lemke, Coughlin, Thadani and Martin (2003) 
6 SLO and Kennisnet (2016) 
7 Ananiadou and Claro (2009) 
8 European Commission (2006) 
9 Binkley, M., Erstad, O., Herman, J., Raizen, S., Ripley, M., Miller-Ricci, M. and Rumble, 

M. (2012) 
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by Voogt and Pareja Roblin (2010), Thijs et al. (2014) and Remmerswaal and 

Voerman (2016) have determined that there are competences which are represented in 

most of these frameworks, for example, communication skills, collaboration skills, 

ICT skills, critical thinking, problem-solving skills, civic responsibility, creativity and 

innovation skills. Other competences such as metacognitive skills, planning, self-

direction, flexibility and adaptability appear in a limited number of the frameworks. 

There is only minimal reference to learning how to deal with knowledge uncertainty 

and contradiction in two of the frameworks above. The enGauge framework makes 

two mentions of uncertainty (Lemke, Coughlin, Thadani & Martin, 2003). First it 

states that “students who are curious are more tolerant of ambiguity and less anxious 

in uncertain situations than students who are not curious” (p. 38). The authors consider 

this a personal characteristic and no suggestions are made regarding how this curiosity 

might be developed. Second, it states that “students who are risk takers are willing to 

tackle challenging tasks, even when success is uncertain” (p. 42). It is suggested that 

to become risk takers students need to experience a safe learning environment in which 

they are confronted with multiple perspectives and intellectually stimulating 

assignments. The other framework that mentions uncertainty and ambiguity, but not 

the need for safe learning environments, is KSAVE/ATC21S (Knowledge, Skills, 

Attitudes, Values and Ethics/Assessment and Teaching of 21st century skills). In the 

category ‘Living in the world - life and career’ Binkley et al. (2012) suggest a person 

should be able to “adapt to change” (p. 57) and see change and ambiguity as providing 

opportunities to adjust priorities. In addition, the authors note in the same category that 

to “manage goals and time” (p. 57) a person should be able to accept uncertainty, take 

responsibility and be able to self-manage. Suffice it to say that these meagre 

descriptions provide no clarity as to how these competences can actually be achieved. 

Though these frameworks of 21st century skills are often showcased as providing 

answers for learning how to function in our complex, profoundly uncertain and rapidly 

changing society, they provide few details. One of the 21st century skills that is 

mentioned frequently, but is not worked out in much detail in the frameworks is 

critical thinking. According to Halpern (2006), “critical thinking skills are needed 

whenever we grapple with complex issues and messy, ill-defined problems” (p. 6). 
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Further investigation of this concept and its relationship to dealing with knowledge 

uncertainty is warranted. 

1.2.3 Is critical thinking the key to unlocking our ability to manage 

uncertainty? 

There is widespread recognition that being able to think critically is an essential 

competence for working and living in today’s society. However, there is a notable lack 

of consensus regarding its definition. Three prominent approaches to critical thinking 

have their roots in the academic disciplines of philosophy, psychology and education.  

Philosophical approach to critical thinking  

The roots of the philosophical approach in Western society go back to the age of 

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. According to Sternberg (1986) philosophers have 

generally concerned themselves with an ideal concept of critical thinking which is not 

hindered by the messiness of real-world problems and practical limitations such as 

time constraints, availability of or incomplete information, and the limitations of 

human information processing. Paul (1995) defines critical thinking as:  

a unique kind of purposeful thinking, in which the thinker systematically and 

habitually imposes criteria and intellectual standards upon thinking, taking 

charge of the construction of thinking, guiding the construction of the thinking 

according to the standards and assessing the effectiveness of the thinking 

according to the purpose, the criteria, and the standards (p. 21). 

According to Paul, critical thinking that meets these intellectual standards is: “clear, 

precise, specific, accurate, relevant, plausible, consistent, logical, deep, broad, 

complete, significant, adequate (for purpose), fair” (p. 131). The focus on the optimal 

critical thinker also becomes clear from Facione’s (2000) assertion that “to teach for 

thinking one must nurture truth-seeking, open-mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, 

intellectual curiosity, confidence in the proper use of reasons and evidence, and 

maturity of judgement” (p. 80). Furthermore, Sternberg (1986) and Lewis and Smith 

(1993) describe philosophical scholars as principally interested in applying formal 

logical reasoning and argumentation rules, and seeking perfected ways of thinking, in 
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order to decide what one should believe and do. This approach is not always relevant 

in a real-life context.  

Cognitive psychological approach to critical thinking 

According to Sternberg (1986) psychological researchers, as opposed to philosophers, 

generally focus on the ways in which people actually think whilst highlighting how 

personal limitations and contextual constraints can impose constraints on performance. 

Cognitive psychologists tend to view critical thinking in terms of the student’s 

observable actions and behaviours rather than in terms of unobservable thought 

processes, formal argumentation theory and meeting universal intellectual standards. 

Lewis and Smith (1993) explain that psychologists typically include lists of skills and 

critical thinking procedures in their definition of critical thinking. Halpern (2006) 

defined critical thinking as: 

The use of those cognitive skills or strategies that increase the probability of a 

desirable outcome. It is used to describe thinking that is purposeful, reasoned, 

and goal directed—the kind of thinking involved in solving problems, 

formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods, and making decisions, when the 

thinker is using skills that are thoughtful and effective for the particular context 

and type of thinking task. (p. 6) 

Sternberg (1986) states that “critical thinking comprises the mental processes, 

strategies, and representations people use to solve problems, make decisions, and learn 

new concepts” (p. 3). He also cautions that, paradoxically, the psychological approach 

is often based on theories developed in experimental settings which may differ 

considerably from what is genuinely taking place in a classroom.  

The educational approach to critical thinking 

The third approach comes from the field of education and is represented by scholars 

such as Bloom and Krathwohl who developed the well-known Bloom’s taxonomy 

(1956). Decades later Krathwohl was again involved when a team led by L. Anderson 

revised Bloom’s taxonomy (Anderson, Krathwohl & Bloom, 2001; Krathwohl, 2002). 

According to Sternberg (1986), critical thinking in this field emerged from “classroom 

observations, test analysis, and process analysis of thinking in the classroom” (p. 6), 
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although it has also been influenced by a mix of philosophical and psychological 

theories (Wang, 2017). Sternberg (1986) cautions, however, that the theoretical 

education concepts are often lacking in clarity compared to, for example, the 

psychological theories which have generally been refined in more depth. Moon (2008) 

points out that educators are typically focused on the pedagogical approaches that 

enable students to critically think. While many critical thinking skills as described 

above contribute to learning how to reduce uncertainty, not all uncertainty can be 

(immediately) resolved, nor is it always desirable to do so. I therefore propose that 

there is also a need to learn to tolerate (Tauritz, 2012a) as well as to cherish uncertainty 

(Tauritz, 2016) (see Section 2.3.3). This has led to the development of the theoretical 

concept of uncertainty competences referring to “the sets of skills, knowledge, 

attitudes and capabilities needed to handle uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity in 

diverse contexts” (Tauritz, 2016, p. 91). Although similar conceptualisations of 

uncertainty competences have been proposed by some scholars (Grothmann & 

Siebenhuner, 2012; Grothmann, Prutsch, Schauser, McCallum & Swart, 2014), Tauritz 

(2012a, 2016) was the first to address its educational significance. From this 

perspective, it can be positioned alongside the educational approach to critical 

thinking, as it is greatly influenced by what happens in the classroom and the teaching 

strategies teachers could employ to teach these competences. 

1.2.4 Uncertainty competences as the missing link 

As the name indicates, uncertainty competences, including the regularly discussed 

critical thinking skills such as the ability to find, evaluate and utilise information and 

the ability to judge the credibility of information sources, are all focused on skills 

needed to deal with inherently uncertain and complex situations. It is not about 

situations in which it is simply necessary to know where to get the required information 

to come to a straightforward and reasoned decision. Sustainability challenges, as I have 

shown, often cannot be solved through critically thinking alone for the simple reason 

that there is not one obviously right answer to be found. No matter how much time and 

how many resources are available, the situation is too complex and uncertain to ever 

possess full knowledge. In addition, there is the acknowledgement of multiple and 

conflicting perspectives that can be right at the same time. This kind of uncertainty 
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can be utterly overwhelming and calls for competences that help a person to tolerate 

uncertainty. Jamie Holmes (2015) writes this in his book Nonsense: The power of not 

knowing: “Dwelling calmly among feelings of uncertainty, to be clear, will help you 

make a more rational decision. Accepting uncertainty for longer periods will improve 

your odds of making rational decisions, even when you’re nearly positive that you’re 

correct” (p. 79). Uncertainty competences will be discussed in Chapter 2 in more 

detail. In the previous section I have argued for the development of uncertainty 

competences in response to the sustainability challenges humanity is facing. An 

important next step is to consider how teaching these competences fits into current 

trends in the field of education.  

1.3 Educating for an uncertain future 

I agree with Jordan and McDaniel (2014a), that the purpose of education is “to help 

children prepare for life in a complex dynamic world” (p. 249). In the first part of this 

section I will examine some general trends in the field of education particularly 

relevant to teaching uncertainty competences. I will also reflect on some important 

issues regarding the ability of teachers to teach these competences. In the second part 

of the section I will explain why I have focussed on children in the upper primary years 

(children approximately nine to twelve years of age).  

1.3.1 Education sector and uncertainty competences 

Many school curricula are at their core still based on archaic pedagogic models that 

were aimed at pursuing neo-liberal market-force agendas, essentially preparing 

students for an industrial economy (Dumont, Instance & Benavides, 2010; UNESCO, 

2015); this is, considering the ongoing transformation to a knowledge society, an 

obsolete perspective that requires significant change in how we think about curricula, 

learning and teaching. In an industrial society the focus of schools is on the 

development of factual and procedural knowledge (Anderson, 2008). According to 

Longo (2010) the educational system in many countries still focuses on standardised 

testing, often resulting in teachers teaching to the test. Welsh, Eastwood and 

D’Agostino (2014) define this kind of teaching as “decontextualised instruction” (p. 

98). Moon, Brighton, Jarvis and Hall (2007) explain how teachers feeling time 

pressure when working to a strictly standardised curriculum often skim over materials, 
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thereby neglecting (in part) teaching how to critically assess and creatively apply 

content knowledge. Test-driven education focuses on students giving the right answer, 

an approach based on the existence of certainties. Teachers in test-driven systems often 

avoid an open teaching process in which there are multiple right answers. It is, 

however, precisely this more uncertain and open teaching process which is needed in 

developing the conceptual and meta-cognitive knowledge required to excel in a 

knowledge society (Anderson, 2008). Sterling (2010) explains that there is a deepening 

understanding that “not only do current ways of thinking, perceiving and doing need 

to change in response to critical systemic conditions of uncertainty, complexity and 

unsustainability, but that old paradigms are the root of these conditions” (p. 19).  

In short, there is tension between an educational system that was developed to serve 

an industrial society and its continuous economic growth models, and the educational 

needs of a rapidly changing society in which “knowledge, its acquisition and 

deployment for social engagement and economic production [are] at the heart of 

human development” (UNESCO, 2014, p. 9). 

It should be said that there are an increasing number of countries that on a political 

level acknowledge the need for redesigning the educational system. In place of the 

contemporary content driven curriculum, countries such as Scotland (Scottish 

Executive, 2004; Education Scotland, 2017; Learning for Sustainability National 

Implementation Group, 2016), Finland (Finnish National Board of Education, 2004, 

2016) and New Zealand (Eames, 2017; McDowall & Hipkins, 2018, New Zealand 

Ministry of Education, 2007) aim for a curriculum that ensures both the development 

of content knowledge, as well as a range of skills, capabilities and dispositions. In 2006 

the European Union adopted a European Framework for Key Competences for 

Lifelong Learning, identifying the key competences citizens need to flourish, both 

privately and professionally (Education Council, 2006; European Commission, 2007; 

European Commission, 2018). Unfortunately, the competences needed to handle 

uncertain, ambiguous and complex information are for the most part not mentioned in 

much detail. The Finnish National Board of Education (2004) is an exception with 

their list of objectives related to the cross-curricular theme “Participatory citizenship 

and entrepreneurship” (p. 38). One of these objectives states “The pupils will learn to 
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confront and deal with changes, uncertainty, and conflicts, and to act with a sense of 

enterprise and initiative” (ibid). How to achieve this objective is not addressed. 

 

Although scholars increasingly emphasise the need for educational strategies 

incorporating uncertainty in the learning process (Barnett, 2012; English, 2013; Floden 

& Buchmann, 1993; Forrest, Judd & Davison, 2012; Fraser & Greenhalgh, 2001; 

Gabella, 1995; Gordon, 2006; Jordan, 2015; Morrison, 2008; Tauritz, 2012a; Valley, 

Fu & Jovel, 2017), there is a clear lack of empirical data demonstrating how theoretical 

models can inform the practice of education regarding teaching uncertainty 

competences, especially at the primary school level. I agree wholeheartedly with 

Ehrenfeld (2017) who writes that: 

without a significant investment in a future-friendly pedagogy of engagement, 

our children will be unprepared for the future they are facing, unprepared to 

solve the significant challenges we are leaving them, and unprepared to create a 

better, more equal, more just, world (p. 55).  

While it is key to develop our understanding of what such pedagogy should look like, 

we also need to consider if teachers are ready to teach about dealing with uncertainty.  

1.3.2 Are teachers equipped to teach uncertainty competences? 

Until this point I have focused on the societal landscape and how economic, social and 

educational developments relate to the education sector’s perspectives on preparing 

children for their future. However, even if we agree that new competences are required, 

and we further agree that uncertainty competences are among them, simply sending a 

directive to teachers would not be sufficient. Therefore, in this section my focus will 

be specifically on the question “Are teachers equipped to teach uncertainty 

competences?”. In an informal conversation in October 2016 I asked teachers in the 

Facebook group Scottish Primary Teachers whether they thought that a confusing 

topic such as climate change should be taught in P6/P710. And if so, what teaching 

                                                 
10 P6 and P7 refer respectively to Primary 6, the sixth year and Primary 7, the seventh and 

final year of children’s attendance at a Scottish primary school. Children in P6 are generally 

nine to ten years of age at the start of the school year and children in P7 ten to eleven years 

of age. 
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strategies they would employ. The following interchange between two primary 

teachers illustrates how different perspectives on knowledge uncertainty influence the 

teaching strategies they select and affects their ability to teach uncertainty 

competences. Elsa and Kira11 discuss how they would teach about a confusing and 

complex topic such as climate change in P6/P7. Teacher Elsa would not avoid the 

controversy regarding climate change. She would tell children that there are opposing 

views and organise a debate. Kira, who teaches at a different school, does not agree 

that there is any controversy and would teach children the facts about climate change.  

Kira I don’t know if it would be helpful to ask the kids to form an argument 

that ignores the overwhelming facts! 

Elsa Good to be able to look at two sides of arguments and form your own 

opinion. Children should always be taught differing and opposing 

views. 

Kira Yes, but would you teach them to argue against gravity? It’s just a 

theory you know. 

Elsa Everyone has different opinions and deserves to be listened to and 

thought about. If you want children to have one opinion about 

everything then by all means teach them one thing and don’t let them 

hear other sides of the argument. I’m not saying climate change is 

wrong or right… children, need to be able to form their own opinions 

and be able to look at opposing views. 

Kira Of course they do, I wasn’t suggesting brainwashing! To me the point 

is that there is actually a right answer to the question! By all means 

discuss whether there is a real controversy and opposing views 

backed up by facts! 

Elsa But there is plenty of debate out there regarding climate change. 

Different governments believe different things, some argue that we 

are not causing this and that it is just a part of what happens to the 

                                                 
11 The real names of these teachers have been anonymised by using pseudonyms. 
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planet over thousands of years. You can’t say it’s as clear cut as there 

is one opinion and it is right, and all the others are wrong. 

Kira There is no controversy in the scientific community … the point was 

that opposing views are not always equally valid. In a classroom, like 

it or not you are the expert. In some cases, like the answer to 6x3 you 

have a duty to know best. 

Both teachers make valid points. However, from the perspective of knowledge 

uncertainty and uncertainty competences there are important differences. Elsa 

emphasises that people have different viewpoints and that they should all be listened 

to. She talks about looking at two sides of the argument, children forming their own 

opinions, and there is not one opinion which is right and all others are wrong. 

Although, she does not deny anthropogenic climate change, she finds it important to 

share with the children that not everyone agrees. For example, governments have 

different perspectives. Elsa does not avoid knowledge uncertainty and seems more 

accepting of the possibility that there is not always an obvious right answer. On the 

other hand, Kira is convinced by the overwhelming amount of scientific evidence 

concerning humanity’s contribution to global warming. She talks about the facts, the 

right answer, opposing views aren’t always equally valid, about being the expert in 

the classroom and the teacher’s duty to know best. She indicates that a debate could 

create uncertainty and children might stop believing the scientific perspective and a 

debate about this topic should therefore be avoided.  

During my study I often encountered people who were so busy defending the scientific 

perspective that they wanted to avoid any discussion with children that might lead to 

a child not accepting the human contribution to climate change. This approach, of 

avoiding the existence of knowledge uncertainty regarding climate change, can leave 

children without support as they try to grapple with the inconsistent messages they 

pick up from, for example, their parents, news programmes, the media or their friends. 

Monroe, Plate, Oxarart, Bowers and Chaves (2017) suggest that teachers should, in 

addition to discussing the science, also support learners in making sense of the wider 

controversy. Which of the arguments raised are fuelled by scientific disagreement and 

which by political, economic, social, or other factors?  
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I suggest that climate change can also be an excellent topic with which to discuss the 

process of scientific knowledge production, and how that knowledge can be used to 

explain how the world works. Explanations are based on theories that can be examined 

and tested. Scientists set out to gather evidence to either support or refute a theory. 

Plutzer et al. (2016) explain that in the case of climate change, so much evidence has 

been gathered that the issue of, for example, sea levels rising more quickly because of 

human-caused climate change, is extremely well supported. In contrast, there is still 

knowledge uncertainty regarding exactly how rapidly sea levels will rise. A teacher 

can explain such distinctions and teach children to listen critically as they evaluate the 

information (an uncertainty competence!). What is the scientific evidence? How great 

is the consensus? Being able to respond in accordance with the underlying probability 

is yet another uncertainty competence. Acceptance or rejection of what begins as 

merely a theory is typically gradual. As more evidence accumulates, knowledge 

uncertainty decreases until the theory is either accepted or rejected. This has certainly 

been true of climate change theories. At some point they have become accepted as 

scientific fact. A scientific fact constitutes the best explanation of a phenomenon that 

we have at any given moment. In the case of climate change, for example, 97 percent 

of climate scientists agree “that humans are primarily responsible for recent warming 

trends through the burning of fossil fuels” (Branch, Rosenau & Berbeco, 2016). At the 

same time it should not be forgotten that a scientific fact may always be contested (see 

Section 5.21 and Section 6.3.4). Learning to cherish uncertainty is a concept that will 

be given further attention in Chapter 2. 

The different perspectives held by teachers with respect to uncertainty form an 

important part of my research context. The context further incorporates the complex 

sustainability challenges associated with the Anthropocene, public policy 

organisations, NGOs and educational institutions responding to these challenges, and 

the children and their teachers trying to make sense out of the sustainability challenges 

they are confronted with. Earlier in this chapter, it was suggested that specific skills 

and dispositions have the potential to help people deal with these challenges (Tauritz, 

2016). I commented that 21st century skills frameworks and critical thinking theory 

give only limited attention to dealing with uncertainty, leaving teachers without 
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sufficient support in teaching children how to manage knowledge uncertainty. 

Teaching uncertainty competences aims to deal with that lacuna. The discussion 

between Elsa and Kira highlights that the way teachers themselves think about and 

deal with knowledge uncertainty directly affects their teaching, the choices they make 

regarding teaching strategies, and the way they communicate with the children.  

1.3.3 Focus on final primary years 

A question that has intrigued me over the years concerns the age at which the 

uncertainty of our world can be introduced to children in a productive manner, given 

that the adults who are charged with preparing them for an unknown future are 

themselves not always equipped to deal with the associated uncertainty. This section 

explains why I have chosen to focus on children in the final primary years by 

discussing the children’s world and some aspects of the child’s development. 

A child's world 

Any child’s world inevitably encompasses some degree of uncertainty and ambiguity, 

even if adults often try to shield children in so far as possible from potential doubt and 

bewilderment. Today’s children are growing up in a dynamic, interconnected and 

complex world in which they are confronted with an increasing number of 

sustainability challenges and rapid technological developments. Littledyke (2004) 

describes the ways in which children develop environmental awareness through family 

life, classroom discussions, environmental projects, the media, television programmes 

and books. For some children these environmental issues are far removed from their 

daily lives, but millions of other children around the world find themselves in very 

different circumstances. Some face the devastating effects of climate change first-hand 

(UNICEF, 2015). These children are physically vulnerable and/or experience 

psychological distress. They worry about the state of the environment and their future 

(Strife, 2012). Strife points out that “empirical evidence across cultures demonstrates 

that in many cases, children are fearful, cynical, and pessimistic about environmental 

issues” (p. 37). Authors such as Sobel (1996) warn that children may develop what he 

coined as “ecophobia—a fear of ecological problems and the natural world” (p. 5). 

Sobel is adamant that, to avoid this, children should not be confronted with potentially 

“overwhelmingly sad and conceptually complex [environmental] issues” (p. 28) 
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before they are about nine to ten years of age. These concerns are echoed by Strife 

(2012) who additionally considers the current media focus on widespread 

sustainability issues to be one of the main drivers in enhancing ecophobia. Strife’s 

(2012) analysis of 50 in-depth interviews with American children (ages 10-12) from 

urban areas showed that 70% of the children in her study mentioned being worried and 

fearful regarding environmental problems because of what they see and hear on the 

television, news programs and in movies.  

Kelsey and Armstrong (2012) represent an alternate view. They discuss the need to 

acknowledge that children sense the sustainability challenges their communities 

experience and that it is important to create a safe space where the children’s 

experiences of potentially frightening environmental issues can be discussed openly. 

Blanchet-Cohen (2008) suggests that it is important to nurture the environmental 

awareness and concern experienced by many early adolescents (10-13 years of age) in 

order to develop critically engaged citizens. Interestingly, most teachers in my study 

did not think that the average Scottish child nine to twelve years of age is very aware 

and/or knowledgeable about environmental issues.  

From the above it becomes clear that children in middle to late childhood (roughly 

between seven and twelve years) encounter sustainability challenges that enter their 

world in one way or another. The literature provides a mixed picture of children and 

preadolescents’ responses to these challenges, ranging from no concern or interest, 

even apathy, to true concern, commitment to pro-environmental behaviours, or 

feelings of psychological distress. In my view, educators should support children in 

middle and late childhood to handle the complex and uncertain environmental 

information that is entering their world (Tauritz, 2016). 

Children’s development in middle childhood 

An important question that educators need to ask is whether children’s cognitive 

abilities in middle childhood are matured enough for them to be able to learn how to 

manage complex and ambiguous information. In this section I will reflect on a 

selection of cognitive developments discussed in the literature indicating that children 

age nine to twelve (upper primary years) are ready to tackle these topics. This premise 
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was also confirmed by the teachers in my study who were of the opinion based on their 

experience that many children of this age are ready to engage with complex issues and 

are able to venture beyond the security of unambiguous right and wrong answers.  

Beck, Robinson and Freeth (2008) found that until around seven years of age children 

generally have difficulty understanding that ambiguous information has multiple 

possible interpretations and that delaying an interpretation can pay-off. The younger 

child might think she needs to make an interpretation whenever she can and that not 

taking a decision is not an option. Another theory proposed by Acredolo and Horobin 

(1987) is that younger children cannot yet resist making an interpretation and that the 

first referent they find is accepted as the right interpretation. Around seven years of 

age children who are faced with taking a decision or judgment based on ambiguous 

information, start developing a more appropriate response such as “stating their 

ignorance, seeking out disambiguating information, or perhaps making a tentative 

interpretation” (Beck et al., 2008, p. 253). Lagutta and Sayfan (2011) point out that 

children develop significantly between four and ten years of age with regard to their 

understanding of “ambiguity, indeterminacy and counterfactuals” (p. 316). 

Studies by Koerber, Mayer, Osterhaus, Schwippert and Sodian (2015) and Piekny and 

Maehler (2013) revealed the emergence of domain-general scientific reasoning skills 

(the reasoning abilities that are necessary for inquiry processes) during middle and late 

childhood. Doing research requires, according to these scholars, amongst other things 

the ability to generate hypotheses and the ability to evaluate evidence. The latter refers, 

for example, to evaluating perfect covariation (a statistical measure that shows a clear 

pattern between the variables), non-covariation (a statistical measure showing that 

there is no notable pattern between the variables), and imperfect covariation (a 

statistical measure showing that one or two hypotheses are predominantly favoured 

over another, but without a convincing pattern). The ability to recognise and evaluate 

unambiguous evidence showing perfect covariation or non-covariation generally 

emerges in pre-schoolers and early primary school children, roughly between ages four 

and eight. The ability to understand evidence indicating an imperfect covariation and 

drawing conclusions from these ambiguous findings, however, seems to develop non-

linearly during middle and late childhood. 
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According to Rodríguez, Kohen and Delval (2015), the ability to reason about complex 

environmental systems central to sustainability challenges depends on the 

establishment of specific cognitive abilities which mature progressively during 

childhood and adolescence. The first of these abilities involves “recognizing hidden 

dimensions of systems and, thus, understanding natural phenomena through patterns 

and interrelationships that are not observed on the surface” (p. 77). Children up to 

approximately eight to ten years of age, they suggest, understand environmental 

phenomena mainly through sensorial perception and are generally not aware of parts 

of the system that are not visible. Children between 10-12 years develop the ability to 

understand and explain some interrelationships between parts of the system, but still 

have difficulty with parts they cannot see. As the children transition into adolescence 

they develop the capacity to realise a more conceptual understanding of environmental 

systems. The second ability is “making generalizations and thus solving environmental 

problems based on an understanding of systems’ mechanisms” (p. 77). The third ability 

involves “thinking temporally, that is, representing the temporal distance between an 

[antecedent] and its consequences” (p. 77). Understanding temporal relations is 

required for establishing causal connections between what happened in the past, the 

present and the future. It is also important to develop a “temporally differentiated sense 

of the future” (Friedman, 2011, p. 398). In other words, it is necessary to develop an 

understanding of how near or distant future events actually are. Pronounced 

developmental changes take place regarding the ability to reason, make inferences, and 

represent mental models according to Johnson-Laird and Byrne (2002). Children 

between nine and eleven years progress from being able to employ just one mental 

model to being able to employ two mental models. The development of these 

inferential reasoning skills continues into adolescence. Rodríguez et al. (2015) suggest 

that reasoning can be improved by working with concrete information. I conclude from 

this that, in addition to the developmental progression, it is important for educators to 

realise that these reasoning skills and the use of mental models can be improved even 

more by teaching and the use of concrete (environmental) knowledge.  

Children start to understand that beliefs may be held with differing degrees of certainty 

as young as four years of age (Moore, Pure & Furrow, 1990). It takes years longer, 

generally around six-eight years, before children grasp that a speaker can also hold 
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different degrees of uncertainty. In addition to understanding the concept of holding 

differing degrees of certainty and uncertainty, children also learn over time how to use 

the language necessary to express their degree of certainty. See Chapters 5 through 8 

for a discussion of the related findings, as well as Chapter 10 for a more in-depth 

developmental perspective on the use of language for expressing degrees of certainty. 

In this section I suggested that educators need to support children in middle childhood 

in learning how to manage uncertainty; even when adults try to shield children from 

the potential anxiety these complex sustainability challenges may cause, the 

confrontation is unavoidable in today’s world. It seems prudent to help them 

understand, prepare for and deal with these issues as soon as possible. Since children 

in middle childhood are in the process of developing and refining the abilities 

necessary to better understand and cope with complex and ambiguous information, as 

described in this section, it would seem like the appropriate time to introduce the topic 

in the classroom. We must then ask how educators can best support these children. 

What kind of teaching strategies would be beneficial for this age group? 

1.4 Study rationale and significance 

In this section I outline the rationale for my study, the research aim, and the objectives, 

as well as the significance of this study with regard to the field of education.  

1.4.1 Research aim and objectives 

I believe that preparing students for living and working in our rapidly changing society 

and teaching them uncertainty competences is relevant across the broad spectrum of 

education. However, I also specifically address the confrontation with sustainability 

challenges. These challenges make it necessary to critically assess our actions, our 

beliefs and dispositions, as well as the way we have organised our communities, in 

order to move towards a more sustainable and resilient society. This is one of the 

central themes in LfS and I believe that my work regarding uncertainty competences 

has the potential to make a specific contribution to that field. In Chapter 4 I discuss 

why the topics central to LfS are particularly suited for developing uncertainty 

competences.  
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Being able to handle complex and uncertain knowledge is often seen as a premise for 

sustainable development (Mayer & Tschapka, 2008; Remmers, 2007). Experts, 

however, generally offer limited guidance to teachers regarding how they can support 

the development of such abilities. The principle aim of my study is, therefore, to 

develop our understanding of how to teach children in an educational setting the 

competences they will need to manage complex and uncertain (environmental) 

knowledge—particularly when confronted with contradictory information. Such 

information may be inconsistent, incomplete, ambiguous or very complex. Sometimes 

it comes from actors belonging to different societal groups such as educators, 

policymakers or researchers. These actors tend to have differing conceptions, 

knowledge, experience, interests, goals and values. On other occasions the actors 

belong to the same societal group, as when two scientists or two doctors both present 

a seemingly well-argued but contradictory case. Sometimes we find ourselves in a 

situation where we have to decide which expert to believe. When people can’t cope 

with these events, negative feelings of doubt and fear of making mistakes may arise. 

Some people may experience so much stress that they start making rash decisions or 

become so blocked that they can’t make any decisions at all. With the competences 

needed to handle this uncertainty in place a different picture can emerge in which 

people experience creativity and energy, have the ability to make decisions 

confidently, and can collaborate successfully with others.  

Some people seem naturally to thrive on uncertainty (Sorrentino, Roney & Hanna, 

1992), while others can learn relevant skills and dispositions. In the context of this 

study I have focussed on the value of teaching uncertainty competences to all children, 

but particularly to those who do not naturally thrive on uncertainty. Figure 1.1 displays 

different scenarios that might unfold when an individual or group is confronted with 

uncertain and ambiguous information. It seems plausible that a person requires 

different sets of uncertainty competences to deal with each of the scenarios. This 

study’s main objectives are to observe teachers’ practice and explore both those 

teaching strategies teachers are seen to employ in the classroom and those which 

suggest themselves as additional strategies teachers could employ to teach children 

about managing complex and uncertain knowledge. 
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Figure 1.1: Various scenarios in which someone is confronted with uncertain 

information 

1.4.2 Significance of the study 

The past decade has seen an accelerating interest in the topic of preparing students for 

working and living in our evolving knowledge society. As was discussed in Section 

1.3.1 an increasing number of countries are acknowledging the need for the field of 

education to adapt in order to better prepare students for a changing future and are 

therefore already incorporating critical thinking, LfS practices and other 21st century 

skills in their education policy. In Section 1.2 I indicated that many scholars have 

emphasised the importance of learning how to support students in developing relevant 

knowledge and skills. Perkins (2014) tells us that we desperately need to reimagine 

education in order “to address the lives that today’s learners are likely to live in our 

dizzyingly complex contemporary society” (p. 5). From the previous sections, it 

becomes clear that this pertinent and complex issue, despite the attention it has 

received, has not led to satisfactory solutions. I have spoken to many teachers over the 

years who have told me they did not know how to teach about complex sustainability 
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challenges to primary school children even though they often felt it was important to 

be able to do so. Although some of the critical thinking skills have been looked at in-

depth (see Section 1.2.3), I have found that there are also uncertainty competences that 

remain neglected. Examples of such uncertainty competences are: being able to accept 

not knowing (what will happen or what the right answer/action is), and being able to 

use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action. The study’s rationale stems from the 

call for children to be prepared to thrive in times of accelerating change alongside the 

dearth of research specifically addressing teaching uncertainty competences in primary 

education. With this study I set out to further our understanding of teaching uncertainty 

competences and to find answers that could eventually lead to clear guidelines for 

primary school teachers regarding how these competences can be developed in their 

children.  

In the following chapter I describe how I arrived at the aim, objectives and rationale I 

have enumerated above. Further, I discuss a selection of important uncertainty 

concepts found in the literature as well as some of the limitations of these concepts 

with respect to the principle aim of my research. I also establish the conceptual 

framework for my study, based in part on earlier published work (Tauritz, 2012a; 

2016) and refined with respect to the research questions formulated in the present 

study. 

1.5 Thesis structure 

The first chapter provided an introduction to the nature and subject of this inquiry and 

established the research context. It included a discussion of some of the urgent 

sustainability challenges humanity is facing and what role education may play in 

preparing children for dealing with the associated complexity and uncertainty of these 

challenges later in life. I argued why I think it is important to specifically develop 

uncertainty competences in order for people to better be able to deal with present and 

future challenges. In this last section of Chapter 1, I share briefly what the reader can 

expect in the upcoming chapters. 

Chapter 2 discusses my reading of the literature with regard to teaching how to manage 

knowledge uncertainty and presents the conceptual framework that guided my study. 
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The two central concepts: uncertainty competences and a learning environment 

conducive to the development of uncertainty competences receive detailed discussion. 

The literature review concludes with the research questions which I set out to answer 

in this study.  

The third chapter details the methodological basis of this inquiry. This study employs 

an interpretive research approach that draws on elements of the hermeneutic method 

and abductive inquiry, utilising multiple case studies. Data was collected during 

classroom observations, focus group interviews with children and interviews with the 

teachers. Interpretive content analysis was employed. Together I believe this provides 

a methodologically sound investigation of the teaching strategies the five observed 

teachers employed while teaching about complex and uncertain sustainability 

challenges in the upper primary years.  

Chapters 4 to 8 present the findings of my study per theme. The chapters are preceded 

by A Guided Walk through the Findings Chapters, which explains to the reader what 

to expect from these chapters. Two new concepts that emerged during the data 

analysis: teaching strategies for uncertainty competence development and the 

language of conditionality are discussed in detail. In Chapter 9 I summarise the 

teaching strategies employed in each of the five case studies.  

Chapter 10 presents a final discussion in which I answer the research questions, discuss 

my study’s main contributions to knowledge, and reflect on the implications for 

practice. I include a developmental perspective on teaching the language of 

conditionality supporting my suggestions that it is appropriate to teach uncertainty 

competences, and in particular the ones related to the language of conditionality, in the 

upper primary years. Next four suggestions are made for further research. I conclude 

the chapter with a final look at the Revised List of Uncertainty Competences.    

1.6 Summary 

This chapter describes the societal landscape in which we find ourselves, confronted 

by a range of serious and complex contemporary sustainability challenges. I have also 

explained that, although some people think it is better to shield children from these 

complex challenges and the associated ambiguous information, children encounter 
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these challenges nonetheless. In addition, the literature suggests that children in the 

upper primary years (nine to eleven years of age) have developed or are developing 

many of the rudimentary cognitive abilities needed to deal with knowledge 

uncertainty. It has also become clear that to be able to deal with the current as well as 

future challenges we need to equip citizens with appropriate competences. Whilst in 

this chapter I have simply made the case for the overall aim of enhancing our 

understanding of teaching uncertainty competences needed when confronted with 

uncertain and contradictory information, in Chapter 2 the concept of such competences 

will be discussed in detail. Teaching uncertainty competences calls for a special 

approach to teaching. There is, however, limited guidance for teachers concerning how 

to teach children these competences and adapt their teaching strategies accordingly. It 

is this lack of knowledge that shaped the rationale for this study. In my research I set 

out to find out more about the teaching strategies teachers can employ to teach children 

the competences needed to manage knowledge uncertainty.
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Chapter 2 Conceptual framework 

The most inescapable imperative of the future is continuous change, change that 

involves complex adjustments to the increasingly complex systems that 

dominate our lives. Therefore, the distinguishing characteristics of those who 

will not only survive but thrive in the future, will be abilities and traits, both 

intellectual and emotional, that entail excellence in evaluating and responding to 

the conditions of change. 

   Richard Paul (1995, p. xi) 

2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1 I described my main research aim: to better understand how we can teach 

children in an educational setting the competences needed to handle complex and 

uncertain knowledge—particularly when confronted with contradictory information. 

In Section 2.2 I first highlight some of the uncertainty concepts discussed in the 

literature from the field of education, education for sustainable development, 

management, psychopathology and psychology. I explain why these concepts are of 

limited value and a different, more optimistic approach regarding uncertainty in 

education is called for. In Section 2.3 I propose employing the concept of uncertainty 

competences in education and describe these competences in-depth. In Section 2.4 I 

discuss the fact that scholars in the field of education are paying increasingly more 

attention to the need for learners to develop abilities for coping with uncertainty. 

Teachers, however, still search for practical suggestions they can apply to improve 

their teaching of complex and uncertain topics. I discuss how three scholars in 

particular – Ronald Barnett, Michelle Jordan and Ellen Langer – influenced my study. 

In Section 2.5 I reflect on the concept of learning environments conducive to the 

development of uncertainty competences and discuss important characteristics gleaned 

from the literature. In the concluding section, I present the conceptual framework that 

I employ to examine teaching strategies for teaching children how to manage uncertain 

knowledge. 
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2.2 Uncertainty concepts discussed in the literature 

2.2.1 Ambiguity, Uncertainty and Knowledge Uncertainty 

Ambiguity 

The terms ambiguity and uncertainty are often used in this thesis and call for further 

clarification. According to Aarts, Chalker and Weiner (2014), ambiguity refers to “the 

phenomenon whereby a word, phrase, clause, or sentence has more than one meaning” 

(p. 21). In other words, ambiguity can refer to anything that can be interpreted in more 

than one way. As interpreted by Trautmann and Van der Kuilen (2015), an ambiguous 

situation is one in which a decision needs to be made and there is only unclear or 

incomplete information about the probability of possible outcomes. This is especially 

relevant in trying to resolve the sustainability challenges discussed in Chapter 1. 

Grenier, Barrette and Ladouceur (2005) state that an intolerance of ambiguity refers to 

an individual experiencing an immediate ambiguous situation as threating, whereas an 

individual who is intolerant of uncertainty cannot cope with the potential occurrence 

of a future negative event. Reviewing the literature reveals many context-dependant 

definitions for uncertainty. 

Uncertainty 

Four definitions of uncertainty are particularly relevant in the context of this study. 

Ahsan and Musteen (2011) describe uncertainty as “a condition [or situation] in which 

one cannot accurately predict the outcome of an event due to lack of information, and 

therefore cannot insure against it” (p. 203). Jordan and McDaniel (2014b) define 

uncertainty as “an individual’s subjective experience of wondering, doubting, or being 

unsure about how the future will unfold, what the present means, or how to interpret 

the past. Uncertainty can pertain to one’s self, other individuals, or aspects of the 

environment” (p. 492). This corresponds with Van Asselt’s (2010) description of 

uncertainty as the complete “set of beliefs or doubts that stems from our limited 

knowledge of the past and the present (esp. uncertainty due to lack of knowledge) and 

our inability to predict future events, outcomes and consequences (esp. uncertainty due 

to variability)” (p. 88). Moore et al. (1990) emphasise that “certainty and uncertainty 

are attitudes towards representations of reality, rather than reality itself” (p. 726).  
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In summary, according to these definitions uncertainty can refer to a situation in which 

a lack of knowledge makes it impossible to accurately predict a future event, an 

individual’s set of beliefs and his or her subjective experience of the uncertain situation, 

as well as the individual’s attitude towards the representation of the reality of the 

uncertain situation. According to scholars such as Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) and 

Van Asselt (2010), attitudes towards uncertainty in the fields of science and decision-

making have modified over time. 

Changing perspectives on uncertainty 

For centuries science was seen as the path to truth (Mumford, 2003). The intellectual 

and philosophical Enlightenment movement that developed during the 17th and 18th 

centuries in Europe viewed research as a quest for certainty. A key concept developed 

during this era was that of the scientific method, which is dependent on reasoning and 

objectivity. Enlightenment thinking coalesced in positivism, which is a philosophical 

theory emphasising that certain knowledge can only be derived from systematic 

inquiry, identifying hypotheses, gathering objective evidence and testing theories 

(Mumford, 2003; Scotland, 2012). According to Van Asselt (2010), uncertainty is 

considered unscientific. This positivist approach to science dominated the field far into 

the 20th century. 

More recently, in 1972 Weinberg identified what he called trans-scientific questions, 

which are societal questions that cannot be answered unambiguously by employing a 

positivistic approach. Van Asselt (2010) suggests that the reason these trans-scientific 

questions are unanswerable is because of inherent uncertainty. Uncertainty in this 

context is related to practical limitations regarding research experiments, 

unpredictable human behaviour, unknown future events and the involved actors’ 

differing values and norms. Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990, 1993) writing in the 1990s 

had a considerable influence on changing the narrative from science as a process of 

discovering the truth and achieving ever greater certainty of knowledge to a narrative 

of science as a process of coping with increasing uncertainties. While Weinberg placed 

dealing with societal questions outside of the scientific field, by stating that science 

could not answer these uncertain social and policy issues, twenty years later, 

Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993), suggested the need for a paradigm shift towards post-
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normal science. In this view, managing “the irreducible uncertainties of knowledge 

and ethics, and the recognition of different legitimate perspectives and ways of 

knowing” (p. 754) becomes an acceptable aspect of doing scientific research. This 

change in perspective, which acknowledges the presence of uncertainty, is crucial in 

seeking solutions regarding sustainability challenges that are characterised by 

knowledge uncertainty.  

Knowledge uncertainty 

Knowledge refers to “facts, information, and skills acquired through experience or 

education; the theoretical or practical understanding of a subject” (Oxford 

Dictionaries, n.d., para. 1). In many situations we are dependent on the knowledge of 

others for understanding events that are distant from us in place, time and/or 

comprehension (Wilson, 1983). These information sources function as knowledge 

authorities. When we are dependent, to whatever degree, on these authorities and 

therefore on what Wilson calls second-hand knowledge, we need to be able to trust 

that these sources will provide us with reliable information (Andersen, 2004). It also 

means that we need to develop the ability to assess information and judge the 

credibility of the knowledge authority. In Chapter 1, I discuss how this study focuses 

on an individual’s or a group’s confrontation with uncertain, ambiguous and 

potentially contradictory information (see Figure 1.1). Understanding the sources of 

the experienced uncertainty may provide insight into particular skills that can aid the 

individual in managing the uncertainty.  

Sources of knowledge uncertainty 

The literature reveals different sources of uncertainty. According to Van Asselt (2010), 

the two main sources or origins of uncertainty are variability and lack of knowledge. 

Variability refers to the myriad of ways the system/process can behave, as well as the 

different values humans ascribe to the system. Lack of knowledge may refer to the 

individual (researcher) or the current state of scientific knowledge. Gabella (1995) 

describes two types of uncertainty that seem to correspond with Van Asselt’s (2010) 

sources of uncertainty: “Doubt presented by multiple possible alternatives, and doubt 

presented by our ignorance of what is to be—uncertainty of the outcomes of inquiry” 

(p. 237).  
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Tauritz (2012a) describes a situation in which an eight-year-old child is confronted 

with contradictory information regarding climate change and has to decide how to act 

upon the information. The perceived knowledge uncertainty in such a situation could 

be caused by ambiguous and confounding evidence and/or overly complex 

information. According to Schulz and Bonawitz (2007), when someone receives 

confounding evidence, some crucial information is lacking. Knowledge uncertainty 

can also stem from two other sources: the trustworthiness of the knowledge authority 

and/or the reliability of the information.  

 

After close reading of the literature I propose a new overview (see Table 2.1 below) 

which integrates the ideas of several scholars (Gabella, 1995; Langsdale, 2008; 

Tauritz, 2012a; Van Asselt, 2010). Two main sources of knowledge uncertainty are 

postulated: variability and the quantity & quality of knowledge. The first category is 

very similar to Van Asselt’s (2010) first source and bears the same appellation. The 

second source overlaps with Van Asselt’s (2010) source lack of knowledge, yet is 

broader. First, it acknowledges that too much knowledge is equally able to lead to 

knowledge uncertainty as too little knowledge. In addition, it incorporates the 

reliability of the information which can, amongst other things, be influenced on an 

epistemological level by doubts regarding the best description of reality or on a 

methodological level by a lack of knowledge regarding the best research methods. 

Another relevant source is uncertainty stemming from potential untrustworthiness of 

the knowledge authority. 
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Variability 

Non-linearity and chaotic system behaviour  

Inherent randomness of nature 

Unpredictability of human behaviour 

Diversity of the involved actor’s values and norms 

Social, economic, cultural dynamics or technological 

surprises 

Quantity & 

quality of 

knowledge 

Unclear which description or model best represents reality 

Lack of knowledge concerning the right research methods 

Inexactness (measurement errors) 

Too few measurements 

Too much information 

Simplification of complex data 

Untrustworthiness of the knowledge authority 

Irreducible ignorance (e.g. future is unknowable) 

Table 2.1: Sources of knowledge uncertainty 

A range of uncertainty competences could be brought into play to assist in managing 

each of the different sources of uncertainty (see Section 1.2.4 and 2.3.3). For example, 

understanding people with different perspectives may be useful in dealing with 

uncertainty caused by the conflicting values and norms various actors bring to a 

sustainability challenge; or being able to assess a knowledge authority’s credibility by 

finding information about their professional background and track record. Some 

scholars (Langsdale, 2008; Van Asselt, 2010), argue that because of the inherent 

uncertainty resulting from variability in non-linear and unpredictable systems, no 

amount of research could lead to complete knowledge about systems of that sort. Van 

Asselt (2010) points out that more information does not necessarily decrease 

uncertainty. New information can reveal other previously unknown uncertainties about 

a complex system. The latter is common with respect to sustainability challenges 

characterised by complexity and uncertainty. Uncertainty competences from all 

categories could be of service. 
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2.2.2 Complex, Supercomplex, Wicked and Super Wicked Challenges 

Complex and Supercomplex Challenges 

Many scholars (Barnett, 2011, 2012; Camillus, 2008; Conklin, 2001; Conklin, Basadur 

& VanPatter, 2007; Levin, Cashore, Bernstein & Auld, 2012; Ramaley, 2014; Ritchie, 

2011; Rittel & Webber, 1973; Van Asselt, 2010) have formulated their own 

descriptions of complex issues in an effort to understand these challenges and theorise 

about effective ways of addressing them. These complex issues are comparable to the 

sustainability challenges central in my study. Barnett (2012) distinguishes between 

complex and supercomplex phenomena. He argues that complex problems refer to 

situations in which the problem could, in principle, be resolved as long as ample time 

and resources were available. Van Asselt (2010) on the other hand, defines a problem 

as complex when it concerns multiple intertwined issues which are multidisciplinary 

in nature and which interact on various scale levels (from local to global) and time 

lines. The number of complex challenges humanity is facing continues to increase “due 

to scale-enlargement, globalisation, technological innovation and an increased 

interconnectedness” (Asselt, 2000, p. 3).  

These challenges are further complicated by the number of involved individuals or 

organisations who bring diverse, sometimes contradictory perspectives, interests, 

values and needs to the negotiation. Barnett (2012) refers to challenges of this sort as 

supercomplex. The challenges supercomplexity poses can never be entirely resolved 

because they “produce a multiplication of incompatible differences of interpretation” 

(Barnett, 2012, p. 67). Van Asselt (2010) speaks of pluralism referring to differing 

legitimate and valid perspectives. New questions keep arising because people view the 

world through different perspectives, values and sometimes completely incompatible 

paradigms. Barnett (2011) regards the world as “radically unstable because the very 

categories by which we relate to the world and through which we seek to understand 

it are contested” (p. 8). The multitude of perspectives central to sustainability 

challenges necessitates the development of collaboration and communication skills, as 

well as the ability and willingness to understand different points of view. The present 

study demonstrates how important it is for children to learn to understand the language 
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people use to express their degree of certainty and to discern who to trust as the most 

knowledgeable source (see Chapters 5-8 and Chapter 10). 

Wicked challenges 

The concept of wicked problems is increasingly used to describe sustainability 

challenges (see Section 1.2.1). Rittel and Webber coined the phrase in 1973 and 

originally applied it to social and policy planning problems. From examining the 

characteristics of wicked problems, it becomes evident that sustainability challenges 

are not merely more complex problems, but that they are fundamentally different in 

nature (Conklin et al., 2007). The central tenet of this thesis is that being able to 

manage these problems can be supported by the development of uncertainty 

competences (See Section 2.3). 

Wicked problems are often contrasted with tame problems. Ritchey (2011) describes 

tame problems as relatively well-defined issues that can be solved in a manner 

comparable to similar problems that have already been successfully dealt with. 

Potential solutions can be tested and rejected. There are clear objective criteria to 

assess if a satisfactory solution has been achieved. Wicked problems on the other hand, 

are ill-defined and ambiguous problems which, according to Ritchie (2013), are 

“associated with strong moral, political and professional issues” (p. 2). Ramaley 

(2014) writes that these problems revolve around contested questions and Camillus 

(2008) adds that they have innumerable causes. No wicked problem is ever exactly the 

same as another wicked problem. Decision-makers require the ability to use the 

uncertainty that stems from the nature of these problems in a creative manner. Multiple 

stakeholders are involved and although resolving the issue is dependent on these 

stakeholders (Ritchey, 2011), full agreement even on something so basic as the 

problem definition is practically inconceivable (Camillus, 2008). This is particularly 

relevant as each potential solution is dependent on the employed definition. In 

addition, Ritchie (2013) proposes that to be able to provide a detailed description of a 

wicked problem, a complete list of potential solutions is needed at the beginning rather 

than the end of the planning process. This unconventional order requires a flexible 

mind-set and being able to think laterally – both of which are abilities that are among 

the uncertainty competences discussed in this thesis (see Section 2.3.3). 
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What also makes dealing with wicked problems so challenging, is the fact that they 

won’t ‘keep still’. Ritchie (2013) explains that they are “complex, interacting issues 

evolving in a dynamic social context” (p. 2). Additionally, new wicked problems often 

surface in response to an attempt at understanding and resolving an existing wicked 

problem. Scholars (Camillus, 2008; Ritchie, 2013) argue that resolving wicked 

problems requires novel ways of thinking as they cannot be treated successfully with 

more conventional, linear, analytical approaches. Camillus (2008) warns that “not only 

do conventional processes fail to tackle wicked problems, but they may exacerbate 

situations by generating undesirable consequences” (p. 100). The slippery nature of 

wicked problems demands the ability to work in an ever-changing and therefore 

inherently uncertain setting. Furthermore, Ritchie (2011) points out that future events 

cannot always be visualised, categorised and predicted, as many developments along 

the way will be a result of emergent processes. The uncertainty resulting from these 

processes cannot be resolved by simply gathering more information because the 

required information does not yet exist. In accordance with Conklin (2001), I suggest 

that dealing with wicked problems requires people to make use of opportunities, take 

bold action, experiment and make decisions in the face of uncertainty.  

Wicked problems are known for not having one obviously right answer. On the 

contrary, Ramaley (2014) notes that solutions are often disputed and a complete 

solution is never achieved, as the problem continues to develop and change over time. 

This requires decision makers willing to learn, and able to collaborate and tolerate 

uncertainty. Camillus (2008) suggests that the stakeholders need to create a shared 

understanding of the problem. He explains that this involves not only the ability of the 

stakeholders to communicate what they are thinking about the problem and to 

understand what others are communicating about their views, but also the need to 

cultivate the willingness to work together in tackling these challenges. I will return to 

this issue in Chapter 6 where I discuss two uncertainty competences that specifically 

deal with communicating about the certainty of knowledge. 

Rather than agreeing that the problem has been solved satisfactorily, efforts to find a 

solution for a wicked problem may be terminated on the basis of such practicalities as 

running out of money or time. It is difficult to label a solution as good or bad, 
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satisfactory or unsatisfactory as it depends on all the involved stakeholders’ points of 

view. In addition to not having unambiguous end-criteria, it is hard to even tell when 

a wicked problem has been resolved, as solutions to wicked problems create 

consequences that continue to have influence over extended periods of time. Each 

implemented solution yields consequences, positive or negative, and of varying 

degrees of seriousness. Undesired or unanticipated outcomes can pose new wicked 

problems that then have to be dealt with in their own right. It is also impossible to 

know with 100% certainty that all resolutions to a wicked problem have been 

identified. Each wicked problem can be viewed as the symptom of some other 

problem, and there are many causal levels that need to be examined. An often-cited 

example of a wicked problem is poverty. Poverty is multidimensional and is situated 

in a dynamic social context. It relates to many issues such as employment, income, 

education, health, and nutrition. This makes it hard to define and hard to solve. Many 

stakeholders are involved ranging from the poverty stricken individual to the 

government, potential employers, healthcare professionals, and educators. There is no 

one single right solution. 

Super wicked challenges 

Some authors like Levin et al. (2012) differentiate between wicked and super wicked 

problems. According to them, what distinguishes super wicked problems, such as 

global warming, overfishing and plastic pollution from wicked problems are four key 

features. The first is the urgency of addressing these problems, in consideration of the 

possibility that the time to address them may be running out. In the case of global 

warming, for example, some places and the people living there are already confronted 

with its devastating effects. Secondly, some of the people responsible for the problem 

are also among those seeking to resolve it. Thirdly, the central authority required for 

solving the challenge is weak or non-existent. Fourthly, of those responsible for 

finding solutions, many do not take seriously the task of dealing with the problem, 

preferring to leave this for future generations to deal with.  

Section 2.2.2 described the nature of the uncertainty that permeates sustainability 

challenges. Decision-makers cannot avoid this uncertainty when attempting to resolve 

these challenges. But how willing and capable are people of addressing these 
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challenges in constructive ways? The literature describes a variety of concepts related 

to people’s ability and willingness to manage uncertainty, for example, cognitive 

dissonance, cognitive disequilibrium, intolerance of uncertainty, intolerance of 

ambiguity and uncertainty orientation. I briefly reflect on each of these concepts in 

Sections 2.2.3 to 2.2.5. 

2.2.3 Cognitive dissonance and cognitive disequilibrium 

Cognitive dissonance 

In 1957, Festinger coined the now well-established term cognitive dissonance to 

describe a concept which outlines the ways in which people manage inconsistencies 

between their cognitions (e.g. ideas, beliefs, values, emotional reactions). Cognitions 

can be unrelated, related and in agreement, or related and contradictory. In dealing 

with sustainability challenges, new and often complex, uncertain and contradictory 

scientific information is frequently encountered. This can induce uncomfortable levels 

of uncertainty (Bradshaw & Borchers, 2000). When an individual is confronted with 

too much new, uncertain and sometimes even threatening information, for example, 

with regard to global climate change, feelings of being overwhelmed can arise. 

Cognitive dissonance occurs when an individual is confronted by conflicting 

cognitions. Another way to describe this state is to say that the conflicting cognitions 

result in uncertainty as to which cognition is correct. A dissonant state is 

uncomfortable and individuals are therefore motivated to reduce dissonance and 

“maintain consistency between their beliefs, actions and behaviours” (Brown, 2008, p. 

7) by altering existing cognitions (i.e. changing one’s interpretation of an event) or 

adding new ones to create consonance. According to this model, potentially dissonant 

knowledge is thereafter avoided.  

Cognitive disequilibrium, assimilation and accommodation 

Three well-known and closely related concepts postulated by psychologist Piaget have 

been applied in the field of education and are worth noting: assimilation, 

accommodation and cognitive disequilibrium. According to Piaget (1952), when new 

information is similar to and consistent with an individual’s prior knowledge and 

behaviour, it can be easily accepted and integrated into existing cognitive structures; 
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this process is known as assimilation. However, when information cannot be related 

to earlier held beliefs and ideas, existing cognitive structures have to be modified in 

order for the information to be integrated; Piaget (1952, 1954) calls this process 

accommodation. Cognitive disequilibrium refers to the internal conflicts a child 

experiences when differences exist between current cognitions and new information; 

disequilibrium is an important aspect of the learning process (Piaget, 1952). This 

conceptualization, in contrast to Festinger’s, suggests a more positive view of 

dissonance. Stonewater and Stonewater (1984) go on to explain that the experience of 

disequilibrium is a prerequisite for cognitive development. They further elucidate that 

teachers need to actively facilitate this process by implementing teaching strategies 

that create a degree of disequilibrium that is carefully adapted to the children’s 

developmental stage. In addition, they state that teachers should be offering a sufficient 

degree of psychological support for potential feelings of anxiety rendered by the 

experienced disequilibrium. Piaget’s observations in the context of the education of 

children supported my own surmises about the value of uncertainty in the classroom. 

2.2.4 Intolerance of uncertainty and intolerance of ambiguity 

The concept intolerance of uncertainty is regularly utilised in the field of clinical 

psychology. The related literature typically focuses on matters such as 

psychopathology, anxiety disorders, health-related anxieties and stress (Rosen, 

Ivanova & Knäuper, 2014). It describes a tendency to react negatively on an emotional, 

cognitive, and behavioural level to uncertain situations and events as a result of 

negative beliefs and assumptions held regarding uncertainty (Rosen et al., 2014). 

Individuals with a low tolerance for uncertainty characteristically find not knowing 

distressing and have difficulty functioning in uncertain situations (Comer, Roy, Furr, 

Gotimer, Beidas, Dug’s & Kendall, 2009). This poses serious issues concerning such 

individuals’ abilities to manage sustainability challenges. Similarly, in the 

management literature, researchers employ the concept intolerance of ambiguity. This 

term relates to the tendency of individuals who cannot adequately handle ambiguous 

situations to experience them as threatening and uncomfortable (Rosen et al., 2014). 

Individuals who are intolerant of uncertainty find it unacceptable that a negative 

situation might occur in the future (Grenier et al., 2005). They lack uncertainty 
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competences such as being able to accept not knowing what will happen, and the 

ability to use uncertainty in a positive and creative manner. Both concepts – intolerance 

of ambiguity and intolerance of uncertainty – ignore uncertainty’s potentially positive 

qualities to foster innovation and promote learning (Jordan & McDaniel, 2014b).  

2.2.5  Uncertainty orientation 

Sorrentino and Roney (2000) developed the concept uncertainty orientation to 

describe the way in which people cope with uncertainty. They demonstrated that 

individuals can be found along a continuum. At either end there are those considered 

to be uncertainty-oriented individuals (UOs) or certainty-oriented individuals (COs). 

Those described as UOs prefer handling uncertainty by searching for information and 

actively resolving the uncertainty. In contrast, COs are more comfortable with a self-

regulatory style that evades uncertainty. According to Szeto and Sorrentino (2010) 

these individuals “…would rather live in a world that is consistent and stable, devoid 

of any opportunities for confusion or ambiguity” (p. 149). If given a choice they will 

focus on activities that help them maintain clarity. When confronted with uncertainty 

they utilise other people or heuristic concepts to reduce the uncertainty (Sorrentino et 

al., 2003). In short, UOs find uncertainty a challenge and COs find uncertainty 

something that should be avoided. With respect to handling sustainability challenges, 

it seems obvious that UOs will be much more willing and able to deal with these 

wicked challenges than COs. Such a dichotomy is also visible in the classroom where, 

according to Huber, Sorrentino, Davidson, Eppler and Roth (1992), UOs are much 

better at doing collaborative work and performing learning activities focused on self-

discovery than COs. The latter prefer teachers to provide the right answer. However, 

while positioning individuals along a continuum of uncertainty orientations is 

insightful, it may be too simplistic in its representation of reality. It disregards many 

factors influencing an individual’s response to uncertainty at a particular moment in 

time, such as their previous experience and prior knowledge about the subject or the 

social relations between the actors.  

Section 2.2.2 highlights how taxing and demanding managing sustainability 

challenges can be with respect to the uncertainty and complexity that characterises 

wicked problems. Dealing with them requires competences that reach beyond the 21st 
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century skills and critical thinking skills discussed in Chapter 1. The uncertainty 

concepts discussed in Section 2.2.3 are, however, of limited value in their use for 

understanding how teachers can facilitate the development of the ability and 

willingness to engage with sustainability challenges filled with uncertainty and 

contradiction. In the next Section, I discuss the need for developing specific 

competences that could help individuals both to cope better with and even to thrive 

when confronted with uncertainty.  

2.3 Uncertainty competences 

Barnett (2012) asks a very significant question: “If the future is unknown, what kind 

of learning is appropriate for it?” In Section 2.3.1 I examine what scholars have said 

about the concept of competence and will provide the definition that I employ in the 

present study. Competences that scholars deem necessary for the particular resolution 

of sustainability challenges will be addressed in Section 2.3.2. In Section 2.3.3 I focus 

specifically on uncertainty competences, offer a general definition, and operationalise 

individual competences. 

2.3.1 Competence development: Teaching beyond content-knowledge 

An increasing number of contemporary scholars assert that acquiring content 

knowledge is not enough to survive and thrive in today’s society, which can be 

characterised by information overload, dynamic and unstable systems, and 

unprecedented levels of uncertainty (Barnett, 2012; Buckingham Shum & Deakin 

Crick, 2012; Klieme, Hartig & Rauch, 2008). In order to handle our complex and 

uncertain world, it is arguable that learners need to develop abilities, skills and learning 

dispositions in addition to content-knowledge. However, scholars such as Barnett 

(2012) emphasise that as we don’t yet know which knowledge and skills we will need, 

it is imperative to develop “human qualities and dispositions” (p. 65). Our knowledge, 

for example with regard to sustainability challenges, is in a constant state of flux. It 

therefore follows that learners need to become life-long learners who can and want to 

acquire new knowledge as it becomes available in order to apply it creatively as they 

encounter future events. Others variously describe the need for: 
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 “Propensities for managing uncertainty” (Jordan, 2015, p. 99) 

 “Ability to creatively and spontaneously use uncertain information” (Langer, 

Hatem, Joss & Howell, 1989, p. 147) 

 “The ability to analyse, evaluate and craft rich pictures of the future” (Wiek, 

Withycombe & Redman, 2011, p. 207-209) 

 “Strategies and skills for dealing with uncertainty” (Hall, 2010, p. 165) 

 “Reflective thinking skills” (English, 2013, p. 94) 

 “Capabilities—the ability to adapt to change, to generate new knowledge, and 

continuously improve one’s performance” (Fraser & Greenhalgh, 2001, p. 799) 

 “Critical thinking skills and moral fortitude” (Gordon, 2006, p. 21) 

 “Integrated thinking, problem solving, and personal and social skills” (Higgins, 

2001, p. 101) 

 “An authentic identity, a capacity to choose from conflicting evidence and 

preparedness to revise in light of new insights” (Kreber, 2009, p. 15) 

 “Dispositions and forms of being that will allow them to face the challenges of a 

future marked by uncertainty” (Anderson & McCune, 2013, p. 155) 

 “Actively anticipating and engaging with sustainability futures” (Gardiner, 2017, p. 

251) 

As the list above demonstrates, scholars use a host of words to describe the attributes 

learners need to develop: propensities, abilities, strategies, skills, capabilities, moral 

fortitude, authentic identity, dispositions, competences, and so on. This can become 

confusing. I will define competence as it is employed in this study in detail. Before 

that, however, I first examine some descriptions and definitions others have employed, 

and that have been constructive in forming my own understanding of competences. It 

is important to remember that the focus of this thesis is the upper primary school 

context and that my definition has been formulated with this in mind.  

Competence consists of attributes 

To begin with, scholars employ different words for the components of a competence. 

For example, Gardiner (2017) talks about “cognitive, emotional and social 

prerequisites for successful action” (p. 244), Mulder (2016) speaks of “characteristics 

which enable performance” (p. 18), and Klieme et al. (2008) write about “context-
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specific cognitive dispositions” (p. 9). I found Rychen and Salganik’s (2003) 

description of the “internal structure of a competence” (p. 44), in which they discern a 

set of attributes, particularly helpful. From here on in this thesis, I employ the term 

attribute when referring to the components of a competence. 

A range of attributes constituting core competences are mentioned in the literature: 

generic capabilities (Mulder, 2016); performance-oriented capabilities, cognitive-, 

interactive-, affective- and psychomotor capabilities (Biemans, Nieuwenhuis, Poell, 

Mulder & Wesselink, 2004); psycho-social components (Barth, Godemann, 

Rieckmann & Stoltenberg, 2007); knowledge, skills, attitudes (Mulder, 2016; Rychen 

& Salganik, 2003, UNESCO, 2015; Wiek et al.,2015); cognitive skills, practical skills, 

(learning) dispositions, emotions, motivation, desires, values and ethics (Biemans et 

al., 2004; Buckingham Shum & Deakin, 2012; Rychen & Salganik, 2003); strategies 

(Tauritz, 2016), a sense of agency (Hoskins & Crick, 2010), and resources embedded 

in the individual (Rychen & Salganik, 2003). In my study I consider the internal 

structure of a competence to consist of a varying composition of the following 

attributes: knowledge; cognitive-, practical-, social- and communication skills; 

strategies; dispositions; motivation; and values. Crucially, according to this paradigm, 

an individual does not either possess a competence or not; competences exist on 

continua. Many competences can be developed and further refined through teaching 

and learning. Furthermore, possessing a competence implies that an individual not 

only has the knowledge, skills and motivation to take action or make a decision, but is 

also able to apply the competences in the right setting and at the appropriate time as 

suggested by Rychen and Salganik (2003). 

Competence is contextual 

Scholars emphasise that competence should be understood as the ability to take 

effective action (Barth et al., 2007; Buckingham Shum & Deakin, 2012), cope with 

concrete situations or tasks (Klieme et al., 2008), or meet complex demands in a 

particular (professional) domain or organisation (Biemans et al., 2004; Rychen & 

Salganik, 2003). In addition, Rychen and Salganik (2003) maintain that a “competence 

is a product of the interaction of attributes of individuals and the context in which they 

operate …” (p. 46). An individual’s competences are manifested in his actions, 
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behaviours and decisions in specific situations. Similarly, Hoskins and Crick (2010) 

describe a competence in terms of “effective, embodied human action in the world in 

a particular domain” (p. 122). Actions typically take place in social fields such as the 

political field, the field of work, family life and the classroom. Oates (2003) broaches 

another important issue when he questions if one can really speak of the transfer of 

skills, or if in reality this always implies a form of adaptation. The concept of transfer 

suggests that an individual who is competent in one context can draw on his or her 

experience and the same competences in similar situations. However, the situations we 

face will never be exactly the same. Therefore, Rychen and Salganik (2003) speak in 

preference of adaptation, which entails actively and reflectively using the knowledge, 

skills, or strategies one developed in one situation and translating and adapting them 

to the new situation. Acknowledging the importance of the transference factor has 

implications for education. It should be noted that there are critics such as Stenhouse 

(1975) who warn against basing a curriculum entirely on pre-specified learning 

objectives. Such an approach they advise might be useful for teaching factual 

knowledge and simple skills, but it is less appropriate for the development of complex 

skills, values and dispositions. More recently Morcke, Dornan and Eika (2013) have 

stressed the need for further research focusing on how education based on pre-

specified outcomes works, and when and for whom it is or is not useful. The present 

study contributes to a more inclusive understanding of competency-based education. 

Stenhouse (1976) posited that a reductionist competency-based approach focusing 

mainly on predetermined learning outcomes is not appropriate for teaching and 

understanding complex and uncertain knowledge. In 1975 he warned that specifying 

these predetermined learning outcomes with respect to gaining knowledge may limit 

(children’s) genuine inquiry. 

Definition of competence 

In this study I define competence as the ability to effectively mobilise attributes such 

as knowledge, (cognitive, practical, social and communication) skills, strategies and 

dispositions, in order to make effective performance possible. Competence also 

encompasses motivation and values, as well as the ability to mobilise all of the above 

attributes in the right place and at the right time in order to take effective decisions and 
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actions in specific situations. This broad definition of a competence addresses 

criticisms that have been made with respect to competency-based education. It does 

not limit itself to skills needed to meet complex demands in specific situations, a 

description Lozano, Boni, Peris and Hueso (2012) provide for competency-based 

education. In addition, my definition does not limit itself to those skills or attributes 

that are more easily measurable, a critique offered by Holmboe, Sherbino, Englander, 

Snell and Frank (2017). As I noted earlier, meeting sustainability challenges is 

uniquely demanding and requires a variety of specific competences. Before focusing 

in on the concept of uncertainty competences in Section 2.3.2, I will first discuss the 

sets of competences that some scholars feel are essential in dealing with complex 

sustainability issues (De Haan, 2010; Gardiner, 2017; Wiek et al., 2015).   

2.3.2 Sustainability competences 

Various scholars have debated which mixture of competences people need to be able 

to effectively resolve sustainability challenges; they are often referred to as 

‘sustainability competences’ and can be seen as, according to Gardiner (2017), the 

ability to actively anticipate and engage with a sustainable future. Gardiner and 

Rieckmann (2015) point out that while some scholars focus on the mixture of 

competences that decision-makers, planners, policy makers and managers need for 

solving sustainability challenges (e.g. Wiek et al., 2011), others see sustainability 

competences specifically as something that all graduate students need to acquire 

(Rieckmann, 2012). Wals and Lenglet (2016) take a broader view: they are of the 

opinion that all citizens need to transform into ‘sustainability citizens’ in order to 

participate more fully in, and contribute to a sustainable society. Below is a brief 

discussion of the four sustainability competence models that had a significant 

influence on my thinking regarding uncertainty competences. 

1. Dimensions of sustainability competence and associated sustain‘abilities’ 

Wals and Lenglet (2016) discuss, without trying to be exhaustive, four dimensions of 

sustainability competences: “conceptual and systemic knowledge, critical thinking, 

change and innovation and ethical or existential, normative dimension” (p. 55). For 

each dimension they indicate some abilities that a sustainable citizen should develop, 

for example, systems thinking, questioning hegemony and routines, appreciating chaos 
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and complexity, and unlocking creativity. No direct mention, however, is made 

regarding the management of uncertainty. While these competences were of clear 

relevance, the model Wiek et al. (2015) provided was operationalised in much more 

detail. 

2. Key competencies for sustainability researchers and problem solvers 

Wiek et al. (2011) propose a framework consisting of six key competences. These 

competences are meant to enable the individual to effectively solve real-world 

sustainability challenges. Wiek et al. (2015) operationalised these competences in 

great detail and with graduate education in mind. According to the authors, competent 

students understand and can apply system dynamics, cross boundaries between 

different domains and at different scales, anticipate and construct rich pictures of a 

sustainable future. In addition, being competent involves the ability to evaluate and 

negotiate sustainability values, principles and goals. The graduate should also be able 

to design and test systemic interventions, mobilise resources, involve stakeholders and 

ultimately carry out plans to resolve sustainability challenges. Further attention is paid 

to the ability to facilitate collaboration with team members and stakeholder 

engagement. This last competence can be summarised as a meta-competence, which is 

the ability to employ and purposefully integrate the other five key competences in 

order to resolve sustainability challenges and foster sustainable development. Wiek et 

al. (2015) do mention concepts such as complexity, non-linearity and probability, but 

do not specifically mention dealing with uncertainty or ambiguity. De Haan, below, 

discusses competences in terms more easily translatable to a wider range of learners.  

3. Gestaltungskompetenz 

De Haan (2010) coined the concept of Gestaltungskompetenz, which is another 

formulation of sustainability competence. He states that those “who possess this 

competence can help, through active participation, to modify and shape the future of 

society, and to guide its social, economic, technological and ecological changes along 

the lines of sustainable development” (p.320). Gestaltungskompetenz can be split into 

twelve sub-competencies (De Haan, 2010). Some examples include the ability to 

acquire knowledge and act in an interdisciplinary manner, cope with individual 

dilemmatic situation of decision-making, and deal with incomplete and overly 
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complex information. The latter is the most relevant to my study. De Haan (2010) does 

not, however, mention uncertainty or ambiguity as such. The final framework that I 

will discuss, ESD Competencies Framework, addresses issues of uncertainty. 

4. ESD Competencies Framework 

Mochizuki and Bryan (2015) describe extensively the kinds of knowledge, skills and 

dispositions they think learners need to acquire within the context of climate change 

education (See Section 2.4.1). They distinguish between (1) “Learning to know: 

Understanding the causes and consequences of climate change” (p.16); (2) “Learning 

to do: Transversal/cross-cutting skills” (p.18); and (3) “Learning to live together and 

learning to be: Global citizenship education and CCESD12” (p.21). The authors 

specifically mention the need for abilities related to managing uncertainty. In the first 

category they talk about enabling students to distinguish between certainty, uncertainty 

and risks associated with climate change. In the second category they mention being 

able to handle rapid change, complexity, insecurity and uncertainties and understand 

differences in worldview on sustainable development. Mochizuki and Bryan (2015) 

also recognise the importance of teaching people the abilities to cope with the 

emotional impact of climate change.  

In reviewing what scholars had said about teaching competences needed for the 

management of uncertainty, I examined multiple sustainability frameworks. Some did 

not mention anything about handling uncertainty at all (Wals & Lenglet, 2016), some 

considered related concepts such as complexity, non-linearity and probability and 

making decisions with incomplete information (De Haan, 2010; Wiek et al., 2011; 

Wiek et al., 2015) and others such as Mochizuki and Bryan (2015) specifically 

discussed coping with uncertainty. Some frameworks were developed with teaching 

sustainability competences in mind (De Haan, 2010; Mochizuki & Bryan, 2015) and 

others featured more general reflections on what abilities citizens need in order for the 

development of a more sustainable society to take place (Wals & Lenglet, 2016). 

                                                 
12 During the second half of the UN Decade of Education for Sustainability, UNESCO 

launched the ‘Climate Change Education for Sustainable Development’ programme (CCESD) 

(Mochizuki and Bryan, 2015). 

. 
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Frameworks designed to teach about a particular topic, such as Mochizuki and Bryan’s 

(2015) framework for teaching about climate change, often include competences not 

directly related to managing uncertainty, for example technical knowledge about 

climate change and the awareness and willingness to accept one’s culpability in 

complex sustainability issues regarding consumer behaviour. Such a framework, in 

which the only uncertainty dealt with is knowledge uncertainty directly related to 

sustainability or climate change, is less suitable for a study focussing explicitly on 

uncertainty and ambiguity. The above frameworks are certainly relevant for a study 

concerning teaching how to manage uncertainty with respect to sustainability 

challenges. However, in relation to primary school education managing knowledge 

uncertainty is a concept that has a broader significance. Even though the above 

described sustainability frameworks contributed to my thinking, none were entirely 

appropriate with respect to my research regarding teaching primary school children 

how to manage uncertainty in an educational context.  

The focus of my research and my conceptual framework thus evolved as a direct 

consequence of the lack of studies that specifically address teaching the competences 

needed to deal with uncertainty in primary school education. In the next section I will 

discuss my conceptualisation of uncertainty competences.  

2.3.3 Three categories of uncertainty competences 

In Section 2.3.1 I outlined the myriad of definitions I found related to core 

competences needed to take effective decisions and actions in specific situations. In 

addition, I described the most relevant of the sets of competences scholars have 

suggested individuals need to possess to manage sustainability challenges. In this 

study I focus on one particular component of sustainability as well as many other 

challenges: uncertainty. In earlier work I developed an extensive literature-based list 

of competences needed to handle knowledge uncertainty (Tauritz, 2012a, 2016). I used 

it as a guide during the initial stage of the data analysis phase, after which the list was 

further refined, and additional uncertainty competences emerged. They will be 

discussed in Chapter 6. The full definition of the umbrella term uncertainty 

competences employed in this study is as follows. 
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Uncertainty competences encompass the knowledge, cognitive, practical, social 

and communication skills, strategies, dispositions, motivation, values, as well 

as the ability to mobilise these attributes in the right place and at the right time 

in order to take effective decisions and actions when faced with knowledge 

uncertainty. 

In this section I will focus on my previously established uncertainty competences 

(Tauritz, 2016, see Table 2.2). By organising the competences into three categories it 

is my intention to emphasise that learning how to manage uncertainty involves not 

only learning how to reduce uncertainty, but also accepting that it may not be possible 

to eliminate all uncertainty. That being the case, learning how to be comfortable when 

faced with uncertainty in order to respond effectively becomes an important strategy 

for dealing with complex sustainability challenges. However, I suggest that it is 

imperative to also learn how to cherish uncertainty. The new paradigm that I and many 

other scholars (Barnett, 2012; Brown & Beames, 2017; English, 2013; Floden & 

Buchmann, 1993; Forrest et al., 2012; Fraser & Greenhalgh, 2001; Gabella, 1995; 

Gordon, 2006; Higgins, 2001; Jordan, 2015; Langer, 2014) propose is one in which 

uncertainty and complexity are valued and actively invited into the learning 

environment where they are seen as fundamental driving forces in teaching. Cherishing 

uncertainty requires a profound change in perspective. Until recently in society in 

general, and in education in particular, uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity have 

typically been viewed as something to be avoided and eliminated in the interest of 

clarity and efficiency (Higgins, 2001; Visser, 2004). However, the attempt to avoid 

something as ubiquitous as uncertainty can only result in inevitable failure. In addition, 

is uncertainty necessarily negative? Uncertainty can become an invitation to let go of 

the obvious and create new understandings (Langer et al., 1989; Tauritz, 2016). The 

unknown need not be perceived as something to fear as long as tools to deal with it are 

available. In that case, it can be a catalyst for creative action and curiosity. The 

uncertainty competences in the first category are designed with this in mind. The list 

reveals how broad the range of competences needed to manage uncertain knowledge 

is and how the more familiar competences, for example, regarding information 

literacy, relate to managing uncertainty. In the rest of this section uncertainty 

competences are operationalised. 
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Table 2.2: Uncertainty competences (Tauritz, 2016) 

 

Category: Learning to cherish uncertainty 

The three competences in the first category Learning to cherish uncertainty emphasise 

that knowledge uncertainty is not something that always needs to be reduced, or merely 

tolerated, but is also something that can be embraced. Uncertainty and ambiguity can 

be viewed as opportunities to be inquisitive and creative. I will briefly explain each 

competence. 

 

Learning to cherish uncertainty 

1. Being able to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action 

2. Being able to empathise with people with different perspectives  

3. Being able to ‘entertain’ an enquiring mind 

Learning to tolerate uncertainty 

4. Being able to accept not knowing what will happen 

5. Being able to reflect on and change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty 

6. Being able to employ lateral thinking 

Learning to reduce uncertainty 

7. Being able to prioritise (‘triage’) among many urgent issues 

8. Being able to find, evaluate and utilise information (specific knowledge) 

9. Being able to judge the credibility & cognitive authority of information sources 

10. Being able to reason (inductive and deductive reasoning) 

11. Being able to respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities 

12. Being able to employ previous experience 

13. Being able to assess one’s own ability to achieve a desired outcome 

14. Being able to engage a supportive network 

15. Being able to formulate a plan of action to deal with uncertainty 

16. Being able to work in, and contribute to, teams with mixed skills and experience 

17. Being able to use one’s intuition as a source of information 
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1. Being able to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action 

An individual who is competent at employing uncertainty as a catalyst for creative 

action is able to create novel approaches to problem-solving when faced with a 

complex and uncertain situation with no obvious right solution, and subsequently act 

decisively and employ the new approach. Not knowing the right solution can be 

paralysing for some, while others feel energised and see it as a chance to create an 

innovative solution rather than the solution dictated by previously held ideas and 

thought patterns (Langer & Moldoveanu, 2000). Jordan and McDaniel (2014a) point 

out how important it is for students to develop their creativity and improvisation skills 

in response to a changing world in order to either come with innovative ideas or 

recombine existing elements in a way that allows new conceptualisations to emerge. 

This competence goes beyond merely theorising about novel approaches to problem-

solving; it is about being able to turn those ideas into actions with the aim of managing 

the encountered uncertainty.  

2. Being able to empathise people with different perspectives 

An individual who is competent at understanding people with different perspectives is 

able to acknowledge, even seek out other viewpoints, articulate and evaluate the 

differences in points of view, and approach a challenge with a “richness of vision and 

appropriately broad point of view” (Paul, 1995, p. 160). Such an individual is willing 

to look at a situation from someone else’s perspective and to be respectful of, and 

empathise with, someone holding an opinion incompatible with their own. Because of 

the complexity of sustainability challenges, it is essential that decision-makers be able 

and willing to develop a sufficiently broad outlook based on a wide range of 

perspectives regarding the issue. I agree with Stenhouse (1976) who suggested that it 

is important for a teacher to accept controversy and focus on developing the learner’s 

understanding of the differing perspectives regarding an issue rather than aiming for 

the achievement of consensus and thereby eliminating uncertainty. In other words, 

pluralism and thus uncertainty, should be valued over quick decision-making 

(Rudduck, 1988).  
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3. Being able to entertain an enquiring mind 

An individual who is competent at entertaining an enquiring mind is able to remain 

inquisitive and open-minded and cultivate a positive disposition towards life-long 

learning. In Dewey’s (1910) words: “… when the child continues to entertain 

[problems] in his own mind and to be alert for whatever will help answer it, curiosity 

has become a positive intellectual force” (p. 33). Such an individual questions new 

information even when obtained from trusted knowledge sources and weighs the 

merits of new ideas.  

Category: Learning to tolerate uncertainty 

The three competences in the second category Learning to tolerate uncertainty 

comprise a close weave of skills and dispositions. Letting go of the continuous need 

for certainty even for a limited time, the ability to adapt to change, strong reflective 

skills and openness to differing perspectives are central to learning to tolerate 

uncertainty.  

4. Being able to accept not knowing what will happen 

An individual who is competent in this respect is able to accept that one can never 

know with 100% certainty what will take place or what the right answer or action 

should be in a particular situation. An essential element of this competence is being 

able to cope with the emotions experienced when confronted with uncertainty. This 

competence encompasses both cognitive as well as affective elements. It is a broadly 

defined skill exemplifying how the theory of uncertainty competence development 

presented in this thesis addresses some of the criticisms made regarding competency-

based education. The UO individuals described in Section 2.2.5 have uncertainty-

oriented dispositions and feel (more) comfortable than others when faced with 

uncertainty, ambiguity and inconsistent information. It follows that they will be less 

hesitant at taking action (Sorrentino & Roney, 2000).  

5. Being able to reflect on and change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty 

Individuals who are competent at reflecting on personal beliefs regarding uncertainty 

are able to question their assumptions, handle the discomfort and uncertainty that can 
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arise from questioning one’s cherished beliefs (Boler, 1999), decide if an assumption 

is useful when faced with uncertainty, and has the ability to choose to hold onto or let 

go of that belief. Certain beliefs may facilitate a positive disposition regarding 

uncertain situations, for example, viewing a situation where no definitive decision has 

been taken as an opportunity to be creative and to pursue new ideas. We are not usually 

aware that our beliefs influence our experiences and that actively changing our beliefs 

can change those experiences. Understanding the power of belief-making (Gelatt, 

1989) and maintaining a flexible mind set are important skills supporting complex 

decision-making. 

6. Being able to employ lateral thinking 

An individual who is competent at lateral thinking is able to recognise dominant 

polarising ideas, search for alternative ways of viewing things, let go of (some) of the 

rigid control imposed by vertical thinking and make better use of chance (De Bono, 

1971). According to De Bono (1990), vertical thinking is the modus operandi of 

thinking and is characterised by taking sequential steps that can each be justified, as 

well as by focusing on what is considered to be relevant information. Lateral thinking 

on the other hand, involves a deliberate strategy of interrupting the sequentiality of 

vertical thinking, thus seeking out seemingly unrelated information in an effort to 

widen the range of potential solutions for a particular problem (The Pfeiffer Library, 

n.d.). This widening of thought patterns can lead to new insights and creativity. Lateral 

thinking requires individuals to be able to employ previous experience, and be willing 

to try out a variety of solutions, recombine ideas with other ideas, and use their 

imagination. While education has generally focused, at least until recently, on vertical 

thinking, both thinking strategies are necessary and complementary. 

 

Category: Learning to reduce uncertainty 

The eleven competences in the third and last category Learning to reduce uncertainty 

all support the individual in reducing knowledge uncertainty by, for example, 

gathering and evaluating information, assessing the urgency, reasoning, and working 

in teams to resolve problems. These competences often relate to critical thinking skills 
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(Paul, 1995). Teaching to reduce uncertainty both in terms of content and technique is 

very common in educational practice.  

7. Being able to prioritise (‘triage’) among many urgent issues 

An individual who is competent at prioritising among urgent issues is able to establish 

an overview of the most pressing issues, evaluate the consequences of responding or 

not (yet) responding, and take a decision on how to act responsibly (Tauritz, 2016). 

Sustainability issues form perhaps the ultimate challenge when it comes to prioritising 

among urgent issues, as they are by their nature so complex and our knowledge is 

generally incomplete and contested. Not only don’t we know exactly what the factual 

consequences will be of prioritising one issue above another, but, because of the 

different values, needs and understanding of the multiple actors involved, it is also 

generally impossible to come to an unambiguous and incontestable judgment.  

8. Being able to find, evaluate and utilise information (specific knowledge) 

An individual who is competent at finding, evaluating and utilising information is able 

to gather essential information, critically assess its accuracy, comprehensiveness and 

currency to come to a decision based on that information (Metzger & Flanagin, 2013). 

It should be noted, however, that finding information, as well as other competences in 

this category do have the potential to increase uncertainty as well as reduce it. New 

questions can emerge as information is gathered. Therefore, as exemplified by 

confrontation with sustainability challenges, it is important for individuals to possess 

information search skills and strategies and have the ability to assess whether obtained 

information is sufficient to solve their problem. Another related skill is being able to 

delay interpreting ambiguous information in order to gather disambiguating evidence 

(Beck et al., 2008). Jordan and McDaniel (2014b) mention other methods for gathering 

information as well, for example, systematic testing and trial-and error 

experimentation; others have mentioned relevant cognitive processes that need to be 

developed such as analysing and interpreting data (Bloom, Engelhan, Furst, Hill & 

Krathwohl, 1956; Krathwohl, 2002). Further discussion concerning finding 

information and conducting research can be found in Chapter 10. 
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9. Being able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources 

An individual who is competent at judging the credibility and cognitive authority of 

information sources is able to question the trustworthiness of the information source, 

understand what the source based its conclusion on, and recognise any interests and 

(hidden) goals the source may have had in sharing the information. The importance of 

the ability to assess knowledge sources is recognised by many scholars (Bråten, 

Strømsø & Salmerón, 2011; Ennis, 1985; Hobbs, 2017; Paul, 1995; Tauritz, 2016), yet 

in practice there is still much concern about the lack of these skills in both children 

and adults (Julien & Barker, 2009; Hobbs, 2017). 

10. Being able to reason (inductive and deductive reasoning) 

An individual who is competent at reasoning is able to draw a conclusion or inference 

through deliberate and careful thought, reflection and observation of facts or 

hypotheses (Paul, 1995). The individual can articulate her assumptions, inferences and 

arguments clearly and base decisions on, for example, deductive, inductive or 

abductive reasoning (See Section 3.2.3 for more information about the reasoning 

process). Van Gelder (2005) explains that humans are pattern-seeking beings; humans 

like things to make sense and often will stick with a story that intuitively seems right 

without further investigation. Critical thinking and developing one’s reasoning skills 

in a wide range of context requires practice. 

11. Being able to respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities 

An individual who is competent at responding in accordance with the underlying 

probabilities is able to assess the probability that a given event will or will not take 

place and assess how certain the information source is of the information being shared. 

Understanding probabilities involves both a mathematical understanding as well as an 

understanding of the language used to communicate about probabilities (See Chapter 

6). Gregory (1991) explains that individuals who have only a vague mathematical 

notion of probability are less able to consider the consequences of alternative choices, 

potentially causing their decision-making to suffer. They will also be more likely to 

fall prey to well-known biases, such as viewing probabilities with a high likelihood as 

more certain and events with a low probability as less certain than they actually are. 
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Van Asselt (2010) points out that the decision-making process is not always improved 

by an accumulation of additional knowledge and that, instead, decision-makers often 

need support with understanding probabilities and the associated uncertainty.  

12. Being able to employ previous experience 

An individual who is competent at employing previous experience is able to adapt 

previously acquired knowledge and skills to new contexts; this could speed up the 

learning process and the process of taking action when faced with uncertainty. On the 

other hand, focusing on previous experiences can also potentially hinder creativity and 

the discovery of novel solutions. The individual needs to be flexible in using previous 

experience and know when to tap into that knowledge and when to take, for example, 

a lateral thinking approach (see Learning to tolerate uncertainty above). 

13. Being able to assess one’s own ability to achieve a desired outcome 

An individual who is competent at assessing her own ability to achieve a desired 

outcome is able to realistically judge her own competence level and available resources 

(such as time, money and access to collaborators) in relation to a specific uncertain 

situation. This involves metacognition, which refers to the knowledge of one’s own 

thought processes, as well as the “ability to adjust behavioural, environmental, and 

emotional functioning in response to changing … demands” (Mullen, 2011, p. 141).  

14. Being able to engage a supportive network 

An individual who is competent at engaging a supportive network is able to assess his 

own competences, admit when necessary that he may need support and has the ability 

to (actively) involve others in managing an uncertain situation. Networking involves 

more than simply knowing a lot of people, or even knowing the right people, it is also 

about getting them interested and committed to help (Tauritz, 2012a).  

15. Being able to formulate a plan of action to deal with uncertainty 

An individual who is competent at formulating a plan of action to manage an uncertain 

situation is able to identify what is needed to resolve the problem, is capable of 

dividing tasks and formulating a plan, as well as being practiced at adjusting the plan 

according to the chain of events. This competence is closely related to the competence 
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of being able to prioritise amongst urgent problems. It additionally involves deciding 

how to resolve the prioritised issue. When people are faced with knowledge 

uncertainty associated with sustainability challenges, it may be necessary to develop 

action plans that take the precautionary principle (Petersen 2002; Van Asselt & Vos, 

2006) into account. This principle states that when there is a significant possibility that 

particular activities could be harmful to humans or the environment, those activities 

should be discontinued. 

16. Being able to work in, and contribute to teams with mixed skills and experience 

An individual who is competent at working in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and 

experience is able, when faced with a complex and uncertain situation, to make a 

significant contribution to the team’s achievements, and has strong social and 

communication skills. Such an individual also has a positive disposition towards 

solving complex challenges as a team, rather than as an individual. In addition, he can 

work effectively with collaborators with differing perspectives and contribute to the 

establishment of a team perspective and narrative. 

17. Being able to use one’s intuition as a source of information 

An individual who is competent at employing intuition as a source of information is 

able to accept change, uncertainty and inconstancy by utilising the non-rational and 

intuitive side of thinking and decision-making. According to Merrian-Webster (n.d., 

para. 1), intuition can be defined as a “the power or faculty of attaining to direct 

knowledge or cognition without evident rational thought and inference”. This 

competence is further derived from Gelatt’s (1989) concept of positive uncertainty, 

which he developed in relation to counselling.  

The next question concerns how these competences can best be taught. I postulate that 

teaching children how to manage uncertain knowledge through the development of 

uncertainty competences requires experiencing knowledge uncertainty in the learning 

environment. In other words, inviting uncertainty into the learning process provides 

the basic condition under which children can safely develop these competences (see 

Section 2.5.2 Characteristics of learning environments conducive to developing 
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uncertainty competences). In the next section I will examine what has been said in the 

literature about the conditions required for such a learning process to take place. 

2.4 Teaching uncertainty competences in an educational context 

2.4.1 What have scholars written with respect to teaching about uncertainty?  

There are a burgeoning number of scholars who describe the need for a teaching 

process that acknowledges uncertainty as a fundamental driving force in teaching. This 

creates space for perplexity and ambiguity where learners get to explore and discover 

new ways of thinking and doing things, with the aim of fostering citizens who can 

handle, perhaps even flourish, despite living in an uncertain world (Floden & 

Buchmann, 1993; Gordon, 2006; English, 2013). Dewey (1916, p. 148) refers to this 

space as the “twilight zone of inquiry”, 100 years later English (2013, p. 55) speaks of 

the “in-between realm of experience and learning” and Buckingham (2014, p. 11) 

writes about the need for “an optimally productive measure of epistemological chaos”. 

In an educational context characterised by epistemological chaos, knowing and not-

knowing swirl around each other chaotically. According to Buckingham, teaching 

should not focus on eliminating this chaos, but should instead focus on teaching how 

to manage the chaos and uncertainty effectively.  

Anderson and McCune (2013) advocate a “curriculum of dualities” (p. 166) in higher 

education which is characterised by “pairs of contrasting elements that are in creative 

tension” (p. 161), such as support and challenge, local and international, and 

disciplined engagement and play. They suggest that such a curriculum is necessary for 

students in higher education to, for example, cultivate dispositions of resilience, 

courage, criticality and humility. Fraser and Greenhalgh (2001) note, on the basis of 

their research regarding education for healthcare professionals, that building 

capabilities – “the extent to which individuals can adapt to change, generate new 

knowledge, and continue to improve performance” (p. 779) – requires the learner 

engaging actively and meaningfully with an uncertain and unfamiliar situation; 

transformation cannot be passively assimilated. They propose the need for non-linear, 

holistic, complex real-world learning experiences, and suggest that more research 

needs to be done regarding the use of storytelling in professional training. Several 

scholars use the metaphor of a liminal space of learning (Allen, 2014; Hall, 2010, 
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2014; Meyer & Land, 2005), which can be seen as a place where the learner feels 

stuck, disoriented and uncertain, when confronted with complex hard-to-understand 

knowledge. The individual passes through “a liminal cognitive space of unknowing in 

order to pass through the threshold of ‘knowing’” (Allen, 2014, p. 33). It is also a space 

in which creativity and transformation occur and from which the learner emerges with 

new understanding of complex knowledge. While the above suggestions are not 

specifically directed at teaching children, they also seem relevant in terms of primary 

school education. What does not become clear from the above is how such constructs 

might be translated into practice. How is such a space for learning created? What do 

lessons look like that incorporate a liminal cognitive space or epistemological chaos?  

Primary school teachers often start with deciding on the learning objectives or the topic 

for a new lesson. Topics explored in learning for sustainability (LfS) typically blur and 

cross the boundaries of environmental, political social and economic domains (see 

Section 1.2.1 and 4.4); they also involve multiple actors with differing goals, values 

and perspectives (Wals, 2003; Rebich & Gautier, 2005; Hall, 2010). Many researchers 

have discussed the confrontation with complexity, ambiguity and pluralism found in 

the context of LfS (Higgins, 2009; Sterling, 2010; Wals, 2010) and outdoor education 

(Beames, Higgins & Nicol, 2012; Beames & Brown, 2016) and highlighted that this 

confrontation can lead to the development of the capabilities needed to deal with such 

complex situations.  

Mochizuki and Bryan (2015) wrote a conceptual paper discussing an elaborate list of 

capabilities learners need to develop in relation to climate change education (see 

Section 2.3.2); they also propose types of methods that would be useful for cultivating 

these capabilities. In particular, Mochizuki and Bryan (2015) suggest that methods 

suitable for the development of capabilities such as the ability to deal with one’s 

emotions, the ability to adjust to novel situations and the ability to imagine alternate 

future events include: “participatory, experiential, critical and open-ended educational 

approaches that enable learners to engage critically and productively with the 

complexities of climate science…” (p. 18). Wals and colleagues (2007, 2009, 2016) 

consider facilitated social learning to be a very promising learning process in situations 

where a group of people needs to find solutions for complex and uncertain issues such 
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as sustainability challenges. Wals further maintains that social learning involves 

individuals actively examining their assumptions and conflicting frames of reference, 

and through a process characterised by dissonance and transformative disruption, but 

also increasing trust and social cohesion, create new perspectives and take collective 

action.  

It is more challenging to find scholars who have conducted rigorous empirical studies 

that aim to explicate how learning how to deal with knowledge uncertainty and 

developing specific uncertainty competences can be taught effectively in an 

educational context. Gardiner (2017) emphasises the need for teaching a spirit of hope 

and cautious optimism in order to empower students with regard to handling what he 

refers to as future loss. This term refers to acquisition of “information that is 

irreconcilable with one’s previously held ideas of the future, both personal and more 

abstract, and thus feeling loss or grief for those ideas” (p. 246). He designed the 

academic course (and action research project) Sustainability and the future with the 

aim of cultivating the students’ anticipatory competence. This competence entails the 

ability to engage with the future, handle uncertainty and understand that the future can 

be shaped. The course drew on the despair and empowerment work of Joanna Macy 

and employed a mixture of active hands-on methods, such as trend analysis, scenario 

modelling, back-casting exercises, outdoor meditation and journaling. The students 

were asked to create ‘speculative futures’ for the municipality Vechta and present these 

at the end of the course.  

Hall (2006, 2010, 2014) explored the merits of climate change education in higher 

education by interviewing academic teachers about climate change, and employing 

Perkins’ (1999) theories of troublesome knowledge and Meyer and Land’s (2005) 

theory of threshold concepts. On the basis of this study, Hall (2011) proposes a 

pedagogy for teaching about climate change that explicitly revolves around the 

concept of uncertainty and employs student-centred, multi-disciplinary, creative and 

interactive approaches. Hall does not, however, specify in great detail what kind of 

competences the students should be developing and how these approaches could 

support their development (see Section 4.4 for more information on topic selection). 

Valley, Fu and Jovel (2017) describe a study that examined the experiences of 199 
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undergraduate students who took part in a mandatory, 3rd year, community-based, 

transdisciplinary food security project. The findings suggest that flexible learning 

strategies, as well as the time set aside to form connections with the other group 

members and their community partners, supported the students when they experienced 

uncertainty caused by the unpredictability of working with communities and multiple 

stakeholders.  

Barnett, Jordan and Langer 

In the next three sections I discuss the work of three scholars in more detail: Ronald 

Barnett, Michelle Jordan and Ellen Langer. These scholars have significantly 

influenced my thinking with regard to teaching children the competences needed to 

handle uncertainty. Barnett’s (2007, 2011, 2012) work, although largely focused on 

higher education, stimulated me to consider if it is possible to teach competences for 

an unknown future, which uncertainty competences to include in my framework, and 

what kinds of curricula support the development of particular competences. Michelle 

Jordan’s (2010, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) research about the strategies that primary 

school children employ in collaborative design projects to manage uncertainty was 

very important, especially as there is very little research that examines how primary 

children actually manage uncertainty. If we want to improve children’s abilities to 

handle knowledge uncertainty we first need to know what they are already doing. The 

third scholar, Ellen Langer (Langer, 2014, 2016), proved crucial in developing my 

understanding of teaching strategies that primary school teachers can implement to 

help children develop the ability to handle uncertainty and ambiguity. Few scholars 

have focused on concrete teaching strategies that can support primary school children 

in their development of the competences needed to deal with complex and uncertain 

problems, where one cannot simply reduce uncertainty by gathering information. 

Langer’s work is one of the exceptions and her ideas about the use of conditional 

language in the classroom proved to be crucial in the examination of my data. These 

three lines of research will be explored in some detail. 

2.4.2 Barnett’s framework for transformational education 

Barnett (2011) argues that which competences individuals will need in the future is 

unknown and therefore suggests focussing on dispositions instead such as a will to 
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learn, to encounter strangeness, to engage, to listen, and to live with ineradicable doubt. 

He also highlights important qualities that students (in higher education) should 

develop, such as courage, integrity, self-discipline and respect for others (Barnett, 

2007). In his framework for transformational education (2012) he describes different 

curricular choices that teachers can make (see Figure 2.1 below). The horizontal axis 

characterises a curricular design that ranges from no risk (negligible amount of 

uncertainty) to high risk (ample amount of uncertainty). The vertical axis represents a 

curriculum that ranges from educational development to one that emphases 

transformational education. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Barnett’s framework for transformation education (2012) 

 

The upper left quadrant is characterised by pre-determined aims and objectives. 

Uncertainties are minimised and students acquire specific knowledge and skills. The 

upper right quadrant features ample uncertainties and imaginative curricula 

constructed to prepare students for managing complex challenges. The third quadrant 
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represents the development of specific skills and the transformation of students into 

individuals who are better prepared to deal with an uncertain world. However, these 

curricula are in themselves essentially risk-free, and therefore afford limited 

opportunities for students to learn how to manage risky and uncertain situations. 

Quadrant 4 demarcates a field that is both high-risk and transformational in character 

and is devised to prepare learners for an unknown future; Barnett (2012) refers to this 

as “transformation of human being” (p.74). This quadrant essentially reflects a 

supercomplex world in which individuals find themselves confronted with multiple 

descriptions of reality and encounters with previously unknown challenges and 

uncertainties. Current knowledge and skills are arguably not adequate for managing 

these situations, which necessitate humans who are, for example, able to and prepared 

to continuously learn, show empathy, and deal with and even celebrate uncertainty. 

Barnett’s framework is a helpful tool for considering curricula which could be 

employed for the development of the various uncertainty competences (See Table 2.2). 

For example, the ability to find, evaluate and utilise information and the ability to 

assess the credibility of knowledge sources fit into Quadrant 1. The ability to respond 

in accordance with the underlying probabilities fits into Quadrant 2. The ability to 

reason fits into Quadrant 3. Some of the uncertainty competences that are not typically 

taught but could be essential for managing knowledge uncertainty fit clearly into 

Barnett’s Quadrant 4. These include the ability to accept not knowing what will happen 

or what the right answer/action is, the ability to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative 

action and the ability to use one’s intuition as a source of information. Barnett 

underscores the relevance of education appropriate to Quadrant 4, asserting that 

predetermined learning objectives as are central in narrowly defined competency-

based education, do not suffice in learning how to deal with uncertainty. It seems, 

however, imprudent to dismiss the development of specific competences as being of 

lesser importance than cultivating the dispositions and qualities that Barnett refers to. 

I suggest that acknowledging this tension, and deliberately teaching the broad 

spectrum of uncertainty competences, which include both the former and the latter, is 

called for (see Section 2.3.3). Although Barnett provides some global ideas about the 

kind of learning environment that should be designed for teaching specific uncertainty 
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competences, it is Jordan (2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) who actually observed how 

children managed knowledge uncertainty in a classroom setting.  

2.4.3 Jordan’s framework for children’s strategies for managing uncertainty 

Jordan and McDaniel (2014a) ask the questions: “what knowledge, skills, practices, 

and attitudes do people need to deal effectively with nonlinear interactions, dynamic 

unfolding, self-organisation, emergence, and co-evolution? What experiences do 

learners need to have; in what practices do they need to engage?” (p.256). The authors 

call for educators to help students navigate our complex and uncertain world by 

supporting students in feeling comfortable when confronted with uncertain situations. 

They further suggest that the students should increase the range of strategies they can 

employ to manage uncertainty and that they develop an understanding of system 

dynamics. Lastly, they propose that students learn how to adapt themselves in response 

to changes in the environment. I agree with Jordan and McDaniel (2014a) that it could 

well be beneficial for children to learn to consider unanticipated as well as anticipated 

outcomes (and to understand that living in an unfolding world precludes full prediction 

of the future). Some uncertainties can be reduced by finding required information, but 

other uncertainties may be irreducible. That educators can play an important role in 

teaching children uncertainty competences such as the ability to accept not knowing 

(what will happen or what the right answer/action is) is apparent from the findings of 

this study (see Chapters 4-8). 

When Michelle Jordan set out to find answers to the question “What competences do 

children need to manage uncertainty?” she could not find studies that precisely 

conceptualised the forms and sources of uncertainty confronting children in the 

classroom. Nor did she find studies that described in much detail the range of strategies 

that students used to handle knowledge uncertainty during various academic tasks and 

how they did this in a collaborative setting. Jordan (2010) postulates that the 

combination of limited knowledge regarding new academic content, ambiguity 

inherent in creative tasks, as well as the social interactions fundamental to team work, 

require the ability to handle uncertainty. Jordan (2010, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) 

introduces collaborative robotics engineering projects as a form of academic task that 

affords students opportunities to learn how to manage uncertainty.  
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Strategies and tactics for managing uncertainty 

A fifth-grade class studying robotics engineering was observed and interviewed over 

an entire school year. Jordan (2010) investigated how the children (10-11 years) 

communicated with each other while working in small groups and designing and 

building environmentally beneficial robots. In the first two of three subprojects the 

students followed well-structured instructions that introduced them to the materials 

and design practices of robotics engineering. In the third project the children were 

confronted with an ill-structured task; the learning goals were not pre-determined as 

the students were asked to make group decisions about what kind of robot to create, 

how to create it, actually construct it and finally assess if their robot met the goal of 

resolving their chosen sustainability challenge.  

Four overarching strategies were identified as having been employed by the children 

to manage uncertainty: reduce, ignore, maintain, and increase, emerged from Jordan’s 

(2013) data. These strategies are similar to the three categories of uncertainty 

competences developed by Tauritz (2016): learning to cherish uncertainty, learning to 

tolerate uncertainty and learning to reduce uncertainty (see Section 2.3.3). Jordan’s 

(2010, 2015) findings also revealed that, within her four categories, the students 

employed a wide range of tactics to manage the uncertainty they encountered. These 

tactics are comparable to the uncertainty competences I introduced in Tauritz (2012a). 

The students in Jordan’s study (2010) differed in the range and frequency of the tactics 

they employed, as well as in their willingness to acknowledge and entertain 

uncertainty. Examples of the tactics they used to reduce uncertainty are “analyse the 

issue”, “trial and error experimentation” and “request information or explanation from 

[team] members” (p. 144). Examples of tactics used to ignore uncertainty include 

“avoid”, “blame/justify uncertainty on an external source” and “persist” (p. 145). 

Examples of tactics employed to maintain uncertainty are “acknowledge”, “share ideas 

to socially construct actions, decisions, or solutions (sense-making)” and “express 

doubt” (p. 146). An example of a tactic to increase uncertainty is “open the problem 

space” (p. 146). The students employed a wider range of these tactics while designing 

the environmentally beneficial robot for which they had been provided with less 

structured instructions than they had been given for the previous two tasks. Interaction 
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with their peers proved important as most of the tactics for handling uncertainty that 

they used relied on social support.  

Peer support and managing uncertainty 

Jordan (2014b) argues that, even though managing uncertainty is often viewed as an 

individual pursuit (Sorrentino & Roney, 2000), it can also be regarded as a social 

endeavour. The students in Jordan’s (2014b) study responded in a socially supportive 

manner when uncertainty was shared by the group, and when other group members 

believed that uncertainty was warranted. The response also depended on the degree to 

which the group members were experiencing uncertainty about other topics, their 

previous experience with the particular group member expressing the uncertainty, and 

finally the relative social position of that member. When the students did not get this 

support, they found that their options for dealing with uncertainty were greatly 

reduced. According to Jordan (2014a), relationships are students’ primary resources in 

responding creatively to our changing world. The uncertainty competence being able 

to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experience discussed by Tauritz 

(2016) is closely related. Both recognize a potential benefit in students learning how 

to understand people with diverse perspectives and provide support to group members 

when uncertainty arises; classroom discussions and reflective exercises might be of 

use to develop these abilities. Jordan (2013) proposes that assisting students with the 

development of their communication skills and their ability to build relationships may 

be among the most important goals in preparing students for an uncertain world. See 

Section 6.2.2 regarding the emergence of two new uncertainty competences focused 

on communication about uncertainty. 

Creative thinking and uncertainty 

The collaborative design projects presented the children with several communication 

challenges. The skills needed to deal with these challenges are key to effective 

collaborative problem-solving. Jordan writes about the importance of interpreting 

group member’s utterances and actions and assessing how certain one feels about the 

accuracy of that interpretation (probabilistic orientation). Creative thinking requires 

the individual or group to suspend their judgement providing space for creativity to 

flow with minimal impedance. Jordan (2013) asserts that allowing uncertainty to be 
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present for a while can be more useful than trying to reduce it as quickly as possible. 

She suggests that finding creative solutions may require the deliberate generation of 

uncertainty in order to stimulate the search for innovative ideas (2014a,). This raises 

the challenge of resisting a common desire to reduce uncertainty by seeking 

agreement. Jordan’s (2013) findings show that it could be important for teachers to 

actively prepare students for brainstorming (and suspending judgement) through direct 

instruction about people’s susceptibility to premature consensus, its price and the value 

of maintaining, at least temporarily, uncertainty. Additionally, Jordan suggests that 

teachers should explicitly discuss the knowledge uncertainty the students can expect 

to encounter during the project. 

There are clear parallels between the overarching strategies (reduce, ignore, maintain 

and increase) which Jordan (2014b) mentions and the categories of uncertainty 

competences I distinguish, learning to reduce uncertainty, learning to tolerate 

uncertainty, and learning to cherish uncertainty (Tauritz, 2016). An interesting 

difference is the strategy to ignore uncertainty by first dismissing or failing to consider 

uncertainty expressed by others, second blaming uncertainty on an external source or 

three keep going, persisting that Jordan observed in her study. Ignoring uncertainty 

and persisting with one’s task might well be an effective interim strategy for dealing 

with uncertainty.  

Although Jordan makes some tentative suggestions regarding the possible teaching 

strategies the teacher can employ, she acknowledges that this was not the focus of her 

research. The way Jordan employs the word tactic can be described in terms of a 

specific method or action employed to manage uncertainty. Although the competences 

and the tactics are similar, Jordan focused on what the children were doing, whereas 

my interest was in what the children were learning. An uncertainty competence can be 

described in terms of an ability a child could develop to manage uncertainty. Hence 

the uncertainty competences were formulated as learning objectives. As my search for 

specific educational approaches for teaching children uncertainty competences 

continued, I came across the work being done by Ellen Langer and her colleagues. 

They delve into educational approaches that can be employed to encourage an open 

and creative attitude towards uncertainty. 
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2.4.4 Langerian mindfulness and conditional language in the classroom 

In the 1970s the terms mindlessness and mindfulness were introduced to the field of 

social psychology by Ellen Langer (2014), a Harvard University professor who 

specialised in the psychology of learning. Ellen Langer’s ideas have attracted broad 

attention over the years, resulting in 2014 in a 25th Anniversary edition of her book 

Mindfulness, originally published in 1989. Numerous interpretations of mindfulness 

exist. Mindfulness is, for example, well-known for being at the heart of Buddhist 

teachings, although it can, according to Kabat-Zinn (2003), in fact be viewed as 

universal. Kabat-Zinn (2003) describes mindfulness as “the awareness that emerges 

through paying attention on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally to 

the unfolding of experience moment by moment” (p. 145). He views mindfulness as a 

human capacity, which can be cultivated and refined through, for example, meditation 

practice. Wallace & Shapiro (2006) also describe mindfulness as sustained non-

distraction. Other scholars, such as Bishop et al. (2004), propose a “two-component 

model of mindfulness” (p. 232) which includes “self-regulation of attention” as well 

as an open, curious and accepting disposition towards one’s experiences in the present 

moment.  

The term mindfulness as Langer uses it refers to “a flexible state of mind in which we 

are actively engaged in the present, noticing new things and sensitive to context” 

(Langer, 2000; p. 220). Moafian, Pagnini and Khoshsima (2017) argue on the basis of 

their Persian evidence-based study that mindful people are more sensitive to the novel 

and unexpected; they are both novelty seeking and novelty producing. An individual 

with a propensity toward novelty producing readily examines previously constructed 

categories from multiple perspectives. This leads, according to Ritchart and Perkins 

(2000), to a flexible use of information and deep understanding. The latter depends on 

the learner exploring and testing ideas viewed from differing perspectives. Mindful 

learners are therefore better at creatively responding to uncertainty. In contrast, when 

people act mindlessly their thoughts, emotions, and behaviours are determined by 

previously programmed routines (Haigh, Moore, Kashdan & Fresco, 2011) and they 

risk remaining “stuck in a single, rigid perspective … oblivious to alternative ways of 

knowing” (Langer, 2000, p. 220).  
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Chanowitz and Langer (1981) introduced the concept of premature cognitive 

commitment, which refers to an (over-)reliance on previously acquired knowledge that 

has been accepted as factual and is not questioned in novel situations. This can be a 

result of continued exposure to a particular situation, or as Langer and Piper (1987) 

assert, it can also happen when learners on initial exposure aren’t encouraged to 

question and consider the information presented. Of course, it is not always possible 

(or desirable) to pay attention to every detail in a situation or question every piece of 

information. Langer and Piper (1987) therefore set out to answer the question if “there 

was a way to prevent premature cognitive commitments without mindfully attending 

to everything ...” (p. 281).  

According to Langer (2000), mindlessness is a consequence of how we learn and are 

exposed to information. The most familiar way is through repeating some behaviour 

so often that it becomes a routine that requires very little thought. The second way is 

related to the form in which information is communicated and the way this information 

is processed. More precisely, when learners are exposed to unconditional or absolute 

language they, according to Langer (2014), are less likely to question that information 

and to look at it from new perspectives. Unconditional language refers to 

communicating as if something is true and factual. Conditional or probabilistic 

language “represents a probability statement rather than an absolute truth” (Langer et 

al., 1989; p. 141). In other words, the statement could be true, but is not necessarily 

true. A consequence of unconditional instruction is that information is regarded as 

having one single meaning (Langer & Piper, 1987). As a result, the information may 

not be reconsidered even in situations where it would be beneficial to do so. This could 

leave learners inadequately prepared for changing circumstances in an uncertain and 

complex world. According to Ritchart and Perkins (2000), ambiguous situations, such 

as those created by introducing conditional language in the classroom, make learners 

more mindful as they are stimulated to actively process the information. The learner 

engages not in the act of merely memorising the information provided, but in 

deliberately making sense of the ambiguous situation. Studies by Langer (2014) have 

shown that when students are taught in a conditional manner, which allows uncertainty 

regarding the presented information into the classroom, they have a less rigid 

perspective (Langer & Piper, 1987), are more mindful and sensitive to context (Langer, 
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2000), are able to question that information and to employ it more creatively (Langer 

et al., 1989). The creation of new categories involves re-examining ideas (Davenport 

& Pagnini, 2016) and potentially letting go of beliefs about the (un)certainty of 

information. I propose that it also involves lateral thinking, leaving behind 

preconceptions and encouraging new approaches to problem-solving. Uncertainty can 

thus become an invitation to let go of the obvious and create new understandings 

(Fatemi, 2016). A major premise of my thesis is that the unknown need not be 

perceived as something to fear as long as tools to deal with it are available. In that case, 

knowledge uncertainty can be a catalyst for creative action. The uncertainty 

competences discussed in Section 2.3 are designed with this in mind. Additionally, 

Langer’s focus on conditional language suggested the importance of exploring how 

the use of conditional language related to both dealing with and communicating about 

degrees of (un)certainty. 

2.4.5 Unanswered questions about teaching uncertainty competences 

Although scholars increasingly emphasise the need for educational strategies 

incorporating uncertainty in the learning process (Barnett, 2012; English, 2013; Floden 

& Buchmann, 1993; Forrest et al., 2012; Fraser & Greenhalgh, 2001; Gabella, 1995; 

Gordon, 2006; Jordan, 2015; Langer 2014; Morrison, 2008; Tauritz, 2012a, 2016), 

there is a clear lack of empirical data demonstrating how theoretical models can inform 

the practice of education regarding teaching uncertainty competences. Barnett’s 

framework for transformation education (2012) provides some clues about the 

dispositions learners should be developing in preparation for an uncertain future; it 

also suggests some general educational approaches that could contribute to developing 

these dispositions. However, Barnett (2012) is not very specific about the steps 

teachers should take to create effective learning environments. Jordan’s (2010, 2014b, 

2015) work centres around one educational format, collaborative robot engineering 

projects and focused within this context on the children’s strategies for managing 

uncertainty. She did not investigate how these strategies might be improved or if these 

or other strategies might be effectively taught. Langer and her colleagues (1987, 1989, 

2014) offer some more concrete teaching techniques that teachers can apply in their 

lessons by taking the use of conditional language into consideration in their 
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interactions with the children. However, as this review of the literature indicates, little 

is known about concrete learning environments that are conducive to developing 

uncertainty competences. In the next section I examine the concept of a learning 

environment and discuss what is known from the literature about characteristics that 

make a learning environment potentially suitable for developing uncertainty 

competences. 

2.5 Learning environments conducive to developing uncertainty competences 

2.5.1 Learning environments 

With this study, I set out to understand what makes a learning environment in the 

context of primary school education conducive to the development of uncertainty 

competences. I define a learning environment in terms of the physical (or virtual) 

setting, in which a learner finds him- or herself trying to make sense out of the learning 

experience, working together with, and affected by co-learners (group), as well as 

under the active guidance of a teacher. The teaching strategy, cultural institutions and 

classroom procedures guide the children and the teacher in their pursuit of individual 

or group learning objectives (adapted from Tauritz, 2012b). See Figure 2.2 for an 

overview of the key elements of a learning environment.  

 

Figure 2.2: Key elements of a learning environment (adapted from Tauritz, 2012b) 
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When considering the design of learning environments conducive to developing 

uncertainty competences and specualting about which ingredients are required, it is 

useful to briefly examine the tenets of affordance theory. Perceptual psychologist 

James J. Gibson (1979) coined the concept of affordances, and referred to the 

properties of the environment that provide an animal “either for good or ill” (p. 127). 

In the words of Kirschner (2002), affordances refer to “the relationship between an 

object’s physical properties (artifacts) and the characteristics of an agent (user) that 

enables particular interactions between agent and object” (p. 12). Researchers have 

long been debating whether affordances are properties of environmental features that 

provide possibilities and opportunities for particular behaviour and which exist 

independent of being perceived by animals and humans (Heft, 1988; Gibson, 1979), 

or are instead, as environmental psychologist Chemero (2003) asserts, vested in the 

relationship between the individual and perceived environmental features. In other 

words, Chemero suggests that affordances depend on an individual’s perspective 

regarding the characteristics of a particular enivornment. It is Chemero’s analysis that 

I find most useful for the exploration of learning environments.  

Translating Chemero’s interpretation to the complex and inherently uncertain 

dynamics of the classroom, affordances reflect the possible relationships among the 

children, teacher and the other elements of the learning environment. A particular 

topic, for example climate change, will not afford the same learning possibilities for 

each child, or even to the same child at different moments in time. Some relationships 

are obvious, such as a teacher influencing a child’s learning process, others such as to 

the children’s previous experience, cultural background and prior knowledge of the 

topic can be less apparent. Disagreements that might arise in the classroom following 

a controversial video about climate change inroduced by the teacher could result in 

interesting discussions. The teacher might respond to the children’s engagement by 

always including that video in her lessons on climate change. However, inviting 

uncertainty into the learning environment and nurturing the development of 

uncertainty competences requires the teacher to be mindful, and pay attention to 

variability and continuous reshaping of the learning environment (Langer, 2016).  
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In Chapter 4 I discuss in more detail one of the key elements of the learning 

enivronment, namely the teaching strategy and its principle components, which 

include learning objectives, learning activities, teaching resources, and language and 

classroom questioning and how they relate to the development of uncertainty 

competences. First, however, it is useful to examine the characteristics of a learning 

environment in which children can develop their uncertainty competences. 

2.5.2 Characteristics conducive to uncertainty competence development 

When certain characteristics of a learning environment are present, they support the 

incorporation of uncertainty in the children’s learning experiences. Awareness of these 

characteristics can provide guidance for shaping the learning environment in such a 

way that it enhances the development of uncertainty competences. The characteristics 

discussed in this section are largely theory-driven, although some emerged during the 

data analysis of the present study. The characteristics can be divided into three main 

categories: 

1. Prerequisites for fostering uncertainty in the learning process 

2. Introducing uncertainty into the learning process 

3. Making uncertainty negotiable in the learning process 

1. Prerequisites for fostering uncertainty in the learning process 

The first category focusses on uncertainty in the learning process. Teachers are 

confronted with a conundrum: the seemingly unsolvable antithesis of a safe learning 

environment versus an uncertain learning environment. Defining a safe learning 

environment as one in which the individual learners feel they can take risks and display 

vulnerability as they explore their existing frames of reference as well as novel 

perspectives overcomes this dilemma. In such an environment learners can discuss 

their personal and their peer’s views and opinions and enter into conflicts, whilst both 

teachers and students suspend their judgement regarding potentially conflicting 

perspectives (Clapper, 2010; Forrest et al., 2012). Students can in this way experience 

both uncertainty as well as a sufficient degree of safety to permit the development of 

uncertainty competences. The teacher’s encouraging presence, positive guidance and 

reflection on the children’s learning process are critical, not only because of the present 
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learning experience, but also because of its potential effect on future learning (Clapper, 

2010). Dweck (2007) emphasises how teaching based on a growth-mindset influences 

the risks children are willing to take in the classroom. According to Dweck, children 

with a fixed-mind-set believe that intelligence is a fixed ability one either possesses or 

does not; these children tend to avoid situations where they can make mistakes 

revealing their potential deficiencies. Children with a growth-mindset on the other 

hand, have learned that intelligence can be cultivated by dedicated and persistent 

learning effort (Dweck, 2012). With regard to the sustainability challenges we are 

facing, it seems extremely important for an individual to understand that resolving 

these complex problems will require perseverance and continuous effort. Teaching 

based on a growth-mindset therefore accomplishes two important objectives: it creates 

a safe learning environment in which children can explore and learn, and it cultivates 

skills and dispositions (among them the ability to deal with uncertainty) that potentially 

make children more able to respond to sustainability challenges. 

There is another prerequisite for developing uncertainty competences and that is the 

willingness of teachers and children to overtly accept the concept of uncertainty (Hall, 

2014). Doyle and Carter (1984) and Jordan (2010) describe how children often resist 

uncertainty and ambiguity in the classroom by asking for clear, specific guidelines and 

objectives in order to reduce the need for taking risks and minimise the possibility of 

failing assignments. Jordan (2014a) stresses that teachers should help children 

understand that the world is continuously changing and that it is therefore impossible 

to know for sure what the future will bring, especially with respect to complex systems. 

Some uncertainties can be reduced, while others are irreducible. In both cases, 

knowledge uncertainty needs to be accepted as an inherent part of life. 

2. Introducing uncertainty into the learning process 

The second category of the characteristics introduces uncertainty in the learning 

process. Stenhouse (1975) cautions that a focus on predetermined learning outcomes 

can limit the children’s genuine inquiry. In addition, Bolhuis (2003) suggests that a 

teaching approach that does not focus primarily on narrowly defined learning 

outcomes, but instead emphasises the learning process, will create space in the learning 

environment for uncertainty and ambiguity. Raab (2004) explains the importance and 
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virtue of teachers resisting providing all the answers and instead becoming “experts in 

not knowing” (p.255), or what I prefer to call teachers as expert explorers, rather than 

teachers as expert knowledge sources. This shift requires the teacher to trust that this 

approach will lead to a better understanding of the learning content. Teachers will often 

have to deal with their personal feelings of uncertainty about the open-endedness of 

the lessons and the pressures of curriculum demands. A dynamic and emergent 

curriculum is one in which learning activities and learning are negotiated between the 

children and the teacher (Jones, 2012; Kinos, Robertson, Barbour & Pukk, 2016) and 

teachers respond to input from the children as it emerges during an evolving teaching 

process (Morrison, 2008). When teachers and children alternate roles, the 

responsibility children take for their own learning process increases. Of course, 

teachers remain responsible for facilitating the children’s learning process (Raab, 

2004; Shulman, 2005). The strategies for introducing uncertainty into the learning 

process create learning opportunities for uncertainty competence development and in 

doing so address the criticism regarding narrowly defined competency-based 

education. 

3. Making uncertainty negotiable in the learning process 

The characteristics in the third category make uncertainty negotiable in the learning 

process. According to Hall (2010, 2014) teachers do not generally teach explicitly 

about the concept of uncertainty in relation to complex, multi-disciplinary topics such 

as global warming. Hall explains that this is either the result of uncertainty being 

conceptually difficult to teach, so that teachers prefer to avoid it, or simply because 

teachers consider uncertainty intrinsic to multidisciplinary topics and don’t see the 

need to talk explicitly about it. However, as scholars (Forrest et al., 2012; Hall, 2010) 

indicate, for children to develop a sound understanding of knowledge uncertainty, it is 

important to make it visible in the learning environment and discuss what it means 

regarding, for example, our knowledge about sustainability challenges. Hall (2010) 

emphasises how important it is for students to reflect on their own understanding of 

knowledge uncertainty by encouraging them to examine their own   ideas and to 

discuss this explicitly with their peers. Other scholars (Shulman, 2005; Gordon, 2006) 

have also emphasised that children should be encouraged to clarify, question, assess, 
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extrapolate, justify and re-examine their beliefs. Nel et al. (2008) argue that teachers 

can facilitate the learning process such that the children come to realise that by holding 

on to their previously formed ideas and theories, they are avoiding uncertainty and 

change. They further explicate that if children and teachers are to become comfortable 

with the concept of uncertainty it is logical for the teacher to revisit the concept 

frequently and with regard to different topics.  

When teachers present information and instruction in conditional language (see 

Sections 2.4 and 10.4.2) children are encouraged to remain open to alternative 

interpretations. When encountering, at some later date, a different situation they will 

be more capable of re-examining that information and applying it mindfully and 

innovatively (Langer & Piper, 1987; Langer et al., 1989). Langer and her colleagues 

(1989) argue that children can become insecure when confronted with an unpredictable 

and uncertain world that does not adhere to strict rules. On the other hand, they point 

out, it could also be argued that children who are accustomed to conditional language 

in the learning environment will feel more secure as they are better prepared for a 

world filled with uncertainty and ambiguity. Claxton (2001) writes that learners are 

able to handle uncertainty if a confident teacher employs conditional language in a 

manner that suggests that uncertainty is an attribute of the information and not of the 

educator. In such a situation the teacher conveys the message to the children that 

people can remain confident in the face of uncertainty.  

2.6 Conceptual Framework 

As was discussed in Chapter 1, the aim of this study is the development of our 

understanding regarding the way in which we can teach children, in an educational 

setting, the competences necessary for dealing with knowledge uncertainty (see 

Section 1.4.2). In Chapter 2 I set out to develop a conceptual framework uniting my 

construct of uncertainty competences with the construct of suitable learning 

environments for developing uncertainty competences to support and organise my 

research. I explained in this chapter why the concept of uncertainty in education needs 

to be rethought if we want to prepare our children for an uncertain and rapidly changing 

future. I examined the literature pertaining to some well-known uncertainty concepts: 

uncertainty and ambiguity, (super)complexity and (super) wicked challenges, 
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cognitive dissonance and cognitive disequilibrium, intolerance of uncertainty and 

intolerance of ambiguity, and uncertainty orientation. I argued that their negative 

connotations render them of limited value for use in lessons focused on developing 

uncertainty competences as they are relevant only to situations in which the focus is 

on reducing uncertainty. As important as this can be, the implicit belief that it is always 

both possible and desirable to reduce uncertainty is no longer viewed as incontestable.  

I found the theoretical literature regarding teaching children in primary education how 

to manage complex and uncertain information, as well as the limited attention to 

potentially effective learning environments, insufficient for guiding my data collection 

and analysis. Although the literature does provide clues, there is very little in the form 

of empirical research that specifically examines teaching many of the competences 

needed to deal with uncertainty. In addition, the literature does not provide any 

information about the educational approaches Scottish teachers currently might take 

to teach about complex and uncertain topics. I have therefore further developed two of 

my own literature-based concepts. 

In Sections 2.3 and 2.5 respectively, I define uncertainty competences and learning 

environments conducive to the development of uncertainty competences. These two 

key concepts form the core of my conceptual framework. The concept of uncertainty 

competences is based on earlier published work (Tauritz, 2012a) but has been extended 

and further refined during the literature review phase of this study (Tauritz, 2016). One 

of the key elements of the learning environment is the teaching strategy (see Section 

2.5.1). Up and until the data collection phase I had used the terms process design and 

teaching strategy interchangeably, but in my interactions with the teachers it became 

evident that discussing teaching strategies resulted in clearer communication. My 

working definition for the teaching strategy was as follows: the educational approach 

taken by the teacher to achieve particular learning objectives through careful selection 

of learning activities, topics and questions. The concept of a teaching strategy as 

employed in this study evolved during the research process, especially during the data 

analysis phase and will be further discussed in Chapter 4. This conceptual framework 

guided my data collection and supported the subsequent analysis and discussion of my 

findings. In consideration of the preceding analysis of the literature and the dearth of 
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empirical studies about teaching uncertainty competences in general, and in particular 

in primary schools (in Scotland), my study was guided by the following two working 

research questions: 

 

1. Which teaching strategies do Scottish primary teachers employ to teach about 

complex and uncertain sustainability challenges?  

 

2. Which uncertainty competences are being taught in Scottish primary education? 

I adopted an interpretive multiple case study approach to address these questions. In 

Chapter 3 I will discuss in-depth the methodology that I employed in my study.  

2.7 Summary  

In Chapters 1 and 2 I made a case for the need to rethink our approach to education if 

we want to better prepare our children for an uncertain and rapidly changing future. I 

examined the literature in search of uncertainty concepts that could inform such 

educational reform. In Chapter 2, I described some well-known uncertainty concepts 

and argued that negative connotations often limit their value for use in the classroom. 

I also discussed suggestions made by many scholars that teachers should encourage 

children to develop abilities and dispositions that reach beyond teaching content-

knowledge. My focus is on a specific set of abilities, which I call uncertainty 

competences. I define these as: the knowledge, cognitive, practical, social, and 

communication skills, strategies, dispositions, motivation, and values, as well as the 

ability to mobilise these attributes in the right place and at the right time in order to 

make effective decisions and, if necessary, take action when faced with knowledge 

uncertainty.  

I next explored what scholars have written about teaching strategies and creating 

learning experiences that could support the development of uncertainty competences. 

Though the literature is limited in what is known about teaching primary school 

children uncertainty competences in an educational setting, it is possible on the basis 

of research often directed at students to generate ideas by extension. Three scholars in 

particular have influenced my thinking. Ronald Barnett’s framework for 

transformational education encouraged me to think carefully about whether it is or is 

not possible to teach uncertainty competences for an unknown future. I argue that this 
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is possible, although it will be necessary to develop skills and dispositions that would 

support life-long learning. Michelle Jordan’s important research focuses on the tactics 

that children employ to manage uncertainty and, although she examined these 

strategies in the context of collaborative engineering projects, I propose that they can 

be applied in other contexts as well. As Jordan points out, if we want to enhance 

children’s abilities at managing uncertainty, we first need to know what children are 

already doing when confronted with uncertainty in a variety of (educational) contexts. 

Lastly, Ellen Langer provided concrete suggestions regarding the use of conditional 

language in the classroom and its potential effect on the children’s classroom 

behaviour. Throughout Chapter 2, I have described how criticism made regarding 

competency-based education has been addressed in this study by including a broad 

range of specific uncertainty competences including competences that are 

acknowledged to be more difficult to measure. Further, characteristics of the learning 

environment necessary to the development of the entire range of competences is 

discussed.    

This review of the literature left me with many questions regarding effective learning 

environments and teaching strategies. Two key concepts, uncertainty competences and 

a learning environment conducive to developing uncertainty competences, form the 

core of the conceptual framework that guided the data collection and supported the 

data analysis. I have written theoretical discussions regarding the development of 

uncertainty competences in the past. Conducting the current study afforded me with 

the opportunity to take an empirical approach and go into classrooms to talk to and 

observe primary teachers teaching about sustainability challenges characterised by 

complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity. In Chapter 3, I will discuss the methodology 

that I employed to answer the research questions. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

Qualitative inquiry demands meticulous attention to language and 

images, and deep reflection on the emergent patterns and meanings 

of human experience.  

(Saldaña, 2016, p.11) 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the choices and the support for these choices with regard to the 

employed research methodology in pursuit of answering the research questions (see 

Section 2.6). In writing this chapter I have referred to a research guide that I had 

developed before starting the data collection. It described in detail the process of 

selecting schools, discussing the observations with the teachers, obtaining consent, 

planning, organising the recording equipment, organising the classroom and collecting 

the observation data, labelling and storage of the data, the use of the data to inform the 

other stages of the data collection, and the initial questionnaires for the focus group 

and teacher interviews. This guide helped clarify the steps to be taken, especially of 

the data collection and management of the data, before heading out into the field. At a 

later stage it also proved helpful in chronicling the methodology employed in this 

study. 

In Section 3.2 the interpretive research paradigm underlying my research is established 

and the ontological and epistemological assumptions which form the foundation of 

this research are discussed. Section 3.3 outlines the multiple case study research design 

that I have employed. The study population and sampling are outlined in Section 3.4 

and are followed by a discussion of the ethical considerations and data management 

decisions regarding the current study in Section 3.5. Subsequently, in Section 3.6, I 

describe the six data collection methods used for gathering the data. Section 3.7 

focuses on the selected interpretive content analysis approach and, lastly, Section 3.8 

deals with the procedures employed to verify the data collection methods.  

3.2 Research paradigm: interpretive 

I have chosen to employ an interpretive approach in my research because it affords a 

research perspective well suited to studying the intricate question of how to teach 
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children how to manage complex and contradictory information in a primary school 

setting. Accordingly, I examine in a holistic manner the way in which the teacher and 

children interacted during the observed lesson, and listened thereafter to the children 

and then to the teacher talk about the lesson’s multifaceted sustainability topic. In this 

way I was able to capture the individual teaching strategies employed as well as the 

differences between those strategies. 

3.2.1 Ontology and epistemology 

My study is therefore underpinned by an interpretivist paradigm. According to 

O’Donoghue (2007) a research paradigm is based on a set of assumptions about 

reality—what we know and understand to be true (ontology)—as well as beliefs 

concerning the manner in which knowledge is generated and accepted as valid 

(epistemology). Bracken (2010) argues that together they form the philosophical 

premises on which the arguments that justify the research process and findings are 

based. As Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) state, positivist research designs are 

based on the premise that social realities exist independently of the researcher and are 

objectively knowable. Interpretive researchers, in contrast, acknowledge that all 

participants in a particular situation understand, describe, and explain that situation 

from their own personal perspective. The presupposition is then that there is no single 

external reality and that, in fact, all individuals socially construct reality. Taken 

literally this means that there are as many socially constructed realities as individuals. 

This ontological view-point to which I subscribe logically suggests the employment of 

an interpretivist epistemology.  

Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012) explain that researchers cannot access these 

different realities directly; their role therefore lies in the interpretation of the meaning 

constructed by the different actors in particular contexts. Understanding our world in 

general, and the phenomenon under investigation in particular, involves listening to 

and observing these multiple perspectives. It is as a result, not possible to understand 

the teaching process by focusing solely on the teacher or solely on the child. It is in 

the interaction between the two that ‘the magic’ does or does not occur. At the same 

time, it cannot be forgotten that the interpretive researcher is not distinct from the 

phenomenon being explored. Researchers in their turn observe, listen, and filter data 
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through their own belief system, prior knowledge and experience. In addition, as Van 

Bommel (2008) rightfully states, the role of the interpretive researcher is not merely 

to construct narratives describing a situation, but also to actively come to “a conceptual 

understanding of that situation that is interpretive but also theoretical in character” (p. 

48). The aim of this study is not to formulate generalised rules of the kind that are often 

products of positivist research, but rather to search for and identify context-specific 

meanings (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012). 

3.2.2 Hermeneutics 

In this research project I draw on hermeneutic methods which argue that humans 

project meaning onto “the physical, linguistic, and enacted artefacts they create” 

(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012; p.41) such as buildings, art, drama, texts, 

photographs, etc. (Van Bommel, 2008). According to Schwartz-Shea and Yanow 

(2012), hermeneutic researchers initially focused on meaning embedded in such 

artefacts; this was, however, later extended to the analysis of meaning embedded in 

spoken language. To enhance our understanding of teaching uncertainty competences 

I focused on uncovering the meaning teacher and children embedded in their spoken 

and written language with regard to managing uncertainty. The data sources central in 

my study are the transcripts from the classroom observations, focus group interviews 

and teacher interviews, as well as the teaching resources (e.g. PowerPoint 

presentations or information sheets) and the children’s assignments (e.g. posters and 

PowerPoint presentations). I expressly examined how unconditional and conditional 

language and questions were used by the participants in those specific instances in 

which they communicated about complexity and uncertainty, as well as in relation to 

teaching the competences needed to handle knowledge uncertainty. For analysis of 

many examples of such instances see Chapters 4-8. In accordance with Stake (1995), 

I focused on particular instances carefully disassembling them, examining and 

interpreting them, and then synthesising the instances in a more holistically meaningful 

manner.  

This need to understand the whole is central in interpretive research and is often 

referred to as the hermeneutic circle or spiral. Schwandt (2000) describes the 

hermeneutic circle as a method based on the fundamental idea that “in order to 
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understand the part (the specific sentence, utterance, or act), the inquirer must grasp 

the whole (the complex of intentions, beliefs, and desires or the text, institutional 

context, practice, form of life, language game, and so on), and vice versa” (p. 193). 

Another characteristic of the hermeneutic circle is the notion that there is no fixed 

starting point for a research study. According to Schwartz-Shea and Yanow, (2012) 

“the process of sense-making begins wherever the individual ‘is’ in her understanding 

at that moment, with whatever grasp of things she has at that time” (p. 30-31). It also 

implies that there is no real conclusion or ending to the process of sense-making, but 

rather that it is an ongoing process with temporary pauses before continuing on the 

interpretive path. 

3.2.3 Abductive inquiry process 

I had already taken my first steps along the research path investigating teaching 

children how to manage knowledge uncertainty many years before the commencement 

of my PhD programme. I had first become interested in what I later went on to describe 

as teaching uncertainty competences while working as an environmental education 

developer. The question I wanted to answer then and still wish to answer is: How can 

we teach children in an educational setting how to manage the knowledge uncertainty 

and complexity (see Table 2.1) omnipresent in today’s world? As elaborately detailed 

in Chapter 2, I discovered that the literature did not provide a conclusive theoretical 

lens to assist me in answering this question. Therefore, drawing on the prior knowledge 

I had acquired as a developer of environmental education, as well as my theoretical 

pre-knowledge as a social researcher focused on environmental education and 

communication, I began to formulate my own theories in search of answers. This 

resulted in the construction of several models (Tauritz, 2012a; Tauritz, 2016). These 

models provided a basis for the questions I wanted to answer with my PhD research 

and at the same time suggested a tentative search direction. Such a research approach, 

beginning with a researcher’s interest in a phenomenon for which theoretical 

explanations are lacking, is called an abductive research approach (Charmaz, 2016; 

Friedrichs & Kratochwil, 2009; Reichertz, 2007). The more commonly known 

reasoning approaches are the deductive inquiry process and the inductive inquiry 

process. The deductive process is, according to Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012), 
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typically associated with quantitative research and begins with existing research 

theories that in turn lead to hypotheses and testable concepts, which are then tested in 

a specific context. Data is collected until the theory can either be confirmed or rejected. 

In a deductive reasoning problem there is only one logically valid answer (Goswami, 

2004). An inductive approach, in contrast, begins by conducting observations in a 

specific context, noticing patterns, formulating a tentative hypothesis, and 

subsequently exploring this hypothesis from which general theoretical rules could 

potentially be developed.  

Abductive reasoning in social scientific inquiry provides another approach to knowing. 

This approach, first described in US pragmatism by Peirce (1931-1958), challenges 

the dichotomy between the well-known inductive and deductive reasoning approaches. 

Peirce (1931 – 1958 (CP) 5: 171; emphasis in original) argued that “Deduction proves 

that something must be; Induction shows that something actually is operative; 

Abduction merely suggests that something may be.” In contrast to induction or 

deduction, abduction embraces a continuous going back and forth between what is 

puzzling and possible explanations. Although researchers engaging an abductive 

inquiry approach often say that it is their case that is puzzling, according to Schwartz-

Shea and Yanow (2012) it would be more correct to say that the puzzle stems from the 

tension between the researcher’s expectations (based on the knowledge that they bring 

with them into the field) and the actual situation that the researcher encounters. 

Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012) explain “the effort to resolve the puzzle and make 

the theory-event or event-event contrast less anomalous is what “abducts” the 

researcher’s reasoning, capturing her thinking and leading or directing her explanatory 

efforts to a new bit of theorizing (often revising or extending an existing theory in 

some fashion)” (p. 29). 

This is in fact what happened to me: in my preface I referred to having come to this 

research in some ways as an outsider, open to the power of surprise. I was interested 

in the phenomenon of teaching primary school children uncertainty competences 

through teaching about complex and inherently uncertain sustainability topics. My 

theoretical presuppositions led me to expect to encounter teachers purposefully 

selecting a teaching strategy and working out a clear lesson plan to teach about the 
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chosen complex topic; I was surprised by the situation I actually encountered in the 

field. Only two of the five teachers in my study provided me with detailed lesson plans. 

It seemed that the teachers were often employing a teaching strategy that was only in 

part purposefully selected. Additionally, and importantly, as I set out to learn more 

about teaching uncertainty competences, I realised that I had not taken into account 

the fundamental importance of being able to communicate about the certainty of 

knowledge in learning how to manage complex and uncertain sustainability 

challenges.  

Blaikie (2004) describes abduction as “the logic used to construct descriptions and 

explanations that are grounded in the everyday activities of, as well as in the language 

and meanings used by, social actors” (p. 1). By observing teachers teaching a lesson 

about a complex sustainability topic that they had designed themselves, conducting a 

focus group with a group of children who took part in the lesson, and finally talking to 

the teacher in an in-depth interview, I set out to discover what the teachers’ motives 

were in employing particular teaching strategies and what largely tacit knowledge was 

fuelling those decisions (Blaikie, 2004). I began developing new theory, drawing on 

my prior theoretical knowledge and previous experience in developing educational 

projects and other educational research projects, in such a way as to make the situation 

that I encountered in the field understandable and explainable. What ensued was a 

dynamic and iterative process of immersion in the field, encountering puzzles, trying 

to explain them, revisiting my models and the literature, all the while gathering 

empirical evidence to support, refine or refute my theories (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 

2012). It is this process of repeatedly moving back and forth between collecting new 

data and refining theories until the most plausible explanation has been found that, 

according to Charmaz (2006; 2011; 2016), characterises abduction. 

3.2.4 Researcher reflexivity 

In the sections above, I discussed my philosophical position regarding my research. 

Researchers can never be entirely separated from their research, particularly when 

doing interpretive research. Reflexivity, according to Schwartz-Shea and Yanow 

(2012), refers to the active consideration of the way in which the researcher’s sense-

making throughout the research process relates to the produced knowledge claims. 
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According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007), acknowledging these interactions 

within all phases of the research process raises not only the awareness of the 

researcher, but also that of the reader of the study. In line with Morrow (2005), I 

employed reflexivity as a tool to enhance the rigour and trustworthiness of my 

interpretivist study (see Section 3.8). Morrow (2005) describes a reflexive strategy that 

assists the researcher in becoming aware of assumptions and biases, consisting of 

critical conversations with knowledgeable critical friends. I was fortunate in having 

such a critical friend, who served as a supportive, yet critical mirror and challenged 

me to articulate and clarify my thoughts throughout the entire research process of the 

current study. In accordance with McNiff’s (2013) suggestions, I asked my critical 

friend to examine parts of my data, which led to in-depth discussions about the 

interpretation of the data, resulting in a deeper understanding of the outcomes of the 

study. 

Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012) argue that the function of reflexivity varies during 

the various phases of the research process. Initially researchers should consider how 

specific personal, cultural, demographic and disciplinary characteristics might impact 

their study. For example, my foreigner status as a Dutch researcher in Scotland 

afforded me the freedom to ask many questions about Scottish school practices and 

the use of language, helping me become more aware of unspoken rules and customs. 

At the same time, it also impacted access to teachers as I had not yet built a network 

of teachers interested in and supportive of my study. During fieldwork it is important 

for researchers to reflect on researcher-participant interactions. The need for 

reflexivity remains essential during the analysis phase and the consecutive phase of 

publishing and presenting the findings of the study. As Merriam and Tisdell (2016) 

point out, the clarification of the researcher’s assumptions, world view and experiences 

allow a reader to better understand the researcher’s interpretation of the data. In 

addition, Probst and Beronson (2014) argue that it is important that researchers are 

aware, not only of the influence they have on what they are researching, but also how 

the research process in turn affects the researchers. The more I became aware of the 

conditional language aspects of the teacher’s interaction with the children, the more I 

became aware of my own use of conditional language. This significantly influenced 
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the language I used in discussing my own research and also affected the feedback given 

to me by my supervisors. 

Over the years I had acquired experience doing research and considerable knowledge 

about environmental education. However, I had never stood in front of a primary 

school class. Stranger-ness or being an outsider refers, according to Schwartz-Shea 

and Yanow (2012), to researchers who, are not a member of the group they are 

studying and who therefore, are not limited by what is taken-for-granted and the 

common sense of what is familiar in a particular setting. Being an outsider made me 

more open to the power of surprise. This may well have been a factor in the discovery 

of the teachers’ use of conditional language while teaching about complex 

sustainability challenges. In this respect, my interest in learning for sustainability and 

primary education, in association with the lack of a teaching degree, can be seen as an 

asset.  

I have felt drawn to the field of education for many years, with a specific concern for 

learning for sustainability. I enjoy working together with teachers helping them 

become more aware of their teaching practice, developing new ideas together and 

feeling inspired by their enthusiasm and creative teaching approaches. This 

corresponds with the views of action research scholars such as Kember et al. (1997) 

and McNiff (2013), who describe the researcher as a critical friend providing the 

teachers with new ideas for developing their teaching practice. As a result, the teacher 

interviews became conversations in which we explored together what had taken place 

during the observed lesson and what we could both learn from it. 

3.3 Research design 

I considered several potential research designs for carrying out an investigation 

focused on my research questions (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012). My principal 

research question focuses on finding effective strategies for teaching children how to 

manage complex and contradictory information. Initially I wanted to observe an 

existing sustainability lesson, then make some adaptations and observe the lesson 

again, with the aim of testing the effect of particular teaching strategies. I considered 

employing action research, which Pine (2009) describes as “a nonlinear, recursive, 
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cyclical process of study designed to achieve concrete change in a specific situation, 

context, or work setting to improve teaching/learning” (p. 4). However, I soon realised 

my study could not take the shape of a classical action research study as this, according 

to McNiff (2013), generally involves the practitioners themselves (in my case the 

teachers) enquiring “by the self into the self” (p. 23). And although I ended up 

collaborating with teachers who were interested in my research topic and were willing 

to welcome me into their classrooms, the research questions were my questions and I 

did the data collection and analysis myself. In addition, and perhaps more importantly, 

after discussing the research design with my supervisors as well as with my first year 

progression board examiners, I concluded that it would be better to focus on how 

Scottish primary teachers currently teach about complex and contradictory topics 

before attempting to implement changes.  

It was then necessary to find a suitable research design that had the power to afford 

rich descriptions of the different approaches teachers take, as well as being conducive 

to interpreting the experience of both teachers and children. According to many 

researchers, case studies have the ability to provide rich, in-depth and holistic pictures 

drawing on a selection of data collection methods, various data sources and a variety 

of perspectives (Gillham, 2000; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007; 

Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin, 2009; Hamilton & Corbett-Whittier, 2013; Abma & Stake, 

2014). Flyvbjerg (2001) states that it is “the closeness of the case study to real-life 

situations and its multiple wealth of details” (p. 72) that make it so valuable for 

developing a more nuanced understanding of reality. In addition, Flyvbjerg (2001) 

maintains that case studies provide the opportunity to test ideas “directly in relation to 

phenomena as they unfold in practice” (p. 82), which often results in researchers 

dismissing preconceived theories and propositions. What a case study design loses in 

scope and breadth, it gains in depth. 

3.3.1 Case study design 

Stake (2005) argues that conducting a case study is not a choice for particular data 

collection methods, but rather a choice concerning what the focus of the study will be. 

One of the essential steps in designing a case study involves defining what is meant 

by this focus or in other words the case. Multiple scholars have tried to define what 
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they consider to be a case (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007; Gillham, 2000; 

Hamilton & Corbett-Whittier, 2013; Stake, 1995; 2013; Yin, 2009). Several 

characteristics stand out as they are mentioned in many of the various definitions, 

albeit in different words. For example, a case can be described as a unit of complex 

human activity centred in a real-world context with often blurred boundaries (Gillham, 

2000); this unit can consist of an individual, a group of individuals, an event or an 

entity (Yin, 2009). Stake (1995) disagrees in part with Yin. Stake views a case as a 

system and therefore does not consider an event equally suitable as the focus of a case 

study. In the context of education, the case can, for example, consist of a teacher, 

student, a classroom or school. Yin (2009) further suggests that it is preferable to 

specify temporal boundaries that demarcate the beginning and the end of a case, as 

well as spatial, and other concrete boundaries. Yin does caution that defining a case(s) 

should not be seen as a permanent decision as it can be revisited as a result of insights 

gained during the data collection phase. What becomes clear from these definitions is 

the importance of, but also the tension that often exists in, defining the boundaries of 

a case.  

In my study a case has been defined as a P6 or P7 classroom with a teacher and his/her 

children observed one, two or three times during (a) lesson(s) about a sustainability 

challenge such as anthropogenic global climate change or building dams and including 

a subsequent focus group interview with a group of children selected by the teacher, 

followed by an interview with the teacher. The data collection took place between the 

beginning of January and the end of June 2016. The boundary seems clear at first, but 

when looked at more closely, can become somewhat more arbitrary. For example, in 

my study one teacher collaborated with a colleague during the observed lesson without 

informing me of this beforehand. Some of the children switched between classrooms 

for part of the lesson. As a result, I had no consent from parents to record children in 

the second classroom and therefore did not include that classroom in my study, even 

though the teaching strategy included the actions of the second teacher.  

While a case should be understood contextually, what happens outside the formal 

boundaries of the case (e.g. the classroom) may also be of relevance. Features from 

outside that can influence the case under investigation include “the physical, social, 
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historical, sometimes political, ethical, and aesthetic contexts” (Abma & Stake, 2014; 

p. 1151). For example, the activities and opinions of other teachers within a particular   

school, as well as the wider societal and political context of Scottish primary education 

during the period (2014-2017), could potentially influence the participating teachers. 

An important policy programme influencing the practice of teachers during the study 

was the Curriculum for Excellence (Scottish Executive, 2004). This Scottish policy 

document was included in the data analysis and the interpretation of the case studies. 

See Chapter 1 for more details concerning the context of this study. 

In summary, a case is a bounded—even if blurry at times— unit of human activity 

which is studied in great detail, providing a rich description and analysis of that unit 

within a particular place and a specific time frame. Defining the boundaries of the case 

helps determine the scope of the data collection and as Yin (2009) elucidates, it 

supports the researcher in distinguishing data that pertains to the focus of the study 

from data that forms the context surrounding the case. Having clarified what a case is 

and why defining the boundary is so important, the next step is to determine how many 

cases will be investigated. 

3.3.2 Multiple case study design 

A multiple case study design was selected in order to arrive at a clearer understanding 

of different teaching strategies already used by teachers in the upper primary years 

when teaching about complex and uncertain topics. Baxter and Jack (2008) explain 

that the aim of a multiple case study is to “explore differences within and between 

cases” (p. 548) and create a detailed contextual analysis. Hamilton and Corbett-

Whittier (2013) divide case study designs into two types: intrinsic and instrumental. 

According to various scholars (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Hamilton & Corbett-Whittier, 

2013; Stake 1995) an intrinsic case study is focused on capturing the entirety of that 

case in order to come to a better understanding of it; an instrumental case study focuses 

on a particular facet or issue of the case or facilitates the refinement of a theory. 

According to Baxter and Jack (2008), in an instrumental case study “the case is of 

secondary interest; it plays a supportive role, facilitating our understanding of 

something else” (p. 549). As the purpose of my research is to gain more insight into a 
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particular aspect of the case, namely the process of teaching uncertainty competences 

in P6/P7 classrooms in Scotland, it comprises multiple instrumental cases.  

Yin (2009) suggests a process called “analytic generalization” (p. 38) that describes 

how developing a predetermined theoretical framework to structure the investigation 

of multiple cases can lead to generalising the case study results. Even though I focused 

on the differences and similarities between those cases, I consider the number of cases 

(five) that I studied in-depth to be far too few to be generalisable. In addition, I did not 

set out with a narrow theoretical framework, as I found it of importance to remain open 

to and mindful of surprising and unanticipated discoveries during the observations (see 

Section 3.2.4). I was guided by Stake (2000), who takes a naturalistic approach, 

focusing on the particularities of cases and the mechanism of an event in a particular 

setting. I do not claim that the findings include everything that might have been found 

if a much larger number of cases were to be studied; nonetheless, exploring fewer cases 

in great detail certainly led to a better understanding of teaching uncertainty 

competences. The next section provides more detail about how the cases were selected. 

3.4 Case selection, sampling and generalisability 

3.4.1 Case selection 

I employed non-random purposeful sampling for selecting classrooms. This approach 

maximises the information that can be extracted from small samples and individual 

cases and fits in with an interpretive research approach. Random sampling suggests 

that it is possible to compile a list of the entire research population and by randomly 

selecting cases avoid systematic biases in the sample. It was not possible for me to 

construct a list of all the Scottish P6/P7 teachers that actually taught sustainability 

topics with a focus on complexity and contradiction in advance. In any event random 

sampling better suits a positivistic research approach that aims at generalisability 

rather than focusing on the particularities of cases (Abma & Stake, 2014). Flyvbjerg 

(2001) discusses four types of “information-oriented selection” (p. 79). He states that 

cases can be selected on the basis of being: (1) unusual or deviant, (2) provide 

maximum variation, (3) critical (permitting logical deduction; if this is/is not valid for 

this case, then it is valid to all/no cases), and (4) paradigmatic (useful for developing 

a metaphor). As my main research question focuses on the teaching strategies that 
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teachers are currently using, I wanted to find a small selection of cases that would 

maximise the variation in my data. For example, I expected teachers to have different 

views on teaching about contradictory sustainability topics and therefore expected 

them to employ different strategies. I therefore sought cases that were sufficiently 

different from each other. In initial talks with teachers I tried to get a sense of the 

teachers’ level of genuine interest in teaching about sustainability topics and their 

views on teaching about complex and uncertain topics, without giving too much away 

regarding the focus of my research. If the teacher consented to participate in the study, 

we discussed by phone some of the ideas the teacher had for the lesson.  

The number of cases would ideally be based on theoretical saturation. Saturation 

occurs when no new data is found that adds to theory development (Glaser & Strauss, 

1967; Creswell, 2007; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007). However, in practice case 

selection was shaped by a combination of searching for information richness, access 

issues and time constraints. The selection was heavily dictated by the practical criteria 

mentioned in Table 3.1 below: 

 The school is in Scotland. 

 It is a P6, P6/P7 or P7 class (denoted as upper primary years in Scotland).  

 Teacher agrees to give 1, 2 or 3 lessons about a self-selected sustainability issue, 

using teaching strategies (s)he finds appropriate for teaching a complex topic. 

 Teacher is interested in the study and feels comfortable being observed. 

 Parents’ consent to my observations and audio recordings in the classroom. 

Table 3.1: Case selection criteria 

3.4.2 Sampling – study population 

My focus is on Scottish primary schools. Scotland is undergoing some interesting and 

progressive policy developments with regard to education for sustainable development 

(Higgins & Christie, 2018; Learning for Sustainability National Implementation 

Group, 2016; One Planet Schools Working Group, 2012; Scottish Executive, 2004; 

Scottish Government, 2013). In 2004 Curriculum for Excellence (Scottish Executive, 

2004) was published. This policy intended to provide education that would prepare 

learners between three and 18 years of age for the 21st Century. The Scottish 
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government aimed and continues to aim at transforming the more content-driven 

curriculum into curriculum that sets out to develop a more balanced acquisition of 

knowledge, skills and attributes. For my case studies I was searching for teachers who 

are moving toward a teaching process that includes teaching about complex and 

contradictory topics where there are multiple right answers. Within the setting of 

Scottish education, I chose to focus on the upper classes of primary schools. Although 

this in part related to my experience and personal interest with developing educational 

programmes for children of this age group, there is a more independent twofold 

rationale behind focusing on P6/P7 teachers that considers the children’s cognitive and 

social development, as well as confrontation with complex environmental topics in the 

daily life of this age group (see Section 1.3.3). 

3.4.3 Study sample: Five Scottish primary classrooms 

The next step was to select the specific cases for my study. Finding enough teachers 

who are interested in a study and willing to be extensively involved is notoriously 

difficult. Initially I was thinking of about eight schools, with the intention of ending 

up with at least four or five strong case studies. This was partially in consideration of 

the reality that teachers sometimes pull out at the last minute or other factors diminish 

the quality of the data collection, such as unexpected events in the school or 

community. According to Flyvbjerg (2001), three or four “maximum variation cases” 

(p. 79) are sufficient as long as they are clearly different on one dimension; in this case 

that dimension consisted of the teaching strategies the teacher employed for the 

observed lesson. I continued searching for new teachers until I felt I had achieved the 

necessary variation. 

The schools were approached through networks of teachers interested in learning for 

sustainability, who were therefore expected to be potentially open to giving a lesson 

on a sustainability topic. Although a call for participants was spread through several 

mailing lists and digital newsletters, it was most effective to attend events where 

teachers congregated independent of my presence. Examples are the International 

Storyline Conference in Glasgow in 2014, the Experiential Education course as part 

of the University of Edinburgh MSc programme Learning for Sustainability in 

November 2015, Continuing Professional Development (CPD) courses, and in March 
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2016 the professional learning initiative Connecting Classrooms that offers primary 

and secondary teachers in Scotland the opportunity to develop their skills in relation 

to Learning for Sustainability. As Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012) point out, access 

to cases “may be contingent on the identity of the researcher” (p. 70). What worked 

best for me was to attend these gatherings and talk to teachers individually. Many 

teachers seemed interested in the research and it gave me the chance to explain more 

about it, but also to build a personal relationship with individual teachers and talk about 

education and sustainability in a broader sense. I found one additional teacher through 

snowball sampling or chain sampling (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007; Emmel, 

2014), in other words asking the participating teachers if they could recruit a colleague 

who qualified for inclusion in the study and was willing to take part in the project.  

I had originally intended to study the Global Storyline method (McNaughton, 2014) 

to see if this teaching approach provided teachers with good teaching strategies for 

teaching about complex and contradictory information. Global Storylines are based on 

the Storyline method developed by Steve Bell (Bell, Harkness & White, 2007), but 

include more drama lessons than the original storylines. Also, the topics in Global 

storylines always focus on sustainability issues. In practice it turned out not to be 

possible to study Global Storyline classrooms in combination with other classrooms. 

(Global) storylines can involve many lessons over weeks and even months as long as 

there is learning energy in the classroom. For practical reasons, I could only visit a 

classroom for a maximum of three lessons; this would mean that I would miss too 

many of the lessons, whereas the strength of (global) storyline springs from the entire 

story as it develops through actions and decisions of teacher and children 

(McNaughton, 2014). It seemed therefore that studying (global) storylines would be 

better served by doing an ethnographic study in which one classroom is studied in-

depth during the entire storyline.  

The five teachers who agreed to participate in my research were sent an email with a 

more elaborate explanation of the project, including a project information sheet (see 

Appendix A) and consent forms for parents or guardians and teachers (see Appendix 

B). In total 133 children obtained consent from their parents or guardians to participate 

in my study. The teachers were asked if they wanted me to approach the head teacher 
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myself to ask permission for my research study, or if they would rather do this 

themselves. In the end all of them informed the head teacher themselves. The teachers 

considered the observed lesson to be an extra lesson or lessons rather than a formal 

part of the curriculum that they had to teach and assess. 

Below, the reader will find concise descriptions of the five Scottish primary school 

classrooms in the order that I observed them. In Appendix C there are more elaborate 

descriptions of the schools, the teachers and what the teachers and children actually 

did during the lessons. These rich descriptions may be helpful for placing the findings 

in the findings chapters into context. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classroom A (P7) – Global warming 
The first school I visited was located in an agricultural town in the Scottish 

Borders. The teacher had been teaching for 18 years, usually P6 classes. This 

year she was teaching her first P7 class with 28 children. The teacher expressed 

an interest in teaching environmental education, but did not feel confident about 

teaching complex sustainability topics. She struggled to find time for these 

topics. The observed one-hour lesson took place on January 13th, 2016. The 

learning objectives were for the children to acquire basic knowledge about 

global warming and to be able to link this global issue to local experiences. The 

lesson included small group discussions, classroom discussions and a 

PowerPoint presentation. 
 

Case B (P6) – Building dams 
The second school was located in the Falkirk area and was an Eco-School. 

The teacher had been teaching for eight and half years, all at the same school. 

This year’s class of 30 children was her first P6 class and she had not taught a 

P7 class. The teacher expressed an interest in teaching sustainability topics 

and in drama lessons. She and her colleague worked together in a Global 

Storyline project. Initially, I was going to observe three lessons in this 

Storyline, but in the end only the second observation proved to be of use. This 

two-hour lesson took place on March 3rd, 2016. The learning objectives were 

to acquire knowledge of dams and their purpose, to know some of the 

advantages and the disadvantages of dams, and to be able to hold a debate 

about building dams. The lesson included small group discussions, classroom 

discussions, PowerPoint presentation, video, note taking, making posters and a 

classroom debate.  
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Classroom C (P7) – Renewable energy  
The third observation took place in the same school in the Scottish Borders as 

classroom A. The teacher had been teaching for 25 years, most of which at this 

school with a few years as a supply teacher elsewhere. She taught P6 and P7 classes 

for about seven years. This year she had a P7 class with 28 children. We agreed that 

I would observe 3 science lessons which took place on April 28th, and May 5th and 

10th, 2016. In a pre-lesson the children chose what the topic would be. The learning 

objectives were to be able to discuss the principal ideas behind the complex 

scientific issue of renewable energy in general and wind energy in Scotland in 

particular. The teacher responded to emergent themes; as a result, the second and 

third lessons were focused on the death of the sun and the importance of birds for 

the world. The children had to research the topics in small groups and back their 

opinions up with scientific evidence. They created PowerPoint presentations which 

they shared with the class during a lesson that I did not observe. The lesson 

included small group discussions, classroom discussions, worksheets, video, 

conducting research and making PowerPoint presentations. 

Classroom D (P6) – Beaver reintroduction 
The fourth observation took place in a school in West Lothian. The teacher 

had been teaching for six years. He had previously taught three P6 classes 

and no P7 classes. This year he had his fourth P6 class with 31 children. The 

observed lessons took place on the May 25th, 2016. It was part of a lager 

topic about Scotland the class had been working on. The topic was the 

reintroduction of beavers in Scotland. The learning objectives were to be 

able to use print and online sources to understand a controversial topic, to be 

able to use the information to back or refute arguments and to develop skills 

in listening and persuasive language. The lesson included classroom 

discussions, PowerPoint presentation, small group discussions, conducting 

research and a parliamentary debate. It was the second time the children had 

done such a debate.  
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3.5 Research ethics  

This section describes the ethical deliberations regarding my study. With ethics I refer 

to what Morrow and Richards (1996) call “a set of moral principles and rules of 

conduct” (p. 90) that protect the research participants from any harm or wrongdoing 

and promotes respect and fair treatment. My study was classified by the Moray House 

School of Education (MHSE) Ethics Committee as non-problematic, which refers to 

the minimal likelihood of physical or emotional risk to the participants. The data, 

gathered through audio recorded classroom observations and interviews with a focus 

on teaching how to manage complex and contradictory information regarding a 

sustainability topic, are not considered particularly sensitive. Nevertheless, since most 

participants were children under the age of 16, specific measures were taken to protect 

them. 

3.5.1 Ethics of working with children 

Vaughn, Schumm and Sinagub (1996) posit that children are generally perceived as 

being vulnerable when participating in research projects because of “their lack of 

social power” (p. 140), and it is therefore important to take this into account in the 

research design and adhere to the ethical guidelines of the relevant field during the 

Classroom E (P7) – Pollinators 
The fifth observation took place in a school in the Highland Council. The 

teacher had been teaching for eight years. She had never taught a P6 class 

and her current P7 class of 16 children was her first. The observed lesson 

took place on the June 16th, 2016 and was connected to the Polli:Nation 

project, a UK wide initiative supporting schools to turn their school 

grounds into pollinator friendly habitats. The learning objectives were to 

be able to explain that many plants need animals and insects for 

pollination, and to be able to describe the reproductive structure of a 

flower. The teacher mentioned that the children were restless because 

they had just spent three days at their new High school where they would 

be going after the summer. The lesson included classroom discussions, 

small group discussions, worksheets, crafts and presentations. 
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development and the implementation of the study. I followed the British Educational 

Research Association (2011) ethical guidelines and presented my research plan to the 

MHSE ethics committee. As I was going to observe children age 10-12 and conduct 

focus group interviews with some of them, I arranged my Protecting Vulnerable 

Groups (PVG) application to Disclosure Scotland before visiting any schools.  

The children in my study can be considered in Hart’s (1992) words “assigned but 

informed” (p. 10) with regard to the research. This refers to the level of participation 

and autonomy the children experienced during my research and the four requirements 

for this level that were met. First, it meant that I communicated to the children what I 

intended to do with the research (improve the way in which teachers teach complex 

environmental issues) (Hart, 1992). Secondly, they knew I had asked the teacher if I 

could conduct observations and interviews in his/her classroom and that the teacher 

had agreed to this, as long as their parents/guardians agreed with it as well (Hart, 1992). 

I implemented an opt-in consent process which Shaw, Brady and Davey (2011) 

describe as involving asking the potential participants and their parents/guardians to 

give active consent, which in this study entailed signing a consent form. See Appendix 

A and B respectively, for the project information and the consent form that were 

provided to parents/guardians. In the original forms I used the word caregiver, but for 

reasons of consistency I have changed them all to guardian. The teacher explained that 

I would be visiting the classroom to do research and asked the children to give the 

consent form to their parents/guardians. The children had the opportunity to talk to the 

teacher if they were concerned about the study. They also had the chance to talk to 

their parents. Therefore, even though they didn’t sign the form themselves, the children 

were given opportunities to voice their feelings and make their own decision. The third 

requirement that was met involved the children being allowed to say that they didn’t 

want to be observed, recorded and/or interviewed even if their parents signed the 

consent form (Hart, 1992). I always asked the children, who were selected by the 

teacher (see Section 3.6.4), before starting the focus group interview if they were 

willing to participate. None objected. And finally, the fourth requirement involved the 

children having an important and meaningful role (Hart, 1992). I made clear from the 

start that observing the interaction between them and their teacher was essential to my 

study. In addition, talking to the children in the focus groups gave me the opportunity 
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to find out how they experienced the lesson. Their views were essential to my study. 

At the end I thanked the children and the teacher for their contributions. 

3.5.2 Ethics of collecting audio (visual) data and data storage 

In this section I will address some issues of anonymity and confidentiality. A research 

participant is considered anonymous when the participant cannot be identified from 

the information provided by either the researcher or anyone else (Cohen, Manion & 

Morrison, 2007). Confidentiality, on the other hand, refers to the researcher being 

aware of who provided the information and/or being able to identify them from the 

collected data, while at the same time not sharing this connection in publications, 

presentations or other public communications (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007). 

Unless, for example, anonymous questionnaires are used, anonymity cannot be 

ensured. Because I made use of observations and interviews I could only promise 

confidentiality. 

Fieldwork took place in the second year of the PhD project. Although the topic was 

not considered to be especially sensitive, I followed the British Educational Research 

Association (2011) ethical guidelines regarding the management and storage of my 

research data. The classroom observations and interviews were recorded using voice 

recorders to ensure that relevant information was not lost. As Miles and Huberman 

(1994) stress, it is essential to have a clear storage and retrieval system to maintain an 

overview of the data collected during the course of the research project. Accordingly, 

I decided how I would store and label my data before beginning data collection (see 

Section 3.6). After the lessons and the interviews, I uploaded the seven audio 

recordings of the classroom observations, the five focus group interviews and the five 

interviews with the teachers to the secured university computer network to protect 

confidentiality. All the recordings were labelled to ensure that they were well 

organised and retrievable. Names of schools and teachers were not included in the 

labels. See Appendix D for the labelling system of the stored recordings.  

The labelling made it easier to allow some of the interviews to be transcribed by an 

external organisation as it ensured confidentiality. Although the recordings did not 

contain especially sensitive data, confidentiality was agreed to with the participants, 
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or their parents/guardians in the case of the children, in the consent forms they signed. 

Participants are given a pseudonym when findings are discussed in any written 

publication or presentation. Confidentiality was also facilitated by not asking the 

interviewees to state their full name or the name of the school on the recording. The 

transcripts were labelled in the same way as were the recordings and also uploaded to 

the secure university computer network. A hard copy was made for use during the 

analysis process. It was kept in a locked drawer in my office. Permission was asked on 

the consent forms for using anonymised pictures in educational publications, reports 

and presentations. A limited number of pictures were taken that showed the faces of 

participants. These were uploaded to the same pass-word protected computer system 

and saved without identifying personal data. All original data will be retained by the 

researcher throughout the study and for one year after completion when it will be 

destroyed. 

3.6 Data collection 

The research questions and the type of data required to find answers strongly 

influenced my choice for particular methods. As my focus was on the teacher and the 

teaching strategies that were employed, I decided to, what I call—follow the trail of 

the teacher— through the classroom and construct a narrative description of the 

interactions between the teacher and individual children, between the teacher and small 

groups or between the teacher and the entire class. This process can be compared to 

shadowing, an ethnographic data collection method, that according to Quinlan (2008), 

entails the “researcher closely following a subject over a period of time to investigate 

what people actually do in the course of their everyday lives” (p. 1482). Quinlan 

further explains that the focus lies on gathering data grounded in actual events rather 

than reconstructions after the fact, as is common in, for example, interviews. In fact, I 

decided to employ a combination of data collection methods that could capture both 

what was actually happening in the classroom during the observations as well as other 

methods that helped reconstruct the perspectives and experiences of the children and 

the teacher with respect to the observed lesson. The following six data sources were 

employed: classroom observations, focus group interviews with the children, 

interviews with the teacher, field notes, teaching resources and children’s assignments.  
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3.6.1 Preparation data collection 

The data collection methods were developed between September and December 2015 

as is summarised in Table 3.2 below. I explored many different observation checklists 

such as the Chesterfield Classroom observation tools (1997), observation checklists 

from the Public Schools of North Carolina Foreign Language Project (1999), 

Observation checklist used for teacher-training and discussed in Richards and Farrell 

(2011), the lesson observation checklist of the Ofsted guidance to inspectors (Ofsted, 

2012) and many more. Examining the lists helped me articulate my thought process 

regarding the specific classroom elements (e.g. teaching strategies, events, 

interactions, employed teaching materials and children’s assignments) I wanted to 

explore and what their indicators might be. However, none of these lists appeared to 

be entirely relevant for my study. In the end, I decided to go back to my earlier 

theoretical work about teaching uncertainty competences and combine the elements 

that emerged from the observation checklists described above with those suggested by 

my model “Pathways for handling knowledge uncertainty” (Tauritz, 2012a, p. 303), 

my list of “uncertainty competences” (p. 94) and the list of “design principles for a 

pedagogy for uncertain times” (p. 97) in Tauritz (2016). These would become the 

elements forming the first version of the observation grids. 

 

Table 3.2: Preparation data collection 

A trial classroom observation about a complex and uncertain topic (Israel-Gaza 

conflict) in a P7 classroom in December 2015 was used to test the observation grids 

as well as to develop the research protocols for the other data collection methods. 

During the trial I tested the first version of the 3-page long Observation Grid – 

Teacher, the 4-page Observation Grid – Teaching Strategy and the 4-page long 

Observation Grid – Learner. It quickly became clear that it was not possible to capture 

all that was happening in the classroom and seemed relevant with respect to my 

research questions using the grids during the observation. See Appendix E for a 

selection from the first version of the 3-page long Observation Grid – Teacher used 

during the trial observation. In a subsequent attempt to construct a more viable 
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observation grid I left out the indicators, reasoning that by this time I knew quite well 

what I meant by the different elements. I also simplified the language I used by 

rephrasing and shortening the elements, for example, Does the teacher ask key 

questions? became Teacher asks key questions. (See Appendix F for the adapted 

version of the selection presented in Appendix E.) I merged the observation grids and 

ended up with two grids: Teacher and Teaching Strategy and Learner and Group. 

However, as I wanted to maintain a wide perspective on what happened in the 

classroom, I did not shorten the grids any further and they continued to be too long to 

be useful as a practical observation tool. At this point I set the observation grids aside 

and considered recording the observed lessons instead.  

3.6.2 Interpretive bricoleur 

In the end I employed six different data collection methods, transcending the 

boundaries of a single research method approach to become what Denzin and Lincoln 

(2011) call an interpretive bricoleur, someone who employs a mixture of strategies 

and research methods with the aim of producing a bricolage: a rich representation of a 

complex situation. Using the cluster of data collection methods described in this 

section provided me with the opportunity to capture the differing perspectives of the 

children and the teacher in the classroom. The use of multiple data sources is important 

for another reason, namely for a process referred to as triangulation (see Section 3.8), 

which according to Morrow (2005) contributes to the trustworthiness of the 

conclusions. The data collection took place between January and the end of June of 

2016. The six sources (see Table 3.3) will each be discussed separately in the following 

sections. 

 

Table 3.3: Data sources 

3.6.3 Audio recordings – following the trail of the teacher 

After doing the trial observation equipped only with the first version of the observation 

grids (see Section 3.6.1), a notebook and a pencil, I came to the conclusion that doing 
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observations without any audio (or visual) recordings was inadequate. I discovered 

that it was impossible to write down the language being used and the questions the 

teacher or the children asked without missing the answers that were given, let alone 

having time to note body language, tone of voice or classroom atmosphere. When the 

children were all talking at the same time in small groups it was impossible to make 

out what anyone said unless I stood right next to them. I was confronted with both a 

practical and an ethical dilemma concerning how to capture the interaction between 

the teacher and the children.  

I had to decide if I needed to record the body language the children and teacher were 

exhibiting in detail, or if audio recordings alongside field notes made during the 

lessons would suffice. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) suggest that audio-visual 

recordings have “the capacity for completeness of analysis and comprehensiveness” 

(p. 407) of the classroom interactions and could overcome certain issues, such as only 

recording events that occur frequently. On the other hand, Pirie (1996) counters this 

when she reminds the reader that all research is subjective to some degree and where 

we place the camera, which microphones are used and how we interpret the data can 

all have a limiting effect on comprehensiveness.  

Video cameras have certain inherent limitations. For example, when internally 

complex activities are studied, using a single camera is probably insufficient (Derry, 

2007). When the camera is fixed it provides only a limited view of the classroom, and 

even when it is not fixed the recording is still selective. In addition, using a camera 

can potentially create a problem of reactivity (Pirie, 1996; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 

2007; McNaughton, 2009).  Also, according to Derry (2007) the audio recording 

quality of the built-in microphones found in cameras is generally insufficient in a 

classroom full of talking children, requiring additional microphones. Budget 

limitations regarding the recording equipment and the availability of equipment for 

loan through the Learning Spaces Technology (LST) unit of the University’s 

Information Service were practical constraints in this study. Another concern was both 

practical and ethical, involving potential difficulties in obtaining complete ethical 

approval from the ethics committee because of the “non-anonymous nature of video” 

(p. 61) as well as considerations related to privacy and confidentiality (Derry, 2007). 
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Furthermore, I expected it to be more difficult to find teachers who were willing to be 

visually recorded and parents or guardians who would consent to their children being 

filmed. Audio recordings would be less intrusive and more easily accepted. I decided 

to test the use of audio recordings in a classroom. 

Although obtaining approval from the MHSE Ethics Committee and getting consent 

from teachers and parents certainly seemed likely to be easier than for video 

recordings, the question of how to record the interactions between the teacher and the 

children remained a challenge. When many children are all talking at the same time in 

small discussion groups, discerning what individuals are saying can be difficult. As 

the teacher was the pivotal person in the classroom, I needed to be sure that I would 

be able to capture his or her voice. I employed a lapel microphone, also known as a tie 

clip microphone, for the teacher and a good quality audio recorder such as a H2 Zoom 

recorder as advised by the technicians from the LST unit and corroborated by the 

literature (Pérez-Parent, 2002; Derry, 2007). The quality of these recorders compared 

to the digital voice recorders usually used for interviews is considerably higher and 

very important for successful data gathering in a noisy classroom setting. It would have 

been ideal if I could have equipped each child or at least each child in the focus group 

with a tie clip microphone. However, as there was limited equipment available and I 

was allowed no more than one Lavalier microphone, one H2 Zoom (used for the 

teacher) and one H4N Zoom recorder (used for the focus group) by the LST unit, I 

needed to think of some other way to capture what the children were saying. I decided 

to provide each table group with a digital voice recorder. This meant that on average 

there were six recorders plus the teacher’s recorder in use in the classroom. The H4N 

Zoom recorder was placed on the focus group’s table because, according to the 

technicians, this would ensure the best recording of a group discussion in a noisy space. 

The digital recorders used for the rest of the table groups were borrowed from the 

Postgraduate department of MHSE. 

Before the lesson, all the recorders were fitted with a piece of masking tape and a 

number that corresponded with the table number where each recorder was placed. A 

rough map of the classroom was drawn in my research journal. The teacher selected 

the children who would participate in the focus group interview and informed me, but 
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not the children, which group they were at the start of the lesson. If the class set-up 

changed, for example when the children were seated in small groups, then moved to a 

big circle, and then moved back to the small groups, or even involved children moving 

through the classroom, a different approach was necessary. One child per group was 

made responsible for taking the recorder with them if the group moved. If they were 

walking through the classroom the recorders stayed on the tables. When relevant, a 

new map was drawn.  

Although I always asked the teacher beforehand about the various configurations 

which might arise during the lesson, what actually happened was not always 

predictable. For example, there was the moment when a teacher, after doing a 

classroom debate with the children about beaver reintroduction in Scotland, asked the 

children to hand in the recorders and move the tables and chairs back and sit down. It 

seemed the lesson had ended. However, the teacher suddenly began asking the children 

questions such as What did you learn during that lesson? To me, that lesson hadn’t 

ended at all. Luckily, the teacher was still wearing his mic and I started jotting down 

notes as fast as I could.  

I realised it was very important to tell my teachers as much as possible about what I 

expected from the lesson, without telling too much about the content that I was 

focusing on. Wajnryb (1992) cautions that if teachers are alerted to the research focus 

this might influence, for example, the language they employ in the classroom and 

therefore contaminate the data. I explained that I wanted to observe which approaches 

teachers themselves used to tackle complex environmental issues. In addition, I said 

that I wanted to observe a lesson in which the children were confronted with 

contradictory information regarding an environmental issue and were encouraged to 

consider who or what to believe, or were asked to make a decision on what to do about 

the issue. As a researcher, my perspective on what was potentially important for the 

study was not always evident to the teacher and therefore required a certain amount of 

clarification on my part. This concerned in particular issues of classroom management 

and organisation and took place during initial talks with the teacher (see Section 3.4.1). 

At the start of each lesson I gave a brief explanation about the research and the use of 

the recorders, after which I turned them on and the teacher commenced with the lesson. 
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I usually sat in the back of the class making scratch notes and tried to be as unobtrusive 

as possible. When the children were all discussing in their table groups, I could not 

make out what they were saying unless I was actually standing next to a group. During 

the analysis I therefore relied heavily on the recordings of these discussions (see 

Section 3.7).  

I recorded seven classroom observations. Although, as Madden (2010) rightfully 

states, the recordings captured “the content and tone of the verbal exchanges” (p. 132), 

they could not capture elements such as body language, my perception of the 

participants’ feelings and the classroom atmosphere. A different method was required 

to capture these elements of the lesson. 

3.6.4 Field notes 

The second data collection method I employed was the use of field notes. Schwartz-

Shea and Yanow (2012) point out that field notes form the backbone of interpretive 

research because of their importance in being “transparent” (p. 89) and creating 

“scientific systematicity” (p. 89) in the research process. It is also a way of tracking 

changes made to the research design resulting from experiences and practicalities in 

the field. The field notes are the expanded version of what are sometimes referred to 

by Bernard (2006) as scratch notes or field jottings (p. 389) that are written down 

throughout the observation. Although the term field notes seems to imply that these 

notes are only made while doing data collection in the field, and though most of this 

subsection focuses on such notes, they can be made throughout the entire research 

process. I jotted down many notes in my journal while working in the office; some 

researchers refer to this as memoing (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2007). I employed 

four types of field notes in order to capture in Hamilton and Corbett-Wittier’s (2013) 

words, the “aspects of context, interesting interactions and reflections on experiences 

within fieldwork” (p. 96). In addition, I recorded relevant thoughts during desk work, 

and during conversations I had with colleagues and supervisors (Schwartz-Shea and 

Yanow, 2012). The field notes included descriptive notes (observation), analytic notes 

(interpretation), methodological notes (reflection on research choices) and reflective 

notes (feelings and experiences) (Bernard, 2006).  
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Before the observations I met the children and sometimes observed the class during 

the lesson or activity that took place prior to the lesson I had come to observe. I did 

not take notes during that time so that the class could get used to my presence. During 

the actual classroom observation, I immersed myself in the lesson, observing and 

recording as much as possible. The atmosphere in the classroom was briefly described 

from my perspective as researcher. This formed the classroom context for analysing 

and interpreting the diverse interactions. Following from my research questions, the 

emphasis of the observations lay on the interactions between the teacher and the class 

as whole, the teacher and small groups, and the teacher and individual children. I 

initially observed the interaction within the focus group when the children were 

working in groups, but as the children seemed very aware of being watched, I decided 

to distribute my attention more evenly over all groups. While observing the teacher 

interacting with the focus group, I tried to alternate between observing the focus group 

and the rest of the class to see what was happening at that moment from a more holistic 

perspective. Observing the children and making scratch notes in real time provided 

information on aspects of the interactions that could not be distilled from the 

recordings alone (Madden, 2010). Some examples include: children are attentive, 

children display signs of distress, children are looking worried, children avoid eye 

contact with other children or with the teacher, children display signs of boredom, 

children are distracted, children look tired, yawn and seem to show a lack of interest, 

children are impatient. I used this method to support the findings distilled from the 

recordings.  

The scratch notes were sometimes discussed with the teacher to check interpretations 

of particular happenings in the classroom. This is a form of “member checking” (p. 

1802) which, according to Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell and Walter (2016), entails 

asking the participants (in this case the teachers) to check the data or findings for 

accuracy and resonance with their experiences (see Section 3.8). For example, a boy 

during a classroom discussion about wind turbines killing birds posed the questions 

Why would anyone care if birds died anyway? and What do birds do for the world? It 

sent an emotional shock wave through the classroom and I discussed immediately after 

the lesson with the teacher what had transpired. This might not seem important at first 

glance, but the teacher actually changed her lesson plan for the following lessons in 
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order to delve deeper into this issue with the children. If I had not checked in with the 

teacher I would have missed the many layers of social interaction that had taken place. 

The same teacher told me that certain children had a dominating effect on their peers 

which influenced the safety of the learning environment, something that could be 

particularly important when talking about a controversial topic (see Section 2.5.2).  

During the research process I compiled two research journals containing the four 

different sorts of field notes (Bernard, 2006) discussed at the beginning of this section. 

The recordings and the field notes captured what was happening in the classroom. 

However, for a more complete interpretation, it was also important to find out how the 

children had experienced the lesson. 

3.6.5 Focus group interviews with children 

The third data collection method consisted of conducting focus group interviews with 

children from each classroom. It was important to me for several reasons to hear from 

the children themselves how they had experienced the lessons. First, I was interested 

in the interactions between the teacher and the children and therefore wanted to collect 

both their perspectives. According to Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012) this fits in 

with a methodology that is informed by interpretive presuppositions and acknowledges 

that the individual children and the teacher will have both valuable and different 

experiences of the same lesson. Second, in Section 2.5.2 learning environments 

conducive to developing uncertainty competences were discussed and it was suggested 

by Tauritz (2016) that making uncertainty negotiable in the learning process is 

essential for learning how to manage knowledge uncertainty. This entails making 

uncertainty visible in the learning process and discussing it explicitly (Forrest et al., 

2012; Hall, 2010). I wanted to know if the children experienced any knowledge 

uncertainty during the lesson due to the complex, uncertain and controversial nature 

of the topic.  

The focus groups each contained four or five children, as the literature (Vaughn, 

Schumm & Sinagub, 1996; Greig, Taylor & MacKay, 2007) suggests that this is a 

good number of participants for this age group. The teacher selected the children after 

I suggested that the groups should contain both boys and girls with a range in abilities. 
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Focus group interviews, according to Greene and Hogan (2005), have several 

advantages over individual interviews when interviewing children. They can create a 

safe peer environment, are similar to the small group setting in which children often 

work in schools nowadays, and they may also redress the power imbalance between 

adult and child which is inherent to one-to-one interviews. Further, children may be 

encouraged to give their opinion when they hear their peers do so, and their memory 

may be jogged by listening to the others responding. This method acknowledges the 

child as expert (Greene & Hogan, 2005). The downside of this form of interviewing 

according to Greene and Hogan (2005), is that the children are being asked to share 

personal opinions and experiences with other children present, which can be 

experienced as stressful, and some sensitive topics may not be suitable. This did not 

seem to be the case in the present study. The children were asked at the start of the 

interview if they wanted to participate (see Section 3.5.1). They all agreed to take part. 

 

   Figure 3.1: Three audio recordings per case study 

The focus group interviews were held soon after the observed lessons took place, while 

they were still fresh in the children’s minds, though sufficient time was needed to listen 

and at least partially transcribe the recordings of the classroom observations first. In 

addition, the field notes, the teaching resources and the children’s assignments were 

reviewed to see what stood out in the lesson (see Table 3.4). Preliminary analysis took 

place throughout the data collection period and will be further discussed in Section 

3.7.  In each classroom observation of a lesson or lessons preceded and informed the 

focus group interview that took place soon thereafter, and which in turn informed the 

teacher interview that followed on the focus group interview (see Figure 3.1). 

 

Classroom 
observation

Focus group 
interview

Teacher 
interview
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Table 3.4: Preliminary analysis during data collection 

I usually returned to the school in the week following my classroom observation.  At 

the start of the fieldwork I developed a list of initial focus group questions (see 

Appendix G) which I adapted with the observation in mind while preparing for the 

interview. This resulted in a semi-structured interview guide. This type of interview 

is, according to DiCocco-Bloom and Crabtree (2006), the most universally employed 

interview format in qualitative research; this format includes “open-ended questions, 

with other questions emerging from the dialogue between interviewers and 

interviewees” (p. 315). I remained open to potentially relevant topics that the children 

brought into the conversation. Although I requested a quiet room to conduct the focus 

group interviews, there were occasions on which such a room was not available, and 

we sat in a space where people passing by caused minor distractions. The interviews 

took on average 30-45 minutes, which is within the maximum recommended in the 

literature (Vaughn, Schumm & Sinagub, 1996; Gibson, 2007).  

The focus group interviews provided interesting discussions and insights into the 

children’s experiences of the lesson. However, it was also important to find out how 

the lesson had transpired from the teacher’s perspective.  

3.6.6 Interviews with teachers 

The fourth data collection method I used consisted of an in-depth semi-structured 

interview with each teacher conducted after the focus group interview had taken place. 

A question central to my research focuses on the teaching strategies that Scottish 

teachers are currently using when discussing complex and controversial topics in 

P6/P7 classes. Initially I offered the teachers only a brief explanation of my study to 

avoid undue influence caused by awareness of my research focus (Wajnryb, 1992). 

After observing the teachers in the classroom, I wanted to examine the motives and 

ideas behind the choices they made to employ particular strategies and find out how 

they had experienced teaching the lesson. I also wanted to know more about their 

views and assumptions regarding the relevance of teaching about complex, uncertain 

and contradictory topics to children in the age-group 10-12. Cohen, Manion and 
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Morrison (2007) assert that semi-structured qualitative interviews can be used to probe 

the interviewee; in this case that meant gathering data about the teacher’s values, 

assumptions and beliefs regarding his or her teaching practice.  

I asked the teachers to respond to my observations as to what the children said in the 

focus group. After I had listened to and at least partially transcribed the focus group 

interview with the children, the list of initial teacher interview questions (see Appendix 

H) was adapted in preparation for the interview. An example of an adapted question 

suggested by the focus group interview was: “Were you aware that some of the 

children went home thinking about beaver reintroduction and found it so hard to 

believe what you said about there being no beavers in Scotland that they looked on 

Google as soon as they got home to check this?” These adaptations resulted in a semi-

structured interview guide with open-ended questions. I remained open to potentially 

relevant topics the teacher might bring into the conversation. The interviews took place 

either at the school, or online using VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) technologies 

such as Skype and Facetime. Lo Iacono, Symonds and Brown (2016) suggest that these 

applications offer flexibility with regard to the time and place of interviews while, in 

contrast to phone calls, allowing for the exchange of non-verbal communication such 

as facial expression comparable to face-to-face interviews. The length of the 

conversations was approximately 45-60 minutes. I asked the teachers if they would 

like to receive a summary of the results at the end of the research project, which they 

all confirmed.  

The recordings of the five teacher interviews were stored safely and transcribed for 

further analysis (see Section 3.5.2 and Section 3.7). Although the audio recordings also 

captured the spoken elements of videos the teachers employed, other resources, such 

as information sheets and PowerPoints were not captured by the recordings or the field 

notes.  

3.6.7 Teaching resources 

My fifth source of data was the teaching resources or teaching materials the teachers 

used for the lessons (Kyriacou, 1998). These included videos, PowerPoint 

presentations, information sheets, websites and instructions for tasks and assignments. 
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During the data analysis it became evident that the selection or development of 

particular teaching resources is an important element of the teaching strategy the 

teachers employ to achieve their learning objectives (see Section 4.6). Aspects of the 

resources that particularly interested me were the use of absolute or unconditional 

language versus conditional language (Langer et al., 1989) and the presence or absence 

of contradictory perspectives and knowledge uncertainty (Tauritz, 2016). I received 

copies of the information sheets and instructions during or just after the lessons. I 

looked at the books that were used and made some pictures of pages the children were 

using during the lessons. I noted the websites that were used and studied them after 

the lessons. During the interviews with the teachers I asked them what their reasons 

were for selecting a particular video, book or website as part of their teaching strategy. 

In fact, the in-depth interviews with the children and the teachers were crucial for 

understanding the phenomenon of teaching uncertainty competences. I was interested 

to see what evidence I could find regarding the impact of the teacher’s strategies on 

the children’s learning. In addition, to the focus-group interviews I examined the 

children’s assignments. 

3.6.8 Children’s assignments 

My sixth and final data source consisted of the assignments the children were given in 

some classrooms. Examples include making posters with arguments for a debate about 

dams, art-work integrating complex knowledge about pollination and PowerPoint 

presentations presenting the results of the children’s research about the dying of the 

sun. During the data collection and preliminary analysis, I became particularly 

interested in the children’s use of conditional and unconditional language, how this 

related to the teacher’s use of language and whether or not knowledge uncertainty had 

been present during the lesson. One teacher encouraged the children to ask lots of 

questions and to challenge the legitimacy of knowledge sources and the certainty of 

information. I was curious to see what, if any, of these issues were found back in the 

children’s assignments (see Chapters 4-8). 

3.7 Data analysis 

In the previous section I discussed the six data collection methods that I employed 

during the fieldwork phase. In this section I will discuss the data analysis approach 
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taken with respect to the various data sources. In Section 3.6 I described how 

observation grids for classroom observations were developed during the preparatory 

phase of the data collection. Although I decided against employing the grids in the 

classroom, I converted them during the preliminary analysis phase, discussed in 

Section 3.7.1, into audio recording grids. I then used them as an initial analysis tool 

for the recordings of the classroom observations, the focus groups, and the teacher 

interviews. Section 3.7.2 focuses on transcribing the recordings, thereby preparing the 

data for further analysis. In Section 3.7.3 I describe employing interpretive content 

analysis and the 1st coding cycle which included both developing and further refining 

the coding analytical framework and coding all the data sources. During this 1st coding 

cycle I analysed the six data sources for each classroom, creating a first picture of 

interactions between the teacher and the children on a classroom level, before moving 

on to the next classroom. During this phase of the analysis categories emerged that 

grouped related codes according to what was happening in the classroom. It became 

increasingly clear how important the use of unconditional and conditional language 

was in this study. During the 2nd coding cycle, described in Section 3.7.4, I focused on 

how the key elements of the teaching strategy were employed to teach about a complex 

and uncertain topic, and consequently which opportunities were created for the 

development of uncertainty competences. The themes that emerged at this time form 

the basis of the findings chapters. A special focal point was the use of language and 

questions. Equipped with more knowledge of the different forms conditional language 

can take and new codes about classroom questioning, I recoded the transcripts of the 

classroom observations. This led to the new concept language of conditionality 

introduced in Chapter 6. 

3.7.1  Preliminary analysis during data collection 

The data collection and the preliminary analysis occurred alternately (see Section 

3.6.5). The classroom observation grids were adapted and transformed into an 

analytical tool that I could use for a preliminary interrogation of the recordings in 

preparation for the focus group interviews and the teacher interviews. I removed the 

column for tally marks, as number of occurrences of particular classroom interactions 

did not seem informative, and renamed the grids audio recording grids. 
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After each classroom observation session I organised my field notes and listened to 

the recording of the classroom observation. When possible, I transcribed selections of 

the recordings; there was rarely enough time to transcribe the whole recording at this 

stage (see Section 3.7.2 on the transcribing process). The next step was to make use of 

these audio recording grids to select the striking issues that should be explored during 

the focus group interviews. One example is something a child had said to the teacher 

at the end of the lesson in Classroom B, where the children debated the advantages and 

disadvantages of dams. The child said that he was glad he didn’t have the job of the 

person having to decide to build or not build a dam because of the potentially negative 

consequences for people and the environment. During the focus group interview I 

asked the children what they thought about such a job and an interesting conversation 

ensued about the skills the children thought were necessary to make such decisions 

and what the role of schools was in developing the necessary uncertainty competences. 

After the focus group interview I listened to the recording, organised my field notes, 

and transcribed part of the recording, this time in preparation for the interview with 

the teacher. Again, I employed the audio recording grids to discover which issues had 

arisen that would be of value to explore with the teacher. Another interesting example 

comes from classroom B. Some of the children shared with me during the focus group 

interview that they had thought about the question concerning whether they were for 

or against building dams for days. I asked the teacher if she had been aware of the 

confusion the children had experienced during the debate and the days that followed. 

She had not been aware of this and it led to further interesting discussion. 

 

Table 3.5: Data preparation for data analysis 
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3.7.2 Data preparation and data reduction 

The next step after having collected all my data was to complete the transcriptions of 

the recordings (see Table 3.5 above). I had audio recordings of three kinds, from the 

classroom observations, focus group interviews and teacher interviews (see Figure 

3.2). They were all transcribed line-by-line employing “intelligent verbatim 

transcription” (p. 17), which, according to Hadley (2015), is a type of transcription that 

stays true to what participants have said, but without reproducing “every filler word, 

hesitation and false start” (p. 18). Although some linguistic meaning can be lost, it is 

much less taxing for the transcriber. In fact, with the audio recordings from the 

classroom observations it was often not possible to hear those aspects because of the 

noise level when all the children were speaking at the same time.  

 

Figure 3.2: Overview audio recordings 

Transcribing the audio recordings from the classroom observations therefore proved 

to be especially challenging. With on average seven recordings (six recorders on the 

tables and one recorder for the teacher) for each of the seven observed lessons, ranging 

from one to two hours in length, I had a massive amount of data. However, as I was 

following the trail of the teacher (see Section 3.6.3) I focused on transcribing the 

recording of the teacher and turned to the other recordings only when I could not make 

out what was being said between the teacher and the whole class, a small group or an 

individual child. I did transcribe conversations the children from the focus group had 

during the lesson. These exchanges served to supplement what I heard following the 

trail of the teacher and enriched the presentation of what was taking place in the 

classroom during the observation. I also included the teaching resources, such as 

transcriptions of the audio component of the video’s the class watched or the 

assignment sheets for small group work as a component of the trail of the teacher; I 

consider them to be part of the communication between the teacher and the children. 

Despite difficulties arising from the sheer quantity of recorded material alongside the 

• Classroom observations7

• Focus group interviews5

• Teacher interviews5
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degree of concentration needed to interpret what was said arising from the quality of 

the recording, a very interesting narrative containing valuable information started to 

appear. Due to time pressure some of the focus group and teacher interviews were 

transcribed by a professional transcriber. I carefully reviewed all the transcripts that 

had been outsourced while listening to the audio recordings, keeping in mind, as 

Bazeley (2013) rightfully states, words that are unintentionally omitted or wrongly 

heard can change the entire meaning of a sentence. Generally, there were only minor 

errors, often caused by the transcriber not being familiar with the background of the 

research and the context of the interview itself. I always did the transcriptions of the 

classroom observations myself, as this was a very challenging process. 

To be able to make sense out of the data and to discern patterns, Ryan and Bernard 

(2000) stress the need to reduce the amount of data. It should be pointed out that 

decisions about what and how to record, and what and how to transcribe are 

interpretive acts that offer ways of reducing a large amount of data and making it more 

accessible, and were made with the intention to stay as true as possible to the 

participants’ interaction. While transcribing the observed lessons, I occasionally 

further reduced the data by summarising those fragments of the observation that did 

not seem relevant to the study to save time (Stake, 1995). For example, I omitted a 

teacher’s discussion with the children about properly shutting down laptops. Later 

when coding the data, the summaries reminded me why a particular fragment wasn’t 

literally transcribed.  

3.7.3 First Coding Cycle 

During the next phase I performed interpretive content analysis, which is a systematic 

way of analysing the presence, and interpreting the meanings and relationships, of 

words and concepts in latent and manifest communications (Drisko & Maschi, 2015). 

Central were the development of the coding analytical framework and the use of 1st 

coding cycle methods (see Table 3.6 below). At first it might seem odd to think that 

the data sources can be coded if the analysis tool to interrogate the data has not been 

finalised. However, in accordance with the premises of the hermeneutic circle and the 

abductive approach discussed in Section 3.2, I suggest that the coding and the 

development of the coding analytical framework cannot be entirely separated. The first 
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iteration of the coding analytical framework was based on the audio recording grids 

developed and used during the preliminary analysis phase. The coding framework was 

further refined during the coding process in response to new emerging insights. During 

the 1st coding phase I focussed on what was happening in the interactions between 

teacher and children, which characteristics of a learning environment conducive to the 

development of uncertainty competences were evident in the observed lessons, and 

which strategies the teachers employed to teach about complex and uncertain topics 

per classroom. 

 

Table 3.6: 1st Coding Cycle and emerging categories 

Coding Analytical Framework 

I began this phase by reading all three transcripts of classroom A (classroom 

observation, focus group and teacher interview) and (re)familiarising myself with the 

data. I highlighted anything that seemed of particular interest and wrote down key 

words or phrases next to the highlighted text. Saldaña (2016) calls this pre-coding. 

After this I turned my attention to the coding framework. According to Saldaña (2016) 

codes in qualitative research typically consist of words or short phrases that capture 

the essence “and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data” 

(p. 4) and further, that a variety of coding methods are needed to capture complex 

phenomenon such as the issues surrounding the teaching of uncertainty competences.  

I began by employing what Saldaña (2016) calls provisional coding, which entails 

using “researcher-generated codes based on what preparatory investigation suggests 
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might appear in the data before they are collected and analysed” (p. 297). These codes 

were based on the 52 elements from the audio recording grids discussed in section 

3.7.2, as well as on new codes formulated during the pre-coding process. The latter 

were interesting new elements suggested by initial review of the data. The codes were 

then grouped into categories on the basis of shared characteristics. The codes distilled 

from the audio recording grids were organised in ten categories (the same grouping as 

in the grids), to which I added two additional categories, one for various codes related 

to the teacher and the teaching strategy, and the other for various codes related to the 

learner and the group. The codes that were grouped in these new categories had 

emerged during the coding process. An example of a code that was added to the new 

category Various (Teacher & teaching strategy) was: Factors that limit a teacher from 

teaching about a complex, contradictory topic (e.g. lack of knowledge, lack of 

confidence, lack of teaching resources). An example of a code added to the new 

category Various (Learner & group) was: Children find it difficult to make choices 

regarding complex issues. The Coding Analytical Framework now consisted of 12 

categories and 65 codes. 

Inter-rater discussions to refine coding framework  

During the next step I asked my critical friend, who was familiar with the research, to 

code selected pages from each of the three transcripts. We compared the coding and 

discussed similarities and differences, which Armstrong et al. (1997) refer to as 

checking inter-rater reliability. This led to the rephrasing of some of the codes. It also 

affected my coding practice as it made me aware of the many layers of communication 

in the text. I decided to add footnotes to the framework for each code that required 

additional clarification and, as suggested by Kuckartz (2014), to employ some of the 

disputed excerpts as examples. This helped enhance my own thought process. Initially 

I thought it would also enhance the confirmability of the coding process, with which I 

refer to the degree that other researchers would confirm my coding. However, when I 

then asked someone familiar with the general area of educational research, but not with 

my study in particular, to code the same selection of pages, the coding had many more 

discrepancies than had been the case with my critical friend. An in-depth discussion 

about this revealed how important knowledge of the full context is for coding in an 
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interpretive study. By implication it also suggests the importance of guiding readers or 

listeners by providing extensive description concerning the context and the definitions 

employed in any written or oral presentation of the study. The discussion and her fresh 

perspective highlighted yet more layers of communication and social interaction in my 

data and helped refine my framework even further. Three new codes were added (e.g. 

Children display emotion when confronted with uncertainty related to contradictory 

information), the framework now totalling 68 codes. No new categories emerged. 

1st cycle coding methods: searching for patterns 

In addition to the provisional coding method described above, I also employed four 

other first cycle coding methods discussed by Saldaña (2016) including: “process 

coding” (p. 110) which focuses on observable and conceptual action in the data, 

“emotion coding” (p. 124) which focuses on participant’s recalled or experienced 

emotions, “values coding” (p. 131) which focuses on participant’s values, attitudes and 

beliefs and “versus coding” (p. 136) which focuses on dichotomous language. An 

example of the last, of particular importance to my study, concerns the identification 

of conditional language versus unconditional language. Saldaña (2016) describes 

coding as “a cyclical act” (p. 9); by returning to the transcripts, each time with a 

different coding focus, new insights emerged.  

Bazeley (2013) emphasizes that the process of coding can provide “a means of 

purposefully managing, locating, identifying, sifting, sorting, and querying data” (p. 

125). While coding data the interpretive researcher searches for patterns which 

Saldaña (2016) describes as occurrences that show up more than twice in the data and 

are interpreted as more trustworthy indicators for human habits, salience and 

importance in people’s everyday lives than single occurrences would be. Hatch (2002) 

characterises patterns amongst other indicators according to “similarity (things happen 

the same way), difference (they happen in predictably different ways), frequency (they 

happen often or seldom), sequence (they happen in a certain order) and correspondence 

(they happen in relation to other activities or events), and causation (one appears to 

cause another)” (p. 155). I looked in particular for correspondence patterns as I was 

searching for a relationship between the teaching strategies teachers employed and the 

opportunities that were potentially created for developing uncertainty competences.  
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Next I focused on coding the remaining transcripts (Classroom B – E), as well as the 

other data sources (teaching resources and children’s assignments). Meanwhile I 

maintained the coding framework, except where new findings demanded changes. In 

that case I tried to rephrase a code rather than add a new one. An example of how this 

worked in practice is code 50: Children find, select and utilise information, to which I 

added Teacher teaches how to find, select and utilise information. An observed 

behaviour can often be viewed from either the child’s or the teacher’s perspective and 

it makes sense to group them together. At the end of the first coding cycle the coding 

framework consisted of 12 categories and 72 codes (Appendix I and J).  

At the beginning of the 1st coding cycle I decided to try Nvivo software to manage the 

coding and analysis of the data as I had collected a large amount of multimedia data 

sources and the literature suggested that Nvivo software was useful for linking such 

sources (Bazeley & Jackson, 2013). In the end I was not convinced that it was more 

valuable than using printed transcripts with written codes. Nvivo was useful for pulling 

up all potentially relevant excerpts and other coded data sources, such as teaching 

resources and pictures taken in the classroom. This was especially useful because the 

long duration of the data analysis phase sometimes made it difficult to recollect exactly 

what was said in each transcript. On the other hand, using printed transcripts set 

relevant excerpts in the context of what happened before and after the event.  

3.7.4 2nd cycle coding 

I then entered the 2nd coding cycle (see Table 3.7 below). According to Saldaña (2016), 

coding methods that fall into this category incorporate activities such as “classifying, 

prioritizing, integrating, synthesizing, abstracting, conceptualizing, and theory 

building” (p. 69). It is important to note that in my study none of the data collection 

methods had explanatory precedence over the other methods (Cronin, Alexander, 

Fielding, Moran-Ellis & Thomas, 2008). I made no attempt to transform the different 

kinds of collected data into one particular type. The integrity and independent 

epistemological contribution of the datasets was maintained (Cronin, Alexander, 

Fielding, Moran-Ellis & Thomas, 2008) throughout the study. The datasets were all 

used to create a richer picture of what transpired in the classroom. 
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In this phase I made use of Saldaña’s (2016) 2nd cycle coding method, focused coding, 

which refers to categorising “coded data based on thematic or conceptual similarity” 

(p. 294). I looked for the most significant codes from the first coding cycle in order to 

develop salient thematic categories. Saldaña (2016) calls the process that ensued, the 

process of synthesis, which is similar to what Stake (1995) refers to as aggregation. 

During synthesis I combined codes whilst moving “toward consolidated meaning” (p. 

10) in the form of themes. The five themes that emerged are the key elements of a 

teaching strategy focused on teaching uncertainty competences: (1) learning 

objectives, (2) topic, (3) learning activities, (4) teaching resources, and (5) 

language and questions (see Chapter 4). In addition, close examination of the data 

led to an increasing awareness of the relevance of the use of conditional and 

unconditional language (vocabulary and grammar) as well as the use of questions in 

the classroom. This reverberated with the work of Ellen Langer (See 2.4.4), leading to 

a further concentration on the conditional language being used in the classroom to 

communicate about uncertainty. I chose at this time to focus on the use of relevant 

vocabulary and grammar in the teacher-children interactions because such a focus had 

the potential to lead to concrete measures that align with the primary school curriculum 

and that primary school teachers could implement in their English language 

curriculum. 

I returned to the data sources several times during this phase. For example, I recoded 

the transcripts with a focus on the questions the teacher and children were asking and 

scrutinised the unconditional and conditional language that was being used. I also 

explored the vocabulary employed and sometimes actively taught in each classroom 

that related to talking about uncertain knowledge and multiple perspectives (see 

Chapter 6).  
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Table 3.7: 2nd Coding Cycle and emerging themes 

3.8 Data verification 

In this section I discuss the different data verification methods that were employed for 

each of the six data collection methods (classroom observation, focus group interview, 

teacher interview, teaching resources and children’s assignments). Considering the 

interpretive research design of this study it is logical to suggest, in accordance with 

Noble and Smith (2015), stepping away from the typical positivist constructs for 

attaining rigour, such as reliability, internal validity and generalisability. Qualitative 

researchers (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Shenton, 2004; 

Schwandt, Lincoln & Guba, 2007; Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012) speak instead of 

ways in which to enhance the trustworthiness of their findings. Lincoln and Guba 

(1985) and Schwandt et al. (2007) propose alternative criteria for qualitative research; 

I discuss two of these criteria, credibility and transferability, which seem particularly 

pertinent to my study in 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 below. 

3.8.1  Internal validity and credibility 

Internal validity refers to the question of whether the applied indicator measures what 

the researcher intended to measure (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012). Internal validity 

assumes that there is one reality that can be correctly measured. From an interpretive 
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perspective, however, there are multiple realities. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) 

therefore argue that it is not merely the perspective of the researcher that establishes 

what reality is in terms of the study; rather it is, in addition, the meaning that the 

different research participants attach to the phenomenon under investigation. Guba and 

Lincoln (1985) suggest that referring to credibility rather than internal validity would 

better reflect the interpretive perspective. There are many strategies that can be 

employed to enhance the credibility of an interpretive research project.  

In addition to a thorough preparation, the formulation of clear research questions 

congruent with the research design, philosophical justification, detailed descriptions 

of how the data was collected and analysed (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 1999; 

Stake, 1995), I applied seven data verification strategies to enhance the credibility of 

this interpretive research project.  

The first strategy is what Thurmond (2001) calls “methodological triangulation” (p. 

254) which, in my study, involved the use of six different data collection methods (see 

Section 3.6). Bazeley (2013) explains that the aim is to compare the inferences drawn 

from the various data sources.  However, I agree with critical researchers such as 

Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012) and Hammersley (2008) who point out that 

triangulation remains a term rooted in positivist approaches. Contrary to positivist 

research where the aim is to find convergence across the multiple sources and, in doing 

so, find the truth, interpretivist research rests on the basic assumption that there are 

multiple ways of meaning-making and multiple meanings. I was also alert to the 

caution that triangulation can be ambiguous as my six data sources (audio recordings 

from classroom observation, focus group interviews and teacher interviews, as well as 

teaching resources and children’s assignments) come in forms that defy direct 

comparison (Barbour, 2001). As a result of these disparities, it is difficult even to say 

what would constitute a congruent picture. On the other hand, because each data source 

reflects what was happening from a different angle, they can lead to a more complete 

description of the phenomenon. 

The second data verification method, “familiarity with the culture of participating 

organisations” (p. 65), relates to the preparation I did before each classroom 

observation. After talking briefly with the teachers when I first met them, I had a more 
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elaborate telephone conversation with each to discuss how the observed lesson would 

fit into their programme and the school’s curriculum. I also studied the school websites 

and school handbooks to get a better impression of each school community before my 

first visit. Upon arrival at the school I was often struck by the displays in the corridors 

of what the children had produced during different school activities. For example, 

school B exhibited many projects focused on sustainability challenges. This influenced 

my expectations concerning the observed lessons and the interviews, for example, as 

to the level of engagement I expected with respect to a sustainability topic. The 

Classroom B children were indeed very engaged in the project about dams and 

concerned about the potential consequences for people and environment.  

As my third verification strategy, I employed “member checking” (p. 408), which 

Bazeley (2013) defines as checking with the research participants to see if they agree 

with the findings. It is widely promoted by scholars for the enhancement of the 

credibility of the research findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Krefting, 1991; Stake, 

1995; Creswell & Miller, 2000; Shenton, 2004; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007; 

Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012; Bazeley, 2013). This took place in various phases of 

my research. Directly after the end of the observed lesson I discussed key events with 

the teacher and in doing so I checked my own interpretation of what happened in the 

classroom. This was particularly relevant for the recordings from the lessons as well 

as the field notes that I made during the observations. During the data analysis I 

provided each of the five teachers with a 1-page summary of my interpretation of the 

teaching strategy the teacher had employed in the observed lesson and the 

opportunities it provided for the development of uncertainty competences. See Chapter 

9 for a description of the teaching strategy per classroom. I asked the teachers to 

respond by email if they felt that anything needed to be changed, added or removed. 

No changes were proposed.  

The fourth verification method I employed are what Shenton (2004) calls “debriefing 

sessions” (p. 67) and refers to the meetings with my supervisors and with my critical 

friend to discuss everything from the development of the research questions to my 

literature search, the research design, implementation issues, analysis and the 

presentation of the findings. These sessions helped me uncover tensions in the research 
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process that I could then try to resolve, as well as helping me reflect on my 

assumptions. It was for example very useful to reflect on the classroom observation 

with my critical friend in preparation for the focus group interview, and similarly to 

reflect on the focus group interview in preparing for the interview with the teacher. 

During the focus group interview with children from Classroom D some of the children 

mentioned going home and double checking the teacher’s information about there 

being no beavers in the wild in Scotland. This prompted me to ask the teacher if he 

thought the children ever doubted the information he provided them with. The teacher 

then described the tension between discussing facts and opinions, contradictory views, 

knowledge sources and the children’s expectation that the teacher always tells the 

truth. 

Verification strategy number five involves, in Shenton’s (2004) words, “peer scrutiny 

of the research project” (p. 67), and includes opportunities to publish peer reviewed 

articles, or in my case, a book chapter that resulted from my initial literature research, 

as well as presenting my research to and receiving feedback from education scholars. 

Presentations that offered such opportunities included: PhD Seminar Udeskole and 

Outdoor Education (Denmark, April 2015), Interweaving Conference Moray House 

School of Education (Scotland, September 2015), a 3-day Seminar Outdoor and 

Environmental Education Research (Scotland, April 2016), 3rd European Conference 

on Curriculum Studies (Scotland, June 2017), 9th World Environmental Education 

Congress (Canada, September 2017) and Beneluxconferentie: Leren leven binnen de 

grenzen van onze aarde (Netherlands, November 2017). I also presented and defended 

my work in front of a first-year Progression Board Committee (September 2015) and 

I presented several times in the University of Edinburgh Outdoor and Environmental 

Education Group during the period 2014 - 2017. These exchanges provided me with 

opportunities to critically assess and refine my ideas as well as the interpretation of my 

empirical data. One memorable discussion focused on concerns around encouraging 

children to challenge knowledge sources. A conference participant suggested that a 

topic such as climate change should be “off limits” with respect to challenging 

knowledge sources because it could lead to climate change denial, which was 

unacceptable and dangerous. I argued that avoiding contentious topics is doing a 

disservice to our children who are surrounded by contradictory information and 
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disinformation regarding many potentially devastating issues. The interchange 

reinforced my thinking regarding the importance of uncertainty competences. In 

answer to this conference participant’s concern, welcoming uncertainty into the 

learning environment paired with developing uncertainty competences at an early age 

could provide the children with tools with which to face the issues she wished to 

protect them from. 

The sixth data verification method that I used was keeping what Morrow (2005) calls 

a “self-reflective journal” (p. 254) throughout the research process; this method is 

encouraged by many scholars (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Shenton, 2004; Schwartz-

Shea & Yanow, 2012). In the journal I noted pivotal decisions, impressions from the 

classroom observations and interviews, thoughts on emerging patterns in the data and 

notes from discussions with teachers and researchers about my study. This was an 

extremely valuable aid to memory.   

The seventh and final verification method consists of sharing background information 

about myself with the reader. Shenton (2004) and Patton (1999) emphasise the 

importance of this practice because they consider the qualitative researcher to be a 

research instrument. As Yanow (2006) puts it, the interpretive researcher cannot stand 

objectively outside the subject under investigation. Relevant information might 

include my experience and training and my personal interest in the subject under 

investigation (see Preface and Section 3.2.4). For example, I did not have a teaching 

degree and was not Scottish. I brought that background with me to the classroom 

observations (e.g. how I introduced myself to the children) and the interviews (e.g. 

asking questions about teaching in Scottish primary schools that I might not have asked 

if I had had a background as a primary school teacher or had grown up in Scotland). 

As the observations and the interviews all involve interpretive acts, Schwartz-Shea and 

Yanow (2012) point out that this kind of information may be relevant for the reader’s 

understanding of the outcomes of the study. In summary, I employed seven data 

verification strategies in order to ensure a rigorous and extensive data analysis process. 
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3.8.2 Generalisability and transferability 

Generalisability, or external validity, deals with questions concerning whether or not 

the research conclusions can be generalised outside of the specific research situation 

(Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007). Researchers agree that the production of 

contextualised, local knowledge is inherent to interpretive research (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007; Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012; 

Bazeley, 2013). Meaning-making takes place in a particular situation, place and time. 

In this light it is not relevant to talk about interpretive research findings that can be 

generalized and broadly applied. This does not mean, as Bazeley (2013) makes clear, 

that the findings are not relevant for other cases. To enhance the transferability of a 

study, many researchers (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Creswell & Miller, 2000; Shenton, 

2004, Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007; Schwandt et al., 2007) postulate the 

importance of thick descriptions which refer to detailed narratives about the 

phenomenon under investigation and the context in which the fieldwork took place. 

Detailed descriptions of my classroom observations have been provided (see Appendix 

C) and many excerpts from the data have been included in the findings chapters (see 

Chapters 4-8) to give the reader a real sense of the classroom observations and 

interviews (Hatch, 2002). These narratives enable readers to assess the relevance of 

the findings to other cases for themselves.  

3.9 Summary 

In Chapter 3 I provided a detailed and transparent audit trail (Cohen, Manion & 

Morrison, 2007; Schwandt et al., 2007; Noble & Smith, 2015), in order to allow the 

reader to follow the entire sequence of my research. Central to my study is an 

interpretive research paradigm that informed all aspects of the methodology. I selected 

a multiple case study design involving five Scottish primary 6/7 classrooms, collected 

six different data sources (classroom observations, field notes, focus group interviews 

with children, interviews with the teachers, teaching resources and children’s 

assignments), and employed interpretive content analysis to interrogate the data. 

Although only five classrooms were studied, the in-depth analysis led to interesting 

contextualised findings that served to refine my ideas about teaching uncertainty 

competences in the upper primary years. In Chapter 4-9 attention moves to the 
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findings. The Guided Walk through the findings chapters that precedes Chapter 4 

explains what the reader can expect from these chapters. 
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A Guided Walk through the 

findings chapters 

This study aspires to discover which 

characteristics of the learning environment of an upper primary classroom facilitate 

the development of uncertainty competences. In Chapter 2 I have specifically 

discussed the key elements of the learning environment: the physical (or virtual) 

setting, the learner, the group of co-learners, the teacher, the cultural institutions, the 

classroom procedures, and the teaching strategy. The findings from my study placed 

alongside the literature shed light on one of those elements in particular: the teaching 

strategy. Findings from the classroom observations, the audio recordings and the 

employed teaching resources in the five P6/P7 classrooms are reflected upon and 

enriched by the focus group interviews and teacher interviews. In a few classrooms the 

children made posters and PowerPoint presentations providing additional insights. 

Colourful narratives based on interwoven themes that emerged from the data will be 

encountered as the reader moves through the upcoming findings chapters. The themes 

relate to the teaching strategies the different teachers employed to teach about complex 

and contradictory sustainability topics, and the opportunities for the development of 

uncertainty competences these strategies afforded.  

The themes that emerged from the data together form the components of a teaching 

strategy. They are the: (1) learning objectives, (2) topic, (3) learning activities, (4) 

teaching resources, and (5) language and questions used by the teacher. The teacher 

makes choices regarding each of these components when designing lessons, which in 

turn influence the presence or absence of uncertainty, complexity and contradiction in 

the classroom. Upon close examination of the findings alongside the relevant literature 

one of those themes, the teacher’s language and questions, fortuitously generated many 

interesting ideas. I therefore focused on deepening the analysis of that theme. The 

reader will find that the first four themes in findings Chapter 4, although all relevant 

and interconnected, are less deeply worked-out than the language theme discussed in 

Chapters 5 to 8. I made that decision because the aspect of language use in the dialogue 

about teaching children how to deal with uncertainty is underexplored and at the same 

time has the potential to offer concrete measures teachers can consider employing in 
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their day-to-day teaching practice. In addition, these findings suggest a path towards 

beginning to teach children (in the upper primary school years) uncertainty 

competences. 

This current study continues to build on earlier published work concerned with 

teaching uncertainty competences. In Chapter 2 I presented a 17-item list of 

uncertainty competences (Tauritz, 2016). During the data analysis three new 

uncertainty competences emerged. They are included in the Revised List of 

Uncertainty Competences which will be presented in Chapter 10 (see Table 10.1). 

Where they are discussed in the findings chapters they will be denoted by a star: 

Being able to conduct research on complex and uncertain topics 

Being able to interpret what others are communicating about their degree of certainty 

Being able to express one’s own degree of certainty  

I invite the reader to follow the Trail of the Teacher as each of them moves through 

their own classroom, sometimes interacting with the whole class, sometimes with a 

small group of children, and at other times with an individual child. A brief description 

of each of the classrooms and the observed lesson can be found in Section 3.4.3. For a 

more detailed account of the case studies see Appendix C. In the findings chapters I 

will refer to Classrooms A to E. Table 4.0 below provides a quick overview of the 

lesson topics taught in each of those classrooms.  

 

 

Table 4.0: Lesson topics selected by the five observed teachers 

Due to the nature of the observations and the use of audio recordings in classrooms in 

which up to 25 children were sometimes simultaneously in active discussion with each 

Classroom Topic of the observed lesson 

A Global warming 

B Dams 

C Dying of the sun and birds 

D Beaver reintroduction 

E Pollination 
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other, it was not always possible to provide a child’s name and gender during teacher-

child interactions. Those occasions are indicated by the word child in an excerpt. In 

some cases I was able to tell whether the child was a boy or girl. However, as there 

was no evidence of gender being relevant in this study, I decided to use the gender-

neutral identifier child. Where I could specifically identify the child’s identity I used 

pseudonyms as the knowledge of who the child was could, for example, reveal that 

particular children changed over time in their approach to questioning the certainty of 

information. In such instances it was, in addition, often possible to deepen the analysis 

with information gained from the focus group and teacher interviews. The texts in 

italics that are dispersed throughout the findings chapters are the children’s and 

teacher’s own words. They were extracted from the transcripts of the classroom 

observations, the focus group interviews and the teacher interviews. These words 

represent the individual teachers, the individual children that could be identified, and 

in the other cases the children’s voice. Where teachers used teaching resources made 

by third parties, such as videos and PowerPoint presentations, I interpreted the 

language used in them as if they were the teacher’s own words.  

In the coming chapters many examples drawn from the five classrooms will be 

discussed. Each classroom offers the reader valuable lessons. Examining them 

critically should not be seen as a critique of an individual teacher’s performance, but 

rather, as Alexander (2006) posits, as offering chances to make dilemmas faced during 

a particular observed lesson, and at times experienced by all teachers, explicit and 

discussable. Only in doing this, can we further our joint understanding of how to 

facilitate the development of uncertainty competences.
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Chapter 4 Teaching strategy: A teacher’s choices 

Perhaps we need a different vision of education, a vision that 

foregrounds educating for the unknown as much as for the known. 

Perhaps we need a vision of education that’s more “future wise,” 

reflecting our best guesses about what’s most likely to happen and 

foregrounding flexible knowledge likely to inform whatever does 

happen. 

(Perkins, 2014, p. 20-21) 

4.1 Introduction 

As discussed in A Guided Walk through the findings chapters, Chapter 4 will focus on 

the first four components of the teaching strategy, namely learning objectives, topics, 

learning activities, and teaching resources, and Chapters 5 to 8 will discuss the fifth 

component, language and questions used by the teacher. These five themes will be 

discussed and related to the development of uncertainty competences and the presence 

or absence of uncertainty, complexity and contradiction in the classroom. In Section 

2.5 I briefly mentioned that one of the key elements of a learning environment consists 

of the teaching strategy. In Section 4.2 I present a more detailed definition of a teaching 

strategy. I will discuss the key elements of the teaching strategy as they emerged in 

my study in the subsequent sections. In Section 4.3 I focus on the learning objectives, 

which form the basis of the strategy the teacher selects. In Section 4.4 I discuss what 

the teachers in my study thought in regard to teaching about complex issues to children 

in P6/P7. In addition, I argue that the field of learning for sustainability affords 

valuable topics for the development of uncertainty competences. Section 4.5 provides 

an overview of the learning activities that were used in the observed lessons and I 

reflect on the possibilites they offered for facilitating the development of uncertainty 

competences. In Section 4.6 I reflect briefly on the employed teaching resources. As 

the language and questions used by the teacher became the focal point of my study, 

they will be discussed in more depth in the subsequent chapters. 

4.2 Teaching strategy 

Ever since I set out to study how teachers can prepare their students for a complex and 

uncertain world, I have been searching for effective teaching strategies. In Chapter 2, 

I shared my definition of a learning environment and I explained that the teaching 
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strategy was a key element. The literature tells us that teaching strategies refer to, for 

example, the methods, procedures, techniques and processes that shape the instructions 

with which teachers facilitate student learning (Orlich et al. 2013; Wandberg & 

Rohwer, 2010). According to Toohey (1999) “A teaching strategy is … a plan for 

someone else’s learning, and it encompasses the presentations which the teacher might 

make, the exercises and activities designed for the students, materials which will be 

supplied or suggested for students to work with, and ways in which evidence of their 

growing understanding and capability will be collected” (p. 152). Initially I found this 

definition useful, because it makes concrete for a teacher what needs to be considered 

when developing a lesson. However, it was not until I started examining the data that 

an even clearer perspective on what I now regard as the five key components of the 

teaching strategy emerged. Based on my findings, I define a teaching strategy as the 

lesson plan the teacher designs with particular learning objectives for the students in 

mind, to be achieved by using carefully chosen topics, well designed learning 

activities, either purposely developed or selected teaching resources, and the 

deliberate use of language and questions to support the teaching process (see Figure 

4.1 below). The reader will note that in contrast to Orlich et al. (2013), Wandberg and 

Rohwer (2010) and Toohey (1999), topic selection, and the language and questions 

teachers intend to employ are also included in my definition. In the rest of the section 

each component is considered in the context of teaching uncertainty competences. 

 

Figure 4.1: The five key elements of the teaching strategy 

Teaching 
strategy

Learning 
objectives

Topics

Learning 
activities

Teaching 
resources

Language 
and 

Questions
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4.3 Learning objectives 

According to the Dictionary of Education (Wallace, 2015), a learning objective is:  

A clear statement of what the student or pupil should have learned by the end of 

the task, the lesson, the scheme of work, or the course of study. Learning 

objectives provide focus and direction and clarify what must be assessed in order 

to ascertain whether learning has taken place. … On the basis of these the teacher 

will construct a scheme of work, which is then broken down into individual 

lessons plans, which between them, provide coverage of all the learning 

objectives … (see ‘objectives, learning’, para 1). 

I asked the teachers in my study to design between one and three lessons about a 

sustainability topic of their choice. It needed to be a complex topic and contain 

contradictory information. As I did not want to unduly influence the teacher’s choices, 

I did not explicitly tell the teachers that my focus was on teaching learning objectives 

relevant to the list of uncertainty competences I had established before I started doing 

the fieldwork (see Section 2.3.3). I employed my initial list during the data collection 

and first analysis phases. The list has since been expanded to include three additional 

uncertainty competences that emerged from my findings, as will be addressed in the 

subsequent findings chapters. When discussing uncertainty competences in Chapters 

4 to 9 I will refer forward to the Revised List of Uncertainty Competences provided in 

Chapter 10. 

4.3.1 Learning objectives selected by the five classroom teachers 

I asked the teachers to provide me with a lesson plan before the observed lesson(s). 

The teachers from Classroom C and D gave me full lesson plans that specified 

outcomes and experiences articulated in Curriculum for Excellence (Scottish 

Executive, 2004), the lesson objectives, success criteria, activities, and in the case of 

Classroom C the evidence that teacher intended to use to check if the success criteria 

had been met. Classroom Teachers A, B and E did not specifically mention outcomes 

and experiences from Curriculum for Excellence (Scottish Executive, 2004) in their 

lesson plans, or during the interview. The Classroom B teacher sent me an email before 

the lesson that contained three lesson objectives. The teachers from Classroom A and 

E did not provide me with any kind of lesson plan or learning objectives. During the 
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interviews I asked the teachers about the learning objectives they had set for their 

lesson. I established that the teachers from Classroom A and E essentially saw the 

transfer of content knowledge, respectively about global warming and about the 

process of pollination and plant reproduction, as their learning objectives. Although 

global warming certainly is a complex and uncertain topic, understanding and 

responding to the contradictory information was not an explicitly mentioned learning 

objective. The lesson about plant reproduction included complex vocabulary, but, as 

it is not a particularly uncertain or controversial topic, it is unsurprising that no learning 

objectives related to uncertainty competences were indicated. 

The Classroom B teacher specified both content-related learning objectives to develop 

knowledge and understanding of what a dam is and explore the advantages and 

disadvantages of dams, as well as a skill-related learning objective to debate the 

advantages and disadvantages of dams with regard to their effects on our environment 

as her learning objectives. As the teacher and the children explored the advantages and 

disadvantages, they were examining different perspectives. This relates to the 

development of the uncertainty competences being able to understand people with 

different perspectives and being able to reason. The children were also developing the 

language needed to talk about multiple perspectives. This was not a predetermined 

learning objective, but certainly relates to the exploration of the pros and cons of dams 

and could have easily been emphasised as a learning objective and expanded on in the 

classroom (see Section 4.3.2). 

The teachers from Classroom C and D worked out their learning objectives in much 

more detail. They each articulated three outcomes and experiences selected from the 

Curriculum for Excellence (Scottish Executive, 2004). One of those outcomes and 

experiences was mentioned in both lesson plans: SCN 2-20b – “I can report and 

comment on current scientific news items to develop my knowledge and understanding 

of topical science” (Scottish Executive, 2004, p. 277). The formulated learning 

objectives related to these outcomes and experiences and appeared to coincide with 

what was actually being taught during the observed lessons. 

Teacher C developed a lesson comprising of three observed sessions. She mentioned 

two assessment questions for the first lesson: Are wind farms a good or a bad thing? 
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and Are there other solutions which may be better than putting more wind farms in the 

Lammermuir Hills? The school is located near these hills, connecting the topic to the 

children’s experience. Her learning objective for lesson one was I can identify a 

complex scientific issue [wind farms] and am able to discuss the main ideas and her 

success criteria were being able to participate in the group discussions with your own 

thoughts and feelings and listen to the views of others. The main topics for the second 

lesson differed from the original lesson plan because the teacher adapted it on the basis 

of the interests the children displayed during the first lesson. The new assessment 

questions were What do birds do for the world? And How will the Sun die? For lesson 

two the learning objective was I can research and discuss a complex issue [role of 

birds and dying of the Sun], giving my own ideas and opinions and her success criteria 

were being able to participate in the group discussions with your own thoughts and 

feelings and listen to the views of others. Lesson three’s learning objective and success 

criteria were the same as lesson two, with an additional learning objective I can back 

up my ideas and opinions with evidence from scientists and researchers and the 

additional success criterion being able to justify the information put in a presentation 

and explain it. The evidence with which to check if the success criteria had been met 

centred on being able to present information verbally as well as with PowerPoint 

presentations, being able to justify their … statements, express a view or opinion, and 

present evidence. The learning objectives relate to several uncertainty competences, 

namely: being able to understand people with different perspectives, being able to find, 

evaluate and utilise information, being able to reason, and being able to respond with 

the underlying probabilities (Tauritz, 2016). The learning objectives are also related to 

the development of language skills necessary to understand other people’s degree of 

knowledge uncertainty as well as express their own (see Section 6.2.2). However, 

because what these language skills might be is never established, it is left to chance 

which words and grammatical structures will be employed in the teacher’s and 

children’s communications. Having said that, there were clear examples during the 

lessons of this teacher discussing certain expressions and words with the children (see 

Section 6.2.3). During the interview the teacher from Classroom C mentioned another 

learning objective which was not articulated as such in the lesson plan: to question 

things and to ask questions of themselves, ask questions of others. This directly relates 
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to the uncertainty competence being able to entertain an enquiring mind (Tauritz, 

2016). The children in this classroom certainly asked more questions than children in 

other classrooms see Section 5.2.2. 

The teacher from Classroom D related his learning objectives to outcomes and 

experiences from three curriculum areas Literacy and English, Sciences, and Social 

studies articulated in Curriculum for Excellence (Scottish Executive, 2004). 

Interestingly the science outcome mentions develop knowledge and understanding of 

topical science, even though the teacher did not further formulate learning objectives 

focused on content knowledge in the lesson plan. During the observations and the 

interview, however, it became evident that transferring content knowledge about the 

flora and fauna of Scotland and in particular about beavers and ecology were 

important learning objectives to him as well. The learning objectives that he did 

formulate in his lesson plan were more focused on skills than on content knowledge, 

though the Curriculum for Excellence advocates both (see Section 1.3.1). The first 

learning objective in his plan was learning to use information to understand a 

controversial topic and the success criterion entailed using sources to find information 

to back up a point of view. The second learning objective and success criterion are best 

summarised by quoting the Literacy and English LIT 2-29a outcome that he noted in 

his lesson plan: “I can persuade, argue, explore issues or express an opinion using 

relevant supporting detail and/or evidence” (Scottish Executive, 2004, p. 16). The 

uncertainty competences that are being addressed are similar to those addressed in 

Classroom C: being able to understand people with different perspectives, being able 

to find, evaluate and utilise information, being able to reason, and being able to 

respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities (Tauritz, 2016). At the same 

time, the Literacy and English outcome that this teacher indicated could have provided 

a useful point of departure for addressing other uncertainty competences related to the 

development of language that can be used to communicate about the notion of certainty 

of knowledge (see Section 6.2.2).  

4.3.2 Articulating uncertainty competences as learning objectives 

It is noteworthy that in this study the same narrow selection of uncertainty 

competences, often focused on reducing uncertainty, is more likely to be mentioned 
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in lesson plans about complex sustainability topics in P6/P7 than other uncertainty 

competences from the list. Examples include the ability to understand people with 

different perspectives, the ability to find, evaluate and utilise information, the ability 

to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources, and the ability 

to reason. These uncertainty competences are typically already a part of the 

Curriculum for Excellence. They generally fall into the broad category of critical 

thinking, competences which are mentioned in all major frameworks for 21st century 

skills (Voogt & Pareja Roblin, 2012) (see Section 1.2.2).  

However, there are also uncertainty competences teachers are not at all, or at least less 

aware of such as: being able to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action, being 

able to employ lateral thinking and being able to prioritise among many urgent issues 

(Tauritz, 2016). Although Teacher A’s learning activity, involving ordering 

environmental issues the children had listed in the previous learning activity from most 

to least important, supported the development of the latter competence, she was not 

aware of this and therefore missed the opportunity to expand on this with the children 

(see Section 4.5). 

4.4 Topic selection 

Topic selection is an important part of formulating the teaching strategy, as topics 

afford very different learning opportunities. If the goal is to teach uncertainty 

competences, then a learning environment in which uncertainty is made explicit and 

communicating about uncertainty is encouraged, is required (Tauritz, 2016). In the 

words of Beghetto (2017) “If we want to prepare students to respond productively to 

uncertainty, we need to have them tackle a full range of challenges, including those 

addressing ill-defined problems and big issues” (p. 23). Suitable topics can be 

characterised in terms of compositions of varying degrees of uncertainty, multiple and 

incompatible perspectives and values, contradictory information, and decision-making 

regarding problems without obvious solutions. The teachers in this study were asked 

to select any complex sustainability topic including a confrontation with contradictory 

information that they would like to teach about. The topics they chose were: global 

warming (Classroom A), building dams (Classroom B), wind energy / dying of the sun 

/ role of birds (Classroom C), reintroduction of beavers (Classroom D) and pollination 
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(Classroom E) (see Section 3.3.2). Section 4.4.1 focuses on the teacher’s 

interpretations of what constitutes a complex topic. Section 4.4.2 describes how the 

teachers in this study felt about teaching complex environmental topics to children in 

P6/P7. Subsequently, Section 4.4.3 explores the characteristics of topics that afford 

opportunities for the development of uncertainty competences. In addition, I argue the 

merits of sustainability topics as a rich source for teaching children how to handle 

knowledge uncertainty. 

4.4.1 Teachers’ interpretation of a complex topic 

The teachers’ topic selections were based on quite different interpretations of what 

constitutes a complex topic. Teacher A chose a topic that can be characterised by 

complicated content knowledge. Climate models encompass many variables that 

influence each other in intricate ways and are certainly not without ambiguity. Teacher 

B taught about the topic of building dams and viewed the multitude of advantages and 

disadvantages of building dams and how they affected different people and the 

environment, as complex. Paul (1995) refers to such topics as “multilogical (multi-

dimensional) problems: Problems that can be analysed and approached from more than 

one, often from conflicting, points of view or frames of reference” (p. 544). 

Monological issues on the other hand are viewed from one point of view, for example: 

How much CO2 can a Douglas fir absorb in one year? In agreement with Paul (1995) 

I propose that it could be beneficial to distinguish between monological and 

multilogical problems; selecting the latter provides more material for teaching 

uncertainty competences. Multilogical is often rendered as inter-disciplinary. Section 

4.4.3 demonstrates how a seemingly monological topic can often easily be transformed 

into a multilogical topic. The teacher from Classroom C interpreted complex issues as 

issues that involve other people’s points of view and differing opinions. She felt 

strongly that children need to be able to listen to other people and accept that other 

people might think differently to you and that it is okay. Her interpretation provided 

particularly rich opportunities for teaching uncertainty competences in the category of 

tolerating uncertainty. Teacher D’s perception of a complex issue was a lesson in 

which the children were offered larger amounts of content knowledge in other words 

less chunked into little bits than in earlier school years. In Classroom E the teacher had 
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originally communicated that she would teach about the complex topic of dying bee 

colonies around the world and the contradictory perspectives regarding the causes. 

However, when she looked into it she discovered as she said: the research is still a bit 

uncertain and I was a bit worried about going and speaking to them about things that 

I wasn’t 100% comfortable with. She decided to avoid a complex topic characterised 

by uncertain knowledge and multiple perspectives. Instead she decided to select a topic 

she also considered complex for the children because it contained unfamiliar 

vocabulary and they had limited understanding of the biological processes concerning 

pollination and plant reproduction.  

In conclusion, teachers have different interpretations of what constitutes a complex 

topic, ranging from topics that include lots of unfamiliar vocabulary, complicated 

content knowledge, confrontation with multiple perspectives and values, and larger 

quantities of information presented to the children at the same time. 

4.4.2 Teachers’ perspectives on teaching complex and uncertain topics in 

P6/P7 

When asked, both researchers and educators have expressed their opinions to me about 

teaching primary school aged children about complex, uncertain and contradictory 

environmental topics. At the same time, it is difficult to find research that takes an in-

depth developmental perspective on many of the uncertainty competences needed to 

engage with these topics. There are authors such as Estyn (2014) and Taylor, Quinn 

and Eames (2013) who describe children as being able to handle complex 

sustainability topics in primary school. According to Spiteri (2015), even children as 

young as three to seven years are able to discuss sustainability issues on a basic level.  

The psycholinguistic literature, however, offers more detailed information about the 

development of an understanding of relative uncertainty, as well as about children’s 

development of the language necessary to communicate with others about the certainty 

of knowledge. The teacher’s use of language in the classroom will be explored in-

depth in Chapters 5 to 8. A developmental perspective on communicating about the 

certainty of knowledge and multiple perspectives is offered in Section 10.5. The rest 

of this section will focus on the ideas of the teachers from this study concerning 

teaching complex issues in P6/P7, involving children age 10-12. 
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When the teacher from Classroom A was asked about her thoughts on teaching 

complex environmental issues in her P7 classroom she shared the following concern: 

We are still getting to grips with the curriculum and how to teach these sorts of 

complex issues … you have to start at primary 1, primary 2 … to get the level that I 

think they could discuss at primary 7 ... There has to be a progression. I can’t start in 

primary 7 and start talking about global warming if there has nothing been going on 

before. This teacher was of the opinion that the children could potentially deal with 

these topics, but that it requires applying “lines of development” (Scottish Executive, 

2004, p. 3) which describe the progression in learning during the children’s primary 

education. 

Teacher C had a very pronounced response to the question if children in P6/P7 are 

ready for learning about complex sustainability issues: 

Teacher I think all age groups can cope with a complex issue. It just depends on 

the issue. Five-year olds can cope with complex things, but it has just got 

to be done in a slightly different way and the content would have to be 

appropriate to that age group. But I don’t think you should be put off 

looking at complex issues until a certain age. Because often, the younger 

ones are more open to other people’s ideas and will be more open to listen 

to other people’s point of view whereas the older you get the more of a 

fixed mind-set and a closed … If you don’t start early enough and be able 

to listen to other people and accept that other people might think 

differently to you and that is ok, then it is not going to be so easy to do, the 

more complex issues when they get to age eleven or twelve. So I think it is 

really important not to be put off talking about complex issues with the 

smaller children … But I think maybe about the age of nine, ten, if you 

haven’t exposed them to listening to others and coping with change and 

coping with difference and complex issues and differing opinions then at 

that point they would probably be more difficult to bring back to it… 

The teacher from Classroom D was of the opinion that the children in P6 can kind of 

grapple with more bits of information … Further down everything needs to be quite 

clearly broken up and chunked into little bits. I think further up they can maybe cope 
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with slightly more things at the same time and kind of start to get that balance. He had 

not yet taught a P7 class and was therefore not sure of their abilities. When specifically 

asked how the children handled the contradictory perspectives about beaver 

reintroduction he shared with me that it very much depended on the individual child. 

Some are quite mature [Levy] has a quite developed kind of grasp on things. I think 

he can kind of always handle both sides of the argument and see that there are strong 

cases on both sides. I think some of them can handle it more than others. He said that 

the children in P6 were beginning to develop that skill. However, he also added I think 

others may be just still looking for a right and wrong answer.  

Although the teacher from Classroom E did not teach an uncertain topic containing 

contradictory information, I did ask how she thought the children would handle a 

project that had contradictory perspectives to consider. She was far less optimistic 

about this than, for example, Teacher C. Teacher E shared the following thoughts: 

Teacher There would be some of them, especially the ones that are more higher 

achieving, they would probably question it a lot more … And there is some 

of them, as well, that are ‘ok if this is the information I will just agree with 

it’ and they won’t question it … I think sometimes we are giving them too 

much information ... I try to make it simpler, I don’t give them too much. 

Maybe give them a couple of bits of information from both perspectives ... 

I know you are looking at complex, but some of them just can’t cope yet. 

And I don’t know whether some of them ever will be able to cope when it 

is more complex.  

When asked whether a complex environmental topic such as climate change should be 

discussed with this age group she answered:  

Teacher So long as we are not having it as doom and gloom ... We need to maybe 

say, well some of it maybe we can change, we could maybe do things 

differently and it might help it, but there are other things we have just got 

to accept are going to happen, because as human beings we have got no 

effect whatsoever on it … So long as we try to keep it on simpler terms for 

them … age and stage appropriate. I think they need to know. They are 
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part of this world now and they are going to be the people that might be 

making the decisions in the future, so if we start giving them the 

information, they hopefully will be able to build on it as they grow and 

mature.  

Teacher E’s perspective regarding an optimistic framing of environmental issues and 

offering children positive scenarios concurs with authors such as Kelsey and 

Armstrong (2012), Noble (2013), Sobel (1996) and Taylor, Quinn and Eames (2013). 

They warn that although these complex environmental topics can and should be taught 

in primary school, teachers should avoid a narrative of gloom and doom and instead 

provide a context in which children can explore their feelings, forge a strong positive 

connection to nature, and develop resilience and creativity. Ojala (2012) suggests that 

constructive hope could work as a motivational force for pro-environmental behaviour, 

as long as one guards against denial. 

In summary, teachers in this study displayed a range of perspectives on the ability of 

children in P6/P7 to handle complex topics. Generally, the high achieving children are 

expected to be able to handle complex and uncertain topics in P6/P7. Some teachers 

in my study suggested that children need to be prepared for complex topics in P6/P7 

through the introduction of complex and age-appropriate topics earlier in their school 

career. More research is needed regarding the age and stage appropriateness of 

teaching these complex and uncertain environmental issues.  

4.4.3 Characteristics of complex and uncertain topics with a large learning 

potential 

Selecting appropriate topics for the development of uncertainty competences is not 

unproblematic. Teachers need a good understanding of the competences they set out 

to develop, as well as of the topic characteristics that afford more or fewer learning 

opportunities to develop them. It was discussed in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2 that 

the teachers in this study had different interpretations of what a complex sustainability 

issue entailed, which learning objectives could be achieved by teaching about them, 

and how much complexity and contradiction the children could handle. In Section 

4.4.3 I will examine the characteristics that could contribute to a topic’s potential for 

developing uncertainty competences. Table 4.1 provides an overview of the topic 
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characteristics which derive from the way the teacher presented the topic to the 

children.  
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Characteristics ↓ 

Complex X X X X  X X 

Uncertain  X  X X  X  

Multilogical X X X X X X  

Controversial X X X  X X  

Dynamic X  X   X  

Emergent    X X   

Misinformation X  X     

Confusing X X X X  X  

Immediate/urgent X X      

Personally relevant      X  

Unknowable  X   X    

Table 4.1: Overview of the topics and how the teacher framed them   

Whether a particular topic can be characterised as, for example, immediate or 

personally relevant for a child is largely dependent on the context. For a child growing 

up on one of the Pacific islands at risk of disappearing due to climate change, a topic 

such as climate change is far more urgent and personally relevant than it would be for 

a child growing up in Scotland. I suggest, as did Spiteri (2018), that topics can be made 

more personally relevant by connecting them, for example, to local issues in the 

children’s world. The overview in Table 4.1 is based on the approach the teachers took 

in this study. For instance, the topic of pollination was approached purely from a 

biological perspective. However, it could easily have been transformed into a complex, 

inter-disciplinary and controversial sustainability topic by talking about the causes of 

the dying bee colonies around the world and the effect this may have on our long-term 

food production.  
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Teacher A selected global warming and the changing weather patterns as her main 

topic for the lesson. It is a useful topic for this discussion as it incorporates many topic 

characteristics relevant to the development of uncertainty competences (see Table 4.1). 

Global warming is a challenging topic in many respects and therefore it is not 

surprising that the teacher shared with me during the interview, that although she was 

interested in the environment, she did not feel confident teaching about such a 

controversial topic. 

Teacher … I am interested in the environment and I would love to do that, but 

actually I don’t know quite how to deal with all the … like talking about 

global warming as a topic area… and discussing … I don’t even know 

whether there is enough information to run a topic about it … I have 

just not done that kind of thing where we have taken sort of 

controversial issues … So therefore, I don’t feel knowledgeable about 

them.  

Global warming and changing climate patterns are indeed very complex issues. The 

topic is also inter-disciplinary, or multilogical, as Paul (1995) refers to it, and cannot 

be fully understood without looking at the broad spectrum of climatological, 

biological, geological, economic, cultural, political and social processes involved. 

Many scholars suggest that learning how to deal with sustainability challenges requires 

an inter-disciplinary and holistic teaching process (Morrison, 2008; Hall, 2014). Inter-

disciplinary education implies connecting different subjects; integrating knowledge is 

a requirement for handling complex and therefore inherently uncertain issues. A 

holistic teaching process focuses on a topic in its totality. It encourages incorporating 

multiple knowledge sources. Although according to Taylor, Quinn and Eames (2013), 

it is hard for teachers and primary school children to gain a precise and sophisticated 

understanding of holistic inter-disciplinary scientific phenomena such as climate 

change, it is nonetheless essential. 

In addition, although there is an increasingly robust body of knowledge, for example, 

published by the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), there are also 

many knowledge uncertainties. Navigating the scientific language of probabilities is 

no small feat and requires specialised skills. Another characteristic mentioned by 
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Voogt and Pareja Roblin (2012) is the dynamic and continuously changing nature of 

this topic. The findings suggest that teachers are aware of the need to keep up to date 

regarding new ideas and knowledge as they enter the public realm and adjust their 

teaching accordingly.  

Higgins (2009) highlights another characteristic, stating that “many modern issues also 

are difficult to fully understand because they are obscured, hidden, or even subject to 

forms of misinformation” (p. 50). The issue of misinformation is also troubling with 

respect to a controversial and urgent topic like global warming. Groups, such as the 

Heartland Institute, who deny the scientific consensus regarding the anthropogenic 

factor in global warming, actively disseminate educational materials (Banerjee & Lee, 

2017) and try to influence school boards and state and national governments to pursue 

their anti-climate agenda (Branch et al., 2016). There are many educators, in contrast, 

who, based on scientific consensus, promote another narrative regarding the critical 

role of anthropogenic emissions in the process of global warming and want this to take 

a prominent place in education. These contradictory perspectives can make it even 

more confusing for teachers to know which knowledge authority to trust and what the 

evidence tells them to teach. I asked the Classroom A teacher how she viewed teaching 

about such a confusing topic. 

Researcher Do you see value of discussing, and really confronting the children with 

this confusion and not really knowing what the best way forward is? 

Do you see it as useful to confront them with that now, while they need 

to be able to make these kinds of decisions later in life when they are 

adults? 

Teacher I would definitely say there was value in it. I wouldn’t say that I was 

skilled. I would say that it would take a little bit more confidence on my 

part and I would need support in order to do that personally. … I like 

to be one step ahead of the children but… tackling areas where I have 

got no knowledge, I don’t know.  

Such a challenging topic requires teachers to become informed and knowledgeable to 

a level at which they feel confident enough to be able to cope without necessarily 

having a perfect understanding. It also calls for a change in mind-set for some teachers 
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from viewing their role as solely imparting knowledge to children, to becoming co-

learners. Interestingly, Teacher A struggled with wanting to know more about the 

subject, so she could always be one step ahead of the children, yet at the same time 

acknowledging her role as a co-learner. 

Teacher I am not a font of all knowledge and I tell the children that all the time. 

If they expect me to know everything then I just say to them ‘I am not 

Google, away and google it!’ But you are right, because of course 

Google is a perfect example. How do we know? How do we sift through 

Google? I don’t know. Maybe I don’t know myself. But I don’t tell them 

that I am certain about every piece of information … They will not view 

me as that kind of teacher. They will see me as a learner along with 

them. So therefore, there is an element of, I don’t know, trust… that will 

we will learn together … They know that I am not an expert in 

everything. You can’t be. You just can’t be. Life is just not like that.  

A formidable topic such as global warming affords many opportunities for developing 

uncertainty competences such as being able to accept not knowing (what will happen 

or what the right answer/action is), being able to entertain an enquiring mind, being 

able to prioritise among many urgent issues, and being able to respond in accordance 

with the underlying probabilities (Tauritz, 2016). Furthermore, when asked if they 

heard about complex topics like climate change and water pollution outside of school, 

the focus group children from Classrooms A, C, D and E told me that they heard about 

such topics through conversations with parents, friends, watching the news on TV or 

on their tablets, or by listening to the radio. At the same time their knowledge seemed 

fragmented and included misconceptions. For example, during a whole-class 

discussion in Classroom A, Ruby asks what global warming is. The teacher decides 

not to answer herself, but to ask one of the other children to answer Ruby’s question. 

Ruby  What is global warming? 

Teacher Okay, does anybody want to answer that question? 

Jenny Global warming is, the air is getting filled with too much carbon 

dioxide, so it is melting the ice caps. 
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Teacher What is the warming part, Edgar? 

Edgar Is it because the ozone layer is melting away so that sun radiation is 

getting through to the earth? 

The teacher from Classroom A repeated several times during the interview that she 

believed that the children didn’t have enough knowledge to talk about the issues. I 

concur with the point Teacher A made earlier about the need for progressive learning 

as an important issue in this discussion. Global warming is an incredibly relevant topic, 

but it needs careful consideration how best to teach about it. One aspect, how the use 

of language can affect lessons about such a topic, will be discussed in-depth in the 

following findings chapters. 

In Classroom C three different topics were touched upon. The first lesson started out 

with a focus on wind energy as a renewable energy source. However, during the 

classroom discussions two other topics, the dying of the sun and the role of birds in 

the world, emerged and the teacher decided to adjust her lesson plans accordingly in 

order to incorporate these topics that were clearly generating learning energy. 

Emergent topics arise in the classroom, originating from something either the teacher 

or a child says or does and generating intrinsic interest in at least some of the children 

(Jones, 2012).  

The topic of the dying sun which emerged in Classroom C is a perfect example of a 

topic being, at least to a very large extent, unknowable. The children were searching 

on the Internet trying to answer questions like When will the sun die? How will the 

sun die? and Could people find a way to live on earth without the sun? These questions 

don’t have one obvious right answer that can be found by searching for information. 

Even the researchers that have studied phenomenon such as the dying of other stars in 

the universe cannot with certainty say if the sun will die in, for example, four or five 

billion years, whether it will explode or perhaps be sucked into a black hole. After a 

child exclaimed that it was impossible to prevent the death of the sun, the teacher 

answered There is no way of saving the sun… That is what it looks like for us at the 

moment. But maybe somebody will come up with some clever idea. An unknowable 

topic affords the opportunity to discuss the certainty of knowledge, the limits to our 
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knowing as well as resourcefulness and the curiosity-driven pursuit of knowledge 

(Barnes, Gause & Way, 2008). It impacts in particular the development of uncertainty 

competences in the category: Learning to cherish uncertainty. As the dying sun is an 

example of unknowable knowledge but is at the same time a topic that isn’t viewed as 

urgent, it may be suitable for introducing issues of not knowing and being okay with 

not knowing. From a philosophy of science perspective, one can never speak of 100% 

certainty (no uncertainty). Yet at the same time, on the basis of the underlying 

probabilities and the amount and quality of the collected evidence one can, for all 

intents and purposes, approach certainty. The topic of the pollinators as it was taught 

by the teacher from Classroom E is an example of the latter, a topic that is supported 

by so much evidence that it makes no sense to question the factuality of the pollination 

process. In the following findings chapters I will discuss the need to develop language 

to be able to talk about the certainty of knowledge with the children and how the 

teacher’s use of language influences the children’s language and classroom behaviour. 

Immediacy or urgency and personal relevance are two other characteristics that can 

make a topic suitable for teaching uncertainty competences. Prinski, Hecht and 

Harackiewicz (2018) define personal relevance as “a personally meaningful 

connection to the individual” (p. 12). Kotter (2008) explains that “when people have a 

true sense of urgency, they think that action on critical issues is needed now, not 

eventually, not when it fits easily into a schedule” (p. 7). Furthermore, he asserts that 

urgency is a positive drive fuelled by determination to succeed rather than by 

frustration and anxiety. These characteristics will be discussed employing the topic 

introduced to the children during the focus group interviews. In each group I read a 

short story about a village that has a problem with accumulating rubbish for which the 

villagers are trying to find a solution. They are trying to figure out if they should vote 

for placing a waste incinerator which brings with it the risk of air pollution. The 

children are confronted with a dilemma as there are experts who are for, and experts 

who are against these waste incinerators. Below, I present the story that I read to the 

five focus groups.  

Researcher In the village of Brigadoon, villagers are arguing about the proposed 

waste incinerator that would be placed just outside the village 
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boundaries. The incinerator would help solve the issue of accumulating 

rubbish due to the growing numbers of people living in Brigadoon. One 

group of experts says that burning waste will cause air pollution and 

will affect everyone badly, and especially children with asthma and 

older people. Some doctors agree that going ahead with this plan would 

be very bad. However, some don’t agree. They say that the incinerator 

will make use of modern processes that don’t allow any harmful 

substances to be released into the environment. How would you find 

out which experts you would believe? 

One of the things I had noticed during the observations was that the children generally 

did not display strong emotions in response to the topics under discussion. It was as if 

they were looking at the issues from the outside. However, during one of the focus 

group interviews a boy called Steve, responded with much more emotion to the topic 

of air pollution than the other children. When I asked how the children would decide 

which expert to believe, Steve answered emphatically:  

Steve It is clear if you already know, because I already KNOW that air 

pollution is bad for people with asthma, which is me!  

Researcher But you don’t know if this particular incinerator is going to cause air 

pollution.  

Steve I am allergic to the bad [air] and I think I am pretty bad with fire. So 

they are burning all the stuff and there is no way to dispose of that. Like 

really stop it.   

Researcher  Ok, so you don’t believe it is possible that the incinerator wouldn’t 

cause… It must cause air pollution? 

Steve Unless they put a roof over it, but then it would get really air polluted 

in there and they wouldn’t be able to dump the stuff in the air. 

As Steve has allergies and asthma it is clear that this topic is personally relevant to him 

and he feels the immediacy of the topic. It can be a fine line to draw between discussing 

topics in such a way that children would be more inclined to feel emotionally involved 
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without them becoming unduly stressed. As Taylor, Quinn and Eames (2013) point 

out, topics such as climate change can be very frightening; it requires the teacher’s 

professional judgement as to how to walk that line, acknowledging the urgency of the 

problem without framing it as a catastrophe. According to Kotter (2008), the challenge 

is to frame the topic within a world containing serious hazards as well as great 

opportunities. As personal relevance and urgency depend on individual experience, it 

is obvious that a teacher cannot always select topics that will create this sense for each 

child. However, a teacher can consider when selecting a topic how individual children 

may receive it. 

In discussing topics from my study, I set out to show how the characteristics of 

sustainability topics afford teachers with a variety of opportunities for the development 

of uncertainty competences. Characteristics that make topics more suitable for the 

development of uncertainty competences include topics that are: complex, uncertain, 

multidisciplinary, controversial, dynamic, emergent, contain hidden information or 

misinformation, are confusing, unknowable, immediate/urgent, and personally 

relevant.  

4.5 Learning activities 

Learning activities can be viewed as “activities designed or deployed by the teacher to 

bring about, or create the conditions for learning” (New Learning, n.d., para. 1). Key 

to selecting the right learning activities is the pedagogical character and main intent of 

the activity. With respect to the current study my interest is in which learning activities 

have the potential to support the development of uncertainty competences in the upper 

years of primary school. Section 4.5 discusses some of the attributes of learning 

activities that could foster the development of uncertainty competences. The focus will 

be on the learning activities selected by the teachers in my study. Section 4.5.1 

explores the possibilities afforded by classroom discussions, Section 4.5.2 focuses on 

small group discussions, Section 4.5.3 examines the potential of inquiry-based 

learning, Section 4.5.4 discusses the merits of classroom debates and Section 4.5.5 

delves into some of the possibilities furnished by crafts and design activities. These 

learning activities have some distinct attributes and some commonalities; most entail 

a confrontation with multiple perspectives. 
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4.5.1 Classroom discussion 

All teachers in this study made use of classroom discussions, also referred to as whole-

class discussions, in the observed lesson(s). According to Ewens (1986), discussions 

in the teaching literature are often referred to as “a diverse body of teaching techniques 

that emphasize participation, dialogue, and two-way communication” (p. 77). In 

comparison to a more lecture-style lesson, an important attribute of a classroom 

discussion is the active participation of the children in their own learning process 

(Dallimore, Hertenstein & Platt, 2004). In the present study the chief learning activity 

took the shape of conversations between the teacher and the children during which the 

teacher asked most of the questions, though the children also had the opportunity to 

ask the teacher questions. In classroom discussions the children are asked for their 

ideas and opinions and challenged to “explain, articulate, or defend their own 

positions” (Mason, 1996, p. 412). They are also confronted with multiple perspectives 

as the children listen to each other’s conceptions. As reported by Jan and Talif (2017), 

this kind of classroom interaction involves teachers and children listening, responding, 

and comprehending as well as negotiating meaning in a shared context. It is in this 

interaction that children develop new ideas as well as the language to communicate 

about these ideas.  

Teachers select from a variety of learning objectives those they wish to achieve 

through implementing classroom discussion. Activating prior knowledge (Mason, 

1996), engaging children with a topic (Dallimore et al., 2004), developing listening 

and speaking skills and the use of language for reasoning (Mercer & Sams, 2006), as 

well as vocabulary development (Beck, McKeown & Kucan, 2013) are typical 

examples. Teacher A mentioned during the interview that next to giving the children 

some content knowledge about global warming, she also felt that the discussions were 

a good opportunity for the children to develop their listening skills. Listening to each 

other’s ideas respectfully contributes to the development of the uncertainty 

competences: being able to understand people with different perspectives, and being 

able to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experience (Tauritz, 2016). 

Teacher D also conducted a classroom discussion during which he asked questions 

about the parliamentary debates they had learned about earlier that week. His aim was 
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to activate the children’s prior knowledge. He also asked questions about beavers, 

again activating their prior knowledge as well as giving the children the opportunity 

to learn from each other. Teacher E mentioned that the children had prior learning of 

… the life cycle of plants, but as it took quite some effort for the children to answer her 

questions about plant reproduction she voiced concern that teachers don’t spend 

enough time repeating and connecting related content knowledge. 

Two classroom examples will be discussed in which the teacher asked two very 

different types of questions. Classroom discussions can include both unconditional and 

conditional questions. With the former I refer to questions that seek a single right 

predetermined answer, whereas the latter concerns questions that are looking for 

multiple right answers. Teacher E asked unconditional questions as she searched for a 

specific answer to the question why plants produce flowers.  

Teacher Right what is the purpose of the flower or is it just to look pretty? 

Children No. No. For bees! 

Teacher …does a plant produce flowers because they thought oh the bees need 

pollen and nectar? No. So why do they produce them? 

Child  Is it to attract bees? 

Teacher But why do they attract bees? I am asking why does the plant grow 

flowers? 

Child  Uh… 

Teacher Okay, once the flower is pollinated by a bee or another insect … what 

happens to the flower? 

Child  It dies. 

Teacher It dies, but does the whole of the plant die? 

Children No. Yes. 

Teacher Think about the fruit trees that are near the gate. They were covered in 

blossom earlier this year … We have flowers because they are part of 

the reproduction process of the plant. 
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At least some of the children seemed involved in the lesson perhaps because the 

teacher was asking questions regarding the purpose of flowers, rather than simply 

telling them that plants produce flowers as part of the reproduction process. Asking 

the questions may have contributed to the children learning some content knowledge. 

Children did not have the opportunity to come with creative answers or examine the 

topic from different viewpoints. The discussion in Classroom E therefore did not offer 

the children many opportunities in the way of developing uncertainty competences 

(see Section 5.2.2 and Chapter 8). 

I suggest that, in addition to the reasons for classroom discussion mentioned earlier in 

this section, discussions can be employed with the intent to facilitate the development 

of particular uncertainty competences. This becomes clear upon examination of an 

interchange about renewable energy sources between the teacher in Classroom C and 

the children. The teacher encouraged the children to ask questions and to write them 

down so that they could revisit the questions when they had more time. The findings 

suggest that this contributed to nurturing an enquiring mind. During the discussion, 

the teacher unwittingly introduced the idea that the sun actually isn’t a renewable 

energy source as one day it will die. She tried to move on and stay on topic, but one of 

the children came back to it. Kate questioned how anyone can know for sure that the 

sun will die.  

Kate  But nobody actually knows? 

Teacher Nobody knows for sure. No. But nobody is that clever that they can 

definitely tell. And it is a bit like the global warming thing. 

Kate  Like on the news they think they know it, but they don’t actually know 

… 

Teacher  Sometimes the scientists will tell you one thing and  other scientists 

will tell you something different. So, who to believe? 

By being calm and stating matter-of-factly that scientists don’t always agree, the 

teacher modelled the uncertainty competence being able to accept not knowing what 

will happen (Tauritz, 2016). It is one of the competences from the category: Learning 

to tolerate uncertainty. The teacher then asked the class who they would believe. 
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Matt  Scientists… 

Kate  Scientists because they are smarter. 

Teacher Do you believe them just because they are scientists? 

Children No. no... Yeah! 

The teacher helped the children to reflect on their belief that scientists are smarter. In 

doing this she is helping them to develop the competence being able to reflect on and 

(potentially) change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty (Tauritz, 2016). It is another 

competence from the category: Learning to tolerate uncertainty. The question 

regarding whether scientists should be believed because they are scientists, also 

directly relates to the ability to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of 

knowledge sources (Tauritz, 2016). Note that I am not suggesting that teachers should 

tell their students not to believe any scientists or scientific knowledge in general. I 

propose that teachers encourage a critical attitude and explain the need to evaluate the 

evidence and the credentials of the knowledge source (see Section 1.3.2). Teacher C 

on several occasions during the lessons encouraged a critical attitude towards 

knowledge authorities, such as scientists and even herself. She expressed an openness 

to questioning certainty. The teacher then continued: 

Teacher You wouldn’t believe everything. How would you know what to believe 

and what not to believe? 

Kate  I could, I don’t know… 

Teacher You don’t know. Would you have to think about it very carefully? You 

might have to make a list. This is what I do when I can’t decide. I make 

a list of things. Okay pros and cons. And I think, well that’s one list, 

and that’s another list and then I have to decide. 

In this fragment, the teacher describes ways in which uncertainty can be reduced. In 

particular, through enlisting the following uncertainty competences (Tauritz, 2016): 

being able to find, evaluate and utilise information (a list of … pros and cons), being 

able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources (think about 

it very carefully [what to believe]), and being able to reason (that’s one list, and that’s 
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another list and then I have to decide). To develop these competences the children and 

the teacher will need to have many more discussions. Nonetheless, these excerpts 

illustrate how conversations, through the language the teacher employs and the 

questions that both the teacher and the children ask, can contribute to more than 

activating prior knowledge or teaching new content knowledge. The language the 

teachers employ as well as the questions they ask during discussions can have a 

considerable influence on the nature of the children’s answers, questions, language and 

behaviour. The findings Chapters 5-7 examine the teacher’s use of language in more 

depth. 

4.5.2 Small group work 

Small group work is a frequently used approach to activate children in the classroom 

(Orlich et al., 2013); the teacher in each of the five classrooms employed some form 

of small group work. The small groups in this study usually consisted of two to four 

children. Drawing on Cohen and Lotan (2014) I distinguish the following potential 

attributes of small group work that are especially relevant for the development of 

uncertainty competences: (1) the children need each other’s knowledge, experience 

and cooperation to complete the task, requiring them to develop communication skills, 

(2) the group works independently and is not continuously supervised by the teacher: 

the teacher delegates authority to the children who become responsible for their own 

learning process, (3) the tasks that the children are given are sufficiently complex, 

uncertain, able to be viewed from different perspectives, have a variety of viable 

solutions and require the children to critically think as well as use their creativity. 

During small group work, teachers take on the role of facilitator as they walk through 

the classroom observing the groups, listening in on some of the discussions, asking 

clarifying questions and encouraging the children. Next, I discuss two examples of 

small group work, namely brainstorming and task-directed discussion, in particular 

with regard to the opportunities they provide for the development of uncertainty 

competences.  
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A. Brainstorming  

In this study two of the six small group discussion types Orlich et al. (2013) distinguish 

play a role: brainstorming and task-directed discussions. In Classroom A the teacher 

began with a brainstorming exercise. She asked the children to come up with issues 

that are damaging our planet. According to De Vos (2006) and Orlich et al. (2013) 

the main brainstorming rules are: all ideas should be acknowledged and recorded, the 

ideas should not be judged, combine ideas and build on each other’s ideas, and quantity 

is more important than quality even though all participants are encouraged to think 

creatively and, in De Bono’s (1990) words, “to break out of the concept prisons of old 

ideas” (p. 8). The goal is to generate as many novel ideas as possible. Teacher A 

walked around asking the children how they were getting on with the exercise, asking 

them to explain what they were writing down, and ensuring that they used particular 

vocabulary when describing the environmental issues. The brainstorm afforded the 

children with the opportunity to develop three uncertainty competences: being able to 

use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative thinking, being able to employ lateral thinking 

and being able to listen to people with different perspectives (Tauritz, 2016).  

B. Task-directed discussion 

The following assignment in Classroom A was what Orlich et al. (2013) refer to as a 

task-directed discussion. It is characterised by a clearly defined goal (usually selected 

by the teacher) and the assignment of individual roles (such as a reader, a recorder and 

a reporter). The children were asked to select six of the environmental issues they had 

generated during the brainstorm, and order them from most important (doing the planet 

the most damage) to least important (doing the planet the least damage). The teacher 

shared with me that giving them this contentious task of comparing environmental 

issues that are not easily weighed against each other leads to more discussion in the 

groups. Each group was asked to share with the class what they had chosen as their 

most important and their least important issues. This activity afforded the children with 

the opportunity to develop additional uncertainty competences, namely: the ability to 

understand people with different perspectives, the ability to prioritise among many 

urgent issues, the ability to reason, the ability to work in teams with mixed knowledge, 

skills and experiences (Tauritz, 2016). Examining these group discussions, it became 
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increasingly clear how important the development of communication skills regarding 

uncertainty is (see Section 6.2.2).  

Teacher A introduced one more task-related discussion, asking the children to come 

with suggestions about how to solve some of the environmental issues they had 

selected earlier in the lesson. See Section 8.4 for a discussion of conditional questions 

the teacher can ask about solving problems. The teacher walked around asking the 

children how they were getting on, helping them become more specific in their 

discussions and argumentation, and responding enthusiastically to their suggestions. 

This task provided the children with the opportunity to develop uncertainty 

competences similar to those in the first task-related discussion. However, asking the 

children to come with solutions also provided the opportunity to develop the ability to 

use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action (Tauritz, 2016). This does not mean 

that task-related discussions all afford similar developmental opportunities. It remains 

very important for a teacher to carefully design the task-related discussion in relation 

to the development of particular uncertainty competences. Other examples from my 

study, such as the task-related discussions introduced by the teachers in Classroom B 

(making posters based on the text the teacher read) and Classroom D (filling in a form 

with arguments needed for the debate), afforded fewer opportunities. 

Sufficiently complex and uncertain task 

In Classroom B the teacher conducted a note-taking activity during which she listed 

arguments against building dams. When the teacher was finished reading and the 

children had completed writing down their notes, she introduced a task-related 

discussion. The teacher asked the children to work in small groups and make a group 

poster on the basis of their notes (see Figure 5.4). The poster was used as reference for 

the debate. Although the children made use of each other’s notes and worked without 

direct supervision, the task itself was not complex and it did not necessitate looking at 

the task from different perspectives or selecting from various solutions. The only 

uncertainty competence that could be developed through this task was the ability to 

work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experiences. (see Section 5.2.2). 
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In Classroom D the teacher and the children focused on the topic of beaver 

reintroduction in Scotland. The teacher divided the group into 14 pairs, each 

representing a societal group involved in the debate. Each pair was asked to read 

printed teaching resources and collect the arguments for or against beaver 

reintroduction relevant for their group. The task itself was not complex, all the 

information was provided, and although it included the different perspectives of the 

various actors, each pair represented only one perspective. The only two uncertainty 

competences that could potentially be developed were the ability to find and utilise 

information and the ability to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and 

experience (Tauritz, 2016).  

Time constraints and the provision of teaching resources 

In Classroom D the observed lesson about the reintroduction of beavers was limited to 

an hour, which meant that the teacher did not have much time available for the children 

to search for information themselves. In addition, the internet connection was very 

slow making it impossible for the children to access the websites the teacher had 

preselected and also searching for other online sources was not feasible within the time 

constraints (see Section 4.5.4). 

Although all the small group discussions seemed to activate the children to a certain 

degree, they were generally too short to create much depth in the discussions. The 

Classroom C teacher introduced a task-related discussion during the third lesson. In 

this case the children had more time to research the topic (dying of the sun or the role 

of birds in the world). This created many more possibilities for developing uncertainty 

competences and will therefore be discussed separately in Section 4.5.3 Inquiry-based 

learning. In some classrooms the children were given information sheets to read and 

therefore did not have to search for information sources or come up with creative ideas. 

This limited the number of opportunities those tasks afforded for developing 

uncertainty competences (see Section 4.6). Another example shows how carefully 

crafted questions can create more possibilities even when the children have insufficient 

time to look for resources themselves. In Classroom C the teacher employed several 

task-related discussions during the first lesson. One of the last tasks revolved around 

two statements which the children were asked to discuss in their small groups: 
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1. Wind turbines are probably the best renewable energy source at present 

2. Wind turbines are ugly to look at and noisy 

The groups were also asked to consider, Who could have made the statements? Could 

they know if the statements were true? and How could they find out if they weren’t 

sure? These three questions offer the potential for a deeper discussion without asking 

the children to actually go and search for information. The questions encouraged the 

children to think and discuss issues related to, for example, finding information, 

assessing the certainty of information and judging the credibility of knowledge 

sources. These hypothetical discussions can’t replace all actual information literacy 

activities, but they can be employed as a useful supplement. 

In summary, for small-group work to be useful for the development of uncertainty 

competences they require the following attributes: (1) the children need each other to 

accomplish the task, (2) the children work without direct supervision, (3) the task is 

sufficiently complex and uncertain, can be viewed from many perspectives, and could 

be solved in a variety of ways. Task-directed discussions potentially offer more 

opportunities for the development of uncertainty competences than do brainstorms. 

Brainstorms on the other hand seem especially suited for developing the ability to use 

uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action and the ability to employ lateral thinking. 

4.5.3 Inquiry-based learning 

In this section the focus will be on inquiry-based learning, which can be viewed as a 

framework for engaging student-centred methods that provide learners opportunities 

to question and explore, experiment and infer, collaborate and communicate 

(Buchanan, Harlan, Bruce & Edwards, 2016) as well as to investigate solutions, and 

create and reflect on new-found knowledge (Savery, 2006). Inquiry-based learning is 

grounded in the philosophy of John Dewey (2010), who proposed that the learner’s 

curiosity forms the beginning of education (see Section 2.3.3). In the context of this 

study inquiry-based learning can also be viewed as a more comprehensive variant of 

task-related discussions. Teachers in my study referred to it as researching a topic. It 

has considerable potential for the development of uncertainty competences. Only the 

teacher from Classroom C included inquiry-based learning in her lessons. This was in 
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part due to the fact that she conducted the observed lessons in the context of her science 

topic for which she had already allocated time before being invited to participate in 

this study. The same attributes that were discussed in Section 4.5.2 with regard to small 

group work are relevant for inquiry-based learning and the development of uncertainty 

competences. Divergence from the task-related discussions that were reviewed in 

Section 4.5.2 is found in the complexity and ownership of the task and the time 

allocated for completing the task. According to Orlich et al. (2013) “Inquiry is not 

simply asking questions; it is a process for conducting a thorough investigation…” (p. 

281). Orlich et al. (2013) also state that inquiry-based learning can be characterised by 

many interactions among the learners, the teacher and the teaching resources. Learning 

to investigate is a process that is learned over time, requiring practice and guidance 

from the teacher. Initially the teacher often provides resources; however, as the 

children’s skills and knowledge develop, they become able to search for information 

and learn how to collect and examine data themselves. The children learn how to make 

inferences and draw conclusions as they set out to answer their central questions. In 

the following section I examine the inquiry-based learning activity in Classroom C in 

order to demonstrate the opportunities it afforded for the development of uncertainty 

competences.  

Inquiry-based learning in Classroom C 

The science topic in Classroom C had initially been wind energy, chosen by the 

children from three options. However, during the first observed lesson two new topics 

emerged from the classroom discussions: When and how will the sun die? What is the 

role of birds in the world? Teacher C felt that a more student-centred approach in 

which the children could pursue their own questions would create more intrinsic 

motivation (Stokhof, De Vries, Martens & Bastiaens, 2017) and therefore the focus 

shifted to these questions. During the second lesson the children engaged in a variety 

of learning activities (see Sections 4.5.1 and 5.4.2), making them more familiar with 

the new topics. Near the end, the teacher split the class into small groups and explained 

that they were going to research either the topic of the birds or the sun. She presented 

each group with a list of optional research questions and encouraged the children to 

rephrase the selected question in their own words. In one group a child asked What 
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would happen to space [if the sun dies and the earth blows up]? Suddenly the group 

came up with lots of big questions as they talked about planets being destroyed and 

the existence of billions of solar systems. Clearly the complex and uncertain topic of 

the dying of the sun sparked their interest and provided opportunities to develop the 

uncertainty competence: being able to entertain an enquiring mind (Tauritz, 2016). 

The development of questioning skills is vital for information seeking as this, 

according to Stokhof et al. (2017), “requires a conscious effort by the learner to 

identify cognitive conflicts or knowledge gaps…” (p. 124). The groups were provided 

with printed resources and laptops. The children were given time to work on their 

topic. Working together seeking answers to complex questions without an easy right 

answer provided them with an opportunity to develop the ability to formulate a plan 

of action to deal with uncertainty (Tauritz, 2016). This learning process requires 

support from the teacher to develop effective search strategies (Scott & O’Sullivan, 

2005). The groups were asked to make a poster or PowerPoint presentation to share 

their findings with the rest of the class.  

Inquiry-based learning affords opportunities for developing uncertainty 

competences 

As the teacher walked through the classroom spending some time with each of the 

groups, she modelled generating questions and in doing this facilitated the 

development of the uncertainty competence: being able to entertain an enquiring mind 

(Tauritz, 2016). In fact, the teacher said the research and the discussions brought up 

more questions than they gave answers and as the lessons proceeded the children were 

asking more questions. They were challenging things; they were coming up with their 

own ideas. Orlich et al. (2013) remind us that one of the most important aspects of 

inquiry-based learning consists of the teacher and the children becoming persistent 

seekers of knowledge, interrogators and ponderers. The teacher mentioned during the 

interview that only one group chose the bird topic. A clear difference in the learning 

process between the single bird group and the sun groups was that the latter were 

asking more questions … they seemed to fire off each other. Whereas with the bird 

group, that was a bit more difficult, because there wasn’t anybody … challenging 

them. Saying ‘Well how do you know that?’ The sun groups were developing their 
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ability to assess what others are communicating about the certainty of knowledge (see 

Chapter 8).  

The teacher from Classroom C told me that in her opinion the children in primary 

seven generally have the skills to find information, communicate their thoughts and 

produce presentations as individuals, but still need to learn how to transfer these skills 

to collaborative group work. The literature is generally less positive and suggests that 

students from primary through tertiary education need to improve their information 

literacy skills (Chu, Chow & Tse, 2011; Coiro, Coscarelli, Maykel & Forzani, 2015; 

Scott & O’Sullivan, 2005). Findings by Chu et al. (2011) indicate that inquiry-based 

learning can have a positive impact on information literacy skill development. During 

the observations it became clear that the children were sharing their thoughts and 

feelings in their groups and tried to listen to the views of others. The children were 

developing uncertainty competences such as: being able to find, evaluate and utilise 

information, being able to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experience, 

and being able to understand people with different perspectives (Tauritz, 2016). The 

children were also honing their communication skills. As previously mentioned, 

communicating with others about the certainty of knowledge became a central topic in 

my study (see Section 6.2.2). 

According to Limón (2001), most proposed models that explain conceptual change 

emphasise the role of some form of cognitive conflict as a pedagogical approach which 

presents the learner with anomalous data or contradictory information. This 

confrontation can cause cognitive disequilibrium which Piaget (1952) asserts is an 

important step in the learning process (see Section 2.2.3). I asked Teacher C how the 

children handled the contradictory information found on different websites regarding 

the timeline of the dying sun and what will happen to the earth when the sun dies. 

Initially she said, they tended just to go with the one that they found first … It wasn’t 

until everybody else did their presentation and they thought ‘oh your information is 

different from ours’, they questioned who was correct. Some interesting conversations 

ensued which resulted in the groups that still needed to finish their presentations, 

making alterations and applying what they had learned from the other groups. Teacher 

C mentioned that the children got quite good at asking questions about the certainty of 
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knowledge and the ability to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of 

information sources (Tauritz, 2016). They were asking: ‘Well how do you know that is 

true? Where is your evidence, where did you find that? And lots of the groups were 

able to say: Well it was this website or it was that … and they got to the point where 

they were introduced to referencing which was something they hadn’t done before as 

well. That was a kind of spin off, an added thing; I hadn’t really anticipated that that 

would happen.  

The Classroom C teacher and the children then held a classroom discussion about the 

question: Well is anybody correct? The teacher and the children concluded that nobody 

is really right or wrong, because the scientists can’t tell because it is a bit of a guess, 

a crystal ball situation. This classroom discussion facilitated the development of the 

uncertainty competence: being able to accept not knowing (what will happen or what 

the right answer or action is) (Tauritz, 2016). As for what would happen to the sun, 

they all came up with the same information, so they were a bit more appeased and 

happy with that. They decided well actually we agree on all of this, we maybe just 

don’t agree on the timescale. The children were developing their ability to reason. 

Some of the children did question: Why don’t they know? … particularly Kate and 

Ross, the people who just always ask ‘why?’. Which is great! You want people to 

question and you want people to ask why. They didn’t just sit back and accept that if 

somebody says it on a website it must be right. Kate and Ross demonstrated assessing 

the certainty of knowledge and the uncertainty competences: the ability to judge the 

credibility and cognitive authority of information sources, and the ability to entertain 

an enquiring mind (Tauritz, 2016). 

In summary, compared to task-directed discussions, inquiry-based learning is 

characterised by more complex and challenging tasks, it is not only about asking and 

answering questions, but also about learning how to carry out an inquiry, it requires 

more time (which is always an issue for primary school teachers), the topic and 

questions are student-driven, and it offers more opportunities to develop uncertainty 

competences.  
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4.5.4 Classroom debate 

In this section I will look at some of the possibilities classroom debates afford for the 

development of uncertainty competences. Classroom debates are another learning 

activity that can actively involve learners in the lessons and their own learning process 

(Kennedy, 2007; Oros, 2007; Tessier, 2009). The teachers from Classroom B and 

Classroom D employed debates in their lessons. Freeley and Steinberg (2009) define 

a debate as: 

The process of inquiry and advocacy, a way of arriving at a reasoned judgement 

on a proposition. Individuals may use debates to reach a decision in their own 

minds; alternatively, individuals or groups may use it to bring others around to 

their way of thinking (p. 6).  

Healey (2012) writes that, independent of the precise format, debates offer 

opportunities for the enhancement of communication, research, critical thinking, and 

argumentation and persuasion skills.  In the case of Classroom B, one half of the class 

defended the proposition: Dams are bad for people and the environment, while the 

other half defended the proposition: Dams are good for people and the environment. 

Classroom D enacted a parliamentary debate. The class was divided into 14 pairs, each 

representing a societal group that was either for the proposition: Beaver reintroduction 

in Scotland is a good thing, or for the proposition: Beaver reintroduction in Scotland 

is a bad thing.  

Preparing the debate 

Omelicheva and Avdeyeva (2008) suggest that the engaging nature of debates can lead 

to learners expending more intellectual effort on understanding complex concepts and 

solving complex problems. This, they continue, can in turn lead to learners acquiring 

better “comprehension, application, and critical evaluation skills” (2008, p. 606) than 

when they listen passively to lecture style lessons. Formulating clear, logical 

arguments requires gathering, analysing, synthesising, organising and evaluating 

information. Kennedy (2009) suggests that debates also demand “prioritizing the 

relevance and salience of various points within the overall argument” (p. 226). 

Developing arguments to support one’s team’s perspective therefore carries the 

potential for developing uncertainty competences such as: the ability to find, evaluate 
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and utilise information, the ability to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of 

information sources, the ability to entertain an enquiring mind, the ability to reason, 

and the ability to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experience (Tauritz, 

2016). However, in both classrooms the children learned about the subject of the 

debate during the same lesson in which the debate took place drastically limiting the 

time available for preparation.  

In Classroom B, the children debated about building dams. The teacher worked 

together with her colleague in the adjoining classroom. During the preparation for the 

debate a group of children from each class switched classrooms. The preparation for 

the debate consisted of lecture-style note taking while the teachers read a list of 

predetermined arguments for or against dams which were accepted as fact by the 

children. Active assimilation of the information or questions about evidence for the 

arguments and the credibility of information sources were not encountered during this 

lesson, thereby limiting the development of uncertainty competences.  

In Classroom D, the teacher explained to the children that they were going to prepare 

for a parliamentary debate about beaver reintroduction in Scotland. They had just the 

day before learned about this kind of debate when they debated about the 

reintroduction of wolves in Scotland. During the interview the teacher from Classroom 

D first described his teaching strategy as pupil-lead research, but quickly changed this 

into teacher-guided research. He provided the children with a selection of educational 

materials supplied by the Scottish Beaver Trial. As the children had only 20 minutes 

to prepare for the debate, the teacher felt this was the best way to provide them with 

enough clear arguments for and against beaver reintroduction. As in Classroom B, the 

children in Classroom D were not given the opportunity to develop their ability to find 

information and manage uncertain and contradictory knowledge and generally 

accepted the information without judging the credibility of the knowledge source. 

Providing the children with all the information they needed for the debate allowed 

limited room for uncertainty in that aspect of the learning process.  
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The debate 

The debate about dams in Classroom B afforded the children with opportunities to 

practice their reasoning skills by employing the prepared arguments, listening 

carefully to their opponent’s arguments, and trying to generate counterarguments in 

the heat of the debate. Healey (2012) explains that even though the children are focused 

on their own argument, they have to develop an understanding of the strengths and 

weaknesses of both their own as well as the opposing point of view in order to be able 

to devise strong arguments and counterarguments. The children also had the 

opportunity to develop language to communicate about the certainty of knowledge (see 

Section 6.3.2). 

Clive Well, the reason that dams are good for farming is, because... 

Sometimes … the people that control the dams, they will let out some 

water and then the water can sink into the soil. And the soil gets 

better. 

Teacher Ah, I see, okay. Anna. 

Anna Well I agree with Leo and James, because also the construction of 

dams, while they are being built they can take up beautiful landscape 

and destroy it. And because so much of the space is taken up animals 

can die from it. 

Teacher Okay, that is a very good point ... Elly what do you have to say for 

that? 

Elly From the dam water that they use they can grow plants instead of 

killing them. 

Teacher So the water from the dam, the reservoir can be used to grow more 

plants. Okay, has anyone got anything they want to argue against 

that? Anna? 

Anna  It will still take many years to regrow. 

Teacher Many years, well-done ... Uhm, Amber. 
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Amber Earlier on a lot of people were talking about how expensive they are, 

but what they have done is they now build them in a triangle shape. 

So, at the bottom there is a lot more concrete. But as it gets further up 

it start to use less expensive materials, because the water won’t push 

as hard off there. And as was said they can use the electricity that they 

make from dams and sell it to other places and get lots of money and 

they can take the clean water that they have and sell that to other 

places as well. 

Teacher Woh, that is a good counter-argument!  

In analysing the transcripts, it became clear that the reasoning of most children during 

the debate remained fairly rudimentary. They tended to reproduce one or more of the 

brief arguments for or against dams. Only a few children, such as Anna and Amber in 

the excerpt, tried to voice an argument in response to their opponent’s argument. 

Something else became clear from reading the transcripts. The strict rules and structure 

of the debate, with one debate team being in favour and one being against the 

proposition can lead to binary rather than holistic thinking, a concern raised by Davies 

and Barnett (2015). Even though the children are listening to different views, the 

format did not encourage understanding the complexity of the debate about the 

controversial topic of dams or the search for a compromise. Langer (2016) points to 

the shortcoming of focusing on a list of advantages versus a list of disadvantages with 

respect to controversial ideas: “Such an exercise almost invariably falls short of the 

recognition that each potential benefit may also be a liability and that a disadvantage 

may become an advantage” (p. 129). This absolute or unconditional way of looking at 

the issue can prevent the participants in the debate from considering alternative 

solutions (see Section 2.2.6). The data suggests that debates may be of limited use for 

facilitating the development of being able to understand people with different 

perspectives. On the other hand, they do require the children to listen carefully to their 

opponents and critically assess their arguments.  

Oros (2007) reports that, when learners hear their peers express differing viewpoints 

full of emotion and supported by convincing evidence, this can have a stronger impact 

on them than when a teacher describes the different viewpoints in a lecture style lesson. 
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Something interesting happened during the debate in Classroom B, which the children 

had prepared for in separate classrooms. The children had not actively prepared to 

respond to their opponent’s viewpoints. It wasn’t until the debate began that the 

children heard arguments from their opponents; even though they should have 

expected these challenging arguments, some became confused as to whether they 

should be in favour or against building dams. This reflected what happens whenever 

people with established beliefs and perspectives find themselves confronted with 

clashing viewpoints that they have not really considered until that moment. The need 

arises to navigate the uncertainty of what the right beliefs are. Bob in Classroom B had 

participated in the note-taking activity in the classroom where they prepared the 

arguments in favour of building dams. During the debate, he fervently defended 

building dams and dismissed any arguments against dams, categorising dams as being 

unconditionally positive. Interestingly, the teacher described Bob in the following 

way: … he doesn’t really question anyone in authority at this point so I could tell him 

the sky is green and he would consider if he was going to believe me or not. The teacher 

hints at the fact that Bob needed to develop the uncertainty competence being able to 

judge knowledge authorities. In fact, she arguably missed an opportunity to talk to him 

about two teachers, in other words two in principle trustworthy knowledge sources, 

providing contradictory information. Initially, Bob believed the arguments he heard 

when he was in the other classroom. However, as he explained during the focus group 

interview, he started to doubt that the arguments for dams were convincing enough. 

He mentioned still feeling confused a week after the lesson about the decision he made 

while voting.  

After the debate 

The Classroom B teacher did not initiate an elaborate post-debate reflection with the 

children although some authors such as Healey (2012) indicate that this is an important 

part of the learning process. These debates can be useful not only to discuss the quality 

of the arguments and employment of evidence, but also to reflect on how the debate 

affected the children. The teacher told me during the interview that she had no idea 

some of the children were still feeling confused days after the debate. A classroom 

discussion the following day could have provided an opportunity to talk about those 
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feelings of confusion and uncertainty, which could have facilitated the development 

of uncertainty competences such as: being able to accept not knowing (what the right 

answer/action is) and being able to reflect on one’s beliefs about uncertainty (Tauritz, 

2016). Such a discussion could also benefit the development of communication skills 

to talk about the certainty of knowledge (see Section 6.2.2). During the focus group 

interview some children from Classroom B shared that they did not know how to judge 

the relevance of the individual arguments, or how to weigh the ethical consequences 

that would result from the decision to build or not to build dams. Also in this regard 

the teacher could have conducted a post-debate classroom discussion to talk with the 

children about these deliberations, deepening both their understanding of the 

complexity of the topic about dams as well as of their reasoning processes during the 

debate.  

Although the teacher in Classroom D did briefly talk with the children about what they 

had learned right after the debate, the children in the focus group shared with me that 

after they went home, they were still wondering and uncertain about whether or not 

beavers had really gone extinct in Scotland. Some of them went online to check what 

their teacher had told them. If the teacher had spoken to them about the confusion they 

had felt, an interesting conversation could perhaps have ensued, facilitating 

communicating about the experienced uncertainty as well as the development of 

uncertainty competences such as the ability to judge the credibility and cognitive 

authority of information sources (Tauritz, 2016). See Section 6.2.2.  

In summary, classroom debates offer opportunities for uncertainty competence 

development when teachers provide ample time for children to actively search for and 

assess information needed to support their argument. Post-debate reflection can 

facilitate developing competences such as being able to reason, being able to accept 

not knowing and being able to reflect one’s beliefs about uncertainty.  

4.6 Teaching resources 

Teaching resources are the materials and tools the teacher employs to support the 

children’s learning process. Examples are: textbooks, information and work sheets, 

PowerPoint presentations, videos, teaching software, relevant websites, computers and 
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office supplies. The utilised resources typically correspond to the learning objectives, 

topic and learning activities the teacher has selected for the lesson. I discuss briefly 

some of the resources the teachers selected or developed for their lessons and the 

opportunities for facilitating uncertainty competence development they did or did not 

afford. 

4.6.1 Selection of teaching resources and use of conditional language and 

questions  

The data suggests that for children to learn about managing uncertain knowledge, 

uncertainty needs to be welcomed into the learning process. Teaching resources can 

support this process when the language and questions employed therein are written or 

spoken in language that communicates that something could be true, rather than stating 

that it is certain to be true; this is referred to as conditional language (Langer et al., 

1989). Unconditional or absolute language refers to language that communicates that 

something is true and factual. According to Van Rossum and Hamer (2010) and Langer 

(1997) traditional textbooks predominantly contain unconditional language. Arguably, 

unconditional language has its place in teaching resources as it does not seem 

productive to question everything. However, it also does not seem productive never to 

question information that is introduced as fact. When information is presented 

conditionally, the context-dependant nature of that information is acknowledged (Van 

Rossum & Hamer, 2010). This invites the reader to actively and creatively process the 

information - as opposed to mindlessly accepting the information. This issue is key to 

my research findings and is discussed extensively in this thesis (see Sections 2.4.4 and 

5.2).  

Teacher A mentioned that the PowerPoint presentation she employed in her lesson 

(See Section 6.2.3) was retrieved from the Internet. By pure chance the presentation 

included some conditional language. The teacher was not aware of this, however, and 

read the text aloud without talking to the children about the uncertainty it contained; 

in doing so she did not use the resource to its full potential. It seems evident from the 

findings that to be able to select relevant third-party resources or create teaching 

resources requires an awareness of the conditional language necessary to conduct a 
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discussion about uncertain knowledge and the development of uncertainty 

competences (see Chapters 5 to 8). 

In Classroom C, the children who studied the 

dying of the sun used a variety of teaching 

resources, such as videos from Tick Tack 

science, BBC Bitesize and YouTube. The 

children encountered contradictory information 

in the videos and from various websites about 

the ways in which the sun might die, as well as 

the possible timeline for when this event might 

take place. Only a few of the websites contained 

conditional language. Interestingly though, 

despite the language used in any one place, the 

contradictory information on the different 

websites demonstrated the conditionality and 

therefore context-dependant nature of this 

knowledge. This became most apparent when the children presented their findings to 

each other and presented contradictory outcomes (see Section 4.5.3). The teaching 

materials that Teacher C compiled herself unintentionally contained a mixture of 

unconditional and conditional language. The children were also provided with the 

textbook: When will the sun go out? And other strange solar system science (Thomas, 

2012). Langer (2000) points out that scientists know that their findings are probably 

only true in circumstances similar to those met with while developing and testing the 

theory. However, as soon as theories are written down in textbooks or teachers talk 

about them in schools they tend to be transformed from conditional statements into 

unconditional ones. The book the children were using is a good illustration. It states, 

for example: “Our Sun has five billion years left” (p. 4). The uncertainty has seemingly 

disappeared. We still have a lot to learn about a productive balance of conditional and 

unconditional language in teaching resources. 

Figure 4.2: Selection of page 4 

from the book “When will the sun 

go out? And other strange solar 

system science” (Thomas, 2012) 
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4.6.2 Teaching resources, time constraints and availability 

Time constraints are perhaps one of the trickiest challenges for teachers. This includes 

the time teachers need for the preparation of their lessons as well as the time available 

for the lesson itself. The teachers all mentioned how much time it takes to find useful 

websites, information sheets and work sheets online. Teacher A described the internet 

as a minefield, it is an absolute minefield! In the end she selected teaching resources 

that were made by a teacher who offered them online to other teachers. Teacher A felt 

she didn’t know enough about the topic of global warming and therefore did not 

question the content of the presentation. It is an area of the curriculum I am not 100% 

sure about… I just trusted that that PowerPoint was the truth. She shared that she used 

specific websites that provide resources such as primaryresources.co.uk and that she 

trusted the content because it is teachers like me that are struggling to manage the 

curriculum and they have taken time to produce a resource and are willing to share it. 

The curriculum is huge. We have to depend on sites and borrow other people’s 

resources. 

Some of the teachers in this study shared that they did not know where to find teaching 

resources for teaching about complex and contradictory issues. The teacher from 

Classroom C told me, for example, during the interview that it is very difficult to find 

resources that will help you to teach children ‘what [information] do you believe and 

what do you not believe’. You kind of stumble across them by mistake generally or the 

children just raise the questions and you have to then go and find stuff. But there is not 

very much out there. There are many teaching resources that deal with critical thinking 

skills that can be useful for the development of related uncertainty competences such 

as the ability to find, evaluate and utilise information, the ability to judge the credibility 

of knowledge sources, and the ability to reason (Tauritz, 2016). However, for other 

uncertainty competences such as the ability to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative 

action, the ability to reflect on one’s own beliefs regarding uncertainty and the ability 

to accept not knowing this does not seem to be the case (Tauritz, 2016). 

As was mentioned in Section 4.5.4, the teachers in Classroom B and D who conducted 

classroom debates were limited by time constraints during the lesson, and therefore 

provided their children with all the information needed for the debate. In Classroom 
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D, there were also issues with slow internet connectivity causing the children to lose a 

lot of time waiting for webpages to open. In the end they only used the printed 

materials the teacher had provided. Limited internet access is an important practical 

limitation for the selection of teaching materials. In both classrooms the children were 

limited in their interaction with the teaching resources and did not learn to navigate 

materials about a controversial topic. Other time constraints are imposed by the sheer 

quantity of material contained in the curriculum.  

4.7 Summary 

In this first findings chapter, the focus lay on defining a teaching strategy that was both 

data-driven and provided insight into the choices a teacher can make as to how to 

facilitate the development of uncertainty competences. Creating a teaching strategy 

often begins with the teacher making a decision about which learning objectives will 

be addressed. Learning objectives are clear statements of what the learner should have 

learned by the end of the lesson as well as how that will be assessed. The findings from 

this study suggest that if the aim is to teach the breadth of the uncertainty competences, 

and not only the more familiar competences that are closely linked to, for example, 

critical thinking skills, teachers also need to make these competences explicit in the 

lesson plan. Some topics afford more opportunities for developing uncertainty 

competences than others; characteristics that render them more valuable in this respect 

are for example, complex, uncertain, inter-disciplinary, immediate, personally relevant 

and unknowable. Many sustainability challenges have these same characteristics. 

Learning activities provide a varying array of opportunities for the development of 

uncertainty competences. This study explored the activities chosen by the participating 

teachers. Task-directed discussions, inquiry-based learning, and classroom debates 

seemed especially promising. Teachers in this study were not aware of the presence or 

absence of conditional language in the teaching resources they developed themselves 

or in the ones that were made by third-parties. However, as was illustrated while 

discussing the teaching resources, the deliberate employment of conditional language 

and questions may in itself provide opportunities for the development of uncertainty 

competences. This will be explored in-depth in Chapters 5 through 8.
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Chapter 5 Teacher’s use of conditional language 

In most educational settings, the “facts” of the world are 

presented as unconditional truths, when they might be better be 

seen as probability statements that are true in some contexts but 

not in others. What happens when this uncertainty is allowed 

in? Does the uncertain information become more available to us 

later, when the context has changed? 

(Langer, 2014, p. 117-118) 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I present the argument that to be able to talk about uncertainty and 

complexity children need to develop language to communicate about these issues. 

Central to my case is the concept of conditional language. The findings suggest an 

interesting relationship between the use of such language and the opportunities for the 

development of uncertainty competences in the classroom. Language is positioned as 

one of the five key elements of the teacher’s strategy (see Figure 4.1). In Section 5.2 I 

clarify the terms conditional and unconditional language and show how they relate to 

uncertainty competences. In Section 5.2.1 I examine the differences in the observed 

classrooms with respect to the language the children used to see if this could be linked 

back to the teachers’ use of (un)conditional language. In Section 5.2.2 I look into a 

another relationship, this time between the children’s classroom behaviour and the 

teacher’s use of conditional and unconditional language. 

5.2 Conditional and unconditional language 

Among the lenses that I have employed in analysing my classroom observations are 

Langerian mindfulness theory (see Section 2.2.6) and my theoretical models regarding 

the development of uncertainty competences (see Section 2.5). The concept of 

conditional language is elucidated in Section 2.2.6. In short, unconditional language 

refers to communicating as if something is true and factual. Conditional language in 

turn refers to communicating as if something could be true, rather than stating that it 

is certain to be true. Table 5.1 below presents some examples from the classroom 

observations of questions and statements that were framed as either conditional or 

unconditional.
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 Unconditional or absolute language Conditional or probabilistic language 

Global warming is human-made. Global warming might be caused by 

humans. 

How does the process of global 

warming work? 

How might the process of global 

warming work? 

What caused beavers to go extinct? What may have caused beavers to go 

extinct? 

I teach you the facts, the truth. Just because I said it, doesn’t mean it is 

true. 

Table 5.1: Examples of unconditional and conditional language from the classroom 

observations 

In Section 2.4.4, I discussed how Langer (2014) associates the teacher’s use of 

conditional language in the classroom with a more critical attitude towards 

information, more sensitivity to context, a more creative state of mind and the 

inclination to look at issues from multiple perspectives. These key qualities of what 

she refers to as a mindful state (Langer, 2014) clearly relate to uncertainty 

competences, those skills, strategies, knowledge and attitudes that support the 

individual in handling complex and inherently uncertain situations (Tauritz, 2016). 

The relation is clearest in connection to the categories learning to cherish uncertainty 

and learning to tolerate uncertainty (see Section 2.3.3). Table 5.2 below provides an 

overview of the uncertainty competences that most closely relate to the qualities of a 

mindful state. It is logical to assume that teaching approaches conducive to the 

development of these qualities will also be relevant to the development of the related 

uncertainty competences. See Section 2.5 for more information about uncertainty 

competences. Two sub-themes relating to the use of unconditional versus conditional 

language emerged from the findings. Section 5.2.1 focuses on the first sub-theme: 

Teachers’ and children’s use of (un)conditional language, and Section 5.2.2 looks at 

the second sub-theme: Conditional language and mindful classroom behaviour. 
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Learning to cherish uncertainty 

 Being able to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action 

 Being able to entertain an enquiring mind 

 Being able to employ lateral thinking 

Learning to tolerate uncertainty 

 Being able to accept not knowing (what will happen or what the right 

answer/action is) 

 Being able to reflect on and change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty 

 Being able to understand people with different perspectives 

Table 5.2: The uncertainty competences (Tauritz, 2016) that most closely relate to 

Langerian mindfulness theory 

5.2.1 Teachers’ and children’s use of (un)conditional language 

Central to this first theme are these questions: Is the teacher’s use of conditional 

language reflected in the children’s language? and Will more conditional instruction 

by the teacher lead to more conditional language being used by the children during the 

observed lesson and during the focus group? Table 5.3 below provides an overview of 

the three distinguished categories of the teachers’ language use in relation to the 

language used by the children. It shows that the children tended to use the same words 

and phrases the teacher was using. However, despite the children using some language 

similar to the teachers, a tendency to use unconditional language was observed in all 

groups. It is perhaps not surprising to hear much unconditional language in the 

classroom, as many of today’s school systems remain focused on “indicators, 

measurement and metrics” (Livingston, Schweisfurth, Brace & Nash, 2017, p. 260). 

According to Paul (1995), most teaching in schools revolves around teachers passing 

on information to learners, telling them what to believe and know. Information is 

typically memorised and uncritically passed back during exams. More recently similar 

assertions have been made by Paul and Elder (2007), National Council of Teachers of 

English (2014) and Rondamb (2014). 
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Teacher’s use of language Children’s use of language 

Predominantly unconditional language 

(Classrooms A, D, E) 

Predominantly unconditional language 

(Classrooms A, D, E) 

Mixture of unconditional and 

conditional language (Classroom B) 

Mixture, but tendency towards 

unconditional language (Classroom B) 

Mixture, but focus on using 

conditional language (Classroom C) 

Mixture, but tendency towards 

unconditional language (Classroom C) 

Table 5.3: Teacher’s and children’s use of (un)conditional language 

Teacher employs predominantly unconditional language 

The first category comprised classrooms A, D and E, where the teachers habitually 

used unconditional language (see Table 5.3). For example, when the teacher from 

Classroom A explained how burning too much fossil fuel is causing global 

temperatures to rise, resulting in more fluctuations in the weather, and when the 

teacher from Classroom E presented the information about pollinators as facts. Some 

topics, like the process of pollination, are more likely to be presented unconditionally 

(see Section 4.4). Few people would doubt the process of pollination, although our 

understanding of the world is ever-evolving, and our ideas about facts are often 

contested. As Taylor, Quinn and Eames (2013) explain, theories are held tentatively, 

as best explanations available of how the world works. For practical purposes there 

exists at any given time a body of knowledge that is generally agreed to be factual. 

Simultaneously, the scientific community accepts and even welcomes the concept of 

being wrong, as this could lead to better developed theories and understanding. Still, 

there can be merit in declaring some things as unconditional from a utilitarian 

perspective; in a classroom setting this is dependent on factors such as age and 

educational level. In order to be able to act upon information, the information 

sometimes needs to be judged as good enough to be allowed the (interim) status of 

fact. For example, the teacher from Classroom C, who often encouraged the children 

to ask questions, chose during the second lesson to stop a child questioning what type 
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of celestial body the sun is and instead, to focus on the impact the dying sun would 

have on the survival of humanity. 

Teacher The sun is a star and they have a certain life span … [it] will burn for 

so long and then it will just go out. Because it runs out of energy. So, 

the sun is going to do that … in a few billion years’ time or a million 

years’ time … 

Child  How is the sun a star? 

Teacher How is the sun a star? That is another good question. I am tempted to 

say the scientists tell us it is. 

Child It is a planet. 

Teacher It is our nearest star. That’s why we get our light and heat from it … 

Some topics allow for more knowledge uncertainty in the teaching process, and 

therefore have the potential to confront children with the uncertainty we want them to 

learn to manage (see Section 4.4). The children in Classroom E discussed very little 

while they worked in their small groups. All their information- and worksheets 

contained unconditional instructions and information. From a Langerian perspective 

this would suggest that the teaching resources and activities did not have the capacity 

to encourage negotiation of multiple perspectives and therefore limited the 

development of new and novel ideas (Langer et al., 1989).  

There are a number of contributory explanations for the unconditional language used 

by the children in this category. In Classroom A, the children discussed in small groups 

what they identified as the most important environmental issues. The teacher then said 

I want you to think about what we could do to try and solve some of those problems. 

What could we do? What kind of ideas do you have about what we could do? Langer 

(2016) points out that when a teacher gives conditional instructions like these a stage 

is set “for doubt and an awareness of how different situations may call for subtle 

differences in what we [need to] bring to them [to solve problems]” (p. 15). In other 

words, one could say that solutions by their very nature are dependent on context. As 

the question was framed in conditional language, I wondered if the teacher’s modelling 
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of this language would be reflected in the children employing more conditional 

language when solutions were being proposed. Examination of the data, however, 

showed that the children in all classrooms used largely, though not exclusively, 

unconditional language. The following interchange takes place in Classroom A: 

Child  We could use some more… renewable ways to get energy. 

Child  … new solar panel cars! 

Child  They would be so cool. 

Child  … more electric cars. 

Teacher But remember electricity at the moment is produced by burning fossil 

fuels. The electricity, it would need to be… 

Child  Only powered by the sun. 

Child  What about a windmill car? That would be so cool! 

As the activity involved coming up with solutions for complex problems in a very 

general sense, and without any requirement to develop the ideas, let alone implement 

them, it did not lead to contextualised solutions. In this example the children in 

Classroom A are addressing the issue of global warming. Researchers (Langer, 1993; 

Davenport & Pagnini, 2016) point out that if learners are not sensitive to the specific 

context for which a solution is sought and are not aware of multiple perspectives, they 

may miss essential contextual information and remain locked in habitual patterns. 

Uncertainty competences (Tauritz, 2016) including: being able to understand people 

with different perspectives, being able to entertain an enquiring mind, and being able 

to employ lateral thinking are called for. The teacher could have asked: What might 

we do in Scotland to solve our energy problems? 

The teacher in Classroom A used predominantly unconditional language throughout. 

This teacher was quite focused on getting the children to add particular words to their 

vocabulary. Earlier in the lesson, one of the focus group girls talked about cutting down 

the rainforest, as one of the important environmental issues that we face; the teacher 

kept emphasising the word deforestation. She asked the girl if she had deforestation 
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down? The girl responded by repeating de-forestation after which the teacher told her 

one more time put that down. Put de-forestation down.  

The teacher in Classroom D used unconditional language during the lesson about 

beaver reintroduction in Scotland. At the beginning of the lesson the children and their 

teacher had a classroom discussion during which the prior knowledge of the children 

was activated. The teacher used predominately unconditional language when 

presenting information about beavers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And also, beavers are quite important in the environment. They do lots of things that 

no other animal does. So, they do chop down trees, they create these dams, they do 

lots of things in the environment that no other animal does, so we call it a keystone 

species. The teacher also used teaching materials provided by the Scottish Beaver 

Trial, including an introductory PowerPoint containing mostly unconditional language 

(See Figure 5.1). Teaching materials often consist of factsheets that are written in an 

absolute and unquestionable manner (Langer, 2016). Scholars warn that the use of 

unconditional instructions can lead to a more rigid perspective with the consequence 

that alternative ideas are not considered (Davenport & Pagnini, 2016; Langer, 2014; 

Langer & Piper, 1987; Ritchhart & Perkins, 2000).  

Figure: 5.1 Free teaching materials provided by the Scottish Beaver Trial 
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To summarise, the findings suggest that when a teacher employs predominantly 

unconditional language, the children will also mostly use unconditional language. 

When a teacher makes use of conditionally phrased instructions, but uses 

unconditional language during most of the rest of the lesson, children will still use 

mostly unconditional language. 

Teacher employs a mixture of unconditional and conditional language  

The second category encompasses teachers who employed a mixture of unconditional 

and conditional language, such as the teacher in Classroom B. In Classroom B the 

children generally used a mixture of unconditional and conditional language, though 

with a tendency towards unconditional language (see Table 5.3). The teacher from 

Classroom B had prepared a list of pros and cons of building dams with her colleague 

prior to the lesson. The children in Classroom B focused in the first part of the lesson 

on the arguments against dams in preparation for a classroom debate which would take 

place in the second half of the lesson. The teacher read a self-composed text with the 

arguments while the children listened and made notes. The text consisted of a rich 

mixture of conditional and unconditional phrases. Table 5.4 below provides some 

examples of unconditional and conditional phrases extracted from the teaching 

materials created by the teacher from Classroom B. 

Unconditional The larger dams are incredibly expensive to build. 

In times of heavy drought dams will stop functioning properly. 

 Conditional While this construction is only temporary, it can have long lasting 

effects on the environment – and potentially harm or worse still 

destroy local ecosystems.  

This debt can be a large burden on the government for a long time. 

Table 5.4: Examples of conditional and unconditional phrases in teaching materials 

created by the Classroom B teacher (The Disadvantages of Dams) 

When asked during the interview whether the teacher from Classroom B was aware of 

the term conditional language and whether she had deliberately presented the 
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information as indisputable facts, the teacher shared that she wasn’t familiar with the 

term; in fact, none of the teachers in this study were. She had therefore not been aware 

of her own use of unconditional or conditional language.  

Researcher So in presenting information you can make a choice there how certain 

you are or how much uncertainty, I guess, you can build into it. So, it 

was very clear obviously in the whole lesson that, you know, there are 

people for dams and people who are against dams and they have all 

kinds of reasons for that. The fact that you used, the things that you 

gathered, that you decided ‘this is a good one for the for, and this is a 

good one for the against’ those were expressed without conditional 

language. Really a fact is a fact. Was that deliberate? 

Teacher … No, it was completely… I didn’t even consider it. I hadn’t even 

thought. I just had a set amount of time where I had to find the facts 

and I just rushed and got what I could get my hands on really and I 

hadn’t really considered your point, which is very valid. 

During the lesson the children from Classroom B also used both conditional and 

unconditional language. However, as in Classrooms A and E, they had a tendency to 

use more unconditional language. During the debate, most children simply repeated 

the arguments that the teacher read to them during the note-taking activity regarding 

the disadvantages of dams. The teacher had framed the arguments as facts.  

Interestingly, there were a few children who seemed better equipped to manage 

uncertainty and not knowing. Instead of framing their arguments as facts they 

acknowledged that there was knowledge uncertainty. In the following example, Alex, 

one of the boys in Classroom B, responds to a comment from another child, Bob, in 

which the latter challenged the notion that dams are dangerous because they cause 

floods: … if you think about it that was only one person … the majority of the world 

doesn’t have their crops destroyed every single time… Bob avoids uncertainty by 

stating that floods are of no concern as they rarely happen: ... If we go into the city for 

a minute here, have you heard of any situations on the news at all where there has 

been floods at all because of dams? He also minimises the seriousness of the situation 
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if a flood were to happen, saying it would only negatively affect a few people. Alex 

acknowledges and does not avoid the notion that people don’t know what will happen 

and that a flood could potentially destroy someone’s crops: Bob you are saying that 

you have never seen anything on the news, not everything that happens in the world 

goes on the news. You said earlier that that was one person that got their crops 

destroyed, but you don’t really know that. You said the majority don’t, you do not know 

that. 

Whether the difference in this particular boy’s manner of handling uncertainty is due 

to anything learnt in school is impossible to say. Sorrentino and Roney (2000) suggest 

in their book The uncertain mind: Individual differences in facing the unknown that 

people’s personalities differ in their tendency to approach or avoid uncertainty. An 

uncertainty-oriented person is drawn to uncertain situations as these are “seen as an 

opportunity to learn something new about themselves or about the world” (Sorrentino 

& Roney, p. 4). For certainty-oriented people it is “certainty and maintaining clarity 

that is important, and confusion and ambiguity are to be ignored or avoided” 

(Sorrentino & Roney, p. 7). It is perhaps the more certainty-oriented individuals who 

most need help in developing uncertainty competences (see Section 2.2.5). 

During the focus group interview, one of the children in Classroom C mentioned that 

when given the opportunity to select a topic to research she chose the topic about the 

death of the sun, because she felt that the bird topic had only one answer. She preferred 

the more uncertain topic about the wind turbine … because it would bring up 

discussion. From the perspective of certainty orientation theory (see Section 2.2.5) this 

suggests that she might be an uncertainty-oriented person. Langer, on the other hand 

expresses the view that the use of conditional instruction has a similar, in her terms 

beneficial effect on most people.  

In brief, the children in this study used mostly unconditional language when the teacher 

employed a mixture of conditional and unconditional language. During the classroom 

debate the children tended to repeat the information that had been presented to them 

as facts. 
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Teacher employs a mixture of both, but focuses on using conditional language 

The third category consists of teachers employing a mixture of conditional and 

unconditional language, but with special emphasis on conditional language. See Table 

5.3 for an overview of the three categories of teacher’s and children’s use of 

(un)conditional language. Compared to the other teachers in the study, the Classroom 

C teacher used the most conditional language. She emphasised that we can’t always 

know things for sure, and that people have their own viewpoints. At the same time, 

most of the teaching resources developed by third parties (videos, book, etc.) that she 

used contained unconditional language. Interestingly, the teaching materials that she 

compiled herself were a blend of conditional and unconditional language. See Table 

5.5 below for an example of the mixed language used in the teaching resources 

compiled by the teacher from Classroom C. The selection and development of teaching 

resources is examined in more depth in Section 4.6.  

Wind turbines can be seen from long 

distances, and some people do not like 

the way they look. 

Wind power does not cause climate 

change or pollution. 

The land underneath wind turbines can 

still be used for farming. 

The wind does not always blow across 

the whole of the UK all of the time. 

Wind is a renewable resource as long 

as the wind blows it will never run 

out.  

Wind energy is a cheap way to produce 

renewable energy. 

Table 5.5: Examples of teaching resources containing mixed conditional and 

unconditional language from Classroom C (Observation day 1) 

The Classroom C children used a mixture of conditional and unconditional language 

similar to other classrooms, even though their teacher used much more conditional 

language than, for example, teachers from classrooms A and B. The teacher from 

Classroom C asked the children to discuss in small groups what they thought of the 

idea of putting wind turbines out at sea. They were presented with two statements, one 

formulated as unconditional and the other as conditional, and asked to discuss them in 
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their groups. The teacher had not been aware of doing this or what impact it might 

have on the children. 

Do you agree or disagree with these statements? 

1. Wind turbines are probably the best renewable energy source at present. 

2. Wind turbines are ugly to look at and noisy. 

Discuss your thought and ideas in your group. You have 5 minutes.  

Figure 5.2: Worksheet with statements about wind energy to complement a BBC 

Bitesize video13 

In the following excerpt, the focus group children in Classroom C share their opinions 

about wind turbines. Because of the background noise in the classroom it was not 

possible to identify each child in this conversation. 

Child  I think they are ugly and annoying. 

Child  It depends on where they are located. 

Child  I think that they are ugly but it is better to have something ugly and 

get more eco-friendly electricity than have something which… 

There appears to be tension between the absolute statement and the opinions and 

independent thought of the children. The children are confronted by conflicting beliefs 

and seem confined by the unconditional words that were used in the second statement 

(see Figure 5.2). As they negotiate, they are moving back and forth between wind 

turbines are ugly and are not really ugly. As they continue their conversation, it 

becomes apparent that their beliefs are converging. 

Child  I don’t really mind that they are, they are not really ugly but it would 

be cool if they painted spots on them or something.” 

Child  Ha-ha. I would love that. 

Discussions in which children share their opinions on controversial statements and 

negotiate what their collaborative stance will be provide opportunities for them to 

                                                 
13 Bitesize videos are educational videos for primary, secondary and post-16 students in the 

United Kingdom and are distributed by the BBC (https://www.bbc.com/bitesize). 
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develop several uncertainty competences. Examples are, being able to understand 

people with different perspectives and being able to reason (Tauritz, 2016). Using 

conditional language, for example, ‘Some people think wind turbines are ugly and 

noisy’, might have encouraged even more challenging discussion; it would have 

brought issues of conditionality to the fore thus necessitating the development of their 

communication and reasoning skills.  

In this study the teacher’s use of a mixture of unconditional and conditional language 

created space for the children to negotiate perspectives. The teacher also encouraged 

asking questions. A few children started, during the course of the three lessons, to ask 

questions challenging the certainty of knowledge and the credibility of knowledge 

authorities. 

5.2.2 Conditional language and mindful classroom behaviour 

The second sub-theme focuses on the relationship between the teacher’s language and 

the way the children approach facts, theories and uncertainty. Scholars (Langer & 

Piper, 1987; Ritchhart & Perkings, 2000) suggest that there is a positive relationship 

between the use of conditional instruction in the classroom and the amount of mindful 

behaviour such as questioning information, being sensitive to context (noticing new 

details), responding creatively to uncertainty and looking at issues from novel 

perspectives. These characteristics relate in particular to the uncertainty competences 

from the category “Learning to cherish uncertainty” and “Learning to tolerate 

uncertainty” (Tauritz, 2016, p. 94) listed in Table 5.2. 

While examining the data closely something intriguing emerged. As was mentioned 

when discussing the first sub-theme, though the children mirrored the language used 

by the teacher to a certain extent, generally speaking, they used predominantly 

unconditional language. However, if we look at what they were talking about and not 

only at the words they used to talk about it, the teacher’s language can be seen to be 

reflected in their classroom behaviour. Table 5.6 below provides an overview of the 

three distinguished categories of the teachers’ language use in relation to the degree of 

children’s mindful classroom behaviour.  
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 Teacher’s use of language Children’s classroom behaviour 

Predominantly unconditional language 

(Classrooms A, E, D) 

 Accept and repeat information 

 Try to give right answer 

Mix of unconditional and conditional 

language (Classroom B) 

 Accept and repeat information 

 Try to give right answer 

Mix of both, but focus on using 

conditional language (Classroom C) 

 Ask lots of questions 

 Challenge knowledge authorities  

 Creative answers 

Table 5.6: Teacher’s language and children classroom behaviour 

Teacher predominantly employs unconditional language  

The first category comprises teachers who predominantly used unconditional 

language, as did the teachers from Classrooms A, D and E (see Table 5.6). They 

typically used unconditional language while asking questions designed to elicit verbal 

responses regarding retention or comprehension of material previously presented. 

Similar to what Langer (2014) had found, the children generally accepted and repeated 

the information the teacher shared with them. When the teacher asked questions the 

children often seemed to try to give the answer they thought the teacher wanted to 

hear.  

The teacher from Classroom A for example regularly asked unconditional questions 

which served to establish the learner’s knowledge. The questions were regularly 

unconditionally phrased, asking for the one right answer. Orlich et al. (2013) describes 

these questions as being convergent and explains they are used for recall of specific 

information. The Classroom A teacher seemed intent on teaching specific terms, such 

as global warming and deforestation, rather than discussing a theme in depth.  

Teacher Do you think that natural disasters are on the increase? Do you think 

we are actually causing more and more things happening? Okay, so 

why is that happening? What is it that actually causing that? 

Child Winds and stuff change… 

Teacher But what is causing that? 
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Child What is it called? Global warming! 

Teacher Get it down [on paper]. You’ve got global warming down, okay. So, 

what is happening is, is that the earth is warming… 

Child …and it is causing more natural disasters. 

Teacher Yeah …  

The teacher from Classroom D explained to the children that they were going to 

prepare for a classroom debate with the topic beaver reintroduction in Scotland. He 

then provided the children with the arguments they needed to use during the debate. 

During the debate children from Classroom D typically repeated the information that 

had been presented to them as facts by their teacher. For example, Ronald stated the 

following during the debate: Thank you presiding officer. We are for visitor’s 

attractions and we are for beaver reintroducing and we think that wildlife people 

would like to come back if they saw beavers in the wild. This corresponds with the 

information from the stakeholder information sheet in Figure 5.3 below. 

Figure 5.3: Stakeholder background information provided by Classroom D teacher 

The teacher from Classroom E also asked many leading questions. The unconditionally 

phrased questions prompted guesses from the children as to what the answer was that 

the teacher wanted to hear. These questions with one right answer did not seem to 

encourage the children to be creative or look at the topic from different perspectives. 
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The absence of uncertainty and use of questions with one right answer provided few 

opportunities to develop uncertainty competences (see Section 8.2). 

Teacher employs a mixture of unconditional and conditional language  

The second category is made up of teachers using a mixture of unconditional and 

conditional language. As indicated in Table 5.6, the children in Classroom B displayed 

a behaviour pattern similar to children in the classrooms where the teachers used 

predominantly unconditional language. The children from Classroom B generally 

repeated the information the teacher had provided during the note taking exercise. 

Interestingly, the teaching materials that the teacher had compiled herself mixed 

unconditional and conditional language. The language that the children used for their 

posters displayed similar patterns. See Figure 5.4 below for an example of a poster. 

Some of the phrases that were used were: Kills fish! Dams are very expensive to build. 

People can lose their land when dams are being built. The construction of dams can 

destroy beautiful landscapes and kill animals. When dams break, they are extremely 

expensive to fix! At this point it is questionable whether or not the children were 

mindful of the conditionality of what they were saying or were simply repeating what 

the teacher had read to them.  

 

Figure 5.4: An example of a poster a group of children made in Classroom B 
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In the following exchange, however, it becomes clear that the children were basically 

repeating the information the teacher had provided. They used the posters as reminders 

of their arguments during the debate. 

Mark Dams can cause earth quakes and disruptions to our plant. I can affect 

people, the earth, and wildlife, technically everything. 

Teacher  Good argument, who would like to respond to that? Yes, Ben. 

Bob I agree with where you are coming from, but if … a dam does overflow 

and floods all the land and harms all crops ... Lots of people go to see 

dams and enjoy watching dams … lots of people go to new hotels and 

to restaurants, which allows for much more jobs for people whose land 

has went away. So, you get more profits. 

Child Yeah, I see your point … people go to see dams, but not only are they 

entertaining, they are very, very dangerous, expensive and they can 

destroy ecosystems as well. They can actually tear them apart. 

The children in Classroom B did not question the information presumably because it 

was the teacher who had provided it. However, there was some confusion when the 

children suddenly heard the arguments of those classmates that had prepared in the 

other classroom. They all thought they had the facts and knew why they were for or 

against the building of dams. Then they heard valid reasons from the other group. 

Section 4.5.4 examines in more detail the use of debates for developing uncertainty 

competences. 

In summary, in the classroom where the teacher used a mixture of unconditional and 

conditional language, the children also seemed to uncritically accept the teacher’s 

information which was reflected in the tendency towards more unconditional language 

both in the posters they made and during the debate. 

Teacher employs a mixture of both, but focuses on using conditional language 

The third category consists of teachers who employ a mixture of both conditional and 

unconditional language, but with more emphasis on conditional language. Scholars 

(Davenport & Pagnini, 2016; Langer & Piper, 1987; Langer et al., 1989) have found 
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that teaching students in a conditional manner leads to more questioning of information 

and more creativity with regards to problem-solving. As depicted in Table 5.6 the 

children in Classroom C asked more questions, sometimes challenged knowledge 

authorities and came with more creative answers than the children in the other 

classrooms. During the first lesson the teacher and the children talked about renewable 

energy sources, like wind energy and solar power. Inadvertently the teacher asked the 

children if the sun would last forever. Some children shouted: 

Children No! 

Child  It’s got five billion years. 

Teacher It is a long time. Should we be worried about that, because we will be 

dead long since?  

Child  Well that will be the end of the world! 

Child  Will it [the sun] go into a black hole? 

Child  How will the sun die?  

The teacher responded enthusiastically with Oh a big question! She encouraged the 

children to write their questions on the back of their work sheets, so the class could 

come back to some of these really good questions later. The teacher recognised the 

curiosity and the learning energy the question about the death of the sun had generated. 

She decided to capitalise on that during the subsequent lessons. Curiosity has often 

been recognised for its potential to enhance the learning process (Litman, 2005; 

Loewenstein, 1994; Tauritz, 2012a; Von Renesse & Ecke, 2017). Such enthusiasm on 

the part of the teacher as well as her use of the children’s questions in the subsequent 

lessons can contribute to the development of the uncertainty competence being able to 

entertain an enquiring mind (Tauritz, 2016). 

The teacher from Classroom C encouraged questioning knowledge and knowledge 

sources during the first observed lesson. In subsequent lessons a few children who had 

previously said that they would believe scientists because they are known to be 

smarter, started to challenge scientists. One girl in particular said How DO you know 

that it [the sun] is going to die? The teacher answered Well, some of the scientists 
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predicted that it will. Upon which the girl responded with But, how do they actually 

know? By using conditional language and modelling questioning knowledge sources, 

the teacher provided opportunities for learning uncertainty competences, such as being 

able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources (Tauritz, 

2016).  

The children in Classroom C discussed the way in which the sun might die. They also 

speculated about whether or not people can prevent it from happening and what would 

happen to people if the death of the sun could not be prevented. The teacher talked to 

small groups of children using a mixture of unconditional and conditional language, 

while emphasising the latter. The children responded more creatively to uncertainty 

than children in the other classrooms, coming up with all kinds of ideas, such as get a 

machine to like chuck [gas] at the sun in aid of preventing the sun to run out of gas, 

shine a torch at [plants] to give them energy to grow if there is no more sunlight 

reaching the earth. In accordance with brainstorming techniques as discussed by 

Baruah and Paulus (2008), the children did not focus on one right solution, and instead 

generally suspended judgement of each other’s ideas, making space for many creative 

suggestions. In line with De Bono’s (1971) concept of lateral thinking, the children 

explored the issue from different perspectives and were actively making new 

connections between ideas. In other words, the children actively engaged in the 

development of the uncertainty competences being able to use uncertainty as a catalyst 

for creative action and being able to employ lateral thinking (Tauritz, 2016). It should 

be noted, that the Classroom C teacher had also set aside more time for the children to 

research the topic which provided them with more time and space to explore ideas and 

come with creative solutions. 

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter I set out to present the argument that it is necessary to develop 

appropriate language to be able to talk about the certainty of knowledge and multiple 

viewpoints, and to develop uncertainty competences. Langer’s construct of conditional 

language, which entails stating things so as to say they could be true, but are not 

necessarily true, seems to provide some promising tools for children and adults to talk 

about uncertainty and complexity. In addition, it would seem that the qualities that 
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conditional language can stimulate: (1) a critical attitude towards information, (2) 

sensitivity to context, (3) a creative state of mind, and (4) the inclination to view issues 

from different perspectives, can be associated with the promotion of uncertainty 

competences. Examples are: being able to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative 

action, being able to employ lateral thinking, being able to accept not knowing (what 

will happen or what the right answer/action is), and being able to understand people 

with different perspectives (Tauritz, 2016). Teaching strategies that facilitate the 

development of conditional language can therefore also be conducive to teaching 

uncertainty competences. 

It is important to note that the teachers in this study were not familiar with the terms 

unconditional and conditional language, nor the potential influence this kind of 

language could have on the children until they were discussed during the interview. 

The findings showed that teacher’s conditionally phrased instructions, when 

embedded in primarily unconditionally written or spoken language, do not necessarily 

lead to the children’s use of conditional language. In classrooms where the teacher 

employed largely unconditional expressions and asked children questions searching 

for the one right answer, the children seemed to uncritically absorb and reproduce the 

information with which they were provided. In classrooms where the teachers used 

more of a mixture of unconditional and conditional language, children still seemed to 

uncritically accept most of the information that had been presented by the teachers as 

facts. This was reflected in their use of predominantly unconditional language in the 

posters they made and during the classroom debate. In the classroom where the teacher 

used a mixture of unconditional and conditional language, but with a focus on the 

latter, children asked more questions about the content of the lessons. They also asked 

the most questions that challenged the certainty of knowledge. When the same teacher 

challenged knowledge authorities, a few of the children started asking questions about 

the trustworthiness of information. The teacher’s use of a mixture of unconditional and 

conditional language seemed to create space for the children to explore multiple 

perspectives, come with creative answers, and practice how to deal with uncertainty. 

Finally, the teaching materials used in the study showed that teaching materials 

produced by third parties contained mostly unconditional language. Materials the 

teachers compiled themselves contained more of a mixture. The findings indicate that 
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developing their own materials can provide teachers with the opportunity to use 

language tailored to the objectives of teaching uncertainty competences.  
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Chapter 6 Vocabulary of Conditionality 

I know nothing in the world that has as much power as a word. 

Sometimes I write one, and I look at it, until it begins to shine. 

Attributed to Emily Dickinson 

6.1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 described how developing conditional language in the classroom can 

provide children with the language necessary to communicate about uncertainty, 

complexity and multiple perspectives. In this chapter I present the new more nuanced 

concept: Language of Conditionality. Section 6.2 describes how the concept of 

language of conditionality emerged from my observations and delineates the tripartite 

model I devised to represent it. Section 6.3 furnishes an in-depth description of the 

first part of the model: Vocabulary of Conditionality and illustrate how vocabulary 

development relates to the teacher’s interactions with the children referring back in 

particular to data from the classroom transcripts. My understanding of conditional 

language evolved as the analysis phase continued. While examining my data and 

reviewing the literature, I came to see that the construct of conditional language had 

not been established in sufficient detail with regard to its linguistic properties. 

6.2 Language of Conditionality 

The Langerian Mindfulness (Langer et al., 1989; Langer, 1993; Langer & 

Moldoveanu, 2000) literature seems to suggest that any language that includes 

uncertainty regarding the truth factor of an issue can be considered to be conditional 

language. The body of psycholinguistic literature, in particular regarding modal 

language (Bassano, Hickmann & Champaud, 1992; Coates, 1987; O’Neill & Atance, 

2000; Ozturk & Papafragou, 2015; Perkins & Firth, 1991; Wilcox, 1991), provided me 

with a more specific conceptualisation of how particular words and grammatical 

structures can be used to express differing degrees of certainty. The linguistic literature 

does not employ the term conditional language; instead it directs attention to modal 

language which is also referred to as language of modality, modality or epistemic 

modality (Coates, 1987). In addition to expressing (degrees of) certainty and 

possibility, modality also deals with expressions of willingness, permission, 

obligation, necessity and ability (Papafragou, 1998; Perkins & Firth, 1991; Wilcox, 
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1991). My study, however, concerns itself with the certainty of knowledge and it is on 

this aspect of modality that I will focus. My understanding of the construct of 

conditional language gradually matured and transformed into the more encompassing 

concept language of conditionality.  

The concept language of conditionality amalgamates the concept of conditional 

language which was discussed in Chapter 5, with the more detailed aspects of modal 

language that focus on expressing certainty and possibility by embracing a variety of 

linguistic devices including modal verbs, modal adverbs (that modify verbs), modal 

adjectives (that modify nouns), mental verbs, and evidentials (indicate the source of 

the evidence). Language of conditionality by assisting the expression of degrees of 

certainty avoids conceptualising conditionality and unconditionality as a duality. The 

relevance becomes clear when trying to code a classroom excerpt that contains a 

mixture of conditional and unconditional expressions. It is from the specific 

combination of utterances that the narrator’s degree of certainty of knowledge can be 

construed. In Classroom D one of the children reads the information sheet that the 

teacher has provided their group out loud. It provides them with key arguments from 

the stakeholders they will be representing during the classroom debate they are 

preparing for.  

Child Some members of the Scottish Rural Properties and Business 

Association are against the reintroduction of beavers to Scotland. Some 

of their main points are:   

 Introduction into the modern environment will necessarily impact 

negatively on current land uses and practices. The area is managed 

in many different ways and we feel that having the beaver back will 

cause many management issues. 

 There will be potential negative effects on Knapdale Woods, which 

is a Special Area of Conservation. The Protection afforded to 

Castor fiber under the EU law would render the SNH “Exit 

Strategy” either illegal or unenforceable.  

 We believe that the period of the trial is inadequate to validate any 

of the results.  
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 Some members of the Scottish Rural Properties and Business 

Association are against the reintroduction of beavers to Scotland. 

The sentence begins with some members which is a conditional phrase, emphasising 

that not all members agree about this controversial topic. It than moves on to say that 

these members are against which is an unconditional statement. Both conditionality 

and unconditionality are being expressed in the same sentence. 

The text contains a mixture of conditional and unconditional expressions, rendering it 

impossible to determine if the message as a whole is either conditionally or 

unconditionally phrased. Attempting to do so would simply not account for the subtle 

communicatory actions taken by the narrator. The text starts out by stating that the 

arguments listed against reintroduction of the beaver are not shared by all the members 

of this association (conditional). The first argument states in no uncertain terms, that 

introduction of beavers will necessarily have a negative impact (unconditional) on 

current land use. The sentence after that, however, nuances the statement by 

introducing the mental verb ‘feel’ (see Section 6.3). Note the difference between ‘we 

feel that it will have a negative impact’ and ‘we know it will have a negative impact’. 

In this way the narrator communicated a lesser degree of certainty of knowledge 

(conditional) than if the mental verb ‘know’ had been employed. The second argument 

is also ambiguously composed. It starts out by stating that there unequivocally ‘will 

be’ effects on the Knapdale Woods (unconditional). However, by adding in the words 

‘potential negative’ it introduces a degree of uncertainty to the narrator’s position, 

moderating this potentially contentious utterance (conditional). The third argument 

begins with the mental verb ‘believe’, which again provides a balance in relation to 

the degree of certainty at the end of the narrator’s comment regarding the questionable 

length of the trial period.  

As my own language awareness developed during this study, I increasingly saw more 

nuances in the interactions between the teacher and the children, and I realised how 

important it is to help children develop their language awareness, which Carter (2003) 

describes as “the development in learners of an enhanced consciousness of and 

sensitivity to the forms and functions of language” (p. 64). Foley (2017) writes in this 

respect about critical literacy being more than teaching children the functional aspects 
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of reading and writing, and being in addition about helping them to reflect on the way 

language is employed in social interactions. Sensitising children to the language of 

conditionality makes them aware that communication is not neutral and can help them 

understand the importance of exploring “the ways in which language can both conceal 

and reveal” (Carter., p. 64) the certainty of knowledge. Mosher and Heritage (2017) 

assert that the meaning of language is conveyed in the way words are organised 

through, for example, grammar, as well as in the words themselves. Reading the 

literature alongside examining the data led to the formulation of the tripartite model of 

language of conditionality (see Figure 6.1 below). It consists of these three parts: 

vocabulary of conditionality (see Chapter 6), grammar of conditionality (see Chapter 

7) and questions of conditionality (see Chapter 8). The findings suggest that the 

conscious employment of vocabulary, grammar and questions of conditionality can be 

viewed as potentially powerful tools with which a teacher could facilitate the 

children’s development of uncertainty competences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Tripartite Model of Language of Conditionality 
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6.3 Vocabulary of Conditionality 

6.3.1 Words used to explore uncertain knowledge and multiple perspectives 

Vocabulary of Conditionality refers to the words needed to communicate clearly and 

with nuance about the certainty of knowledge, multiple perspectives and complexity. 

This section reviews the importance of developing the child’s oral, reading and writing 

vocabulary of conditionality. A child’s oral vocabulary refers to the words they can 

comprehend and use in a spoken conversation, whereas their “reading or writing 

vocabulary” (p. 4) refers to the words they can comprehend and use while reading and 

writing (Department for Children, Schools and Families, 2008). My focus is on 

classroom vocabulary usage with attention to the linkage between vocabulary 

development and the development of uncertainty competences.   

6.3.2 Why teach the Vocabulary of Conditionality? 

Teaching vocabulary fosters improvement in reading comprehension (Biemiller, 2003; 

Pikulski & Templeton, 2004; Moghadam, Zainal & Ghaderpour, 2012), listening 

comprehension (Van Berkel et al., 2013) speaking and writing skills (Milton, 2013) 

and the development of children’s ability to use appropriate language to put their 

thoughts into words (Bromley, 2002). Four uncertainty competences (Tauritz, 2016)– 

being able to understand people with different perspectives, being able to reflect on 

and (potentially) change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty, being able to reason, and 

being able to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experience– are all 

reliant on the ability to exchange ideas about degrees of certainty of knowledge.  

Two new competences regarding communication emerged through close examination 

of the data. The first surfaced when the teacher from Classroom D explained to the 

children that they were going to do another debate. You talked about wolf 

reintroduction yesterday. We are going to talk about beaver reintroduction today. 

They then discussed what the children already knew and didn’t know about beavers. 

After a few minutes the teacher asked: Do we have beavers living in Scotland? A 

conversation ensued during which the children tried to make sense out of the question 

the teacher had asked about whether there were beavers in Scotland or not. 
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Children Yes. No. Yes. No! 

Teacher Some people are saying yes, some people are saying no. 

Ralph  I think they are, but I thought we were doing a debate about if they 

were to get [reintroduced]… 

Teacher Interesting. You thought they were, but you’re not sure? 

Ralph  Yeah… 

Teacher Rick do you know anything more? 

Rick  They are Canada’s national animal. 

Teacher Alright so Canada’s national animal. So, they are certainly around in 

other countries. Yep, but we are still not 100% sure about Scotland. 

Rita  I don’t think they are in Scotland because you said it is a day about 

reintroducing beavers, which would probably mean that they are not 

in Scotland. 

Teacher Alright. So, you are thinking about the language I’ve used. Fair 

enough. Lilian? 

Lilian  I am going against Rita… Just because we are reintroducing them, 

doesn’t mean we don’t have already started a little bit. 

The children were struggling to interpret the clues the teacher had given them. A new 

competence emerged from the data at this point: being able to interpret what others 

are communicating about their degree of certainty14. Although critical thinking 

skills, as discussed by authors such as Richard Paul and Linda Elder (2011), involve 

people analysing and judging relevant information, and mention the need for clear 

communication, the competence that emerged here is more specific in its focus on 

clear communication about the informant’s degree of uncertainty. Unwittingly, the 

teacher created confusion about whether or not there were beavers living in the wild 

                                                 
14 This current study continues to build on earlier published work about teaching uncertainty 

competences. In Chapter 2 I presented a 17-item list of uncertainty competences (Tauritz, 

2016). During the data analysis three new uncertainty competences emerged. They are 

included in the Revised List of Uncertainty Competences presented in Chapter 10 (see Table 

10.1). Where they are discussed in the findings chapters they will be denoted by a star. 
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in Scotland, generating an opportunity to work on developing the new uncertainty 

competence. Learning to listen critically to a speaker and focus on clues that are given 

about the degree of certainty of knowledge is an important skill (see Section 7.2). This 

uncertainty competence helps make sense of what is being communicated and, in 

doing so, can potentially reduce the level of experienced uncertainty. What seems to 

have happened by chance in this case could be purposely built into the lesson to 

stimulate the children to pay close attention to what the teacher is saying and to pay 

attention to the way in which people express their ideas with respect to the certainty 

of knowledge.  

A second new competence became evident when the teacher from Classroom B 

initiated a conversation with the children about the advantages and disadvantages of 

dams.  

Teacher Just before we go any further though, can we just clarify that everybody 

knows what is an advantage? Is an advantage a good thing or a bad 

thing? Jimmy? An advantage? 

Jimmy  Uhm… a bad thing? 

Teacher Advantage and disadvantage. So, is the advantage the good thing, or is 

the advantage the bad thing? 

Child  An advantage is the good thing. 

Teacher It is the good thing. You are right. So, disadvantage has that ‘dis’, it 

has got that prefix before it, okay. So ‘dis’ means that is not good, so 

disadvantage and advantage. 

The teacher is teaching the children words which they can use to express different 

sides of an argument. In doing so they are developing a second new uncertainty 

competence, namely being able to express one’s own degree of certainty. As with 

the first new competence, this one also emerged from the data. Paul (1995) asserts that 

“children do not learn how to read, write, think, listen, or speak in such a way as to 

rationally organise and express what they believe” (p. 295). This limits them in 

breaking free from “their uncritical absolutism” (Paul, 1995, p. 294). Langer and 
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colleagues (1989) refer to this as mindlessness (see Section 2.2.6). Although Paul 

suggests strategies such as teaching topics and introducing activities that encourage 

viewing issues from multiple perspectives, he seems to side-step the importance of 

language, such as knowing the words with which to express differing viewpoints and 

interpret one’s own or someone else’s degree of uncertainty, as foundational. These 

competences are so basic to the discussion of uncertain knowledge and complexity 

that they can be easily overlooked, but as my findings suggest they are important and 

can be purposefully taught in the classroom.  

6.3.3 Strategies for teaching Vocabulary of Conditionality 

In this section the focus is on the strategies teachers in my study employed to develop 

relevant vocabulary. I examine some examples of useful vocabulary, and I reflect on 

the differences between classrooms in the number of opportunities they afforded for 

the development of vocabulary of conditionality, as well as for the development of 

particular uncertainty competences. 

The teacher from Classroom C created a learning environment in which the children 

were provided with ample opportunities to develop vocabulary germane to situations 

characterised by uncertainty and contradiction. During the first observed lesson, the 

teacher asked the children if they remembered which topic they had chosen for the 

new science project and why they had chosen that particular one. One girl mentioned 

choosing the topic about wind energy because the multiple opinions of the different 

people involved seemed most interesting to her. At this point the teacher from 

Classroom C introduced words that helped her clarify her thoughts. 

Teacher Yeah, that was what you mentioned last week. So do people disagree 

sometimes about the issue of wind farms and wind energy? So could 

that be classed as controversial? … What do you think controversial 

means? 

The teacher from Classroom C employed various teaching approaches described by 

Duke and Moses (2003) to expand the children’s vocabulary. They included: (1) 

raising word consciousness, (2) teaching important words, (3) relating novel words to 

known words, (4) exposing the children to words multiple times. The teacher asked 
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what controversial meant, thereby introducing a novel and relevant word with respect 

to the discussion about wind farms. She associated controversial to words the children 

knew by asking if people disagree sometimes. By framing the word controversial in 

this way, she provided the children with clues about its meaning. She also repeated the 

word a few times and continued to do so in the course of the lesson. In the following 

exchange, the teacher explains that controversy involves being aware of multiple 

perspectives.    

Ravi  You make a decision that is controversial, like there could be two like 

ways … 

Teacher  There could be two ways. Okay would you like to add to what you 

said? 

Child   Yeah that is like one person could think it is not a good idea. 

Teacher  Uhum, so it is controversial if somebody doesn’t agree with the other 

person? 

Child  Brings up an argument. 

Teacher  It might involve an argument …  

The teacher employed a fifth teaching strategy put forward by Duke and Moses (2003), 

namely to “teach conceptually related-words” (p. 7). The word group the teacher was 

exploring with the children revolved around multiple perspectives. However, the 

teacher in Classroom C, although talking about different words that were all related to 

the confrontation with multiple perspectives, did not draw explicit attention to how the 

words were related. Beck et al. (2013) state that the more semantic connections a 

person maintains “the more rich and flexible their understanding of words” (p. 14) will 

be. Even though the comprehension of texts about multiple perspectives could have 

been further explored, the teacher did make the existence of multiple perspectives 

explicit. The teacher then moved on to a way in which uncertainty might be resolved 

or accepted and, in doing this, also introduced additional terms related to the word 

group. 
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Teacher  Ok, and moving forward from that, if there is controversy and there is 

an argument what might bring the people together again at the end? 

Child  If we don’t choose any of them. 

Teacher  Making choices. Yeah. Dan, can you think what it might be called? If 

you are having an argument and you then kind of agree to disagree… 

or if you come into the middle from where your argument is, what 

would that be called? … To compromise. Do you know that word? 

Georgia what would that mean if someone was asked to compromise 

their opinion about something? 

Georgia Like meet in the middle. 

Teacher  Meeting in the middle. Excellent! That is a very good way of 

describing it. 

The teacher from Classroom C discussed words that pertained to having different 

viewpoints (and not one right perspective). The teacher from Classroom A chose to 

read a PowerPoint (see Figure 6.2) about global warming; though it made use of 

language of conditionality, this was never explicitly pointed out to the children, 

thereby limiting the discussion about complexity and knowledge uncertainty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2:  An example of a PowerPoint slide from the lesson in Classroom A 

with information presented in conditional language 
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During the teacher interview, the teacher from Classroom A reflected on her use of 

conditional language during the lesson without making this explicit. 

Researcher And if you look at the language that is used in this PowerPoint, there 

are on several slides, remarks like some experts believe … or like on 

the last slide global warming could cause… So, conditional language 

… you didn’t emphasise this in the lesson. You went through the text 

with the children and moved on. Were you aware of this?   

Teacher  No, I didn’t highlight [it] and I know what you are saying. There was 

an opportunity there to explore that language … yes. I didn’t see it at 

the time.  

It is arguable that in not highlighting the words used in the teaching materials the 

teacher from Classroom A missed an opportunity to develop the children’s vocabulary 

related to multiple perspectives.  

In Classroom E, the teacher had selected as subject the process of pollination. Due to 

the general acceptance of the information she provided as factual the lesson did not 

afford many opportunities to develop vocabulary related to knowledge uncertainty or 

multiple perspectives. It is important to acknowledge that not all subjects will afford 

the same possibilities to develop the vocabulary needed to manage knowledge 

uncertainty (See Section 4.4). 

6.3.4 Vocabulary of Conditionality-rich learning environments 

During the data analysis, it became evident that vocabulary of conditionality-richness 

is an important characteristic of a learning environment conducive to the development 

of uncertainty competences. To be able to communicate clearly about the certainty of 

knowledge, multiple perspectives and complexity, I suggest it is necessary to know 

and be able to use appropriate words. Bassano et al. (1992) also describe how children 

develop the use of words and expressions with which they can indicate a degree of 

certainty or uncertainty. The learner needs to have opportunities to discover new and 

relevant words and use them repeatedly in meaningful ways (Smith, 2008). Wright and 

Cervetti (2017) suggest that teaching approaches that involve active processing are 
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generally more effective at teaching the meaning of words than teaching definitions or 

looking words up in the dictionary. Mosher and Heritage (2017) emphasise that 

developing vocabulary should be grounded in meaningful contextual experience 

related to a specific subject and with attention for communicating about that 

experience (see Section 7.4). 

Teachers create a vocabulary-rich learning environment when they themselves employ 

vocabulary that is at the same time pertinent and varied and includes words and phrases 

relevant both to the topics and the uncertainty surrounding them. According to Lane 

and Allen (2010) most researchers, whether they emphasise knowing fewer words 

well, or knowing many words more superficially, acknowledge the need for both 

breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge.  

The findings suggest that it is necessary for teachers to consider which words to teach 

regarding uncertainty and complexity as these words are not necessarily taught in 

primary schools. The importance of developing the vocabulary and the ability to 

communicate clearly on these matters has been explained above.  

In general the literature appears to suggest the importance of providing teachers with 

criteria for selecting the most pertinent words, while at the same time respecting the 

teacher’s autonomy and their knowledge of the individual children in their classroom. 

In 1987, Beck and colleagues introduced a framework that is commonly employed by 

teachers and researchers for the selection of words most relevant to their teaching 

objectives. It consists of three tiers of words that play distinct roles in communication, 

and its objective is to support the teacher’s selection of classroom vocabulary without 

prescribing specific words. Tier one words refer to words that are frequently found in 

spoken language. Children tend to learn these words through conversations in their 

day-to-day lives. They are easily explained. Examples related to teaching about 

uncertainty and complexity and used by both teachers and children in my study are: 

right, wrong, question, sure, not sure, believe and don’t believe. According to Beck et 

al. (2013) Tier two words are important for comprehension and are frequently used by 

“mature language users” (p. 25). These words are more precise and help users to 

become more specific and nuanced in their communication about individuals and 

situations they are to some extent already familiar with. Examples of words used by 
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teachers and sometimes also by children in my study are: uncertainty, certainty, 

probability, opinion, theory, argument, might and could. The third category consists 

of Tier three words, which are specific to particular domains and are generally not 

encountered in children’s every-day lives. These words require more explanation than 

words from the other two categories. There are no examples of words used during the 

classroom observations that fit this category. I introduced the Tier three term 

conditional language to the teachers during the interview; none of the teachers were 

familiar with it. Examples taken from the theory and discourse of my thesis are: 

uncertainty competences, wicked problems and super complexity. 

Beck and colleagues (2013) suggest that teachers focus their instruction on Tier two 

vocabulary. In addition, they suggest that teachers use the following three criteria for 

selecting appropriate words for the children to learn: (1) “Importance and utility” 

(words that are frequently used in different domains), (2) “Conceptual understanding” 

(words that provide the child with the possibility to communicate with more nuance), 

and (3) “Instructional potential” (words that are used in a range of contexts in which 

they have different meanings that can be explored) (Beck et al., 2013, p. 28). A good 

example borrowed from the teachers in my study is the word: argument which is used 

in many different contexts and disciplines and provides the learner with means to be 

much more specific. For example, ‘the neighbours are talking’, ‘the neighbours are 

fighting’ and ‘the neighbours are having an argument’. In addition, ‘argument’15 has 

various meanings such as an exchange of diverging viewpoints, a reason in support of 

an idea, etcetera. 

The findings suggest focusing on unfamiliar Tier two words that add to children’s 

ability to express their ideas about uncertain knowledge and multiple perspectives, as 

well as the ability to understand others who communicate about these concepts. 

Clearly, the role of the teacher in determining the pre-existing vocabulary level of the 

                                                 
15 The Oxford English Dictionary provides several definitions for the word ‘argument’: “An 

exchange of diverging or opposite views”, “A reason or set of reasons given in support of an 

idea, action or theory”, “An independent variable associated with a function or proposition 

and determining its value” (Logic Mathematics), “Any of the noun phrases in a clause that are 

related directly to the verb, typically the subject, direct object, and indirect object” 

(Linguistics), “summary of the subject matter of a book” (Archaic). (Retrieved on 13 February 

2018, from https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/argument) 
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children is prominent in word selection. I sought an answer to the question whether or 

not the children in my study were being taught the vocabulary needed to be able to 

clearly communicate about knowledge uncertainty, complexity and multiple 

perspectives. In the context of my observations and analysis of the classroom 

exchanges, I categorised the words I heard according to Beck et al.’s (2013) three 

criteria, whilst being aware of the examples they provide to discuss the Tier-

framework. I also listened to the interchanges between the teachers and children in my 

study and logged the relevant words they used and discussed, as well as the words the 

children seemed to know and the ones they didn’t know.  

The teachers from Classrooms A and E used distinctly fewer words related to 

uncertainty and multiple perspectives than the other teachers, as did the children from 

these classrooms. While the children in Classroom A were working in small groups 

discussing what the important threats were that harm our planet, the teacher was more 

focused on teaching the correct terminology, such as deforestation and global warming 

than addressing issues of complexity and contradiction. During the observation the 

teacher told me that the children didn’t know the umbrella terms. Again, during the 

interview, the teacher shared her thoughts on the children not having enough 

knowledge to talk about these issues. Her intention was to provide the children with 

an introductory level of information about global warming. So, although terms such as 

deforestation can be classified as Tier two, they are not Tier two words that would 

serve to enhance the children’s communication about contradiction and knowledge 

uncertainty. Though the teacher used some words and phrases that related to multiple 

viewpoints and uncertainty, they would be categorised as Tier one words, especially 

for children in P6/P7 (see Table 6.1). Examples of words and phrases the teacher used 

were: 

 

believe, decide, do you think, least/most important, problem, what could we do, you 

are right 

Table 6.1: Tier one words related to uncertainty used by Classroom Teacher A 

Although these words are frequently used in different domains (Criterion 1), they 

would probably not enhance the ability of most children in this study to express 
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themselves with more nuance regarding uncertainty and multiple perspectives 

(Criterion 2) and, other than perhaps the word problem, which is employed in many 

domains with different meanings, they also have limited instructional potential 

(Criterion 3). The Classroom A children used words and phrases such as: 

could, I don’t know, important, I think, reason 

Table 6.2: Tier one words related to uncertainty used by children from Classroom A 

The word reason could arguably be classified as a Tier two word, the others are Tier 

one words and phrases (see Table 6.2).  

The teacher in Classroom E was very content focused. The teaching materials that the 

teacher used contained many examples of Tier two words, such as adapt, attract, 

withstand, design, evolve, and Tier three words related to the topic of pollination, for 

example, stigma, style, petals, pollen, cross-pollination and nectar. However, there 

was hardly any use of vocabulary of conditionality (see Table 6.3). Somewhat related 

phrases the teacher used were: 

why did you choose that, you are right, what do you think that means 

Table 6.3: Tier one words related to uncertainty used by Classroom Teacher E 

The children in Classroom E did not use any conditional language. The topic as such 

did not provide much opportunity to talk about uncertainty. In the lessons observed in 

Classrooms B, C and D a richer vocabulary was employed by the teachers and children, 

which complemented the complex and controversial nature of the selected topics (See 

Section 4.4). Both teachers and children in these three classes used more Tier one than 

Tier two words. The Classroom B teacher taught a lesson about building dams. 

Examples of Tier two words that she used were:  

advantage, argument, attitude, brainstorm, collect and gather evidence, complexity, 

concede, cost benefit analysis, could become, counter-argument, debate, 

devastating, disadvantage, evidence, fact, ineffective, irrelevant, I see your point, 

however, opinion, possibility, precious, present arguments, reason 

Table 6.4: Tier two words related to uncertainty used by Classroom Teacher B 
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The words in Table 6.4 are frequently employed in many domains (Criterion 1) and 

they provide the children with vocabulary that they can apply in more nuanced 

communication (Criterion 2). Some of the words, such as fact, opinion, evidence, 

complexity and reason have a strong instructional potential (Criterion 3). For example, 

the word fact has an interesting variety of definitions. For a philosopher a fact is “a 

proposition that may be either true or false, as contrasted with an evaluative statement” 

(Collins Dictionary, n.d., para. 2). In every-day life, a fact stands for “an event or thing 

known to have happened or existed, a truth verifiable from experience or observation, 

and a piece of information” (Collins Dictionary, n.d., para. 2). The online Free 

Dictionary defines a scientific fact as “an observation that has been confirmed 

repeatedly and is accepted as true (although its truth is never final)” (Free Dictionary, 

n.d., para. 1). The difference in meaning between the fact of everyday life and a 

scientific fact can have a significant impact on the discussion of the certainty of 

knowledge (see Chapter 1.3.2). The teacher’s choice of doing a debate about the 

advantages and disadvantages of dams afforded the children with opportunities to 

practice Tier two words and phrases, some of which had been learned during a 

previous debate. During my classroom observation the children revisited that 

vocabulary (see Table 6.5). Here are some examples of Tier two words used by the 

children from Classroom B:  

argue, could harm, disadvantage, detrimental, fact, fair enough, I agree with where 

you are coming from, it can cause, it might not, I see your point, however, precious, 

put yourself in their shoes, reason  

Table 6.5: Tier two words related to uncertainty used by children from Classroom B 

Teacher C taught (three lessons) about renewable energy sources. She used many Tier 

two words when she spoke to the children (see Table 6.6). Some examples of Tier two 

words that teacher C used are:  

advantage, agree, agree to disagree, argument, believe, benefit, big question, 

brainstorm, complex issue, complex question, compromise, controversial, convince, 

decision, disadvantage, disagree, dislike, dispute, false, how do you know it is true, 
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investigate, issue, is that theory true, it depends, magpie ideas, might, nobody really 

knows for sure, opinion, option, outweigh, persuasive argument, predict, probably, 

pros and cons, reason, reference, theory, true, uncertainty, understanding  

Table 6.6: Tier two words related to uncertainty used by Classroom Teacher C 

Again, these words are frequently used in many domains (Criterion 1) and they provide 

the children with vocabulary that they can apply in more nuanced communication 

(Criterion 2). For example, ‘they were having an argument’, ‘they were having a 

dispute’, or ‘they were having a brainstorm’. Some of the words, such as argument, 

investigate, theory and uncertainty have a strong instructional potential (Criterion 3). 

Table 6.7 provides examples of Tier two words that the children from Classroom C 

used: 

advantage, agree, argue, argument, believe, conflict, disadvantage, impossible, it 

depends, maybe, meeting in the middle, might, more than likely, opinion, probably, 

proof, pros and cons, proven, ridiculous, testing, they think they know, true fact, 

unanswerable 

Table 6.7: Tier two words related to uncertainty used by children from Classroom C 

The Classroom D teacher taught a lesson about the reintroduction of beavers in 

Scotland. Table 6.8 below shows some examples of Tier two words that the teacher 

from Classroom D employed:  

argue, argument, back up what you say, benefits, can affect, certainly, costs, could 

have been, debate, evidence, facts, issue, it could, it might, maybe, moral argument, 

not 100% sure, other side of the argument, parliament, point of view, 

positive/negative side, possible, probably, surveying, that might be part of it, 

tracking, trial, which groups will be affected by 

Table 6.8: Tier two words related to uncertainty used by Classroom Teacher D 

These are again words frequently used in many domains (Criterion 1) and they provide 

the children with vocabulary that they can apply in more nuanced communication 

(Criterion 2). For example, those are the facts, that is the evidence and that is their 
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point of view. Some of the words, such as trial, evidence and argument have a strong 

instructional potential (Criterion 3). The teacher provided the children with teaching 

resources that contained information for each stakeholder group represented in the 

debate. The information included some conditionality related Tier one words, such as 

for, against, important and successful. The sheets also included Tier two words related 

to uncertainty and multiple perspectives, for example, benefit, concern, evidence, test, 

decision, uncertainties, consultation and objectives. Most children only read the 

information pertaining to their own stakeholder as they ran out of time, even though 

the teacher said it was important for them to read the other information as well to be 

better prepared for the debate (see Section 4.4, Section 4.5 and Section 4.6). Table 6.9 

showcases examples of Tier two words the children from Classroom D used during 

the debate: 

believe, debate, inadequate to validate the results, issue, it could happen, judge, 

might, probably, object, objection, represent, vote 

Table 6.9: Tier two words related to uncertainty used by children from Classroom D 

On the basis of my findings it seems that teaching a vocabulary of conditionality can 

be enhanced if a teacher creates a vocabulary-rich learning environment that affords 

children with many opportunities to listen to relevant vocabulary, to discuss the 

meaning and use of this vocabulary, and to actively use it in a relevant contextual 

experience.  

6.4 Summary 

Chapter 6 introduced the concept language of conditionality which amalgamates the 

concept of conditional language (Langer & Piper, 1987; Langer et al., 1989), with the 

more detailed aspects of modal language (Bassano et al., 1992; Coates, 1987; Wilcox, 

1991) that focus on expressing certainty and possibility using a range of linguistic 

devices. I argued that children’s language awareness needs to be developed for them 

to be able to understand how language is being used with respect to the certainty of 

conveyed knowledge. I also proposed a model of language of conditionality made up 

of vocabulary of conditionality, grammar of conditionality, and questions of 
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conditionality. My study suggests that being able to communicate about the certainty 

of knowledge requires acquiring relevant vocabulary and the understanding of 

grammatical structures that enable individuals to express themselves as well as to 

understand what others are communicating.  

The rest of Chapter 6 focuses on the vocabulary of conditionality. This refers 

specifically to the words needed to communicate clearly and with nuance about the 

certainty of knowledge, multiple perspectives and complexity. I suggested that it is 

important to actively teach the vocabulary of conditionality as it provides the children 

with the appropriate language to put their thoughts about uncertainty and complexity 

into words. In fact, two new competences emerged while analysing the data: being 

able to interpret what others are communicating about their degree of certainty and 

being able to express one’s own degree of certainty. 

The teachers I observed employed multiple teaching approaches such as: (1) raising 

word consciousness, (2) teaching important words, (3) relating novel words to known 

words, (4) exposing the children to words multiple times, and (5) teaching 

conceptually related-words. Choice of topic and activities were also observed to afford 

the children more or fewer opportunities to actively use and explore vocabulary of 

conditionality. Each teacher selected specific words to be taught. I suggest the value 

of providing the teachers with criteria with which to select particular words from the 

vocabulary of conditionality that they think are most relevant for children in their 

classrooms to focus on. Beck et al.’s (1987) Three-Tier System for Vocabulary 

Instruction seems particularly useful. Vocabulary of conditionality is only one of the 

three parts of the model of language of conditionality. Chapter 7 will focus on the 

grammatical devices that individuals can use to express their degree of certainty. 
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Chapter 7 Grammar of Conditionality 

A rich educational context is one in which knowing and not-knowing, 

assurance and non-assurance swirl around each other chaotically; and 

teaching is as much about communicating not-knowing, tentativeness, 

uncertainty, flights of fancy, hypotheses, puzzles, conundrums, 

bafflements and confusions, as it is about communicating knowing, 

assurance, certainty, well-mapped paths, proofs, solutions, 

clarification, illuminations and clarities 

(Buckingham, 2014, p. 10) 

7.1 Introduction 

Chapter 7 focuses on the second part of the tripartite model of language of 

conditionality: Grammar of Conditionality (see Figure 7.1 below). Congruous with 

vocabulary, grammar is one of the building blocks of language. The Farlex Grammar 

Book (Herring, 2016) defines grammar as “the way words are used, classified, and 

structured together to form coherent written or spoken communication” (p. 18). With 

grammar of conditionality I refer to grammatical rules and linguistic devices that 

enable the author or speaker to express a particular degree of certainty of knowledge 

in their written or oral communication. Simultaneously, the grammatical structures and 

words the speaker uses provide the listener or reader with essential information for 

understanding the message. Chapter 6 addressed exploring modal language to find out 

more about these linguistic devices and went on to discuss the first component of the 

language of conditionality, the vocabulary of conditionality. In 7.2 I discuss the use of 

four modal devices: modal auxiliary verbs, modal adverbs, mental verbs, and the role 

of evidentials in communicating about uncertainty. The findings are based on the 

recordings from the classroom observations and the outcomes from the interpretive 

content analysis of the transcripts regarding the communication between teacher and 

children. The findings were complemented by data from the focus group interviews 

and the interviews with the teachers. Section 7.3 focuses on employing conditionals in 

discussing the certainty of knowledge. In 7.4 I briefly look at the possibilities language 

lessons that are already part of the curriculum provide for the development of the 

language of conditionality, understanding probabilities and, consequently, the 

development of uncertainty competences.
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Figure 7.1: Grammar of Conditionality 

7.2 Modal auxiliary verbs, modal adverbs, mental verbs and evidentials 

According to Wilcox (1991) children need to develop an understanding of relative 

uncertainty as well as an understanding of the language being used to communicate 

about the certainty of knowledge. These abilities are developed during childhood and 

adolescence, through our social interactions as well as our educational experiences. 

Learning how to reason logically depends amongst other things on one’s ability to 

understand when conclusions are certain and when they are uncertain (Byrnes & 

Overton, 1986). As adults we are aware that we are more certain about some beliefs 

than others, and that knowledge sources vary in degree of trustworthiness. Sometimes 

information is believed because the knowledge source seems credible and the process 

of knowledge production seems reliable. Under different circumstances we may 

ourselves be able to collect empirical evidence that we then base our assumptions on.  

Wilcox (1991) goes on to discuss how language provides multiple linguistic devices 

with which we can express: (1) how certain we are about our beliefs, (2) what kind of 

evidence we use for our claim, and (3) what our belief state is. During the following 

interchange both Classroom C teacher and a girl named Kathy use different linguistic 

devices as they explore Kathy’s certainty of knowledge regarding birds flying into 

wind turbines and dying as a consequence. 
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Kathy  Some of them [wind turbines] killed birds. 

Teacher How do you know that birds can get killed Kathy? 

Kathy  They could get killed if they are like really dumb. Just like fly into it. 

Teacher Have you read about that anywhere or have you heard that, did 

somebody tell you that? How do you know that is true? 

Kathy I don’t know, I think. I don’ know if the ‘Windscape16’ is like an 

actual story about wind turbines. 

Teacher Yes… Have you read the story Windscape? 

Kathy  I have read it about … times. 

Teacher And birds get killed in that story? 

Kathy  No, they just like don’t want it because they have heard it. 

Teacher So is that a bit of a myth then? Would that be true to say? 

Kathy mentions that some birds get killed in wind turbines to which the teacher 

responds by asking how Kathy came to this conclusion and how sure she is of it. 

Wilcox’s (1991) first category mentioned above, incorporates devices with which a 

person could express their degree of certainty by using modifiers such as modal 

adverbs: maybe, perhaps, possibly, conceivably, probably, really, absolutely and 

certainly, or by using one of the modal auxiliary verbs or modal verbs: can, could, 

may, might, would, shall, should, will, must and ought. These words allow speakers 

“to indicate their attitudes towards the truth value of propositions” (Bassano et al., 

1992, p. 390). Kathy repeats that birds can be killed in wind turbines, but shows some 

caution by using the modal verb ‘could’ instead of saying they ‘are killed’, and by 

using a conditional; only if the birds are really dumb will they get themselves killed 

(see Section 7.3). According to Wilcox (1991) modal auxiliary verbs express the 

speaker’s degree of certainty about a belief without explicit reference either to the 

belief or knowledge state, or to the evidence on which the belief is based. The second 

                                                 
16 ‘Windscape’ is a children’s book written by Sam Wilding (2012). It is an eco-thriller set on 

the Isle of Harris, Scotland, that explores the dilemma between the usefulness of wind farms 

and their impact on the perception of the scenery.  
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category deals with evidentials, expressions that indicate something about the source 

of the evidence one’s beliefs are based on (Wilcox, 1991). ‘I read a newspaper article’, 

‘I heard the story from my father’, and ‘I was a witness at the scene’ are all examples 

of evidentials. The third category focuses on a person’s belief state or knowledge state 

which can be described using mental verbs, such as ‘I know’, ‘I think’, ‘I remember’, 

‘I analysed’, and ‘I guess’. The teacher asks Kathy what evidence she has for her claim 

that birds get killed in wind turbines. Kathy shows she is unsure by stating she doesn’t 

‘know’, but she ‘thinks’ it is true. She herself has not seen any birds get killed (which 

would have been direct evidence), however, she has read the book Windscape (indirect 

evidence). She is unsure if ‘the book is an actual story’, but by mentioning it she 

indicates that she understands that it would make it a much more trustworthy 

knowledge source if it was. ‘Actual story’ functions as an evidential. In her turn, the 

teacher uses the words ‘story’ and ‘myth’ to reduce the degree of certainty of Kathy’s 

knowledge regarding the wind turbine issue. This is emphasised again by asking if 

‘that’ (it being a myth) is in fact the truth. The teacher is also asserting her authority 

and showing that she is certain that what she believes is correct. On the other hand, 

how she expresses herself is softened by the way in which the modal verb ‘would’ is 

being used as a less-than-certain phrase. When the teacher concludes with the words 

Would that be true to say? she demonstrates the employment of a fourth device that 

Coates (1987) calls negative politeness; it acknowledges the listener’s need to draw 

their own conclusions and to save face.  

In the example teacher and child are using a myriad of linguistic devices as they 

negotiate the truth of Kathy’s statement that birds get killed by wind turbines. They 

are not likely to have been very aware of the way in which they were choosing their 

words. The findings suggest that teachers can develop children’s language awareness 

by purposefully focusing their attention on these rich naturally occurring classroom 

teacher-child interactions. Understanding how to employ these linguistic devices as 

well as understanding how another speaker uses them are important abilities that 

contribute to the development of the following uncertainty competences: being able to 

evaluate and utilise information, being able to judge the credibility and cognitive 

authority of information sources, being able to interpret what others are 
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communicating about their degree of certainty, and the ability to express one’s own 

degree of certainty.  

Children in the upper primary years in England learn about modal verbs (Department 

for Education, 2013). It should be noted that where the English national curriculum is 

relatively prescriptive regarding the grammatical structures children need to learn at 

each stage of their (primary) education, the Scottish Curriculum for Excellence 

primarily offers guidelines, providing teachers with relatively more autonomy 

regarding the content they teach. Some teachers from my study shared that they did 

not formally teach about the use of modal verbs in primary school. Some, like the 

teacher from Classroom A, had not heard of the term before. 

Teacher I hadn’t heard of modal verbs. I had to google to find out. You're right 

there's quite a bit of room for autonomy. I feel that Curriculum for 

Excellence is less about the acquisition of facts. … I think in Scotland 

we're less concerned with what the various aspects of the language are 

called but concern ourselves more with the overall effect on the reader, 

be it greater understanding or pleasure in fictional literature. 

Teachers can also deliberately use modal verbs when composing their questions. When 

modal verbs such as ‘might’ and ‘could’ are used in questions previously phrased 

unconditionally, ‘Who did it?’, they become conditional, ‘Who might have done it?’, 

presenting learners with more inviting questions that have more than one correct 

answer (see Section 8.2). 

Language of conditionality is multifaceted and a child’s understanding of it develops 

and is refined over time through practice. The teacher can use questions about the 

certainty of knowledge to enhance the encounters of children with the language of 

conditionality, in the process familiarising them with the different linguistic devices 

that are available. It would also provide them with ample opportunities to hone their 

skills in deciphering these clues. It should be noted that the example above also fits 

perfectly in Chapter 8, in the section discussing questions a teacher can ask a child 

about the certainty of information (see Section 8.4). 
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In summary, as children grow up they develop an understanding of relative uncertainty 

as well as learning about the language people use to communicate about the certainty 

of knowledge. Learning about linguistic devices such as modal verbs and evidentials 

can enhance their abilities to express degrees of certainty with more nuance.  

7.3 Conditionals 

It is generally in secondary school that teachers take the understanding of modal verbs 

to the next level. At this stage children are learning about the formal use of 

conditionals. Conditionals are employed to consider what could happen, what might 

have happened, and what we wish would happen. Most phrases using the conditional 

include the word if. These sentences are made up of an if clause and a main clause:  

If this happens, I will or won’t do that. 

A sub-set of these sentences focuses on situations with possible, yet uncertain, 

consequences. 

If this happens, I or it may/might/could do that. 

Mosher and Heritage (2017) suggest that children who are less familiar with 

conditionals, but are then regularly confronted with them in meaningful contexts, can 

be alerted “to the possibility that another person can be uncertain or speculating about 

something that may or may not happen or have happened, and that this is how you talk 

about such things” (p. 11). It was interesting to learn that some of the teachers and 

some of the children in my primary classrooms used conditionals. For example, the 

teacher in Classroom C, a P7-classroom, asked the question: What do you think would 

be good solutions to this problem [of people disliking the sound and sight of wind 

turbines]? One of the small groups wrote down the following answer: We thought it 

would be a good solution if they put them in the ocean, so they wouldn’t spoil the view 

and to stop the noise. 

In Classroom D, a P6-classroom, the teacher modelled the use of conditionals. He did 

this without explaining the reason for the language that he used. The children also 

made use of them. The children had about 20 minutes to research the arguments for 

the group they were representing. At the end, some children asked the teacher if they 
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were supposed to be for or against beaver reintroduction. The teacher stated matter-of-

factly that the arguments they collected and the description of who they represented 

should have made it clear to them. The Classroom D teacher seems to have used the 

conditional structure as well as the modal adverb to emphasise that representing a 

particular group meant that they were, more than likely, either for or against 

reintroduction of beavers. 

Teacher If you are arguing for the Scottish wildlife trust [then] you are 

probably for beavers. If you are arguing for the tourism industry 

[then] you are probably for beavers. If you are arguing for fishermen 

[then] you are probably against beavers. So, have a think. You should 

be able to tell from the arguments on your sheet whether you are for 

or against. 

Several children in Classroom D demonstrated that children in P6 can also master the 

use of conditionals. The parliamentary debate they held appeared to afford 

opportunities for practicing the use of conditionals, as there were a number of children 

using conditionals during the observed lesson.  

Child  …We can learn more about beavers if we reintroduce them, because 

we hunted them into extinction quite a, well a few hundred years 

ago...  

One boy in particular stood out. Admittedly, his teacher described him as having a 

quite developed kind of grasp on things and as being very high ability especially for 

language. 

Child   Oh, ok. Well some fishermen aren’t very happy about it because if 

beavers were making their dams, it could stop the river flowing so 

well and they wouldn’t be able to catch as many fish and stuff. 

The use of a conditional does not always signal the same degree of uncertainty. A 

sentence that reads ‘If beavers make their dams, it could stop the river flowing’ uses a 

conditional and a modal verb. Exchange the modal verb ‘could’ with the modal verb 

‘will’ and the speaker’s expression instantly becomes much more certain: ‘If beavers 
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make their dams, it will stop the river flowing’. The modal verb can also be left out ‘If 

beavers make their dams, it stops the river flowing’ making the statement even more 

convincing. The speaker has even more options for choosing the specific degree of 

certainty he wants to convey. For example, by adding a modal adverb to the conditional 

and the modal verb will: ‘If beavers make their dams, it will probably stop the river 

flowing’.  

Although not a focus of my study, it should be noted that it is not always possible to 

deduce from grammar and word choice alone, what the degree of certainty of 

knowledge is. Sometimes, for example, the tone of voice or body language plays a role 

in establishing what the speaker meant (see Section 10.6).  

The grammar of conditionality consists of the use of linguistic devices including modal 

auxiliary verbs, model adverbs and evidentials, with which the competent speaker can 

skilfully frame his message with the appropriate degree of certainty. This supports the 

development of many competences such as being able to reason, being able to evaluate 

and utilise information, being able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of 

information sources, being able to interpret what others are communicating about their 

degree of certainty , and the ability to express one’s own degree of certainty. 

7.4 Language of Conditionality supports understanding probabilities 

We typically associate maths and science lessons with teaching about probabilities. 

However, literacy and English lessons focused on developing language of 

conditionality afford another avenue by which the understanding of probabilities can 

be facilitated. There is increasing evidence that reading conceptually meaningful texts 

in combination with acquiring science-literacy and doing science experiments benefits 

both scientific understanding and language development (Cervetti, Barber, Dorph, 

Pearson & Goldschmidt, 2012). Even though teaching the use of modal verbs and 

conditionals is not generally a part of primary education, researchers such as Jones, 

Langrall and Mooney (2007), and Narcarato and Grando (2014) suggest that it is 

important to help primary school children to start developing language that will allow 

them to talk about statistical concepts of probability, things that could or might happen. 

This is, in effect, language of conditionality. Henriques and Oliveira (2016) also 
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emphasise that being able to understand and use what they call probabilistic language 

is important for making reasoned decisions when dealing with uncertain data. In other 

words, it is important for the development of uncertainty competences such as: being 

able to prioritise among many urgent issues, being able to reason and being able to 

respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities. 

In Classroom B, the teacher facilitated a debate about building dams. There are clear 

for and against arguments, but to be able to respond appropriately, an understanding 

of the underlying probabilities is required. Even if a fact is not judged as being 

unconditionally true or false, connecting it with the underlying probabilities nuances 

the conditionality of the facts. 

Jerry  It is not just about the crops and the fish and the animals, because 

people can die from dams breaking … The water could spill 

everywhere and on cities, it can kill millions of people. 

Teacher It can kill millions of people if a dam were to breech or break 

resulting in a flood. Good point, Jerry! Who’s got an argument for 

that? Mary. 

Mary  Well, I see your point there, but it hardly ever really happens. Dams 

don’t usually break, because they are made of strong material and 

also there are hardly any people in the world who get killed by dams. 

Teacher So Lee, what do you have to say to that? 

Lee  Well, some people don’t get killed by dams, but some people and 

houses will get broken down and all the crops will die, but sometimes 

people and houses and animals, and people will die and get drowned. 

Teacher  If the dam were to flood. Okay, so it doesn’t happen very often, but what 

Lee is saying has happened. So, we can’t say it is not a possibility, 

because it has happened.  

Talking about the meaning of words and phrases such as ‘it can’, ‘it hardly ever really 

happens’, ‘sometimes’, ‘it doesn’t happen very often’, ‘it has happened’, ‘it is a 

possibility’, as well as learning to recognise these grammatical structures in written or 
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spoken text, could be useful in helping children become more sensitive to the degrees 

of certainty of knowledge.  

During the focus group interview from Classroom B, the children shared their 

confusion about whether dams are good or bad. The arguments they were using came 

from two contradictory knowledge authorities who they trusted, namely their teachers. 

They were struggling with respect to the arguments for and against dams. They were 

trying to weigh the number of arguments each group used, the impact of particular 

outcomes, as well as the likelihood of the occurrence of a dam breaking and the number 

of people who might get hurt if it were to happen - by no means an easy feat for either 

a child or an adult. 

Carol I was quite confused. There is so much good things about having 

dams, but there is also so much bad stuff about having dams. So, it is 

like, I am so confused my head is like ‘whooh’. 

Bob … if you got all your facts and then they might have a stronger side, 

but if you have valid reasons it might overcome the other point, but 

they might have more valid reasons than your own. So, it is quite hard 

… to try and disagree … 

Acknowledging the importance of understanding the meaning of words like validity 

and how they are used to influence readers and listeners, I asked Bob what he meant 

by valid reasons. 

Researcher … And you said that the other side, so the against-dams group, had 

more VALID reasons… What do you mean by valid? 

Bob I mean by that that they had a lot more points and I think there were a 

lot more kind of towards and up to the point, with more of the other 

yes-facts. 

Without going into more depth regarding numeracy and mathematics, as this is a 

subject in its own right, such an interchange does make an interesting point. Literacy 

and English lessons that focus on developing the language of conditionality carry the 
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potential to teach children the language needed to talk about degrees of certainty and 

support learning about probabilities in maths and science lessons. 

7.5 Summary 

Chapter 7 focused on grammar as one of the three parts of the model of language of 

conditionality. In addition to the vocabulary of conditionality, grammatical rules and 

linguistic devices provide a speaker with more tools to express a particular degree of 

certainty of knowledge. At the same time, understanding and recognising the grammar 

of conditionality provides the listener with clues about the speaker’s message. 

Five linguistic devices that can be used to create a nuanced framing of the certainty of 

knowledge were discussed: (1) modal auxiliary verbs, (2) modal adverbs, (3) mental 

verbs, (4) evidentials and (5) conditionals. Although, teachers in the upper primary 

years in Scotland are not required to formally teach about linguistic devices such as 

modal verbs, it is clear from this study that the teachers are modelling their use in 

naturally occurring teacher-child interactions. They can also be found in the children’s 

oral and written language. This is also true for more complex devices such as 

conditionals, which are formally taught in secondary schools. The data suggests that 

teachers could raise the children’s awareness and understanding of the language of 

conditionality simply by highlighting its natural use in the classroom. This can in turn 

facilitate the development of uncertainty competences such as: being able to reason, 

being able to interpret what others are communicating about their degree of 

certainty, being able to express one’s own degree of certainty, and being able to 

respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities. 
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Chapter 8 Questions of Conditionality 

… have patience with everything unresolved in your heart and try to 

love the questions themselves as if they were locked rooms or books 

written in a very foreign language. Don’t search for the answers, which 

could not be given to you now, because you would not be able to live 

them. And the point is, to live everything. Live the questions now. 

Perhaps then, someday far in the future, you will gradually, without 

even noticing it, live your way into the answer. 

 Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters to a Young Poet, 2001, p. 14 

8.1 Introduction 

The third and final part of the model of language of conditionality: questions of 

conditionality, questions that invite uncertainty into the learning process will be 

discussed in this chapter (see Figure 8.1). I argue on the basis of my observations, that 

asking questions of conditionality can be considered a principal element of teaching 

strategies that encourage the development of uncertainty competences. In Section 8.2 

I describe questions of this sort in detail. Section 8.3 reveals how a typology of 

questions of conditionality emerged during the analysis. In Section 8.4 I discuss the 

types of questions children asked and the kind of responses they received from the 

teacher. One of my aims in this chapter is to show how rephrasing common classroom 

questions, as well as asking specific questions designed to stimulate exploration, can 

facilitate the development of particular uncertainty competences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1: Questions of Conditionality
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8.2 Description of Questions of Conditionality 

The term questions of conditionality refers to a variety of questions that invite 

uncertainty into the learning process. Firstly, they are questions that ask for answers 

that could be true, but where one correct answer is not anticipated. Questions where 

the teacher is asking for one or more of a finite number of correct answers, and are 

therefore not questions of conditionality, are illustrated by the teacher from Classroom 

D who asked: Can anyone remember … what kind of laws the Scottish parliament 

decides on? Just remember it doesn’t decide on all the laws. It only has responsibilities 

for certain things. According to Orlich et al. (2013), convergent questions focus on 

narrow teaching objectives such as the recall of facts and specifics. The children’s 

answers are generally short. In contrast, questions of conditionality are divergent in 

character, seeking multiple as well as longer responses from the children.  

Secondly, the questions are deliberately phrased conditionally to invite the child to 

explore a concept without penalty, think creatively, develop innovative theories and 

test alternative solutions (see Section 2.2.6). Compare the following teacher questions: 

‘What does this mean?’, implying that there is a correct answer the teacher is searching 

for, independent of who is being asked and ‘What do you think this could mean?’ 

Ritchhart and Perkings (2008) explain that asking children what they personally think 

rather than what they know hints at more openness and more than one correct answer. 

This is emphasised by using the modal verb ‘could’.  What do you think? might run 

the risk of being interpreted as a test question.  ‘What could this mean?’ might be 

experienced as more neutral. A conditionally phrased question is not automatically a 

question of conditionality. Although the words being used are all conditional, tone of 

voice or body language can reveal if a teacher is actually searching for a pre-

established answer. See Section 10.6 for suggestions for further research.  

Thirdly, questions of conditionality encourage learners to consider a multitude of 

answers and perspectives before answering. Paul (1995) emphasises the importance of 

developing multilogical thinking, thinking that considers multiple perspectives when 

analysing complex multi-dimensional issues, as were some of the topics in the study: 

global warming, use of renewable energy and building dams. Asking for a personal 

perspective provides the child with the opportunity to give a unique answer. 
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Nonetheless, teachers regularly ask children what they think, without really asking for 

their personal point of view. Teacher E regularly asked questions such as It tells you 

on the sheet guys the flowers attract different pollinators. Flowers have different 

smells, shapes and … What do you think that means? The teacher was asking them to 

recall what they had read on their information sheets. Wragg and Brown (2001) refer 

to these questions as “pseudo-broad questions” (p. 20). According to them these 

questions can be very frustrating when a child realises that the teacher isn’t actually 

asking for creative or imaginative answers, but is instead searching for a pre-

determined answer. There is nothing wrong with asking unconditional questions as 

long as the teacher is not pretending to ask a question of conditionality. Summarising, 

I suggest that questions of conditionality satisfy the following three conditions: 

 don’t ask for one (or more) correct and pre-established answer(s) 

 are deliberately phrased conditionally to invite exploration 

 encourage learners to consider a multitude of perspectives before answering 

In the next section I will discuss a further classification of questions of conditionality. 

8.3 Typology of Questions of Conditionality 

A typology of eight categories of questions of conditionality (see Table 8.1 below) 

emerged from the process of analysing the transcripts alongside a review of the 

literature on classroom questioning (Beghetto, 2016; Cotton, 2001; Dillon, 2004; 

Orlich et al., 2013; Ritchhart & Perkins, 2000, 2008; Wragg & Brown, 2001; Yang, 

2006) and critical thinking (Bloom et al., 1956; Halpern, 2006; Krathwohl, 2002; Paul, 

1995; Sternberg, 1986). To structure the questions of conditionality, I selected the 

format ‘the teacher asks learner about/for/how …’ as this resonates best with my focus 

on teaching strategies a teacher could employ to develop the learner’s uncertainty 

competences.  
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 Socratic-based questions of conditionality 

1. Teacher asks learner about understanding of a concept/theory 

2. Teacher probes the learner’s assumptions/beliefs 

3. Teacher asks about different viewpoints  

4. Teacher probes learner’s reasoning process 

5. Teacher asks about a learner’s strategy for finding information 

Uncertainty-based questions of conditionality 

6. Teacher asks about the certainty of information 

7. Teacher asks learner about beliefs regarding not knowing (what will 

happen/what the right answer or action is) 

8. Teacher asks learner how a problem might be solved 

Table 8.1: Overview eight types of Questions of Conditionality  

The first five question types are grouped together as Socratic-based questions17. The 

question types are derived from Paul’s (1995) “questions of clarification”, “questions 

that probe assumptions”, “questions that probe reasons” and “evidence, questions 

about viewpoints or perspectives”, “questions that probe implications and 

consequences”, and “questions about the question” (pp. 341-344). The categories that 

I distinguish in the second group are uncertainty-based. One could say that the focus 

of the Socratic-based questions is primarily on discovering what is known, whereas 

the Uncertainty-based questions are particularly focused on discovering what we don’t 

know (yet) or can’t know for sure. I will discuss both groups using examples from the 

observations. In Appendix K, I provide a detailed Typology of Questions of 

Conditionality that includes exemplar questions for all eight question types, as well as 

the uncertainty competences they address.  

  

                                                 
17 “The Socratic Method, a form of philosophical inquiry, or more precisely, a dialectic method 

of inquiry used by Socrates mainly for the purpose of examining key moral concepts and first 

illustrated in Plato’s early dialogues, is a distinctive pedagogy to encourage people to develop 

independent thinking by questioning claims about knowledge, to argue about ideas, and to 

engage in dialogue about important issues of life” (Chesters, 2012, pp. 1-2). 
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Socratic-based Questions of Conditionality 

1. Teacher asks child about the understanding of a concept/theory 

Questions the teacher asks children about the understanding of a concept or theory 

predominated in the question and answer interactions between the teachers and 

children in my study. They were unconditionally phrased and therefore not questions 

of conditionality. For example, in Classroom B the teacher talked to the children about 

what a dam is: A dam can be big or small. It is a plug in a stream. So, think about your 

bath. If you put the plug in your bath… what is the purpose of the plug? One of the 

children answered: To stop the water from being drained. To which the teacher replied 

with Exactly. That is what the dam is kind of like. It is a barrier. It is built across a 

stream or a river and it is to stop or control the flow of water. These types of questions 

are closely related to Bloom’s (1956) category comprehension, in the original Bloom’s 

Taxonomy, and what Krathwohl (2002) refers to as understand, in the Revised 

Taxonomy. Bloom (1956) explains how the focus here is for the learner to “know an 

abstraction well enough that he can correctly demonstrate its use” (p. 120). Such 

questions also resonate with the category of the Socratic “Questions of Clarification” 

(p. 341) as described by Paul (1995). Questions about concepts are rarely phrased 

conditionally. The teacher is usually seeking a pre-established answer.  Although such 

questions are useful to ascertain the level of retention or understanding of content 

knowledge (Dillon, 2004), they are less useful with respect to understanding messy 

real-world problems. There were no clear examples of teachers asking Type 1 

questions of conditionality in this study. Hypothetical examples are: ‘What could that 

be?’, ‘Who might have done that?’ and ‘Could these statements be described as 

contradictory?’ The teachers in this study predominantly asked unconditionally 

phrased questions that asked the child about a concept/theory and usually had one 

correct, pre-established answer. 

2. Teacher probes the child’s assumptions/beliefs 

The second category is made up of questions that ask children about the assumptions 

and beliefs that fuel their feelings, ideas and actions. Brookfield (2012) describes how 

when we act we base our choices, often unwittingly, on assumptions that we have 
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accepted in the past. We assume these beliefs to be correct and we use them to interpret 

the world. He holds that one aspect of critical thinking is the act of intentionally 

reflecting on our assumptions. Wals, Van der Hoeven and Blanken (2009) underscore 

that being able to reflect on implicit assumptions is necessary to create space for new 

perspectives. After identifying our assumptions, the next step might be to determine if 

they are still valid or if they need to be replaced. The Classroom C teacher talks to a 

small group about the dying of the sun, encouraging the children to reflect on the 

theory that they think is the most likely to be true and compare this with what the 

scientists think is most plausible.  

Teacher Right, you need to find out if that theory is true. Is that really what is 

going to happen? You could have a slide that says: We think this is what 

would happen. And then say: Is that actually what scientists believe that 

will happen? Because nobody really knows for sure. You might be right 

and scientists might be wrong. But they have investigated it and thought 

about it for a bit longer than us. 

The uncertain and multi-dimensional topic of the dying of the sun, the format of the 

learning activities, and the amount of time made available for the children to research 

the topic created a learning environment in which the discussion about assumptions 

and theories materialised naturally (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5). The teacher in 

Classroom C touched on an important issue, namely that as we learn about the world 

we establish theories which may or may not be true. We are very often not aware of 

our assumptions and how they inform our actions. Similar to the need for critical 

reflection on our own assumptions, is the need to critically reflect on the assumptions 

and theories of knowledge sources, and as Orlich et al. (2013) contend, “suspend 

judgment until sufficient evidence is presented” (p. 277). The teacher’s questions 

facilitated the children’s development of many uncertainty competences such as: being 

able to reflect on and change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty, being able to find 

and evaluate information, being able to judge the credibility of knowledge sources 

(Tauritz, 2016) and being able to interpret what others are communicating about their 

degree of certainty and being able to express one’s own degree of certainty. The 

latter two competences were formulated in the course of this study. In conclusion, the 
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findings from this section affirm that uncertain, multi-dimensional topics and learning 

activities that include enough time for researching a topic can create opportunities for 

the teacher to discuss the children’s assumptions, as well as the assumptions and 

theories of the knowledge authorities they consult for their project. Brookfield (2012) 

maintains that one of the ways to assess your assumptions is to view them from 

multiple perspectives. This directly links to the questions in the third category of 

questions of conditionality. 

3. Teacher asks child about different viewpoints 

The third category is comprised of questions about the children’s viewpoints. Children 

all bring their own unique perspectives into the classroom. However, “critical and 

creative thinking depend on an openness to new ideas and the ability to break out of 

one’s mind-set” (Ritchhart & Perkins, 2000, p. 29). Type 3 questions, according to 

Ritchhart and Perkins (2000), are important as the ability to consider multiple 

perspectives needs to be actively developed. In Classroom D, the teacher initiates a 

classroom conversation about the various groups of people who are going to be 

affected by the reintroduction of the beaver to the Scottish landscape. The teacher’s 

questions assist the children in understanding how the different actors are affected by 

the decision in the beaver project and how this leads to different viewpoints on the 

matter. The children are also practicing their reasoning skills.  

Teacher What are the benefits of having beavers reintroduced, but what are 

the costs of having the beavers reintroduced? Who do you think this is 

going to affect? What groups of people are going to be affected by 

beavers being reintroduced or not being reintroduced? Rick? 

Rick  Farmers. 

Teachers  Farmers. Absolutely, yeah. So farmers are going to have a big say in 

it, because their land is going to be roundabout where the beavers are 

living. Ron? 

Ron  Energy sources or something? 
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Teacher  Could be… Yeah, I guess so, if we are still thinking about renewable 

energy than that could be hydro-electricity as well. So yeah 

absolutely! Rita?  

Rita  Maybe the people who are allergic to beavers. 

Teacher I think that that is maybe less of an issue because it is not that we ban 

dogs, because some people are allergic to them. Ha-ha that is just a 

problem that people that are allergic need to deal with, really. As 

long as you don’t go cuddling beavers you will be fine. Lucas, anyone 

else that you think might be affected? 

Child  Lumberjacks. 

Teacher Lumberjacks. So yeah, forestry people, absolutely. So people that 

grow forests and harvest forests for wood. And that is a big, big 

industry in Scotland. Yep, absolutely. 

Although, exploring multiple viewpoints can be considered an attribute of conditional 

learning (see Section 2.2), and the teacher used some conditional words such as 

‘benefits’ and ‘costs’ (see Section 6.2.4), he did not initially employ modal auxiliary 

verbs, such as might, would or could (see Section 7.2). Halfway through the excerpt 

the teacher does start using ‘could’ and ‘might’. In my study, none of the teachers used 

conditional language exclusively. Using modal verbs to communicate about the topic 

would have further emphasised the conditional context of the beaver reintroduction. 

For instance, the teacher could have asked: ‘What might/could be the benefits of 

having beavers reintroduced?’, ‘Which groups of people might be affected by beavers 

being reintroduced or not being reintroduced?’. In summary the observations suggest 

that when discussing multiple perspectives regarding a complex topic, the use of modal 

verbs, modal adverbs and mental verbs in formulating questions can emphasise the 

conditionality of the context. Looking at one’s own viewpoint from different 

perspectives can provide information and reasons upon which decisions could be 

based. 
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4. Teacher probes child’s reasons 

Questions in this category ask children about their reasons for a particular 

decision/judgement/action and the evidence they have to support those reasons, as well 

as the possible implications and consequences of decisions and actions. Critical 

thinking scholars typically agree that making inferences on the basis of inductive or 

deductive reasoning (see Section 1.2.3) are an essential component of critical thinking 

(Ennis, 1985; Halpern, 2006; Krathwohl, 2002; Paul, 1995; Sternberg, 1986). The 

ability to reason is also considered an important uncertainty competence (Tauritz, 

2016).  During the second lesson in Classroom C the teacher and the children discuss 

the implications of the death of the sun. The teacher encourages the children to reason 

through this issue to arrive at a deeper understanding of our dependence on the sun. 

They also speculate about how humans might respond to the consequences of there no 

longer being sunlight on earth to grow food.  

Teacher So we would go hungry, there would be no daylight, no sun, we won’t 

be able to grow food. 

Robbie  You could just hop in your car and go to the shops. 

Teacher But there would be nothing to buy in the shops, Robert. 

Child  You don’t need the sun for everything. 

Teacher  You are not giving me a solution, as to how we grow, how do we grow 

wheat to make bread if there is no sun? 

Child  We don’t need bread. 

Child  Yeah, you don’t need that. You can live without bread. 

Teacher Okay we don’t need bread ... How can we have milk if there is no sun? 

How would the cows get any grass to eat if there is no sun? 

Child  If people watered them and put lights over them. 

Teacher If people water the grass? 

Child  They need heat. 

Child  You could get chocolate! 
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Teacher You couldn’t get chocolate either, because chocolate grows on a plant. 

There would be no plants, no animals. 

The children and the Classroom C teacher are actively engaged in discussing their 

ideas about life on earth after the sun dies. As they debate this complex and ambiguous 

topic they employ language of conditionality, in particular modal verbs and 

conditionals, to express the degree of certainty about their beliefs (Bassano et al., 1992) 

regarding the plausibility of growing food on earth without the sun. This uncertain and 

multi-dimensional topic provides the teacher with the opportunity to help the children 

to develop their ability to reason (Paul, 1995). The teacher is also demonstrating to the 

children how to entertain an enquiring mind by asking probing questions. It is clear 

from this example that the teacher is encouraging the children by taking their responses 

seriously and addressing them with respect. The ambiguous topic, the use of language 

of conditionality and the respectful and encouraging atmosphere (elements of a safe 

learning environment) are prerequisites for a Classroom Culture of Conditionality (see 

Section 2.5.2) or what Ritchhart and Perkins (2000) refer to as a mindful classroom. In 

short, the findings make clear that uncertain and multi-dimensional topics in 

combination with the teacher asking questions of conditionality can provide 

opportunities for the development of uncertainty competences such as being able to 

entertain an enquiring mind and being able to reason (Tauritz, 2016). 

5. Teacher asks about a child’s strategy for finding information 

The 5th category of questions of conditionality consists of questions the teacher asks 

about the child’s strategy for finding and evaluating information, as well as assessing 

the trustworthiness of knowledge sources. The importance of these abilities is 

recognised by many scholars (Bråten, Strømsø & Salmerón, 2011; Ennis, 1985; 

Hobbs, 2017; Paul, 1995, Tauritz, 2016). During the first lesson, the teacher in 

Classroom C asks the children about their strategy for finding information and how 

they can find out whether the statement that ‘wind turbines are the most effective way 

to produce energy’ is true.  
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Teacher ... So, you think lots of people might have said it? How do you know it 

is true? We don’t know. That’s it. So how could you find out if it was 

true or not? 

Child  Collect opinions ... 

Teacher Collect opinions from different people. Could you read the newspapers 

and see if you can find information in a newspaper maybe? Dannie, 

where else might you find out? Who could you ask? 

Dan  Mum and Dad … 

Teacher You could ask your Mum and Dad. Okay.  

The teacher asks conditional questions which can facilitate the development of 

uncertainty competences, such as being able to entertain an enquiring mind, being able 

to find, evaluate and utilise information, and being able to formulate a plan of action 

to deal with uncertainty (Tauritz, 2016). Rephrasing questions related to the search for 

information and making them conditional enhances their potential to stimulate 

divergent thinking. According to Davenport and Pagnini (2016), divergent thinking 

refers to the generation of “a variety of solutions, rather than converging on one correct 

answer” (p. 3) and the creation of new categories for structuring perception, rather than 

depending on previously established categories (Langer, 1992). Chanowitz and Langer 

(1981) suggest that considering information critically can also prevent “premature 

cognitive commitment” (p. 1052) to the unconditional truth of information (see Section 

2.2.6).  

Something else this excerpt demonstrates is how easy it is to fall back on our tendency 

to steer children in the right direction. First the teacher asks How could you find out if 

it was true or not? This is a conditional question (compare with a more unconditional 

version How are you going to find out?). One of the children promptly answers Collect 

opinions … to which the teacher responds with a steering question, albeit infused with 

conditional vocabulary Could you…maybe? Could you ask? This pushed the child to 

consider newspapers as a source. As Langer and her colleagues (1989) say, it is not so 

easy to use questions of conditionality consistently, as we are so used to a more 

unconditional approach in teaching. It seems that a mixture of conditional and 
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unconditional language might more accurately describe a natural way of speaking. See 

Section 10.6 for suggestions for further research.  

The teacher in Classroom C reminded the children that they should remain critical of 

information, even if shared by several sources, or if obtained directly from a trusted 

source such as their teacher.   

Teacher … some people make statements and they say them in such a way that 

they sound like they are true. You’re convinced by the fact that is true. 

Like birds flying into wind turbines and getting killed. Now if your 

teacher tells you that, you might go home and say Ms Daniels said such 

and such a thing. But just because I said it doesn’t mean it is true. 

The children seemed to be a bit surprised by their teacher’s remarks. However, instead 

of deepening the discussion about the credibility of information sources, the teacher 

quickly moved on. Earlier in that lesson the teacher had asked the children Who would 

believe somebody just because they were a scientist? The children gave mixed 

responses. No. No! Yeah! Probably only an experienced and confident teacher can say 

that she should not be blindly followed as a knowledge authority without losing her 

credibility. It is an important issue: how can such a statement be made in a way that 

facilitates the development of critical, independent thought, without creating a too 

extreme distrust of knowledge authorities and rejection of evidence-based knowledge? 

A mixture of uncertainty competences seems necessary as a counterbalance. The 

importance of the ability to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information 

sources and the ability to respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities are 

obvious. Others include the ability to find, evaluate and utilise information (specific 

knowledge), the ability to reason, and the ability to interpret what others are 

communicating about their degree of certainty.  

Important and clearly related to this issue is the uncertainty competence being able to 

conduct research on complex and uncertain topics. This new competence 

emerged during the observation in Classroom C where the children were conducting 

research into the topic of the dying of the sun, albeit in an elementary way. They 

formulated research questions, searched for information on internet, assessed the 
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credibility of the websites and evaluated information as to whether or not it answered 

their question. Doing research had initially been included in the competence being able 

to find information, but it became evident during this observation that doing research 

is a distinct way of reducing uncertainty and should be given a separate entry in the 

list of uncertainty competences. This corresponds with the views of various scholars 

(Butler, 1978; De Haan, 2010; Wiek et al., 2015) who recognise the ability to conduct 

research as an important competence for finding answers to complex questions.  

 

Uncertainty-based Questions of Conditionality 

6. Teacher asks child about the certainty of information 

Type 6 questions consist of questions the teacher asks about the certainty of 

knowledge. In Section 7.2 I presented an excerpt that shows how a speaker can use 

multiple linguistic devices to convey a particular degree of certainty. The teacher in 

that example makes use of these same devices while asking questions of conditionality. 

During the described teacher-child interchange, the teacher asks Kathy about her 

beliefs regarding the issue of birds being killed by flying into wind turbines. The 

teacher asks questions about how certain Kathy is about this issue and on what sources 

she is basing her assumptions. Later during that same lesson, the Classroom C teacher 

addressed all the children in a classroom discussion about their beliefs concerning the 

wind turbine issue and whether this could be a made-up story.  

Teacher Who thinks that is true? Hands if you think that is true! Hands if you 

think it is not true! Hands if you don’t know. Most of us don’t know. It 

is maybe one of those things that people have said, and you have heard 

it a few times and because you have heard a few times you begin to 

think it is true. But maybe it is not true… 

With her questions the teacher encourages the children to critically think about the 

information they consume. Often information is accepted as a given. In the example 

about the wind turbines the uncertainty is of a kind that can be reduced by finding 

reliable sources providing an evidence-based answer to the question if birds die 

because of flying into wind turbines. There are many types of uncertainty however 
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(see Section 2.2.1), and as Jordan and McDaniel (2014a) explain, not all of them can 

be resolved by finding the right information.  

Another aspect of the teacher asking questions about the certainty of knowledge is the 

very fact that the teacher is modelling asking those kinds of questions. It was 

noticeable that the children themselves in Classroom C asked the most questions about 

the certainty of knowledge in comparison to the other classrooms in this study. While 

some scholars see questions asked by the teacher as devices of power and control 

(Dillon, 2004), it seems clear from my observations that they can also be employed to 

encourage children to ask questions themselves and take an active part in the learning 

process. During the 1st lesson in Classroom C, the teacher and the children were talking 

about renewable energy sources. 

Teacher …at some point the sun will run out and the wind doesn’t always blow… 

Kate  How does anyone know this for sure, though? 

Teacher How does anyone know what for sure? 

Kate  That the sun will end up [dying]. 

Teacher Because scientists investigate these things and have looked at what has 

happened to the sun over the last how many years they have been 

studying it. And they can predict, but nobody does really know for sure. 

At first the teacher says that she is certain about the death of the sun as this knowledge 

was produced by scientists investigating and studying the issue for many years. In 

other words, she bases her claim on trustworthy knowledge sources. Interestingly, the 

teacher then weakens the statement, by invoking mental phrases like ‘predict’ and 

‘nobody knows for sure’. I suggest that employing the language of conditionality 

constitutes a nuanced balancing act, which the teacher models during her lessons. 

Slowly views on being able to know with accuracy what is going to happen and predict 

the future are changing, moving towards a view that the world is a complex system 

that is characterised by a dynamic and creative unfolding of events. I agree with 

authors such as Jordan and McDaniel (2014a) and Barnett (2012) that the purpose of 

education is to help children to develop the competences needed to successfully 
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navigate a world that is rapidly changing and is, in part, fundamentally unknowable. 

The literature is not clear, however, on how we can teach someone how to accept not 

knowing what will happen or what the right answer/action is, while remaining active 

and willing to engage with uncertainty. Perhaps children can learn best from observing 

teachers, such as Classroom Teacher C, who demonstrated that she is comfortable with 

not-knowing with her matter-of-fact attitude towards dealing with uncertainty. 

Asking questions and talking about the certainty of knowledge with the children 

provides them with the opportunity to develop their own ideas as well as the language 

to be able to talk about uncertain issues. It also facilitates developing uncertainty 

competences such as: being able to accept not knowing (what will happen or what the 

right answer/action is), being able to find, evaluate and utilise information, being able 

to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources and being able 

to respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities (Tauritz, 2016). 

7. Teacher asks child about feelings regarding not knowing (what will 

happen/what the right answer or action is) 

Questions about the certainty of knowledge are not only focused on the development 

of cognitive abilities. They also offer the teacher the chance to talk to the children 

about how they feel about knowing, not knowing or any degree of knowing in between. 

None of the teachers in this study talked to the children about their emotions in 

response to the lessons. During the focus group discussions children from Classroom 

B shared that they worried about the decisions they had to make during the debate 

about building dams. And some of the children from Classroom D shared in the focus 

group that they wondered if the teacher had been correct when he told the children that 

there were no beavers in Scotland other than the ones that had been released as part of 

the Beaver Trial. Some of those children went online after they got home from school 

to check if the information the teacher gave them had been correct. The teachers did 

not to talk to the children about these feelings. In doing so, they may have missed 

opportunities to explore the competence being able to accept not knowing (what will 

happen or what the right answer/action is). In addition, they could have discussed 

dealing with these feelings by searching for information that could increase their 

degree of certainty. Many topics dealt with in the classroom are not perceived by 
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children as particularly personal or immediate, which might explain why few children 

displayed strong emotions during the classroom observations. Yet at the same time 

none of the teachers in my study asked the children how they felt during or after the 

lessons, apparently assuming that the children were unconcerned. Clearly, more was 

going on in Classroom B as the following excerpt shows. 

Ben I thought at the start that it was quite a clear argument for your own, 

but then when you heard the other facts about the other you … kind of 

steer away. 

Researcher So when you felt a bit confused about what was right and what was 

wrong, or what was more valid, more important or less. How did that 

make you feel? 

Rory Really confused because there was less for-arguments but they were all 

really, really good arguments. But then there were more bad ones. So 

it was really hard to decide. 

Carol It felt really like… stuck for choice. Cause there’s so good reasons for 

each one. So you are stuck in a position really, trying to pick. I still 

don’t even really know what to pick. 

Researcher And did it make you feel just confused or was there something else? 

Bob I think it felt... Well after thinking about it a couple of days after. I think 

after I put the yes, I think there I was a bit regretful actually because I 

thought that the no actually had a bit more good arguments to go 

towards. 

This excerpt reveals that some of the children in Classroom B were emotionally 

affected by the lesson and the uncertainty that it generated. Careful topic selection is 

merited, as complex and uncertain topics without one clear solution, can potentially 

invoke emotions in the children that may not be overtly or immediately displayed but 

need to be addressed by the teacher. A concluding talk addressing the issue of 

uncertainty directly might elicit the sort of reactions that surfaced during the focus 

group interviews (see Section 4.4). 
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8. Teacher asks child how to solve a problem 

The eighth group of questions are questions the teacher asks the child about useful 

procedures and methods for problem-solving. Orlich et al. (2013) defines problem-

solving as “an inquiry learning process in which students seek answers to a question 

relevant to themselves and their culture” (p. 292). They continue by describing the 

teacher’s role as facilitating the children in defining the issue at stake, deciding how 

to obtain the required information, and testing and evaluating their findings. I will 

focus on the two problem-solving strategies that were evident in my study: activating 

prior knowledge and experiences and thinking outside the box (see Section 4.5 

Learning activities).  

The Classroom A teacher used conditional language when she asked the children to 

think of environmental issues that are harming our planet. The children compiled their 

ideas in small groups without researching the topic. For teams it is key to acquire an 

overview of the knowledge and experience the individual group members already have 

on a particular subject and to capitalise on that. Problem-solving can be enhanced by 

unhindered exploration of the issue that needs to be tackled. The children mentioned 

multiple environmental issues, suggesting that they did not feel they were being asked 

for one correct answer. Some of the issues the children mentioned were: global 

warming, deforestation, poaching, catching too much fish, pollution, the number of 

people and running out of space. After this the children were asked to sort the issues 

from least important to most important. The teacher acknowledged to the children that 

the exercise was a challenge because they are all pretty important. The teacher 

explained to the researcher that the aim of the exercise was less about a comparative 

analysis and more about generating dialogue and creative problem-solving, as the 

environmental issues are not equivalent and comparable.  

Teacher ... I want you to say what you have put at number one [most 

important] and tell me why you have decided that it is the most 

important issue? 

Anton  Our must important was ‘oil spillages’. 

Teacher Oil spillages. Okay, can you tell me why?  
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Anton If the oil is spilled in the sea, then the fish can’t get the oxygen 

particles from the water so they can’t breathe and they suffocate. And 

sometimes they like ... die. 

One girl felt such urgency that she started thinking about solutions even before the 

teacher asked the children to do this: Because ... we are running out of fossil fuels so 

we have to find different ways to make energy. Eventually, the teacher did ask the 

children what they could do to try and solve some of the problems. One of the groups 

of children in Classroom A came with many solutions as portrayed in the next excerpt. 

Suggesting again, as Langer (2014) notes, that the conditionally phrased question gave 

them the sense they could explore freely. 

Teacher I want you to think about what we could do to try and solve some of 

those problems. What could we do? What kind of ideas do you have 

about what we could do? So share your post-it, post-it notes out. And 

talk to your group and see if you can come up with some suggestions. 

Child  We could use some more renewable ways to get energy. 

Child  Plant trees, plant … 

Child  … using animal waste to make petrol. 

Child  Put rubbish in bins, yeah! 

Child  Why don’t we just … bury it in the ground? 

Child  Recycle! Recycle! 

Child  What else could we do? 

Child  Stop poaching. 

Child  Let’s look at these and then see what we can do to stop them. 

Child  Okay. Running out of cocoa beans. 

Child  Stop eating chocolate! NO! 

Child  We could think how pollution is caused... by littering. 

Child  We could create biodegradable bags and rubbish. 
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Child  That is a quite good idea. 

Child  What is pollution caused by though?  

Child  Pollution is caused by oil and ships.  Like oil tanks. 

Child  We could do extra strong oil tanks 

Child  But that will cost more money... 

Child  It would mean we have economy dips. 

Child  it would mean we have to pay more tax as well. 

Child  Solar panel cars have like solar panel roofs. 

Teacher Okay, so work on environmentally friendly transport. Okay. Good 

ideas! Brilliant.  

Child  Solar panels. 

Teacher Solar panels, yeah. Okay, so solar energy. Use more solar, 

environmentally friendly energy. 

Teacher Drive electric cars, brilliant! What else? What else could we do? 

Child  Uh, walk? 

Teacher Walk more, yes! Leave the car at home. 

An important uncertainty competence is the ability to prioritise among urgent issues 

(Tauritz, 2016). This involves communicating about the issues and the certainty of 

gathered information, developing strong arguments, negotiating about the values 

involved, and making decisions. The children generated many solutions. See Section 

10.3 for a more comprehensive discussion of the implications for practice.   

Group 8 questions also involve teachers asking questions regarding previous 

experience. During the third observed lesson in Classroom C the teacher initiated a 

classroom discussion asking the class what would happen to humanity if the sun died. 

The teacher challenged them to think about what we know about human dependence 

on energy and the various energy sources we use, as well as considering a novel 

situation in which there wouldn’t be a sun any more. The children were using their 
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prior knowledge and experiences to answer her question. This process can be referred 

to as transfer of knowledge. Central to the process of transfer is learning how to apply 

previously gained knowledge in new situations (Alexander & Murphy, 1999; Orlich 

et al., 2013).   

Teacher And solar panels. What again, if there is no sun than how do we do 

that? So if we’ve got the sun we can produce energy by using solar 

power, but if the sun dies out and there is no sun then how are we going 

to survive?  

Child  Does the moon have energy? 

Teacher Does the moon have energy in the same way that the sun does? 

Child  Yeah. Like, could you do a moon panel?  

Teacher A moon panel. That is an interesting idea. Where does moonlight come 

from? How does moonlight get to us? Dan can you explain that? 

Dan  The sun shines on the moon to give it light to us. 

Teacher Just like a reflection isn’t it? The sunlight hits the moon and is reflected 

off the moon and we see it. So, could you make energy from moonlight?  

Child  No, because there wouldn’t be any light. 

Teacher Would it be powerful enough? When you go out in the sun, you know 

you are out in the sun. How do you know you are out in the sun? Like 

yesterday. 

Child  Because you get sun burned. 

Teacher You get sun burn, you get warm and hot. When you go out in the 

moonlight does that happen? 

Children No! 

Teacher No, it is much weaker isn’t it? It is just enough to see by and if you are 

out in the dark and there are no street lights moonlight might give you 

enough light that you see where you are going. Would it be enough to 

produce energy? I don’t know. 
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Although, the teacher’s question could have been asked in more conditional language 

(How might we survive if the sun dies out and we could no longer make use of solar 

power?) some of the children were motivated to come with creative answers. One of 

the boys transfers his knowledge of solar panels in a situation where there is a sun, to 

a situation without a sun. He asks if we could use moon panels instead. The teacher 

responds enthusiastically to his idea and supports his learning by asking a series of 

questions about moon light. This helps him to realise that the light from the moon is 

not strong enough to provide us with energy.  

Alexander and Murphy (1999) discuss how transfer of what is learned takes place far 

less frequently than educators think. According to them, transfer generally requires 

high competence from learners as well as their engagement “in meaningful problem-

based activities for which the knowledge and skills acquired are means for 

accomplishment rather than ends in themselves” (p. 563). In addition, they suggest that 

transfer requires a teaching process that is developed with the intention of transferring 

knowledge to other situations and domains. It takes among other things: time, practice, 

attention for problem-solving methods, explicit instruction and reflection by students 

and teachers on the transfer process. The teacher from Classroom C, however, did not 

emphasise and reflect with the class on the boy’s efforts to transfer his knowledge. If 

she had, she could have engaged in a metacognitive dialogue with the children about 

employing prior knowledge and previous experiences as a tool for problem-solving. 

Metacognition in critical thinking refers amongst other things to having and becoming 

consciously aware of the representations of our thinking, our beliefs, our certainty of 

knowledge, and our reasoning process (Ellerton, 2015). Metacognitive thinking can 

facilitate the development of uncertainty competences, such as the ability to reflect on 

and (potentially) change one’s beliefs regarding the certainty of knowledge, the ability 

to reason, and the ability to employ previous experiences.  To develop metacognitive 

thinking children will, according to Dawson (2000) and Mulnix (2012), need a lot of 

guided repetition in thinking about their thinking. A question about metacognition 

related to problem-solving could be: ‘How did you find solutions in the past?’ and 

phrased more conditionally: ‘How might you have found solutions in the past?’ The 

tone of the first question seems, without literally saying it, to ask how successful 
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solutions were found in the past. The second version, subtly different, seems a more 

open invitation to think out loud about solutions, not necessarily successful, in the past. 

Another problem-solving strategy I observed in this study was thinking outside the 

box. This relates especially to uncertainty competences in the category Learning to 

cherish uncertainty (see Section 2.5). Central to thinking outside the box are the 

uncertainty competences: the ability to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action, 

the ability to entertain an enquiring mind, and the ability to employ lateral thinking. 

During the second lesson in Classroom C the teacher discusses with the children what 

the implications would be for life on earth if there was no sun. She keeps encouraging 

the children to think about creative solutions. 

Teacher Do you think we would be able to find a way?  

Child  Yeah 

Teacher What would be the way then?   

Child  ... build something in space, that shines down on the earth... 

Teacher  That is an interesting idea. You could make something in space that is 

going to shine down on the earth. So, do you think some sort of machine 

or something? 

In the following excerpt the teacher seems to be asking the children to express their 

perspectives on the ability of humankind to come with a solution.  

Child  We would find a way. 

Teacher  We would find a way? 

Child  No scientists. 

Teacher Scientists would find a way? Scientists, I am not sure they are that 

clever. 

The teacher is encouraging the idea that it is possible to find a solution, but with a lot 

of effort, as even the scientist might not be clever enough. An inviting question the 

teacher could have asked would be: ‘Can you think of something nobody has thought 
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of?’ In conclusion, methods for problem-solving include: activating prior knowledge 

and problem-solving experiences and thinking outside the box. 

8.4 Children’s questions and answers and the teacher’s response 

Even though asking good questions is very important for learning, what is done with 

the response of the child, either by a peer or by the teacher, can be just as important 

(Alexander, 2006). An excerpt from Classroom A reveals an unexpected response 

from a child that could have led the teacher to ask questions of conditionality. The 

teacher asked an unconditionally phrased question about the changing weather patterns 

we are experiencing. Either a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response was clearly anticipated. However, 

one child responded more creatively than expected in reply to such a question (see 

Section 5.2.2). 

Teacher Has anybody been hearing in the news about different weather and ... 

Have you noticed that there is an awful lot more news about weather? 

Child  Yes. Carlisle was flooded. 

Child  Is it El Niño that is causing...? 

Teacher El Niño? 

Child  Is that when the Pacific warms up and it sends bad weather? 

Teacher It affects the weather, doesn’t it? Yep. Okay. 

The teacher probably didn’t expect one of the children to mention El Nino as a possible 

culprit regarding the change in weather patterns! She seems unsure of how to react to 

it. (From the rest of the lesson it became apparent that the teacher wanted to link the 

change in weather patterns to CO2-levels.) Perhaps, if the teacher did not know the 

answer to the child’s question, she could have shared this and suggested that it was an 

interesting topic for them to explore. In this case the answer to her original question 

would not have been the end point as is, according to Beghetto (2016), the common 

approach in education. Instead he suggests an alternative in which the child’s question 

becomes the starting point for personally relevant leaning from the child’s perspective. 

The teacher might have embraced the uncertainty of not knowing instead of seeming 

to move away from an uncomfortable situation. With the following or similar 
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conditionally phrased questions she could have facilitated the development of the 

children’s reasoning abilities: What could El Niño be? And could this be one of the 

causes in the change in weather patterns that we are seeing around the world? Orlich 

et al. (2013) also share that encouraging the children to ask questions themselves can 

stimulate classroom interactions and the development of reasoning and 

communication skills. 

Dillon (2004) is adamant that questions asked by children rather than by teachers are 

the start of effective learning. He explains that those “questions arise in ignorance and 

perplexity, stimulating the student’s thought and empowering his action in an energetic 

pursuit of inquiry coming to terms in an answer” (p. 7). The following example shows 

how effective they can be. During the second lesson the Classroom C teacher talked 

with the children about life on earth if the sun died. Kate was struck by the idea that 

humans might not survive if there was no sun.  

Kate  Well could we still live even if we don’t have a sun? 

Teacher Could we though? Could we live if there was no sun? 

The teacher repeated her question, acknowledging what Kate just asked, but without 

providing her with an answer. Both child and teacher are employing conditional 

language as they use the modal verb ‘could’ and a conditional to express their 

uncertainty regarding the possibility to live without the energy from the sun. The 

teacher’s response encourages Kate to consider the implications and consequences of 

the death of the sun. The children discuss for a long time what might happen to 

humanity in such an event.  It is a speculative question. The openness of the question, 

the conditional language being used and the teacher refraining from answering Kate’s 

question appear to stimulate creativity. The children have been given the opportunity 

to develop uncertainty competences such as: the ability to use uncertainty as a catalyst 

for creative action, the ability to entertain an enquiring mind and the ability to reason 

(Tauritz, 2016). 

It is interesting to examine the children’s questions and answers as they prepared a 

presentation of their research topic (death of the sun). Although, some children in 

classroom C questioned how researchers can know when the sun will die and the 
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teacher emphasised the uncertainty involved, children used a mix of unconditional and 

conditional language while making their PowerPoint presentations. See Figure 8.2 for 

an exemplary slide from one presentation titled: How will the sun die? The title is 

written in absolute terms even though this group in fact used conditional language in 

the body of their presentation: ... scientists believe that that our sun only has five billion 

years left...   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 8.2: Children used conditional language while presenting findings of their 

research topic 

At the end of the presentation the children returned to their original question and 

presented the rest of the class with a quiz (see Figure 8.3 below) constructed using 

absolute categories, even though the topic provided sufficient opportunities for more 

open-ended questions. It should be noted that the children in Classroom C were used 

to these kinds of multiple-choice questions employed at the end of lessons to assess 

what they had learned. Children are standardly asked to tell what they know about a 

subject prior to lessons or to recapitulate what they know at the end of a lesson. This 

kind of questioning is a simple check for information retention. As Dillon (2004) 

states, the answers to these questions are either correct or incorrect and, more 

importantly, predetermined. There is one right answer independent of which child is 

answering. Such questions do not reveal whether or not concepts and processes are 

really understood and if children would be able to transfer their newly acquired 

knowledge to novel contexts. Still they are common in the classroom and the children 

clearly copied them in their quiz.  
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Figure 8.3: Children used multiple-choice questions at the end of their presentation 

The data indicates that if teachers want to encourage children to ask more questions of 

conditionality in the classroom it could be worthwhile to pay attention to the types of 

questions they are modelling in their daily practice.  

8.5 Summary 

In Chapter 8 I introduced the concept of Questions of Conditionality, questions that 

(1) don’t ask for one (or more) correct and pre-established answer(s), (2) are 

deliberately phrased conditionally to invite exploration, and (3) encourage learners to 

consider a multitude of perspectives before answering. Furthermore, these questions 

display several characteristics which make them inherently suited to the development 

of uncertainty competences: divergent, open-ended, exploratory, encouraging, 

stimulate creativity and innovation, and acknowledge multiple valid viewpoints. 

A typology of eight categories of questions of conditionality emerged from the analysis 

of the transcripts alongside a review of the literature on classroom questioning. The 

categories are divided into two groups. The first group consists of five types of 

Socratic-based questions and is primarily focused on discovering what is known. All 

these question types are important for the facilitation of critical thinking, which is a 

significant component of uncertainty competences such as being able to reason 

inductively and deductively, being able to find, evaluate and utilise information, and 

being able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources 

(Tauritz, 2016). Furthermore, when conditionally phrased, these questions can become 
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invitations for the children to offer more creative answers and look at topics from 

different perspectives without the risk that their answers will be considered wrong (see 

Section 5.2.2). 

The second group consists of three types of uncertainty-based questions and is 

primarily focused on discovering what we don’t know (yet) or cannot know for sure. 

Appendix 8.1 Typology of Questions of Conditionality provides an overview of the 

eight categories, including exemplary questions and the uncertainty competences 

which they address. The numbers in the table indicating the uncertainty competences 

correspond to the numbers in the Revised List of Uncertainty Competences in Section 

10.7. 
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Chapter 9 Returning to the heart of the matter 

Perhaps those teachers … who knowingly ask their students complex 

and perplexing questions are doing them a service. Indeed, I would 

argue that they are educating their students to doubt, think critically, so 

consider issues from multiple perspectives, and to provide convincing 

arguments for their views. 

Gordon (2006, p. 23) 

9.1 Introduction 

This study took an interpretive research approach that examined five Scottish case 

studies in-depth. During the data analysis it became evident that the specific 

pedagogical strategies employed by the teacher shapes to a great extent what will 

happen in the classroom. The findings indicate that these strategies comprise five key 

elements: learning objectives, topic, learning activities, teaching resources, and 

language and questions. Employment of the language of conditionality, which includes 

the vocabulary, grammar and questions of conditionality, became an unanticipated 

focus of attention (see Section 6.1). The teachers had been asked to select a complex 

sustainability topic that included a confrontation with contradictory information. They 

were then free to choose all other aspects of their teaching strategy. I provided them 

with minimal guidelines, as I wanted to study what they themselves would elect to do. 

In Chapters 4 to 8, I examine each of the key elements separately. In this Chapter, I 

view the findings from a different perspective. Instead of focusing in on the individual 

elements, I reflect on the complete teaching strategy on a classroom level, and, in 

particular, on the opportunities for developing uncertainty competences afforded by 

each strategy. Of these strategies some were deliberately selected by the teachers while 

others were employed without being part of a written lesson plan. A table summarizing 

the teaching strategy each of the five teachers employed can be found in Appendix L. 

The uncertainty competences that played a role in the classrooms refer to the revised 

list of uncertainty competences which is discussed in Section 10.7. 

9.2 Teaching strategies employed per classroom 

I will discuss each classroom briefly and where appropriate I refer to specific sections 

in the other findings chapters in order to make deeper theoretical connections between 

the observations and the development of the conceptual framework. 
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Teaching Strategy in Classroom A 

The Classroom A teacher formulated learning objectives focused on acquiring 

knowledge about global warming and developing the children’s ability to link global 

issues to local experiences (see Section 3.3.2). The selected topic, global warming, 

provides a rich array of opportunities for inviting uncertainty into the learning 

environment (see Section 4.4.3). Similarly, for example, Hauge and Barwell (2017) 

discuss how critical mathematics lessons about climate change connect students to 

diverse aspects of uncertainty, such as uncertainty related to the employment of models 

as representations of reality, irreducible uncertainty (uncertainty which cannot be 

completely eliminated), and coping with uncertainty.  

The selected learning activities in Classroom A consisted of small group discussions, 

classroom discussions and a presentation by the teacher, and provided a variety of 

opportunities for the children to develop uncertainty competences. In agreement with 

Cohen and Lotan (2014), I observed that working in small groups provided the children 

with the opportunity to develop skills needed to be able to work in teams with mixed 

knowledge, skills and experience as well as to be able to interpret what others are 

communicating about their degree of certainty and to be able to express one’s own 

degree of certainty (see Section 4.5.2). Small group work also confronts the children 

with different points of view, and thus offers opportunities to develop their ability to 

be able to understand people with different perspectives.  

One of the teaching resources Teacher A employed was a PowerPoint presentation 

about global warming. The slides contained some conditional language which 

provided learning opportunities for discussing how to interpret what others are 

communicating about their degree of certainty and, in general, the different ways in 

which people communicate about uncertainty (see Section 6.2.3). During the post-

observation interview, the teacher explained that she had not been aware of this 

opportunity for exploring conditional language. Even though the teacher employed 

predominantly unconditional language in her interactions with the children, she did 

create significant learning opportunities by employing questions of conditionality at 

the beginning of the small group work. For example, she asked the children: Which 

environmental challenges do you know about? How would you order them from least 
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to most important? What kind of solutions can you come up with for those challenges? 

(see Section 8.3). These questions have more than a single right answer and may invite 

a child to both consider a multitude of answers and perspectives before answering 

(Paul, 1995), and encourage a creative response to the initial questions (Langer, 2014). 

This kind of questioning provided the children with opportunities for creative 

exploration of what they collaboratively knew in their group. Examples of specific 

uncertainty competences that may be developed include the ability to entertain an 

enquiring mind and the ability to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action 

(Tauritz, 2016). 

From the findings it could be observed that the children were developing uncertainty 

competences, even though uncertainty competence development was not deliberately 

formulated as a learning objective. The key elements of the selected strategy that 

seemed to produce the most opportunities for uncertainty competence development 

include the complex topic of global warming, the learning activities in the form of 

small group work, and the use of conditionally phrased questions when giving the 

instructions for the small group work.  

Teaching Strategy in Classroom B  

The teacher in Classroom B formulated three learning objectives for her students: to 

acquire knowledge of dams and their purpose, to know some of the advantages and 

disadvantages of dams, and to be able to hold a debate about building dams (see 

Section 3.3.2). The first two objectives focused on content knowledge, although the 

second objective did create learning opportunities for developing the language needed 

to communicate about the advantages and disadvantages of dams and debating skills. 

The third objective focused on skill development and created opportunities for the 

development of such uncertainty competences as the ability to reason (Tauritz, 2016) 

and the ability to express one’s own degree of certainty. The complex topic of 

building dams and the multitude of actor groups that may be affected by dams, such 

as citizens whose land will be flooded, hydroelectric companies, and government and 

environmental organisations, provided diverse opportunities for uncertainty 

competence development. Examples are, being able to understand people with 
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different perspectives and being able to respond in accordance with the underlying 

probabilities.   

The lesson commenced with a classroom discussion about dams, followed by 

additional learning activities including some small group work, note taking and 

designing of posters. During the rest of the lesson the children debated about dams. 

Debating in itself is often employed as a learning activity; in this study two out of five 

teachers selected it. Healey (2012) reminds us, in agreement with many educators, that 

debates offer opportunities for enhancing communication, research, critical thinking, 

argumentation and persuasion skills. The debate in Classroom B, in accordance with 

this appraisal, provided the children with opportunities for the development of many 

related uncertainty competences including: being able to find, evaluate and utilise 

information, being able to reason, being able to respond in accordance with the 

underlying probabilities, and being able to understand people with different 

perspectives. Further, it seems unarguable that debaters need to be able interpret what 

others are communicating about their degree of certainty and to able to express their 

own degree of certainty. Even though the children had learned about debating and 

should have been expecting counter-arguments, the encounter with the other group’s 

arguments seemed to create confusion similar to suddenly being confronted with 

another person’s conflicting point of view in everyday life. The observations suggest 

that this variation on preparing for a debate, in which the argument for was prepared 

in one classroom and the argument against in another, was a particularly useful 

technique for engaging the children and developing uncertainty competences such as 

being able to understand people with different perspectives.  

The children in the Classroom B focus group shared that they were still confused and 

uncertain - days after the debate - about their choice to be in favour or against dams 

(see Section 4.5.4). Even though the topic was relatively distant from their world, the 

lesson seemed to affect them emotionally. This, however, might have been linked to 

the fact that the lesson was part of a larger Storyline project (Bell et al., 2007) about 

dams that the class had been working on for a few weeks. According to Letschert 

(2003), this educational approach offers creative ways to engage children in critical 

thinking, through co-creation of the story, characters developed by the children, and 
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teacher-orchestrated critical incidents. The engagement with the lives of self-created 

characters seemed in this case, as evidenced by the comments made during the focus 

group interviews, to have resulted in the children identifying with the characters and 

bringing their concerns regarding the new dam into a more personal and immediate 

perspective. By developing this learning activity format with her colleague, the 

Classroom Teacher B had created an opportunity to discuss the children’s feelings of 

confusion when confronted with the arguments of the opposing group. Perhaps if the 

teacher had been familiar with uncertainty competences, she would have used the 

opportunity to explore uncertainty competences such as being able to accept not 

knowing (what will happen or what the right answer/action is) or being able to reflect 

on and (potentially) change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty (Tauritz, 2016) with 

the children.  

The key elements from the selected strategy that seemed to produce the most 

opportunities for uncertainty competence development in Classroom B include the 

controversial topic of dams and the lesson objectives that led to the development of 

language for discussing advantages and disadvantages, multiple perspectives and 

debating. The learning activities played a role as well; in particular, the format of the 

debate preparation, invited uncertainty and feelings of confusion into the learning 

environment, created a chance to develop uncertainty competences, including being 

able to accept not knowing (what will happen or what the right answer/action is) 

(Tauritz, 2016). The development of this competence could have been further 

enhanced if the teacher had explored these feelings and ideas with the children. 

Teaching Strategy in Classroom C 

The learning objectives that the Classroom C teacher formulated were to be able to 

discuss the principal ideas behind the complex scientific issue of renewable energy, to 

be able to participate in group discussions and to be able to back up opinions with 

scientific evidence (see Section 3.3.2). These objectives created opportunities to 

develop, amongst others, uncertainty competences related to being able to interpret 

what others are communicating about their degree of certainty and being able to 

express one’s own degree of certainty, the ability to work in teams with mixed 

knowledge, skills and experience and being able to reason and use evidence to support 
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one’s argument (Tauritz, 2016). The teacher began the first of the three observed 

lessons with the topic of renewable energy (wind energy), but introduced two other 

topics for the second and third lesson based on two themes that emerged during the 

classroom discussion: ‘when will the sun die?’ and ‘what do birds do for the world?’ 

(see Section 4.4.3). In responding to the children’s emergent questions in this way, the 

teacher nurtured the children’s curiosity (Starko, 2010) and encouraged the 

development of the uncertainty competence to be able to entertain an enquiring mind 

(Tauritz, 2016). 

The learning activities remained more or less the same, despite the topic change, and 

consisted of classroom discussions and conducting research in small groups, after 

which each group prepared a PowerPoint and presented its findings to the rest of the 

class (see Section 4.5). Teacher C was the only teacher in this study who selected 

conducting research in small groups. Observations in the classroom suggested that it 

was a useful strategy that created many opportunities for developing uncertainty 

competences. Examples of such uncertainty competences are the ability to find, 

evaluate and utilise information, the ability to judge the credibility of knowledge 

sources and the ability to reason (Tauritz, 2016), as well as the ability to conduct 

research on complex and uncertain topics. See Section 8.3 (Question type 5) and 

Section 10.7.  

The teacher employed a variety of teaching resources, such as information sheets and 

work sheets with propositions she had compiled, a book and the Internet. Although, 

the children did use the book the teacher gave them about the solar system, they more 

often went online to find information. Something interesting happened when the 

children from the different groups presented their answers to the same research 

questions. The children responded with some surprise to the fact that the answers were 

not always the same. It spurred a discussion about knowledge sources and the question: 

How can you know which source to believe? It also led to discussion of an unexpected, 

related topic, namely, referencing sources. 

During the classroom discussions, the teacher supported the children in developing the 

language of conditionality pertinent to talking about controversial topics, the certainty 

of knowledge and multiple perspectives (see Section 5.2.1). In addition, the teacher 
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asked many questions and encouraged the children to do the same. She also stimulated 

them to be critical of knowledge sources – even if that source was their own teacher. 

Intriguingly, the development of vocabulary of conditionality, asking many questions 

and being critical of knowledge sources happened without being mentioned 

specifically in the learning objectives.  

The key elements from the selected strategy that seemed to produce the most 

opportunities for uncertainty competence development in Classroom C were: the 

emergent and complex topic about the dying of the sun, the learning objectives that 

included the ability to discuss complex scientific issues, being able to communicate 

well within a team and the ability to back opinions up with scientific evidence. Other 

key elements in this classroom were the learning activities, in particular, the classroom 

discussions, the inquiry-based learning activities and the resulting presentations which 

afforded the exchange of differing answers to similar research questions, and the 

development of language of conditionality. 

Teaching Strategy in Classroom D 

In Classroom D, the teacher formulated the following learning objectives: to be able 

to use print and online sources to understand a controversial topic, to be able to use the 

information to back or refute arguments, and to develop skills in listening and 

persuasive language. Although not specifically mentioned in the lesson plan, the 

teacher clearly also set out to teach the children about beavers and ecology (see Section 

3.3.2). The chosen objectives provided opportunities for the development of 

uncertainty competences, such as being able to reason, being able to respond in 

accordance with the underlying probabilities (Tauritz, 2016), being able to interpret 

what others are communicating about a controversial topic and their degree of 

certainty, as well as being able to express one’s own degree of certainty. The 

controversial topic of beaver reintroduction in Scotland offered many opportunities for 

the development of uncertainty competences, principally due to the many actor groups 

and hence many perspectives involved (see Section 4.4.3). The development of 

competences such as the ability to understand people with different perspectives and 

the ability to find and utilise information (Tauritz, 2016) were encouraged by this 

choice. 
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The learning activities included a classroom discussion about beaver ecology, small 

group work, and a parliamentary debate, which provided a variety of opportunities for 

developing uncertainty competences such as the ability to understand people with 

other perspectives and the ability to reason (Tauritz, 2016) (see Section 4.5.1; 4.5.2 

and 4.5.4). The teacher started with a classroom discussion which activated the prior 

knowledge of the children (Harris & Rooks, 2010; Mason, 1996) and at the same time 

identified gaps in the children’s knowledge about beavers. During the discussion the 

teacher also reviewed with the children what they remembered from the lesson the 

previous day when they were introduced to doing parliamentary debates by means of 

debating the reintroduction of the wolf in Scotland. The children prepared for the 

debate in small groups, which involved working independently from the teacher and 

working and cooperating with group members – both of which Cohen and Lotan 

(2014) highlight as important characteristics of this learning activity; the learning 

activity is a key element of the teacher’s strategy and contributed in Classroom D to 

developing the ability to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experience 

(Tauritz, 2016).  

Time constraints limited the teacher’s capacity to teach this extra science lesson. It was 

therefore not feasible for the children to search for information sources themselves. As 

the children had never previously discussed this topic. The teacher felt compelled to 

provide the children with teaching resources (PowerPoint presentation, information 

sheets and websites) from the beaver trial to ensure that they had basic content 

knowledge about beavers. Some of the children were apparently surprised to hear 

during the classroom debate that there were no beavers in the wild in Scotland (see 

Section 4.5.4) and, although they appeared a bit confused, they did not seem to 

question the validity of the information sheets during the remainder of the lesson. 

During the focus group interview with the children from Classroom D, however, it 

became clear that several of the children had gone home that afternoon wondering 

about the classroom discussion, which prompted them to go online and read about the 

topic of beaver reintroduction in Scotland. These children demonstrated the 

development of the uncertainty competences to be able to entertain an enquiring mind, 

as well as the ability to critically question what the teacher told them: the ability to 
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judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources (Tauritz, 2016) 

and what their own beliefs were about the presence of beavers in Scotland. 

The Classroom D teacher used predominantly unconditional language and focused on 

developing language related to beaver reintroduction and ecology, multiple 

perspectives and debating. Unintentionally, the teacher instigated a discussion about 

the language he had been using to discuss the topic of beaver reintroduction. It 

stimulated the children to reflect on the way in which the teacher expressed his degree 

of certainty about beavers living in Scotland (see Section 6.3.2) and contributed to 

their ability to interpret what others communicate about their degree of certainty. 

In conclusion, the key elements that provided the most opportunities for uncertainty 

competence development in Classroom D were the learning objectives, the 

controversial topic of beaver reintroduction, the learning activities (including the small 

group work and the parliamentary debate), and the learning experience that was 

created by the teacher’s language use regarding the presence of beavers in Scotland.  

Teaching Strategy in Classroom E 

Teacher E made a potentially interesting topic choice, namely, the process of 

pollination and plant reproduction, but was limited by outside factors (unrest in the 

classroom due to the approaching end of the school year for her P7 class) in utilising 

the topic to its full potential for uncertainty competence development. Her learning 

objectives focused on the ability to understand that many plants need animals and 

insects for pollination and the ability to describe the reproductive structure of a flower. 

The transfer of content knowledge predominated in the observed lesson. The 

Classroom E teacher selected several learning activities, which included a classroom 

discussion about the role of pollinators, reading information sheets and doing some 

accompanying exercises, as well as crafts. The latter involved designing flowers and 

integrating what the children had learned about plants’ adaptations to pollinators. The 

teaching resources the teacher employed provided the children with some 

opportunities to develop the uncertainty competence being able to find, evaluate and 

utilise information (Tauritz, 2016). These resources were created by a third party and 

used predominantly unconditional language. The teacher focused on developing the 
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language related to plant reproduction and pollination. This topic could have been 

transformed into a multidimensional real-world problem (Nilson, 2010; Paul, 1995) 

by including in the lesson plan such aspects of the topic as our dependency on 

pollinators for food production, the worldwide decline in pollinators, and the politics 

that are involved in this sustainability challenge. This could have afforded additional 

opportunities for uncertainty competence development.  

9.3 Teaching strategies summarised  

From the findings it would appear that none of these teachers employed a teaching 

strategy in which all five key elements: (1) learning objectives, (2) topic, (3) learning 

activities, (4) teaching resources, and (5) language and questions were optimally 

designed to invite uncertainty into the learning environment. However, in all 

classrooms there were some opportunities for facilitating uncertainty competence 

development (see Table 9.1). 

Classroom Number of different 

uncertainty competences that 

were potentially enhanced  

A 7 

B 8 

C 12 

D 7 

E 1 

Table 9.1: Number of uncertainty competences whose development was potentially 

enhanced through the selected teaching strategies in each classroom 

 

The teaching strategy from Classroom C provided the most opportunities. While most 

of the topics the teachers chose in this study provided ample opportunities, the fact that 

the Classroom C children studied topics that emerged during the first observed lesson 

and were a direct result of questions they had asked was a significant factor. Although 

Teacher C’s learning objectives were relevant, none were specifically phrased to 

include learning how to deal with uncertain and ambiguous knowledge. The learning 

activities that the teacher selected, especially the classroom discussions and the 

inquiry-based learning activities provided many opportunities for uncertainty 

competence development. Furthermore, I view the attention Teacher C paid to 
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exploring the language needed to communicate about uncertain topics and multiple 

perspectives as an important contributing factor to the value of the teaching strategy 

she employed with respect to the development of uncertainty competences.  

9.4 From Conditional Instruction to Language of Conditionality-richness 

One of the characteristics of a learning environment conducive to teaching uncertainty 

competences is the employment of conditional instruction (see Section 2.5.2). As the 

analysis continued and the concept language of conditionality emerged, the way I 

viewed the learning environment underwent modification. The findings had revealed 

an important additional learning environment characteristic: Language of 

Conditionality-richness. Ellen Langer specifically studied the response from learners 

to written conditional instructions (Langer & Piper, 1987; Langer et al., 1989; Langer, 

1993). In Chapter 6, 7 and 8, however, I demonstrated that the use of conditional 

language is more complex and involves a deeper understanding of what linguists call 

epistemic modality or modal language (Bassano et al., 1992; Coates, 1988; Wilcox, 

1991). The language of conditionality encompasses those aspects of modal language 

that deal with the vocabulary and grammar necessary to communicate about the 

certainty of knowledge, probabilities and uncertainty. As when learning any other 

language a rich learning environment, in this case a language of conditionality-rich 

learning environment, immerses a learner in the language to be learned. Classroom 

Teachers B, C and D all employed a wide range of language relevant to the discussion 

of complex and uncertain topics. Classroom Teacher C in particular actively explored 

the language of conditionality with the children. This study strongly suggests that the 

more teachers employ the language of conditionality in their classrooms, the more the 

children are likely to learn and apply this way of communicating and concurrently 

demonstrate other classroom behaviours such as: critically questioning information, 

having a less rigid perspective, and responding more creatively to assignments (see 

Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 10 Synthesis 

The fears people may have of an educational system that creates a place 

for several perspectives [and uncertainty], is that nothing will remain 

stable, there will be nothing reliable on which they can lean for 

continuity. Yet we discover that by viewing the same information 

through several perspectives, we actually become more open to that 

information … If we fail to explore several perspectives, we risk 

confusing the stability of our own mindset with the stability of the 

phenomenon itself. 

(Langer, 1997, p. 133) 

10.1 Introduction 

In this final chapter, I consolidate what can be learned from this study regarding the 

strategies employed by the teachers I observed that develop the children’s uncertainty 

competences, and the implications these may have for the practice of education. 

Section 10.2 discusses the answers to the research questions posed at the end of 

Chapter 2 and describes the three main contributions to knowledge that emerged from 

this study. This is followed in Section 10.3 by an outline of their implications for 

practice, especially with regard to teacher training. In Section 10.4 I make two 

recommendations for education policy. Section 10.5 adds a developmental perspective 

to the discussion of the findings regarding the use of modal language, the 

understanding of the concept of certainty/uncertainty, and the proficiency in the 

language used to communicate about it. This perspective reinforces my suggestion that 

the upper primary school years are suitable to developing the language to be able to 

talk about the certainty of knowledge. In Section 10.6, four suggestions are made for 

further research regarding this fascinating and enigmatic topic of teaching children 

how to manage knowledge uncertainty. In Section 10.7, I take a final look at changes 

that led to the Revised List of Uncertainty Competences. 

10.2 Bringing it all together – Contributions to knowledge 

Stake (1995) notes that generalising and making assertions on the basis of a relatively 

small database, such as my five case studies, depends upon the rigour and depth of the 

data verification methods (see Chapter 3). According to Schwartz-Shea and Yanow 

(2012) it also demands the responsibility of careful interpretation by the researcher. I 

have kept this in mind, while summarising my three contributions to knowledge. At 
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the end of Chapter 2, I introduced the conceptual framework, and described the two 

major theoretical concepts that initially guided my work: (1) uncertainty competences 

(see Section 2.3) and a (2) learning environment conducive to the development of 

uncertainty competences (see Section 2.5). In its original design, my study focused on 

the characteristics of a learning environment that might support the development of 

uncertainty competences. It was impressed on me as the study progressed that the 

teacher does not have equal influence on the different key elements of the learning 

environment; for example, the teacher has limited influence regarding the physical 

setting (building, classroom, school grounds) and the cultural institutions in a specific 

country (see Section 2.5.1). As a result, I focused in on the teaching strategy because 

it was becoming clear that this was a key element of the learning environment that the 

teacher is able to influence. I later zoomed in even further on a particular key element 

of the teaching strategy: language and questions.  

I presented two working research questions in Chapter 2. These questions evolved over 

the course of the research process. Notably, I did not know at the beginning of the 

research project that I would employ a format comprising five case studies. This 

required an appropriate revision of the research questions. These revised questions 

refer specifically to the five case studies:  

1. Which teaching strategies did the teachers employ to teach about complex and 

uncertain sustainability challenges? 

2. Which uncertainty competences were being taught by the teachers? 

The findings indicate that the specific teaching strategies the teachers employed to 

teach about a complex sustainability topic involving contradictory information 

provided a considerable range of opportunities to develop uncertainty competences. 

The selected complex sustainability topics, varied learning activities such as classroom 

discussions, small group discussions, debates and inquiry-based learning and teaching 

resources containing a mixture of unconditional and conditional language each 

afforded particular opportunities (see Chapter 9). See Appendix L for a summary of 

the employed teaching strategies and the uncertainty competences that were being 

developed in each classroom. 
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In the remainder of this section, I concentrate on three main contributions to 

knowledge regarding the key elements of the teaching strategy for developing 

uncertainty competences. Early examination of the collected data indicated interesting 

differences between the teaching strategies employed by the five teachers and the 

opportunities these strategies afforded for uncertainty competence development (see 

Chapter 9). These data eventually developed into one of my major findings, the 

concept of Language of Conditionality and how it was employed in classroom 

interactions (see Chapter 6). 

Langer’s concept of conditional language was central to my thinking at the beginning 

of the data analysis phase (Langer, 1992, 2000, 2014, 2016). To recap, conditional 

language refers to stating that things could be true, rather than saying they are true 

(Langer et al., 1989). During the data analysis and explorations in the field of 

psycholinguistics four things became clear to me. First, I realised that with more 

knowledge of conditional language it is possible to communicate with more nuance 

about uncertainty (see Section 6.2) and avoid binary thinking (see Section 4.5.4). 

Second, that Langer’s concept did not address how teachers might integrate 

conditional language, including specific vocabulary and relevant grammar into their 

classroom communication. Third, that it would be useful for children to actively learn 

how conditional language can be used to communicate about the certainty of 

knowledge (see Section 6.3.2). Fourth, I came to understand that questions can be 

phrased both unconditionally and conditionally, with the latter facilitating the 

development of particular uncertainty competences (see Chapter 8). These realisations 

led to the emergence of a new concept: Language of Conditionality (see Chapter 6). 

 

Contribution to knowledge #1: The teacher’s employment of language of 

conditionality in classroom interactions supports uncertainty competence 

development 

Language of conditionality combines Langer’s broadly defined concept of conditional 

language (Langer & Piper, 1987; Langer et al., 1989) with the more detailed aspects 

of modal language (Bassano et al., 1992; Coates, 1987; Wilcox, 1991) that deal with 

expressing degrees of certainty and possibility, employing a range of linguistic 
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devices. Analysis of my findings led to the establishment of the concept of language 

of conditionality, consisting of three essential aspects: (1) Vocabulary of 

conditionality, (2) Grammar of conditionality, and (3) Questions of conditionality (see 

Section 6.1). Vocabulary of conditionality refers to the words needed to communicate 

clearly and with nuance about the certainty of knowledge, multiple perspectives and 

complexity. Grammar of conditionality refers to grammatical rules and linguistic 

devices that enable an individual to express a particular degree of certainty of 

knowledge in their written or oral communication (see Chapter 7). Simultaneously, the 

grammatical structures and words individuals employ provide listeners and readers 

with crucial information for understanding their messages. Different linguistic devices, 

such as modal auxiliary verbs, modal adverbs, mental verbs, evidentials (see Section 

7.2) and conditionals (see Section 7.3) provide speakers with options for expressing 

their degree of certainty about knowledge in a more nuanced manner. Questions of 

conditionality refer to a variety of questions that invite uncertainty into the learning 

process (see Chapter 8). They, together with the teacher’s employment of vocabulary 

and grammar of conditionality, hold the potential to facilitate the child’s development 

of uncertainty competences. 

The findings showed that, independent of the extent to which the teacher employed 

conditional language, the children used more unconditional than conditional language 

in all the observed classrooms. However, the findings showed something else as well. 

In the classroom where the teacher used a mixture of unconditional and conditional 

language, but with the emphasis on the latter, the children displayed different 

classroom behaviour and uncertainty competences than in the other four classrooms. 

In accordance with findings of Langer and colleagues (1989), my study found that 

those children more often entertained an enquiring mind, judged the credibility and 

cognitive authority of information sources, and employed uncertainty as a catalyst for 

creative action, which resulted in more creative answers than those of the children in 

the other observed classrooms. My findings also suggest that when teachers employ 

questions of conditionality other uncertainty competences may be developed as well, 

such as the ability to reflect on and (potentially) change one’s beliefs regarding 

uncertainty and the ability to reason (Tauritz, 2016). Teachers can ask questions of 

conditionality to explore with children how certain information is, and whether they 
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can reduce their uncertainty by finding (additional) reliable information or have to 

accept that there are circumstances in which uncertainty cannot be (entirely) resolved. 

Teachers can employ modal verbs to rephrase unconditional questions into more 

inviting conditional questions having more than one right answer. 

Significantly, none of the primary school teachers in my study were familiar with the 

term conditional language and the potential effect its use could have on the children’s 

use of language and their classroom behaviour. They were also unaware of their own 

use of conditional language or whether the teaching resources developed, either by 

themselves or by third parties, incorporated any conditional language. The study 

demonstrated, nonetheless, that when teachers employ a mixture of unconditional and 

conditional language a space is created for children to explore multiple perspectives, 

come with creative answers, and practice how to deal with uncertainty.  

Contribution to knowledge #2: Children who are proficient in language of 

conditionality are able to communicate more clearly and with nuance about the 

certainty of knowledge 

The second contribution to knowledge focuses on the importance of the children 

themselves becoming proficient in the use of language of conditionality. My findings 

suggest that being able to communicate about the certainty of knowledge requires 

acquiring relevant vocabulary and an understanding of grammatical structures that 

enable individuals to express themselves, as well as understand what others are 

communicating about uncertainty. In turn, the ability to use and understand the 

language of conditionality contributes significantly to the development of the majority 

of uncertainty competences as has been explicated throughout. Especially clear are the 

links to the two new uncertainty competences discussed below.  

Two uncertainty competences which, though not explicated in the lesson plans as 

learning objectives, were being taught in some classrooms: the ability to interpret what 

others are communicating about their degree of certainty and the ability to express 

one’s own degree of certainty. These were two new uncertainty competences that 

emerged from the findings (see Section 6.3.2). Importantly, these competences help 

the learner make sense of what is being communicated about the certainty of 
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knowledge in a particular situation. They are so basic to communication about 

complexity and uncertain knowledge that they are easily overlooked; however, they 

are essential and can be purposefully taught in the classroom (see 10.3).  

In the third and final contribution to knowledge, the focus is on the key elements of a 

teaching strategy that supports the children’s development of uncertainty 

competences. The fifth key element of the teaching strategy, language and questions, 

is intricately interwoven with the other four key elements (see Section 4.2). 

Contribution to knowledge #3: There are four key elements, in addition to 

language and questions, of a teaching strategy conducive to uncertainty 

competence development: learning objectives, suitable topics, learning activities, 

and teaching resources 

I suggest that, in addition to the language and questions discussed in the first two 

contributions, ample opportunities need to be provided for the development of 

children’s uncertainty competences. The development of these competences can be 

benefited by the employment of carefully chosen learning objectives, suitable topics, 

learning activities and teaching resources.  

Learning objectives 

This study suggests that teachers need to be made aware of uncertainty competences 

and their relevance for preparing children for succeeding in a rapidly changing world. 

With this awareness the teacher can deliberately select uncertainty competences as 

learning objectives. When teachers were asked to teach about a complex sustainability 

topic, only some competences resembling uncertainty competences, especially ones 

that are comparable to critical thinking skills and can be found in the category 

‘Learning to reduce uncertainty’, were mentioned as learning objectives. Although 

similar, it should be clear that they were not specifically operationalised with 

managing uncertain and ambiguous knowledge in mind. 

Topics for uncertainty competence development 

Suitable topics for developing uncertainty competences can be described in terms of 

compositions of varying degrees of uncertainty, multiple and incompatible 
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perspectives and values, contradictory information, and decision-making regarding 

problems without obvious solutions. An important conclusion from this study is that 

multiple characteristics make topics particularly suitable for the development of both 

language of conditionality and uncertainty competences. According to various 

scholars (Hall, 2014; Morrison, 2008; Paul, 1995; Tauritz, 2016), it would be 

beneficial for teachers to learn how to distinguish between monological and 

multilogical problems. Problems that are multilogical/inter-disciplinary (1), boundary 

crossing (2) complex, (3) uncertain topics provide more opportunities for the 

development of uncertainty competences. Topics that are (4) dynamic (Voogt & Pareja 

Roblin, 2012), (5) controversial, (6) confusing, (7) contain misinformation (Higgins, 

2009) or are even (8) unknowable (Barnes et al., 2008), make it difficult to fully 

understand the subject, thereby creating opportunities for uncertainty competence 

development. Topics that are (9) emergent (Jones, 2012), (10) immediate (Kotter, 

2008) and (11) personally relevant (Prinski et al., 2018) are perhaps not particular to 

teaching uncertainty competences but are known to enhance student engagement and 

intrinsic motivation to learn, and can encourage the learner to engage with uncertain 

and complex topics. Sustainability challenges are promising topics for uncertainty 

competence development both because they urgently require solutions and because 

they can be distinguished by many of the characteristics indicated above (see Section 

4.4).  

Learning activities for uncertainty competences development 

Teachers who want to develop particular uncertainty competences can select learning 

activities that provide the best opportunities for developing those competences. 

Inquiry-based learning, often already associated with managing uncertainty, has great 

potential for facilitating uncertainty competence development. It fosters being able to 

entertain an inquiring mind, being able to conduct research on complex and uncertain 

topics, being able to formulate a plan of action to deal with uncertainty and being 

able to respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities (see Section 4.5).  

Scholars hold differing views about the value of classroom debates, with some voicing 

concern that debates encourage binary rather than holistic thinking (Davies & Barnett, 

2015; Langer, 2016), while others (Healey, 2012; Omelicheva & Avdeyeva, 2008; 
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Oros, 2007) emphasise that learners may put more intellectual effort in understanding 

complex issues, as well as listening carefully to their opponent’s arguments and 

forming strong counterarguments. The classroom debates I observed displayed 

opportunities for the children to develop uncertainty competences such as their ability 

to reason (Tauritz, 2016), the ability to interpret what other are communicating about 

their degree of certainty and the ability to express one’s degree of certainty.  

Another learning activity, small group work, could, when introduced by the teacher 

with specific questions of conditionality (e.g. Which issue could you best tackle first? 

Could this solution work? and What could your plan of action to solve this issue look 

like?), also create possibilities for the development of uncertainty competences. 

Examples are: the ability to prioritise among many urgent issues, the ability to 

formulate a plan of action to deal with uncertainty, and the ability to respond in 

accordance with the underlying probabilities (Tauritz, 2016).  

Teaching resources for uncertainty competences development 

Teaching resources comprise the materials and tools the teacher employs to support 

the children’s learning process (see Section 4.6). Resources that, where appropriate, 

communicate that something can be true, rather than stating that it is certain to be true, 

acknowledge the existence of uncertainty and thereby have the potential to support the 

development of uncertainty competences such as the ability to interpret what others 

are communicating about their degree of certainty. Teaching resources that include 

conflicting points of view could be essential in developing the children’s 

understanding of complex problems that typically have no single right solution 

(Kreber, 2009), as well as uncertainty competences including being able to understand 

people with different perspectives and being able to find, evaluate and utilise 

information.  
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10.3  Implications for the practice of education 

Implication for practice #1: uncertainty competence development and language 

of conditionality in teacher education 

This study has important implications for in-service (and pre-service) teacher 

education. These concern the introduction of uncertainty competences and language 

of conditionality in teacher education programmes in order to familiarise teachers with 

these concepts. Teachers need to become more competent in their use of language of 

conditionality. However, if we wish children to use more language of conditionality 

themselves, it is apparent that the teacher’s employment of this language is not 

sufficient in itself. It is necessary for the teacher to deliberately teach children about 

the language of conditionality and how to use it. Competence in the use of language 

of conditionality can also support the children’s development of other uncertainty 

competences, such as being able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of 

information sources and being able to respond in accordance with the underlying 

probabilities.  

Teachers who are aware of the concepts of uncertainty competences and language of 

conditionality as well as their importance will be in a position to deliberately select (1) 

learning objectives focused on developing uncertainty competences and relevant 

vocabulary and grammar of conditionality, as well as selecting (2) appropriate topics, 

(3) learning activities and (4) teaching resources. If all 20 uncertainty competences 

(see Table 10.1) are to be taught in P6/P7, deliberate action would seem to be required 

to explicitly include them as learning objectives in lesson plans. 

Teaching language of conditionality requires the teacher to create learning 

environments that afford children with many opportunities to come in contact with 

vocabulary and grammar related to the certainty of knowledge, multiple perspectives 

and probabilities; to discuss the meaning and use of vocabulary of conditionality; and 

to actively apply it in relevant learning experiences. On the basis of my findings and 

the literature, I suggest that the Tier-system, a framework that can be used by teachers 

striving to select the most pertinent vocabulary to be taught in an educational context 

(see Section 6.2.4), lends itself to being used in order to select words that enhance the 
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children’s ability to communicate about uncertain knowledge and multiple 

perspectives. The teaching of these words could then be explicitly included in the 

teaching strategy. Note that, for example, a multilogical topic such as dependency on 

fossil fuels, offers many more opportunities for developing and integrating vocabulary 

of conditionality, than a monological topic like identifying trees.  

The findings indicate that natural classroom teacher-child interactions provide rich 

examples of the use of linguistic devices that could be purposely employed to raise the 

children’s language awareness regarding the language of conditionality (see Section 

7.2). Classroom discussion could lead to the enhancement of the children’s awareness 

and understanding of how the language of conditionality can be used and this in turn 

facilitates the development of uncertainty competences such as: being able to interpret 

what others are communicating about their degree of certainty and being able to 

express one’s degree of certainty. In addition, teachers would be well served by the 

development of teaching resources that better support them in teaching about complex, 

uncertain and inter-disciplinary problems. On the other hand, when teachers develop 

their own materials, they have the opportunity to use language tailored to the objectives 

of teaching uncertainty competences. 

 In summary this study suggests that teachers should learn during their in-service (and 

pre-service) teacher education: 

 what uncertainty competences are and why it is important to develop them 

 how to employ a teaching strategy that creates learning opportunities for 

uncertainty competence development 

 that natural classroom teacher-child interactions can be employed to raise the 

children’s awareness of language of conditionality  

 how to become competent in their use of language of conditionality in the 

classroom 

 how to deliberately teach children the use of language of conditionality 

 how to develop teaching resources that support the development of uncertainty 

competences and include language of conditionality  
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Implication for practice #2: uncertainty competence development and language 

of conditionality as key to sustainability education in primary schools 

Wals and Langlet (2016) remind us that there is a need for new learning spaces which 

support individuals in becoming sustainable citizens. In these learning environments 

teaching and learning break away from current modes of unsustainable thinking and 

acting, moving away at the same time from hegemonic societal power relations. 

Incorporating uncertainty competence development in the primary school curriculum 

could provide a learning environment in which children can begin to develop the 

competences that will enable them to contribute to sustainable development. Sterling, 

Glasser, Rieckmann and Warwick (2017) describe, however, the lack of consensus 

regarding the specific sustainability competences and capabilities, that need to be 

developed to transition to a more sustainable society. Moreover, an increasing number 

of scholars (Lozano, Merrill, Sammalisto, Ceulemans & Lozano, 2017; Shepard, 

Rieckmann & Barth, 2018; Sterling et al., 2017) have shown concern regarding the 

limited research to date that focusses specifically on the connection between 

pedagogical approaches and the development of sustainability competences. In 

addition, Sterling at al. (2017) discuss the fact that 80% of the publications about 

sustainability competences are focussed on higher education.  

My work on uncertainty competence development in the upper primary years 

contributes in several ways to resolving certain aspects of the ongoing debates. First, 

it suggests that teachers should incorporate teaching the 20 uncertainty competences 

(see Table 10.1) if they wish to prepare their learners for dealing with sustainability 

challenges. Teachers in the upper primary years can begin by focusing on relevant 

language development. Teaching about the language of conditionality and in other 

words teaching how to communicate about the uncertainty and complexity inherent to 

sustainability challenges can form a constructive beginning to the development of 

uncertainty competences. Secondly, the present study provides a systematic approach 

to the development of uncertainty competences and the employment of specific 

pedagogical approaches. Primary teachers can use sustainability topics and learning 

activities which provide a rich array of learning opportunities for uncertainty 
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competence development, such as inquiry-based learning, classroom debates and small 

group work,  

I have argued on the basis of my study that both the teacher’s employment of and the 

children’s sensitivity to the language of conditionality are fundamental to the 

development of the majority of uncertainty competences. The findings of my study 

and the questions that arose during the research process suggest that there is still a lot 

to be learned about effective teaching strategies for developing uncertainty 

competences (see Section 10.6). However, some proposals for education policy can be 

made at this stage 

10.4 Recommendations for education policy 

In this section I consider how the findings and the implications for practice have led 

to two recommendations for the development of education policy in Scotland and 

potentially in other countries.  

 

 

Recommendation for policy #1: Uncertainty competences can be incorporated in 

existing national education frameworks that emphasise skills development.  

The development of uncertainty competences seems to fit naturally into education 

policy’s increasing emphasis on the importance of skill development and preparation 

for working and living in a rapidly changing and complex world. The Scottish 

Curriculum for Excellence (Scottish Executive, 2004) could provide a useful structure 

within which the uncertainty competences that are not (yet) being taught can be 

articulated and subsequently incorporated into classroom practice alongside the ones 

that are already being taught. Some competences resembling uncertainty competences, 

especially ones that are comparable to critical thinking skills, even though not 

specifically operationalised with managing uncertain knowledge in mind, are already 

included in the Curriculum for Excellence. Being able to find, evaluate and utilise 

information, being able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information 

sources, and being able to reason (Tauritz, 2016) are pertinent examples; other 

uncertainty competences, such as being able to accept not knowing and being able to 
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use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action (Tauritz, 2016) require further 

refinement and specification of the desired outcomes.  

It may also be possible to utilise existing national education frameworks for this 

purpose in other countries. It should be noted that the degree to which national 

education frameworks are prescriptive varies per country. The Scottish Curriculum for 

Excellence (Scottish Executive, 2004) is less detailed for children from approximately 

3 years up to 14 years of age, the broad general education phase, than previous 

curriculum advice in Scotland. This provides the teachers with more space to use their 

professional judgement. In addition, curricula can be more or less prescriptive in what, 

when and how educational objectives should be taught and can therefore potentially 

have a greater or lesser impact on the teaching strategies the teachers adopt. 

 

 

Recommendation for policy #2: Developing the language of conditionality can be 

embedded in the existing Scottish education policy framework by expanding the 

Second Level Benchmarks for Literacy and English/Numeracy and Mathematics. 

I have argued that it is important for teachers to develop children’s language awareness 

to enable them to understand how language can be used to convey degrees of certainty 

of knowledge, discuss probabilities, and express multiple and sometimes conflicting 

perspectives. The development of these skills directly relates to the Second Level 

Benchmarks set by the Scottish Government for Literacy and English, as well as 

Numeracy and Mathematics (Education Scotland, 2017). These are the standards that 

each child in the upper primary years is expected to achieve for each curriculum level. 

Some of the most relevant benchmarks for this study include that the child:  

 recognises some techniques used to influence the listener, for example, word 

choice, emphasis, tone and/or rhetorical questions (p. 6) 

 identifies the difference between fact and opinion (p. 8) 

 uses knowledge of context clues, word recognition texts, grammar, punctuation 

and layout to read unfamiliar texts with understanding (p. 9) 

 recognises techniques used to influence the reader, for example, word choice, 

emotive language, rhetorical questions and/or repetition (p. 11) 
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 draws conclusions about the reliability of data taking into account, for example, 

the author, the audience, the scale and sample size used (p. 23) 

 uses the language of probability accurately to describe the likelihood of simple 

events occurring (p. 24) 

Expanding the currently employed benchmarks might be a way to embed the 

development of the language of conditionality in an existing education policy 

framework such as the Curriculum for Excellence. Insights from the field of 

psycholinguistics concerning the age-related development of the language of 

conditionality may contribute to determining the appropriate placement of such 

benchmarks in terms of school year. 

10.5 A developmental perspective on Language of Conditionality 

During my research, I often queried at what age one can start teaching uncertainty 

competences (see Section 1.3.3). I searched many years for information regarding how 

children deal with uncertainty through successive developmental phases. As I became 

increasingly aware of the importance of the children’s awareness regarding language 

of conditionality for uncertainty competence development, I came to realise how 

necessary it could be to know during which developmental phases this language 

awareness could best be stimulated. The psycholinguistic literature offers some useful 

pointers. As was discussed in Section 6.1, the field of linguistics employs the term 

modal language for language that expresses degrees of certainty and possibility. I will 

employ these terms in discussing a developmental perspective based on the 

psycholinguistic literature. 

10.5.1 Modal language use to enhance uncertainty competence development 

Wilcox (1991) underlines that for an individual to understand the use of modal 

language, he or she needs to develop (1) an understanding of relative certainty, and (2) 

the awareness how language can be used to communicate about the speaker’s degree 

of certainty; these abilities correspond with the following uncertainty competences:  

 being able to find, evaluate and utilise information 

 being able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources 
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 being able to respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities 

 being able to interpret what others are communicating about their degree of 

certainty  

 and the ability to express one’s own degree of certainty 

Understanding modal language could therefore contribute to, and is arguably essential 

to, the development of these uncertainty competences and critical thinking skills. 

10.5.2 Understanding relative certainty of knowledge in childhood 

Developing an understanding of the relative certainty of knowledge corresponds with 

the uncertainty competence: being able to respond in accordance with the underlying 

probabilities. According to Bassano et al. (1992), individual children differ 

considerably in their development regarding the understanding of a speaker’s degree 

of certainty, which evolves gradually during early and middle childhood. They also 

state that it takes years longer to comprehend that people can be relatively uncertain 

as opposed to being relatively certain about something (a belief state), as this requires 

understanding the more sophisticated concept that situations can be undetermined. 

Scholars (Moore, Bryant & Furrow, 1989; Moore et al., 1990) indicate that children 

begin to understand that beliefs may be held with differing degrees of certainty at about 

four years of age; it is at that age that they start to understand that there is a distinction 

between the relative certainty of the mental verbs know and think. Moore et al. (1990) 

explain that “what develops around four years of age is a representational theory of 

mind … [this] entails the recognition that psychological entities such as beliefs, 

perceptions, and utterances are representations of reality and thus that they can 

misrepresent” (p. 729). 

10.5.3 Understanding modal language in childhood 

In addition to understanding the concept of relative certainty, children also need to 

learn how people communicate about the certainty of knowledge; this is captured in 

the uncertainty competences being able to interpret what others are communicating 

about their degree of certainty and the ability to express one’s own degree of 

certainty. Scholars provide a diverse perspective on children’s development of the 

ability to understand and employ modal expressions, but generally agree that the 

development progresses gradually with age (Bassano et al., 1992; Day, 2001; Moore 
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et al., 1989; O'Neill & Atance, 2000; Wilcox, 1991). Wilcox (1991) suggests that even 

though children begin to produce modal expressions in early childhood, most eight-

year-olds do not fully comprehend the use of modal language. Bassano et al. (1992) 

observed a gradual increase in response to the speaker’s linguistic cues by the six-year-

old children in their study. Only the eight-year-olds recognised the conditions that 

characterise uncertainty. The single publication I encountered focusing on children in 

the same age group as the P6/P7 children in my study was written by Coates (1988). 

She found that, although eight-year-old children are grammatically competent, they 

possess only a basic set of modal expressions. The twelve-year-old children in her 

study showed a much more advanced use of modal language, which, nonetheless, was 

not fully developed and clearly differed from that of adults. 

In conclusion, children start developing sensitivity towards, as well as the use of, 

modal language in early childhood. The few scholars (Coates, 1988; Wilcox, 1991) 

who studied these developments in children in middle childhood report that children 

between eight and twelve years of age are further refining their use of modal language. 

This supports my suggestion to facilitate the children’s understanding and stimulate 

the use of the language of conditionality in the upper primary years. Coates (1988) 

points to an important lacuna in the linguistic literature, in that most research has 

focused on modal language development in children younger than five years. The 

dearth of studies regarding the development of modal language during middle 

childhood and adolescence is especially relevant if we look at the issues discussed in 

the critical thinking literature. Research has revealed, for example, that adolescents 

and adults often have difficulty accurately assessing source trustworthiness (Coiro et 

al., 2015; Hobbs, 2017; Julien & Barker, 2009). So, what has happened (or perhaps 

has not happened) with respect to these children, who began learning modal language 

in childhood, but fall short when it comes to the development of uncertainty 

competences later on? Further research crossing the boundaries of the fields of 

psycholinguistics, child development and education seems warranted. 

10.6 Exploring new trails – Recommendations for further research 

As my PhD project comes to a close, I cannot help but think about all the further 

directions that this research could take. At the start, I had ambitious ideas about 
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observing lessons, changing elements and observing a revised version. I was advised 

to make a beginning by observing what was already happening in the classroom before 

thinking of changing things. From this I gained invaluable insights regarding the 

concept of uncertainty competences as well as regarding key elements of a learning 

environment and teaching strategies that facilitate uncertainty competence 

development. A major finding is the importance of the use of language of 

conditionality. In Section 10.6.1, I will discuss some of the limitations of my study and 

in Section 10.6.2, I describe four new trails that I recommend following. 

 

10.6.1 Limitations of the study 

There are a number of alternate explanations for particular findings which could not 

be either confirmed or rejected in the present study. A few which seem particularly 

relevant are listed below. 

Contextual factors 

It is possible that the differences in classroom behaviour were not an effect of the 

teacher’s teaching strategy but were instead caused by other contextual factors such as 

the range of academic abilities of the children, socio-economic background and 

culture. The teachers were asked about the range of abilities of the children in their 

class and their descriptions were similar for all classrooms. Differences in socio-

economic backgrounds were not highlighted in this study. Nonetheless, children’s 

language experiences can differ in subtle and potentially significant ways that may 

impact their educational progress (Mercer and Littleton, 2007). It is possible that a 

study that compares classrooms, for example, in an inner-city school, a suburban 

school and a rural school, will find differences in the use of language of conditionality 

or classroom behaviour independent of the teaching strategy. 

Teacher confidence and/or experience 

The teaching strategy employed in Classroom C created the most learning 

opportunities for uncertainty competence development. However, Teacher C was also 

the most experienced teacher in the study. It is possible that if several teachers use the 
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same teaching strategy, that there will still be differences in the number of created 

learning opportunities, for example, due to the level of confidence and/or experience 

the teacher has. It could therefore be interesting to develop a teaching strategy which 

specifies the same learning objectives, topic, learning activities, teaching resources and 

language of conditionality on the basis of this study, and observe the opportunities for 

uncertainty competence development that are created when different teachers attempt 

to implement the same strategy. 

Opportunities for uncertainty competence development 

I observed one lesson in Classroom A, B, D and E, and three lessons in Classroom C. 

My study was therefore better suited to analysing the number of learning opportunities 

created for uncertainty competence development resulting from the employed teaching 

strategy than to assessing the development of uncertainty competences in the children 

over time. For example, the observations in Classroom C, where I observed three 

lessons demonstrated most clearly how the use of language of conditionality affected 

the children’s classroom behaviour. In this classroom I observed, for example, that the 

same children who during the first observed lesson fervently expressed that they would 

believe what scientists say, changed their opinion in subsequent lessons after the 

teacher challenged their uncritical acceptance of what knowledge authorities told them 

and encouraged questioning the evidence they based their assertions on. This 

exemplifies the processes of ongoing negotiation of meaning through talk and 

interaction over time described by Neil Mercer (2010). I suggest that further research 

regarding uncertainty competence development in classrooms should incorporate 

observations in at least three lessons per classroom to shed more light on classroom 

developments in response to the employed teaching strategies. 

Generalisability 

A larger number of cases would have had the potential to generate a more 

comprehensive range of teaching strategies for the development of uncertainty 

competences. In the opinion of the author, an exhaustive catalogue of teaching 

strategies has likely not been achieved in the present study. Nonetheless, the in-depth 

analysis led to a deeper understanding of uncertainty competence development. In 
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addition, the thick descriptions of the cases make it possible for the reader to ascertain 

the relevance of the findings to their specific interests (see Section 3.8.2).  

Language analysis 

 

My background previous to the undertaking of this study was in the field of learning 

for sustainability rather than language development. I discovered the work of Ellen 

Langer during my literature research into the competences an individual might need to 

be able to handle uncertainty employing search terms including uncertainty, 

ambiguity, complexity, doubt, risk, probability, knowledge authority, learning for 

sustainability, teaching, primary education, decision making, competence, capability. 

(See 2.4.4 and 3.74) and found it particularly relevant to my interests. As a result, I did 

not pursue other ways in which the classroom language I observed might have been 

fruitfully explored. For example, Mercer (2010), characterises sociolinguistics as “the 

relationship between the forms and structures of language and its uses in society” (p.7).  

Scholars such as Mercer and Littleton (2007) employ sociocultural theory which 

acknowledges that thinking, communication and learning are shaped by culture and 

understandings are co-created. Similarly, Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics 

describes how language makes meaning in context (Fontaine, Bartlett and O’Grady, 

2013). These insights suggest that observations in classrooms drawn from different 

cultures might have led to different conclusions with respect to the development of 

uncertainty competences.    

 

10.6.2 Further research 

In Section 10.6.1 I discussed some of the limitations of my study and I made some 

suggestions leading essentially to ways in which my research could be expanded in 

terms of variety of school locations, the number of observations per classroom and the 

total number of classrooms observed or controlled for variations in teaching 

experience. In this section I propose four new and exciting trails for further research. 
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Recommendations for research #1: How can teachers best strike a balance 

between unconditional and conditional language in relation to the children’s 

uncertainty competence development? 

 

Langer's research focused on written instructions, which are phrased either 

unconditionally or conditionally. She arrived at the conclusion that conditional 

instructions are preferable, as they can lead to more mindful behaviour. My findings 

led to similar conclusions. However, I wonder if the mixture of unconditional and 

conditional language that I heard in most classrooms might not reflect a more natural 

way of speaking and teaching about complex issues. The language observed in this 

study can be placed along a continuum, ranging from unconditional to conditional and 

more often than not found at points in between.  

 What are the effects of a mixture of conditional and unconditional language on 

uncertainty competence development versus uniformly unconditional or 

conditional language? 

 Could a mixture provide some structure and certainty without forfeiting the 

opportunity for learners to develop a flexible, yet critical mind-set?  

 And what is the effect on uncertainty competence development when the use of 

language of conditionality is made explicit in classroom discussions? 

It would be interesting to develop experiments around the same complex topic and 

containing the same information but presented in different formats. I also wonder if 

there is a difference between written or spoken instructions with respect to conditional 

language. Langer’s experiments focused on written instructions. However, especially 

in primary schools, instructions are often given verbally.  

 Would verbal conditional instructions generate findings similar to Langer’s?  

 And what might the effects be of first providing verbal instructions in 

unconditional or conditional language, and then providing written instructions in 

the opposite format?  

There are many comparable comparative enquiries that could be devised. The better 

we understand these processes the better scholars will be able to give teachers advice 
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that could lead to the enhancement of uncertainty competence development in 

educational settings.  

 

 

Recommendations for research #2: What are the effects of the teacher’s non-

verbal communication regarding the certainty of knowledge on the children’s 

uncertainty competence development? 

The current study focused on the oral and written language of conditionality, although 

non-verbal cues were sometimes noted. It could be interesting in future research to 

look into the use of non-verbal communication regarding the certainty of knowledge. 

This might lead to a fourth part of the model of language of conditionality: non-verbal 

communication of conditionality. Caronia (2014) provides examples of non-verbal 

communication as it is employed in everyday communication regarding the certainty 

of knowledge: 

Fillers, pauses, latency of response, rising intonation are relevant cues used for 

both communicating and inferring uncertainty. Some syntagmatic combinations 

(e.g. rising intonation, pause and hesitation) appear to lead to a stronger degree 

of perceived uncertainty than others (e.g. rising intonation plus pause). 

Interestingly enough, also visual cues (smiles, funny faces, raising of eyebrows 

or head) are used to detect uncertainty in talk. (p. 26) 

Questions of interest might be:  

 How accurate are children at employing and/or deciphering facial expressions, 

tone of voice, body movements and gestures when it comes to assessing the degree 

of certainty that is being expressed? 

 Are the teachers aware of the non-verbal communication of conditionality they are 

employing in their interactions with the children?  

 What is the effect on uncertainty competence development when the teacher’s 

verbal and non-verbal cues provide the children with conflicting information? 
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Recommendations for research #3: What opportunities for uncertainty 

competence development can be afforded by varied physical settings and by 

diverse teaching strategies focused on direct experience? 

As this was a first attempt at doing empirical research focused on uncertainty 

competence development, it made sense to control the number of variables by focusing 

on lessons in classrooms. This also meant that there were fewer methodological 

challenges regarding, for example, the recording of the verbal teacher-child 

interactions. The findings suggest that a classroom affords possibilities for the 

development of uncertainty competences. However, other more complex and uncertain 

physical settings may afford even more possibilities. Examples could include inquiry-

based projects that focus on finding solutions for messy real-world problems, school 

grounds greening involving the participation of children and the ambiguous and 

contested planning process that may ensue (Mannion, 2005), taking part in concrete 

conservation efforts (e.g. restoring a local stream), or field trips, such as are described 

in Higgins (2001), during which students go kayaking and encounter the rich natural 

heritage of a place, leading to conversations about diverse topics such as ecology, land 

management, geology, and the student’s relationships with the land and each other. 

Examining these more complex and uncertainty rich learning environments suggests 

itself as a useful area of investigation. 

 

 

Recommendations for research #4: How do children perceive and experience 

lessons about complex and uncertain (sustainability) topics? 

To achieve a more rounded understanding of uncertainty competence development, I 

suggest the relevance of investigating the children’s perceptions of lessons about 

complex and uncertain topics. For example, I discovered during the focus group 

interviews with the children that feelings of confusion were sometimes present both 

during and after the lesson. During the subsequent teacher interviews, it became clear 

that the teachers had not considered talking to the children about their feelings while 

being confronted with complex and uncertain topics. Purposeful exploration of the 

children’s feelings regarding not knowing could serve to strengthen the development 

of uncertainty competences such as being able to reflect on and (potentially) change 
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one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty and being able to accept not knowing (what will 

happen or what the right answer/action is). Although many scholars (Gordan, 2006; 

Jordan & McDaniel, 2014a; Tauritz, 2016; Valley, Fu & Jove, 2017) have written 

about the need for people to learn how to feel comfortable and thrive in the face of 

uncertainty and not knowing, few practical suggestions have been made concerning 

achieving such a state of being. It might be worthwhile to investigate teaching 

strategies that encourage inquiry and self-reflection, and that overtly recognise the 

students’ confusion as a constructive state of being.  

10.7 Revised List of Uncertainty Competences 

It is time to take a final look at the concept of uncertainty competences which has been 

at the heart of this research. I began this study with the literature-based concept of 

uncertainty competences as discussed in Tauritz (2012), and an overview of teaching 

methods gleaned from the literature that could be employed to develop these 

competences. During the initial literature review phase of the present study I further 

refined my ideas, which resulted in the initial list of uncertainty competences 

expanding from the nine competences described in Tauritz (2012) to 17 competences 

(Tauritz, 2016). During the data analysis phase new insights emerged from the data. 

This, together with further consultation of the literature, led to further revision of the 

list of uncertainty competences, which now features 20 competences (see Table 10.1).  

The list of uncertainty competences consists of a threefold categorisation: ‘Learning 

to reduce uncertainty’, ‘Learning to tolerate uncertainty’ and ‘Learning to cherish 

uncertainty’. The teachers in my study were generally more familiar with competences 

from the first and least familiar with competences from the last category. Three new 

uncertainty competences emerged from the data and were added to the category 

‘Learning to reduce uncertainty’. The first new competence is: being able to conduct 

research on complex and uncertain topics (see Section 8.3). This competence had 

initially been subsumed in the competence being able to find information. It became 

clear during the study, however, that doing research as a way of reducing uncertainty 

should be treated as a separate uncertainty competence. This perspective is supported 

by various scholars (Butler, 1978; De Haan, 2010; Wiek et al., 2015) who recognise 
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being able to conduct research as an important competence for finding answers to 

complex questions. 

The two new competences that deal with communicating about degrees of certainty 

are: being able to interpret what others are communicating about their degree of 

certainty and being able to express one’s own degree of certainty (see Section 6.2). 

The emergence of these competences reflects my growing awareness of the many 

abilities individuals may need to develop in order to be able to manage uncertainty and 

complexity. A study by Wilcox (1991) makes a similar distinction between 

understanding that a person can be more or less certain about something, and 

comprehending the ways in which one can communicate about the degree of certainty 

of knowledge (see Section 10.5). Although communication skills are often mentioned 

among the important competences individuals need to develop in preparation for living 

and working in a rapidly changing world (Paul, 1995; Wiek, Withycombe & Redman, 

2011; Wiek et al. 2015), it is arguable on the basis of my findings that individuals also 

need to develop competences that specifically deal with communicating about the 

certainty of knowledge (or lack thereof). This is one of the reasons that I consider it so 

important that children learn the language of conditionality (see Chapters 5-8). Table 

10.1 below shows the Revised List of Uncertainty Competences.  
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Learning to reduce uncertainty 

1. Being able to find, evaluate and utilise information (specific knowledge) 

2. Being able to judge the credibility and cognitive authority of information sources 

3. Being able to conduct research on complex and uncertain topics 

4. Being able to reason (inductive and deductive reasoning) 

5. Being able to respond in accordance with the underlying probabilities 

6. Being able to prioritise among many urgent issues 

7. Being able to formulate a plan of action to deal with uncertainty 

8. Being able to employ previous experience  

9. Being able to assess one’s own ability to achieve a desired outcome 

10. Being able to engage a supportive network 

11. Being able to work in teams with mixed knowledge, skills and experience 

12. Being able to use one’s intuition as a source of information 

13. Being able to interpret what others are communicating about their degree of certainty  

14. Being able to express one’s beliefs about one’s own degree of certainty 

Learning to tolerate uncertainty 

15. Being able to accept not knowing (what will happen or what the right answer/action is) 

16. Being able to reflect on and (potentially) change one’s beliefs regarding uncertainty 

17. Being able to understand people with different perspectives 

Learning to cherish uncertainty 

18. Being able to use uncertainty as a catalyst for creative action 

19. Being able to entertain an enquiring mind 

20. Being able to employ lateral thinking 

Table 10.1: Revised List of Uncertainty Competences 
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10.8 Concluding thoughts 

I conclude Chapter 10, as well as my thesis, by reflecting on a statement made by 

Langer with which I introduced this chapter. In it she tells us that the real risk lies not 

in fearing that learners will believe in nothing if we ask them to question, but in that if 

we do not, they will not be able to find answers in a rapidly changing, complex and 

uncertain world. The language of conditionality has the potential to encourage learners 

to examine multiple perspectives. In stimulating a conditional perspective, it supports 

questioning. Without asking questions, how can we expect to find answers? And how 

then could we find answers to the pivotal sustainability challenges of our time? It is 

time to embrace uncertainty and acknowledge it as a fundamental driving force for 

teaching. By becoming ourselves language of conditionality proficient, we can assist 

learners in acquiring the uncertainty competences that they will need to meet the 

challenges before them.
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The Road goes ever on and on, 

Down from the door where it began. 

Now far ahead the Road has gone, 

And I must follow, if I can, 

Pursuing it with eager feet, 

Until it joins some larger way 

Where many paths and errands meet. 

And whither then? I cannot say 

 

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings 
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Appendix A Project information for parent/guardian 

 

 

Learning for Sustainability: A playground for complexity 

Research Project Information 

My name is Rebekah Tauritz and I am doing my PhD research at the University of 

Edinburgh. I have always been passionate about Learning for Sustainability. My 

specific interest is in developing educational strategies that teach children how to 

manage complex, contradictory environmental information in order to help prepare 

them for our complex and rapidly changing world. Different educational approaches 

will be compared. Your child is invited to participate in this study because he/she is 

this year in P6/P7.  

The aims of this study 

This research will improve our understanding of the abilities, knowledge and attitudes 

we need when faced with contradictory information about complex environmental 

issues. I want to find out which of these competences are already being taught in 

Scottish primary schools and which educational approaches, appear to be most 

effective for developing them. The research will also shed light on the capabilities 

teachers need to effectively teach these competences. 

Research methods 

Primary school children and staff will be observed and interviewed in the period that 

complex environmental issues are being studied. In consultation with the teacher, 

classroom observations may be complemented by audio and/or video recordings. 

Where available, children’s reflective diaries may be analysed. 

Benefits to children and educators 

The study will benefit the participants by developing their knowledge-base regarding 

effective learning environments for teaching these competences. Knowledge about 
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strategies for teaching these competences could eventually help teachers working with 

children to develop their skills in managing complex knowledge. 

Consent 

This study has received the support of the school’s Head Teacher and the University 

of Edinburgh’s Moray House School of Education Ethics Committee has approved the 

procedures. Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or 

not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with the University of 

Edinburgh. If you participate, you are free to refuse to answer any question or to 

withdraw yourself at any time without consequence.  

Privacy and confidentiality 

All information collected during the project will be treated confidentially. No names 

of children or staff will be used in any written publication, report or presentation 

concerning this study. All names and identifying characteristics will be changed so 

that no person or school that took part in the project can be recognised. Research 

records will be stored securely and only I will have access to them. Children and staff 

will have access to their own data on request. Results will be disseminated through 

articles in professional and academic journals and through presentations at conferences 

and for schools. A summary of the findings is provided to participants on request.  

 

If you would like any further information about this research project, please do 

not hesitate to contact me. If you agree to participate, please sign the consent form 

and return it to me. 
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Appendix B Consent form parent/guardian 

 

Parent’s / Guardian’s Consent Form 

Learning for Sustainability: A playground for complexity 

 My name is Rebekah Tauritz and I am doing my PhD research at the University of 

Edinburgh. I am investigating the effectiveness of strategies for teaching children 

how to manage complex, contradictory information. I am asking permission for your 

child’s participation in this study and for using anonymised images of your child in 

educational publications, reports and presentations. Please read the Project 

information sheet for more information. If you have any questions, feel free to 

contact me by sending an e-mail to: r.l.tauritz@sms.ed.ac.uk 

I _______________________________________________________ (name of 

parent / guardian) give my permission for 

_________________________________________ (child’s name) to take part in this 

study. 

Please tick the boxes for those recordings that you are happy for me to use during 

this research: 

Voice-recordings  

Photos  

Video-recordings  

  

Date: _________________________________ 

 

Signature: _____________________________ 

 

Please, return this form to your son’s or daughter’s teacher as soon as possible.
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Appendix C Case studies: The five classrooms 

Classroom A (P7) - Global warming 

Approximately 351 children attended this non-denominational school with classes 

ranging from Nursery to Primary 1 to 7. The catchment area consisted of a town in the 

Scottish Borders plus several outlying villages and farms. The school sits on the 

outskirts of the town centre. The teacher had been teaching for 18 years, usually 

teaching P6 classes.  

This year she was teaching her first P7 class with 28 children. The teacher expressed 

a definite interest in teaching environmental education, but acknowledged that she did 

not feel confident about teaching complex sustainability topics. She also commented 

that it was hard to find enough time for these topics because of the already packed 

curriculum. Still she chose to give a lesson about global warming.  

The observed lesson took place on January 13th 2016 from 11am-12pm. The learning 

objectives were for the children to gain some knowledge about global warming and be 

able to link the global issue to local experiences. The teacher began the lesson by 

asking the children to list which issues were damaging our planet. The children were 

seated in small discussion groups of approximately four children each. Each group got 

a large piece of paper and a stack of post-its to write on. The teacher asked the children 

to give an example to share with the whole class. Then they discussed in their groups 

for about ten minutes. The teacher walked around answering questions, listening to the 

discussions and encouraging the children to come up with good examples. She 

emphasised the use of particular phrases, such as deforestation, the issue of carbon 

dioxide and renewable energy.  

After this the children were asked, within their groups, to choose six issues that were 

causing the planet the most damage, and to order these issues from the most important 

to the least important. They got about ten minutes for this exercise. The teacher walked 

around as before.  

After this the teacher addressed the whole class again. She asked each group in turn to 

relate their most important and their least important issue. Some of the most important 
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issues according to the children were: animals getting hurt because of plastic bags, 

global warming, CO2 levels rising due to burning fossil fuels, oil spillages’ (killing 

fish), running out of fossil fuels and therefore needing renewable energy, and damage 

to land and property because of war. When each group had had its turn, the teacher 

stated that prior to the lesson she had had to guess which topic the children would pick 

as the most important issue. She said she was a bit surprised by what the children were 

saying, as she thought they would all choose global warming.  

She then showed the children a PowerPoint about global warming that she had found 

on a website where teachers share teaching materials that they have made themselves 

with other teachers.  

After this the children once again set out in their small groups to answer a question 

posed by the teacher: What can we do to try and solve some of these problems? The 

children thought about solutions to all the different problems they had discussed 

earlier, so not only those related to global warming. The teacher walked around again, 

assisting the children in their groups.  

After about ten minutes the teacher asked each group to choose their four best ideas. 

The teacher waited a bit longer before requesting the children’s attention for a final 

classroom discussion. Each group was asked to present their four best ideas. The lesson 

ended just before lunch break. 

Case B (P6) - Is building dams a good or a bad thing? 

Approximately 551 children attended this non-denominational school with classes 

ranging from Nursery to Primary 1 to Primary 7. There are also groups for children 

with additional support needs. The catchment area consisted of a town in the Falkirk 

council as well as surrounding villages. The school is an Eco-School; every three years 

the school does a project about Global citizenship, discussing rights and 

responsibilities and comparing the Scottish lifestyle with that of others across the 

world. The teacher had been teaching for eight and a half years, all at the same school. 

This year’s P6 class was her first. She had never taught a P7 class. 
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This year she was teaching a P6 class with 30 children. The teacher expressed an 

interest in teaching sustainability topics. For the second year in a row she has attended 

a Global Storyline course organised by the Falkirk council. She said she enjoyed drama 

lessons a lot and she was very enthusiastic about the global storylines because of the 

children’s enthusiasm and how the storylines seemed to stimulate learning in the 

classroom. She worked together with her colleague, who was also teaching a P6 class, 

to develop learning activities that were not described in the official lesson plan. 

Although I observed three lessons, in the end only the second lesson was of use, as it 

was the only one that actively dealt with a complex issue and was centred on dealing 

with contradictory information, in this case concerning the pros and cons of building 

dams.  

The observed lesson took place on March 3rd 2016 from 1-3pm. The learning 

objectives were: to develop knowledge about what dams are and what their purpose is, 

to explore the advantages and the disadvantages of dams, and to be able to hold a 

debate about the pros and cons of dams. The teacher started by showing the children 

information about dams on the American Science Trek website. This website 

introduces science topics to primary-age schoolchildren by providing free teaching 

materials for teachers and parents. During this activity the teacher asked some 

questions to check for understanding and find out what prior knowledge the children 

had about dams.  

The second learning activity involved watching a video about advantages and 

disadvantages of the Katse dam being constructed in Lesotho. After this the children 

discussed in small groups what new things about dams they had learned during the 

first two activities. After a few minutes the teacher addressed the whole class again. 

She talked to the children about the video and asked them about their personal attitude 

towards water as a resource.  

The teacher then announced that for the next activity some children were going to the 

other P6 classroom and some of the children from that class would come to their 

classroom. The class next door was also learning about dams. However, by swapping 

some children one teacher could focus on teaching just about the disadvantages of 

dams while the other teacher could focus on the advantages of dams. When the 
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children later returned to their own classrooms, they would represent the arguments, 

for or against dams, opposing the arguments their own class had prepared.  

In the class I was observing, the next activity entailed the teacher reading a prepared 

script describing the disadvantages of dams. The children listened carefully and, as 

instructed, wrote keywords and key phrases down on a small white board about the 

things they thought were really important. When the teacher was done reading she told 

the class that they were going to tally mark those who were for and those who were 

against dams and compare the outcome with the children’s personal opinions after the 

debate. (Unfortunately, the teacher forgot to do this before the debate.)  

Next the teacher asked the children to work together in their small groups and make a 

poster (A3) containing the information they had each written down on their own white 

boards. After twenty minutes the children from the other classroom went back to their 

own classroom and the children from the classroom I was observing who had been 

next door came back.  

The teacher then changed the seating arrangement of the room so that the pro-dam 

group children were on one side and the against-dam children were on the other side. 

The teacher explained that her role would be to indicate the next speaker and regain 

order if necessary. The central question of the debate was: Are dams good or bad (for 

our environment)? The teacher also asked the children if they remembered some of the 

polite debating phrases they had learned during their last debate, such as I can see 

where you are coming from, but I think…, I understand what you are saying, but… and 

I agree with… because…. Lastly, the teacher asked each child to speak at least once 

during the debate. Some of the children were very eager to speak and even though it 

was the end of the school day there were lots of sighs of disappointment when the 

teacher finally announced the last speakers in the debate. Some children wanted to 

continue. Before the children left the classroom to go home, they all put their tally 

marks on the board indicating their own opinions after the debate. 
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Classroom C (p7) – Renewable energy / When will the sun die? /  

Why are birds important 

This primary school is the same as in Classroom A (see description above). The teacher 

had been teaching for 25 years, most of them at this school with a few years as a supply 

teacher elsewhere. She had taught P6 and P7 classes for about seven years. Her 

colleague from classroom A had suggested that she might also be willing to participate 

in my study and she was. 

This year she was teaching a P7 class with 28 children. We agreed that she would give 

three lessons that I would observe. The lessons were going to be part of the science 

topic they were working on that term. In a pre-lesson she had asked the children to 

help choose the topic and they had decided on ‘renewable energy and its growing 

importance in Scotland and beyond’. The observed lessons took place on the April 

28th, May 5th and May 10th 2016. The lessons were each one hour. The children 

continued with the topic, presenting their work after my observations.  

Lesson 1 

The learning objective of the first lesson was to learn to identify a complex scientific 

issue, in this case renewable energy in general and wind energy in particular, and be 

able to discuss the principal ideas. The teacher started the lesson by asking the children 

if they still remembered the pre-lesson and the three topics they had considered. She 

gave the children a minute to quickly recap in small groups and to remember that they 

had chosen the topic about wind turbines after which there was a short classroom 

discussion. She then asked the children if people sometimes disagreed concerning the 

issue of wind farms and wind energy, and if this could be called a controversial topic. 

She also asked them what could bring disagreeing people together and lead to a 

solution. They talked about this in a classroom discussion. 

Next the children were asked to work in small groups. Each group got a sheet with 

statements on it about wind energy and they had to sort the statements into advantages 

and disadvantages. The group was asked to designate a reader and a reporter. The 

teacher walked around answering questions and listening to the discussions. 
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Statements:  

Wind turbines can be seen from long distances, and some people do not like the 

way they look. Wind power does not cause climate change or pollution. 

The land underneath wind turbines can still be used for farming. The wind does 

not always blow across the whole of the UK all of the time. 

Wind is a renewable resource as long as the wind blows it will never run out. Wind 

energy is a cheap way to produce renewable energy. 

After about seven minutes the teacher addressed the whole class and asked the reporter 

from each group to say whether a particular statement was an advantage or a 

disadvantage. A discussion ensued about whether the sun was a renewable energy 

source or not (as it will die eventually). The children seemed more engaged by this 

question than anything up until this point. The children came up with several 

interesting questions and the teacher encouraged them to write them down so that they 

could come back to them later.  

After an interesting discussion about science and knowing things for sure the teacher 

introduced a BBC Bitesize KS2 video: How useful are wind turbines? The teacher then 

asked the children to discuss the idea of putting wind turbines out to sea. After a minute 

the teacher told them they were going to watch the video again. While watching, they 

were to keep two statements in mind that were on the sheet the children had received 

(see in the box below). After the video they discussed the statements in their groups 

for five minutes. The teacher walked around answering questions and listening to the 

discussions.  
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Sheet with questions to complement the BBC Bitesize video: How useful are wind 

turbines? 

Do you agree or disagree with these statements?  

1. Wind turbines are probably the best renewable energy source at present. 

2. Wind turbines are ugly to look at and noisy. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Who said this? How do we know this is true? How could we find out? 

3. Wind turbines are proven to be a very effective way of producing energy. 

Discuss your thought and ideas in your group. You have 5 minutes. 

Next the groups were asked to report back to the whole class what they thought about 

putting turbines out at sea. A discussion about wind turbines evolved into an emotional 

discussion about the importance of birds. This was a direct result of one of the small 

groups talking about how birds die by colliding with windmills and sharing this in the 

classroom discussion. One boy shocked the classroom when he asked in a cold and 

unemotional way why anybody cared what happened to birds. He then asked: What 

have birds every done for the world? After a while the teacher said they would come 

back to the discussion about birds, but for now they were to focus on the turbines. The 

children had to consider within their groups who could have made the statements, as 

well as consider how they could know whether or not the statements were true and 

how they could find out if they weren’t sure. A classroom discussion followed.  

After this they watched another BBC Bitesize KS2 video: Green energy – wind and 

solar power. In the last five minutes of the lesson each group received one more 

question to talk about (from the five in the box below). Each group got a different 

question. The teacher walked around answering and asking questions, and listening to 

the discussions. The children wrote down their group’s answer. Then it was time for 

lunch and the lesson ended. 
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Sheet with questions to complement the BBC Bitesize video: Green energy – wind and 

solar power 

1. Why do some people dislike them so much? 

2. What do you think would be good solutions to this problem? 

3. Could each house have a small colourful wind turbine? 

4. Is the sea option the best? 

5. Create a persuasive argument for the best options to this problem. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Note down any other questions you have about wind turbines on the opposite page.  

Lesson 2 

The learning objective of the second lesson was to learn how to conduct research and 

discuss a complex scientific issue, in this case the role of birds in our world, and how 

the sun will die, and to be able to discuss these, as well as listen to and share opinions. 

The teacher started the lesson by telling the children that they were going to pursue 

two questions that came up during the last lesson: What do birds do for the world? and 

How will the sun die? She then told the children that she wanted them to think about 

what they already knew and to write this down on a sheet of paper (folded in order to 

create 6 boxes). When the children were done writing down what they knew they were 

encouraged to magpie which means they walked around talking to their peers and 

collecting some of their ideas. The teacher walked around answering and asking 

questions and listening to the discussions. After this the teacher addressed the whole 

class again and they discussed the different facts and questions the children had written 

down about the birds and the sun. Then they watched a short video about how the sun 

will die followed by an animated classroom discussion. The teacher then told the 

children to talk about the fate of the sun and the consequences for humans in small 

groups. The teacher walked around and talked to children individually or in small 

groups.  
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For the last 25 minutes the teacher divided the class in half. One group continued with 

the questions about the sun and the other group looked into the question of what bird’s 

do for the world. The children who continued with the sun got a book and the children 

who would be focusing on the birds got a laptop. The bird group then watched a video 

about a young, passionate ornithologist who shared her ideas about the importance of 

birds. After the video the teacher talked with all the groups of children investigating 

the birds. One of the items discussed was the role of birds as indicator species. For the 

last ten minutes of the lesson the teacher gave each of the six bird groups a statement 

that they were supposed to read and discuss within their group. The statements 

represented different people’s ideas about the reason why birds are important. The 

children were asked to decide if they agreed with the opinion or not, and if the 

statement raised any questions. The teacher walked around assisting the children. The 

lesson ended with a brief classroom discussion during which a few children shared 

some of the things they found out during their research.  

Lesson 3 

The learning objective of the third lesson was to learn to research and discuss a 

complex scientific issue, in this case the role of birds in our world, and how the sun 

will die, and be able to discuss these issues, backing opinions up with evidence from 

scientists and justifying the selected information they put in a presentation. The teacher 

started the lesson by asking the children what they talked about during the last lesson. 

Before splitting the class up in small groups, they watched a short video about fossil 

fuels (from www.tigtagworld.co.uk) and did a true or false quiz, followed by another 

TigTag video The sun as our main source of energy. The latter discussed that fossil 

fuels came from the sun hundreds of millions of years ago.  

The teacher asked the children why she showed the video and asked them how it was 

relevant in relation to last week’s topic of the dying sun. The children were told to 

discuss this question with their neighbour. The teacher walked around assisting the 

children, asking and answering questions. After a few minutes she addressed the class 

again and in a classroom discussion they talked about the importance of fossil fuels 

for humans. Then the class was split up in the small groups of two or three children 

formed during the second lesson. The teacher divided the notebook computers and 
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organised where the groups were seated. She handed the children a new sheet with 

questions. Each group was asked to choose one or two questions and investigate them, 

making a PowerPoint or a poster explaining what they found. They were also allowed 

to choose their own related question. 

The big questions on the sheet: 

1. Will the Sun’s energy last forever? 

2. What will happen to the Earth? 

3. Where does the Sun’s energy come from? 

4. When will the Sun go out? 

5. Can we survive without Sun? 

(The teacher said that questions 2 and 5 were the most popular.) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. What do birds do for the world? 

2. Why are birds important? 

The teacher walked around assisting the children, asking and answering questions. 

Some children were quite focused on their PowerPoints, other discussions drifted off 

for a while. The teacher occasionally addressed the whole class to share some tips 

about finding information online. In general, the children worked independently and 

were encouraged by the teacher to do so. The teacher told me that this was very 

relevant considering their stage in their primary school career. At the end of the lesson 

the teacher told them to save everything before going off to have lunch. 

Classroom D (p6) – Beaver reintroduction 

Approximately 415 children attended this non-denominational school with classes 

ranging from Nursery to Primary 1 to Primary 7. The catchment area consisted of a 

town in West Lothian. The teacher had been teaching for six years. He had taught P6 
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classes for four years but no P7 classes. This year he was teaching a P6 class with 31 

children. 

The observed lesson took place on the 25th of May 2016 from 13:15-15:00. It was part 

of a topic about Scotland. The class had had a visit from an employee of the Scottish 

Parliament earlier that week. They talked about the responsibilities of the parliament 

and which matters were decided upon by the UK government and which were the 

devolved matters that were decided upon by the Scottish government. They also 

learned about the rules and format of a parliamentary debate and experienced what it 

was like while debating about wolf reintroduction in Scotland. I was introduced to the 

children before the lunch break. During the break I discussed with the teacher how the 

tables would be arranged so that I could arrange the recorders around the room. 

Unfortunately, the teacher did some things differently, so that the recorders were not 

always optimally placed. 

The learning objectives were to learn to use print and online sources to understand a 

controversial topic, to use information to back or refute arguments and to learn skills 

relevant to listening to and using persuasive language. The topic of the debate this time 

was the reintroduction of beavers in Scotland. The teacher started the lesson by 

gathering the children together on the carpet in front of the smart board and recapping 

with the children what had happened during the guest lesson about the Scottish 

parliament. After this he introduced the new topic about beaver reintroduction. The 

teacher and the children talked about what the children already knew about beavers 

and then the teacher used a PowerPoint presentation from the website of the Scottish 

Beaver Trial to introduce some more facts about beavers, ensuring that all the children 

had some basic knowledge about these mammals before entering into the debate.  

The next learning activity involved conducting teacher-led research. The teacher 

talked to the children about the different groups of actors who would be affected by 

the outcome of the trial. The class was divided into 14 pairs, each representing a 

societal group either for or against reintroduction of beavers. Each pair got a work 

sheet with space to write down arguments for and against beaver reintroduction and 

several information sheets. Some of the sheets contained the outcomes from the Beaver 

trial, for example, regarding the effects on bird or fish populations. The children had 
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to consider which groups would be for and which groups would be against beaver 

introduction. The children had to find arguments to back their group’s opinion. The 

teacher also mentioned a couple of websites that they could use for additional 

information. Although the children really wanted to use the laptops to get on internet, 

their internet access was frustratingly slow. The teacher walked around answering the 

children’s questions. This activity took about twenty minutes. Half-way through the 

teacher reminded the children that they had to have evidence to back up their claims. 

At the end of this activity the teacher organised the set-up of the classroom for the 

debate.  

One boy who had been given the role of presiding officer sat at the front of the class 

behind a desk. The other children were grouped around him in a few rows. The 

recorders were taken to the debate. Some children put them on the ground, while others 

picked them up and held them so that they would most clearly record what the children 

nearest to it were saying. Some children seemed to take it more seriously than others 

who made silly remarks. The children often laughed and enjoyed shouting Objection! 

Sometimes the teacher and sometimes the presiding officer silenced them. At the end 

of the debate the children voted for or against the motion of reintroducing beavers. 

This time they were allowed to make up their own minds and were not bound by the 

perspectives of the group they had represented earlier. The motion was passed with a 

very large majority of the children voting for reintroduction.  

The teacher then told the children to hand the recorders back to me and to set the tables 

and chairs back as they had been. When the children sat down a few minutes later the 

teacher unexpectedly continued with the lesson about the beavers by asking the 

children what they found out that afternoon. Luckily, the teacher was still wearing his 

microphone and I quickly started to jot down as much as I could of what I was hearing. 

The teacher then discussed some other issues in the last minutes before the school bell 

rang and the children left the classroom. 

Classroom E (P7) - Pollinators 

Approximately 215 children attended this non-denominational school with classes 

ranging from Nursery to Primary 1 to Primary 7. The catchment area consisted of an 
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historic town in the Highland council area. After graduating from a primary education 

programme, this teacher worked in youth and community centres, due to personal 

circumstances. After moving to Scotland she taught for eight years, five as a supply 

teacher and as a learning support teacher with additional support needs and three years 

as a classroom teacher. She had never taught P6 and this was her first P7 class. This 

year’s class consisted of 16 children. 

The observed lesson took place on the 16th of June 2016 from 13:30-15:00. It was two 

weeks before the Summer vacation. In fact, the children had just returned from three 

days at the High school they would be attending after the vacation and were very 

excited and distracted because of it. The teacher and the children were also organising 

the end of the year party in between the lessons. The teacher told me during our 

preparatory conversation that her lesson would be focused on the contradictory 

information that was being spread regarding the cause of the large scale dying of bee 

colonies globally. This topic was related to the Polli:Nation project that the school had 

signed up for. This project is a UK wide initiative supporting children from 260 

schools (primary and secondary) in turning their school grounds and other local walk-

to spaces into pollinator friendly habitats. Though I stayed overnight at this teacher’s 

home, I decided not to talk about the lesson before the observation. I was taken totally 

by surprise when the lesson turned out not to be what we had discussed earlier.  

The learning objectives for the observed lesson were to be able to explain that a large 

proportion of plants need animals and insects for pollination, and to be able to describe 

the reproductive structure of a flower. The observation was particularly challenging 

because the children kept shouting and at times the teacher was shouting even louder 

to be heard. This made it difficult to transcribe the lesson. I met the class before their 

lunch break when I observed a lesson. After the break the teacher explained to the 

children that I was researching how well the children would understand the concepts 

that she was going to teach about. The teacher started out by asking the children to 

consider what their favourite flower was after which they immediately started talking 

loudly. After a few minutes the teacher asked some of the children to share their answer 

with the class. The teacher then asked the children why flowers have different shapes 

and colours. Although, some children called out pollination! the teacher kept trying to 
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get the children to answer that the flowers were part of the plants reproduction process. 

It was difficult for the teacher to keep the children’s attention on the lesson due to the 

end of the year distractions described above.  

The teacher then handed the children an information sheet showing a diagram of a 

flower and all the different parts and their names. She talked about the female and the 

male parts and that some flowers are pollinated by the wind, but most are pollinated 

by insects and birds. She asked what reward the insects and birds get for going to a 

particular flower and after some silly remarks from the children she gave the answer 

herself, a reward of nectar. The teacher instructed the children to read in groups of four 

what it said on the information sheet about adaptation. They got three minutes for 

reading and after that they had to fill in the answers to questions on the information 

sheets individually. The teacher walked around the room encouraging children to do 

the task they were given.  

When they were done the teacher addressed the whole class again but was having 

difficulty making herself heard. She told the children that particular birds and insects 

act as specialists for particular plant species.  The teacher continued talking about bats 

and moths and the adaptations of nocturnal species. Next the teacher asked the children 

to do the following task: On the back of the information sheet were pictures of 

particular flowers on one side and of particular pollinators on the other side of the 

page. The children had to draw a line between the plant and pollinator that were 

adapted to each other. They had to work out from the information on the front of the 

sheet which was which. After about five minutes the teacher addressed the whole class 

again and together they worked their way down the list.  

During the last 15-20 minutes of the lesson the children designed a flower using the 

information on the information sheet to design it. They got a supply of craft materials. 

The children were still shouting a lot. The teacher walked around repeating her 

instructions and answering questions. And the end of the 20 minutes the teacher asked 

the children to tidy up, which they did half-heartedly. After a few minutes the teacher 

addressed the whole class again asking children to come to the front of the class and 

share what kind of flower they made, what adaptions it had and for which pollinator. 

The children were poorly engaged with the lesson, which seemed related to the 
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intrusive factors described above. Sometimes they listened to each other, but more 

often the teacher’s attempts to keep them focused on the lesson were unsuccessful. 

After the last children managed to share their creations with the class the lesson was 

over and the recorders were switched off. 
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Appendix D Storing the audio recordings 

After the observed lessons and focus group and teacher interviews, the recordings were 

uploaded to the designated space on the university network. All the recordings were 

labelled. The number of the audio recording made during an observation was made up 

of thirteen symbols: 

1. The first symbol refers to a recording made during a classroom observation: O  

2. The second symbol refers to which school it was: School 1, 2, etc. 

3. The third symbol refers to the children’s grade: 6 (P6), 7 (P7) 

4. The fourth symbol refers to the table the recording was made at (see seating plan):     

    1, 2, 3, etc. Table 1 is the focus group. The teacher (lapel mic) gets number 9.  

5. The fifth symbol refers to who the teacher was: Teacher A, B, etc.  

6. The sixth to the thirteenth symbols indicate when the recording was made: 01 (day 

    of the month), 01 (month), 2016 (year) 

 

A recording taken during an observation at school 1, in grade P7, at table 1, in 

Teacher A’s classroom, on January 13th, 2016 gets as a label: O171A13012016.  

 

The number of the audio recording made during a focus group or teacher interview is 

made up of twelve symbols:  

1. The first symbol refers to a recording made during a focus group interview F or  

    an interview with the teacher I  

2. The second symbol refers to which school it was: School 1, 2, etc. 

3. The third symbol refers to the children’s grade: 6 (P6), 7 (P7) 

4. The fourth symbol refers to who the teacher was: Teacher A, B, etc.  

5. The fifth to the twelfth symbols indicate when the recording was made: 01 (day of 

    the month), 01 (month), 2016 (year) 

 

A recording made during an interview with a teacher at School 1, in grade P7, with 

Teacher A and on January 15th, 2016 gets as a label: I17L01152016 
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Appendix E  Example Observation Grid first version 

This is a selection from the 3-page long ‘Observation Grid – Teacher’ that I tried out during the trial observation.  

Questions asked by teacher 

Strategies Indicators Tally Classroom observations  

Does the teacher ask key questions?  Teacher asks questions that have more than one right 

answer. 

  

Does the teacher ask for factual answers?  Teacher asks questions which can be answered by looking 

for facts. 

  

Does the teacher ask for opinions?  Teacher asks questions which can be answered by sharing 

their own ideas and beliefs. 

  

Does the teacher ask questions with the right 

answer in mind? 

 Teacher replies to answer with: “This is the right answer!” 

 Teacher replies to answer with: “This is the wrong 

answer!” 

 Teacher does not reply to answer with: “That is correct, 

what else could it be?” 

  

Does the teacher ask the children to think 

and reason before answering? 

 Teacher encourages exploration of the topic before 

answering. 

  

Does the teacher ask questions regarding the 

child’s strategy for handling knowledge 

uncertainty? 

 Teacher asks how the child will search for information in 

order to answer the question 

 Teacher asks: “What else could you do to find an answer?” 

  

Does the teacher ask questions regarding the 

group process and finding answers? 

 Teacher asks: “Did you (the group) arrive at an answer and 

if yes, how did you do it?” 

  

Does the teacher model question certainty?  Teacher asks: “Are you sure about that?” 

 Teacher asks: “Can we be certain about the reliability of 

this source?” 
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Appendix F Example Observation Grid second version 

This is a selection from the 3-page long ‘Observation Grid – Teacher’ that I adapted in response to my experience during the trial observation. 

Although, it was certainly easier to work with it was still not a practical observation tool as it was still too elaborate. 

Questions asked by teacher 

Strategies Tally Observations 

Teacher asks key questions   

Teacher asks for factual answers   

Teacher asks for opinions   

Teacher asks questions with the right answer in mind   

Teacher asks the children to think and reason before answering   

Teacher asks questions regarding the child’s strategy for handling knowledge uncertainty   

Teacher asks questions regarding the group process and finding answers   

Teacher models questioning certainty   
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Appendix G Initial Questionnaire - Focus Group 

Interview 

 

Introduction: 

 I introduce myself and refer to the day that I was in the classroom doing my 

observation. I explain that I will be asking some questions about the lesson regarding 

environmental issues that I observed. I ask the children to write their name on a post-

it and stick it on the table in front of them. I then tell the children that I want to hear 

about their ideas and experiences. I ask them to remain silent while others speak. I 

emphasize that they do not have to agree with each other and that I will not grade 

their answers.  

1. Could you tell me what the lesson was about? 

2. Was there anything confusing about the lesson? 

3. If the answer to two is no, give them an observed example of a moment where 

they were confronted with complex, contradictory information and ask them to 

reflect on that. 

4. Did you do anything about it [the confusion]?  

5. And if the answer to four is yes ask them what they did? 

6. How did you feel about that? 

7. What did you learn from this lesson? If the children only mention facts about the 

topic, ask them if they learned anything else. 

8. Give the children an example of contradictory information and ask them how 

they would decide whose experts to believe? If they need prompting, ask them if 

they learned anything in the lesson that might help. 
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In the village of Brigadoon villagers are arguing about the proposed waste 

incinerator that would be placed just outside the village boundaries. The 

incinerator would help solve the issue of accumulating rubbish due to the 

growing numbers of people living in Brigadoon. One group of experts says 

that burning waste will cause air pollution and will affect everyone badly, 

and especially children with asthma and older people. Some doctors agree 

that going ahead with this plan would be very bad. However, some don’t 

agree. They say that the incinerator will make use of modern processes that 

don’t allow any harmful substances to be released into the environment. 

How would you find out which experts you would believe? 

 

Wrapping up: 

I tell the children that we have almost ran out of time and that I will repeat the main 

points from their responses. After this I thank them for talking with me and tell them 

that their answers are very important for my research and it has helped me a lot. 

Their answers will help me understand how they experience lessons about complex 

environmental issues and how we can improve them. I finish up by asking the 

children if they have something that they would like to ask me. I then escort the 

children back to their classroom and thank the teacher. 
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Appendix H Initial Questionnaire - Teacher 

interview 

 

1. How do you feel the lesson(s) went? 

2. How would you describe your teaching strategy? 

3. Do you use this teaching strategy/approach more often? 

4. How do you think the children managed the (decision regarding the) 

contradictory information? 

5. What adaptations have you made (if at all) to scaffold the complexity of the 

topic for individual children? 

6. In case of relevant objectives mentioned in the lesson plan or in the 

conversation before the start of the lessons, did you achieve them? 

7. How would you describe in a progress report what the children learned in the 

lesson(s)? 

8. Could you explain/interpret particular observations of children’s 

behaviour/responses? 
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Appendix I Coding Framework - Teacher & Teaching 

strategy 

 Category 1: Prerequisite for uncertainty in the learning process 

 Characteristics learning environment Observations 

1 
Teacher is open and willing to accept and make use of the concept 

of uncertainty18 
 

 

 Category 2: Allowing uncertainty into the learning process 

 Characteristics learning environment Observations 

2 Teaching approach is process-oriented  

3 Teacher employs a dynamic and emergent curriculum19  

4 Teacher employs inter-disciplinary/holistic topics  

5 Teacher employs an inquiry-based education approach20   

6 
Teacher scaffolds a change in uncertainty related to individual 

student level21 
 

7 Teachers and children reverse roles   

8 Teacher exposes children to contradictory or multiple perspectives  

9 Children are stimulated to clarify, elaborate, extrapolate and/or 

explain their ideas22 

 

 

                                                 
18 For example, a teacher acknowledges different views about man-made global warming versus a teacher 

who states that 97% of scientists say that global warming is man-made and therefor there is no need to 

discuss other views, it might even be considered misleading the children.  

19 For example, a child brings a topic into the classroom, perhaps an accident happened on the way to the 

school and the teacher decides to use this in her lessons. 

20 “Inquiry-based learning is grounded in the philosophy of John Dewey (as is PBL), who believed that 

education begins with the curiosity of the learner. Inquiry-based learning is a student-centered, active 

learning approach focused on questioning, critical thinking, and problem solving. Inquiry-based learning 

activities begin with a question followed by investigating solutions, creating new knowledge as 

information is gathered and understood, discussing discoveries and experiences, and reflecting on new-

found knowledge” (Savery, 2006, p. 16). In an inquiry-based approach the tutor is both a facilitator of 

learning (encouraging/expecting higher-order thinking) and a provider of information. 

21 A teacher might challenge a child who can handle more knowledge uncertainty by talking (more) about 

contradictory information, whereas a teacher will, for example, focus more on basic understanding of core 

concepts with a less able child. 

22 The teacher will ask for more elaboration after a child has given a particular answer.  
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 Category 3: Making uncertainty negotiable in the learning process 

 Characteristics learning environment Observations 

10 
Contradictory information and viewpoints are discussed explicitly by 

the teacher with the children 

 

11 
Teacher and children identify and articulate ideas and experiences 

concerning contradictory information 

 

12 Teacher employs conditional language23  

13 Teacher employs unconditional language24  

14 
Teacher displays enthusiasm when talking about uncertainty related to 

contradictory information 

 

15 
Teacher demonstrates different methods that can be used to manage 

contradictory information 

 

 

 
Category 4: Instructions versus content 

 Strategies Observations  

16 Teacher provides an instructional framework  

17 Teacher provides content information  

18 Teacher connects lessons to the learner’s lifeworld  

19 Teacher arouses the learner’s curiosity25  

 

  

                                                 
23 Conditional language refers to communicating as if something could be true rather than as if it is true. 

Langer et al. (1989) state that conditional instruction allows for some uncertainty as “what is generally 

regarded as a fact represents a probability statement rather than an absolute truth” (p. 141). For example: 

Some scientists say that global warming is not man-made. 
24 Unconditional language refers to communicating as if something is true. For example: Global warming 

is man-made. 
25 The child’s curiosity needs to be very obvious, for example, when children go home and check on 

internet if the teacher was really right about their not being any beavers in Scotland. So one or two 

questions posed to the teacher is not enough for this code. 
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Category 5: Questions asked by teacher 

 Strategies Observations 

20 Teacher asks key questions26  

21 Teacher asks for factual answers   

22 Teacher asks for opinions  

23 Teacher asks leading questions27   

24 Teacher asks the children to think and reason before answering28  

25 
Teacher asks questions about an individual child’s strategy for 

finding information and arriving at answers  

 

26 
Teacher asks questions about group strategies for finding 

information and arriving at answers  

 

27 Teacher models questioning certainty  

69 Teacher answers his or her own question  

 

 
Category 6: Answers and responses given by teacher 

 Teacher strategies Observations 

28 
Teacher asks: “How did you come to that conclusion about the 

contradictory information?” 

 

29 

Teacher asks: “What did you think about the topic before you 

searched for information? What do you think now? Did anything 

change? If so, what changed?” 

 

30 Teacher reflects on his/her thinking process out loud.  

31 
Teacher points out mistakes and corrects them or uses the error to 

suggest the next step 

 

32 
Teacher offers reassurance and assistance when child displays 

distress when confronted with contradictory information 

 

33 
Teacher responds with content or with a strategy to a child’s 

content driven question 

 

34 
Teacher responds with content or a strategy to a child’s process 

driven question 

 

 

                                                 
26 Key questions are questions with more than one correct answer. They can either be used to access prior 

knowledge or confront pupils with problems that can be tackled and solved in a number of ways (Bell et 

al.2007). 
27 Leading questions are questions that are phrased in a manner that tends to suggest the desired answer. 
28 The teacher encourages the children to think closely before (s)he asks the children a question. 
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Category 7: Various (Teacher & Teaching Strategy) 

 Strategies Observations 

35 
Teacher formulates learning objectives regarding learning to 

manage contradictory information 

 

36 
Teacher does not formulate learning objectives regarding learning 

to manage contradictory information29 

 

37 
Factors that limit a teacher from teaching about a complex, 

contradictory topic30 

 

38 
Factors that promote successful lessons about a complex, 

contradictory topic31 

 

39 Teacher expresses concern about the environment  

40 
Teacher missed opportunity for teaching about complex, 

contradictory topic.32 

 

41 

Teacher's expresses his/her view on quality and availability of 

educational resources for teaching complex and/or contradictory 

topics 

 

67 
Teacher limits the confrontation with uncertainty related to 

contradictory information 

 

70 
Teacher talks about age or developmental stage appropriate level 

of uncertainty and complexity 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
29 It is not necessary to code every other learning objective; it is especially meant for places where not 

mentioning any learning objectives regarding managing contradictory information is very apparent. 
30 This is a wide category which includes lack of content knowledge, lack of skills, lack of relevant 

teaching materials, lack of support from school’s administration, etc. 
31 This is a wide category which includes real-life topics, teacher’s confidence in their teaching skills, 

support from colleagues, etc. 
32 For example, when teaching materials use conditional language this can be a starting point to talk about 

that language and what it means about the certainty of knowledge. 
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Appendix J Coding Framework - Learner & Group 

 Category 8: Uncertainty competences: 

Learning to cherish uncertainty 
Observations 

42 
Children respond creatively to the uncertainty of contradictory 

information33 

 

43 
Children are motivated to explore the topic34 

 

 

44 
Children are motivated to find/their own answer35 

 

 

 

 Category 9: Uncertainty competences: 

Learning to tolerate uncertainty 
Observations 

45 
Children have beliefs about the uncertainty of contradictory 

information 

  

46 
Children change their beliefs regarding the uncertainty of 

contradictory information 

 

47 
Children accept and make use of the uncertainty of contradictory 

information  

 

48 
Children look over familiar boundaries and are able to find 

information in fields that are new to them 

 

 

 Category 10: Uncertainty competences: 

Learning to reduce uncertainty 
Observations 

49 Children prioritise among urgent issues36  

50 
Children find, select and utilise information / Teachers teaches 

how to find, select and utilise information 

 

51 
Children judge the credibility and cognitive authority of  

information sources 

 

52 Children reason  

                                                 
33 Instead of feeling insecure of the correct answer, the child takes the lack of one correct answer as an 

invitation to come with something creative, innovative. 

34 This can refer to a cooperative but rather superficial search for answers amongst the group’s prior 

knowledge, as well as more in-depth search using other information sources. 

35 The child is not giving answers that the teacher would probably want to hear, but comes with more 

creative and differing ideas. For example, suggesting that humans should stop breathing out to reduce CO2 

levels. 

36 This refers to the steps to be taken during the process of gathering information and making a 

decision/providing an answer.  
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53 Children are aware of and respond to underlying probabilities  

54 
Children employ previous experience / Teachers build on 

children’s previous experience 

 

55 Children engage a supportive network37  

56 Children formulate a plan of action to manage uncertainty  

57 Children use their intuition as an information source38   

 

 Category 11: Group stuff Observations 

58 Children work together to reach a group decision   

59 Children share their opinions and accept other’s opinions  

 

 Category 12: Various (Learner and group) Observations 

60 Children find it difficult to make choices regarding complex issues  

61 Children (do not) question certainty of information  

62 Children use unconditional language  

63 Children use conditional language  

64 Children express concern about the environment  

65 
Children share their understanding of what the learning objectives 

of the lesson were 

 

66 Children display emotion when confronted with uncertainty 

related to contradictory information 

 

68 Children or teacher share(s) their ideas about learning uncertainty 

competences in primary school 

 

71 Children or teacher talk about children’s post lesson feelings, 

thoughts and or actions regarding the uncertainty surrounding the 

topic 

 

72 Children ask factual questions   

                                                 
37 This isn’t limited to what the children are doing during the observed lesson, but also includes what the 

children tell in the focus group interview about asking e.g. friends and family for advice with 

sustainability topics/complex issues. 

38 I am not sure about useful indicators for the use of intuition as an information source. 
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Appendix K Typology of Questions of Conditionality  

 Socratic-based Questions of Conditionality 

 
Type of question Exemplar questions 

Uncertainty 

competences 

1. Teacher asks child about the 

understanding of a 

concept/theory 

What could that be? 

What could be an example of that? 

Could these concepts be described as (dis)similar? 

Could these statements be described as contradictory? 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2. Teacher probes child’s 

assumptions/beliefs 

 

What are you assuming? 

What’s the chance that your assumption is true? 

What might their assumption be? 

What’s the chance that their assumption is true? 

16, 14 

16, 5, 13 

17, 13 

1, 5, 13 

3. Teacher asks about child’s 

viewpoints 

 

You seem to approach the issue from perspective X, why did you choose that? 

What might someone who disagrees say? 

What is your opinion on this matter? 

17, 4 

17, 4 

17, 4 

4. Teacher probes child’s 

reasoning process 

What is your reasoning? 

What evidence supports that? 

Could we find this out?  

What could happen? (speculative) 

If this is true, what could the implications be? 

If that happens, how might we respond? 

4 

1, 2, 4, 5 

19, 14 

1, 4 

1, 4 

18, 19, 7 

5. Teacher asks about a child’s 

strategy for finding 

information 

How could you find out? 

Who could you ask? 

Where could you find information?  

Can we trust this information source? 

19, 1, 7 

11, 7 

1, 2, 13 

16, 2, 4 
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 Uncertainty-based Questions of Conditionality 

 
Type of question Exemplar questions 

Uncertainty 

competences 

6. 
Teacher asks about the 

certainty of information 

Do you think this information is (un)certain? 

Do you think this knowledge source is (un)certain about this information? 

Is this information certain enough to base taking action on? 

Is this knowable at this moment? 

1, 2 

13 

15, 5 

19, 15, 14 

7. Teacher asks child about 

feelings regarding not 

knowing what will happen 

or what the right answer or 

action is 

How do you feel about not knowing what will happen? 

What about not knowing what will happen makes you feel 

(un)happy/scared/excited? 

How do you feel when you don’t know which source you can trust? 

15 

15 

 

14 

8. Teacher asks child how to 

solve a problem 

What could be done about that? 

How could we solve this problem with what our group already knows about it?  

Which issue could we best tackle first? 

Could this solution work? 

What could your plan of action to solve this issue look like? 

Have you come across a similar situation? What happened then? 

How could/might we solve the problem with what we learned in the past?  

What innovative ideas could we come up with? 

Can you come up with something else? 

Can you think of something nobody has thought of? 

19, 20 

1, 4, 8, 10, 7, 11 

6, 4, 5 

1, 4 

7 

4, 8 

19, 4, 20 

18, 19, 20 

18, 19, 20 

18, 20 
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Appendix L Teaching strategies employed per classroom 

Key elements of the 

teaching strategy 

Learning 

objectives  

Topics  Learning activities Teaching 

resources  

Language and 

Questions  

Uncertainty 

Competences 

A To acquire 

basic 

knowledge 

about global 

warming 

 

To be able to 

link global 

issues to local 

experiences 

 

Global 

warming 

Small group 

discussions (listing 

and prioritising 

environmental 

challenges, and 

suggesting solutions) 

 

Classroom 

discussions (sharing 

results of group work 

with the rest of the 

class) 

 

 PowerPoint 

presentation by the 

teacher (designed by 

an unidentified 

teacher) about global 

warming 

 

PowerPoint 

presentation 

about global 

warming 

 

Teacher used 

predominantly 

unconditional 

language 

 

When facilitating 

the group work the 

teacher focused on 

definitions and 

phrases related to 

global warming 

such as 

‘deforestation’ and 

‘renewable energy’ 

 

Some of the tasks 

assigned to the 

small groups were 

formulated 

conditionally  

Being able to reason 

 

Being able to prioritise 

among many urgent 

issues 

 

Being able to employ 

previous experience  

 

Being able to work in 

teams with mixed 

knowledge, skills and 

experience 

 

Being able to interpret 

what others are 

communicating about 

their degree of 

certainty  

 

Being able to express 

one’s own degree of 

certainty 

 

Being able to 

understand people with 

different perspectives 
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Key elements of the 

teaching strategy 

Learning 

objectives  

Topics  Learning activities Teaching 

resources  

Language and 

Questions  

Uncertainty 

Competences 

B To acquire 

knowledge of 

dams and their 

purpose 

 

To know some 

of the 

advantages and 

the 

disadvantages 

of dams 

 

To be able to 

hold a debate 

(about building 

dams)  

Building dams Classroom 

discussions (about 

dams, and about the 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

dams) 

 

Small group 

discussions (about 

what new things 

had been learned 

about dams) 

 

Note taking (either 

about advantages or 

disadvantages of 

dams) 

 

Making posters 

(presenting 

arguments for or 

against dams) 

 

Classroom debate 

(to decide if 

building dams is 

good or bad) 

PowerPoint 

presentation and 

video (Science 

Trek) about 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

dams 

Teacher used a 

mix of 

conditional and 

unconditional 

language 

 

Teacher focused 

on developing 

language for 

talking about 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

building dams 

and language 

used for debating 

Being able to find, 

evaluate and utilise 

information  

 

Being able to reason 

 

Being able to respond in 

accordance with the 

underlying probabilities 

 

Being able to work in 

teams with mixed 

knowledge, skills and 

experience 

 

Being able to interpret 

what others are 

communicating about 

their degree of certainty 

 

Being able to express 

one’s own degree of 

certainty 

 

Being able to accept not 

knowing (what will 

happen or what the right 

answer/action is) 

 

Being able to understand 

people with different 

perspectives 
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Key elements of the 

teaching strategy 

Learning 

objectives  

Topics  Learning activities Teaching 

resources  

Language and 

Questions  

Uncertainty 

Competences 

C  To be able to 

discuss the 

principal ideas 

behind the 

complex 

scientific issue 

of renewable 

energy in 

general and 

wind energy in 

Scotland in 

particular 

 

To be able to 

participate in 

group 

discussions 

sharing one’s 

thoughts and 

feelings 

 

To be able to 

back up 

opinions with 

scientific 

evidence 

 

 

 

Renewable 

energy (wind 

energy) 

 

Dying of the 

sun 

 

What birds do 

for the world 

 

Classroom 

discussions (about 

wind energy, dying 

of the sun, fossil 

fuels) 

 

Conducting 

research in small 

groups (about 

dying of the sun or 

the role of birds in 

our world) 

 

PowerPoint 

presentation made 

by the children of 

their findings 

Worksheets 

designed by the 

teacher about wind 

energy, dying of 

the sun and 

importance of 

birds 

 

Videos (Youtube, 

BBC Bitesize, 

TigTag) 

Teacher used a 

mixture of 

unconditional and 

conditional 

language, with a 

focus on the latter 

 

Teacher focused 

on developing 

language of 

conditionality 

(controversy, 

certainty of 

knowledge, 

multiple 

perspectives) 

 

Teacher asked 

many questions 

(including a 

mixture of 

conditional and 

unconditional 

questions) and 

encouraged the 

children to ask 

questions 

 

Teacher 

encouraged the 

children to be 

critical of 

Being able to find, 

evaluate and utilise 

information  

 

Being able to judge the 

credibility and cognitive 

authority of information 

sources 

 

Being able to conduct 

research on complex and 

uncertain topics 

 

Being able to reason 

(inductive and deductive 

reasoning) 

 

Being able to respond in 

accordance with the 

underlying probabilities 

 

Being able to work in 

teams with mixed 

knowledge, skills and 

experience 

 

Being able to interpret 

what others are 

communicating about 

their degree of certainty  
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 knowledge 

sources 

Being able to express 

one’s own degree of 

certainty 

 

Being able to accept not 

knowing (what will 

happen or what the right 

answer/action is) 

 

Being able to reflect on 

and (potentially) change 

one’s beliefs regarding 

uncertainty 

 

Being able to understand 

people with different 

perspectives 

 

Being able to entertain an 

enquiring mind 
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Key elements of the 

teaching strategy 

Learning 

objectives  

Topics  Learning activities Teaching 

resources  

Language and 

Questions  

Uncertainty 

Competences 

D To be able to 

use print and 

online sources 

to understand a 

controversial 

topic 

 

To be able to 

use information 

to back or 

refute 

arguments 

 

To develop 

listening skills 

and the use of 

persuasive 

language 

 

Although not 

specifically 

mentioned, to 

acquire 

knowledge 

about beavers 

and ecology 

was clearly one 

of the teacher’s 

objectives 

 

 

Beaver 

reintroduction 

 

 

 

Classroom 

discussions (about 

beaver 

reintroduction and 

ecology) 

 

Conducting 

research in small 

groups (about 

perspectives 

different involved 

actors)  

 

Parliamentary 

debate (about 

beaver 

reintroduction) 

 

 

PowerPoint 

presentation, 

information sheets 

about perspectives 

of different actors, 

official findings, 

and a list of pre-

selected websites 

from the Beaver 

trial 

 

Laptops (Internet 

access was not 

working properly) 

Teacher used 

predominantly 

unconditional 

language 

 

Teacher focused 

on developing 

language related 

to beaver 

reintroduction 

and ecology, 

multiple 

perspectives and 

language used for 

debating 

 

 

 

Being able to find, 

evaluate and utilise 

information 

 

Being able to reason 

 

Being able to employ 

previous experience  

 

Being able to work in 

teams with mixed 

knowledge, skills and 

experience 

 

Being able to interpret 

what others are 

communicating about 

their degree of 

certainty  

 

Being able to express 

one’s own degree of 

certainty 

 

Being able to understand 

people with different 

perspectives 
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Key elements of the 

teaching strategy 

Learning 

objectives  

Topics  Learning activities Teaching 

resources  

Language and 

Questions  

Uncertainty 

Competences 

E To be able to 

explain that 

many plants 

need animals 

and insects for 

pollination 

To be able to 

describe the 

reproductive 

structure of a 

flower 

 

 

Pollinators 

 

Classroom 

discussions (about 

the function of 

pollination) 

 

Reading 

information sheets 

and complementary 

fill in tasks (about 

specific pollinators) 

 

Crafts (making 

flowers integrating 

what they learned 

about plants’ 

adaptations to 

specific pollinators) 

 

 

 

Worksheets (about 

pollination and 

plant 

reproduction) 

 

Craft materials 

Teacher used 

predominantly 

unconditional 

language and 

closed questions 

 

Teacher focused 

on developing 

language related 

to pollination and 

reproductive 

structure of 

flowers 

Being able to find, 

evaluate and utilise 

information 
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